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Welcome
   The key word is enrichment — products that add interest 
and enjoyment to your main curriculum for each subject. 
These items reinforce and extend learning beyond the 
textbook page to add depth and fun to learning.
   As we homeschooled our kids over 26 years, they greatly 
appreciated the little extras; using dry erase boards with 
colored markers instead of pencil and paper; embellish-

ing their papers with drawings using tips from how-to-
draw books; and numerous art projects completed 

with construction paper, scissors, tempera paint, 
glue and wiggly eyes. Math was made more 
enjoyable with flash card competitions, multipli-
cation songs, games, and tactile supplements. 
Handwriting was enhanced by using a program 
teaching drawing techniques alongside hand-

writing strokes. History and geography came to 
life with maps, country and state flag stickers, audio 

books, and fascinating biographies. Science 
became real with rocket launches, volcanic 
eruptions, human body models, portable 
magnifiers, and nature resources for outdoors. 
   This is our catalog for some of that “educa-
tional fun stuff.” After you have selected your 
main curriculum in each area, see what extras 

could make learning together more enjoyable, 
cater to your student’s learning style, or let the 

child explore his interests more fully.
   We also want to emphasize support — helping your 
school day run a little smoother. We offer a variety of 
quality yet inexpensive supplies, references, and orga-

nizational tools. One of the best time-saving tips when 
we began homeschooling was having multiples of basic 
supplies to avoid wasting time looking for that one pair of 
scissors or tape dispenser in the house. 
   And this is only the tip of the iceberg for the over 50,000 

educational products that we carry. Items were select-
ed to give you an idea of the broad range of products 
available in all subject areas. Please explore our web-
site to find many more items that will enhance your 
child’s learning experience and your teaching enjoy-
ment. Thank you for considering our family business. 

We look forward to serving you.

For the Glory of God,
Bob & Linda Schneider and family,
and all your friends at Rainbow Resource Center!

Cover:   “Pond Life” with Joel Manning and the kids. 
Catalog:   Design/layout by Emily Lancaster & Megan Smith. 

Photography by Laura Roberts.
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•  Prefers written  
instruction and  
visual materials.

•  Excels by taking 
notes, marking and 
highlighting texts.

VISUAL  
LEARNERS...

•  Prefers to read aloud  
or listen to texts, songs.

•  Excels by hearing  
instructions and talking 
through information.

AUDITORY 
LEARNERS...

Enriching for Success

Ways to enrich your child’s education: 

 •  Additional Practice hones skills in specific areas (i.e., workbooks, drill books).

 •  Critical Thinking Resource adds further application of skills, (i.e., logic and reasoning exercises; 
reading analysis; project-based learning).

 •  Alternative Instruction allows a “redo” on concepts through a different perspective or  
explanation (i.e., workbooks that teach from a different approach, etc.).

 •  Reference Resource provides additional information, or the “big picture” on topics  
(i.e., picture encyclopedias, atlases, “list-of” books).

 •  Multi-sensory adds a sensory-based practice or learning of abstract concepts  
(i.e., manipulative, games, kits, songs, etc.).

Learning Styles: 

 A child may want to favor one learning style. Try utilizing a variety of styles to reinforce learning.

•  Prefers to participate 
through active, whole-
body movement.

•  Excels by standing, 
walking, or moving 
during lessons.

KINESTHETIC 
LEARNERS...

•  Prefers hands-on activities, 
writing/typing, building.

•  Excels when learning 
through created or  
built projects.

TACTILE 
LEARNERS...
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Enriching for Success

Assessing: How I Can Enrich My Child’s Education? 

Student Name: ___________________________ Age/Grade Level: ________ Subject:  ____________________

Learning Preference (just as a general guideline): ____Visual ____ Auditory ____ Kinesthetic ____ Tactile

Materials I’m currently using for this subject (include the main curriculum, instruction and practice), 
any supplements or components:

Curriculum:  ______________________________________________________________________________________

Additional Items:  _________________________________________________________________________________

How does my child learn best? Consider strengths/weaknesses and learning styles:  _________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________

How do I and my child respond to curriculum?

Likes: Dislikes: 
___________________________________  ___________________________________

___________________________________  ___________________________________

___________________________________  ___________________________________

___________________________________  ___________________________________

Are there certain specific topics or concepts my child doesn’t understand?  ________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________

Are there specific topics or concepts my child needs to strengthen?  _______________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________

Could this child benefit from applying the skills learned in specific ways?  ___________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________

Is there a skill or interest this child would like to pursue?  ____________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________

What could I add to better fit this student’s needs?  ________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________

Jot your considerations here:

• Additional Practice:  ____________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________

• Critical Thinking Resource:  ______________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________

• Alternative Instruction: __________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________

• Reference Resource:  ___________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________

• Multi-sensory:  __________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________
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Banana Panda 
Matching Puzzles (ages 18 mo. +)
  These early learning matching puzzles feature pic-

tures of a variety of cute animal characters! Children will 
develop logical thinking and dexterity skills as they set cir-

cular pieces into place on the rectangular pieces to 
reunite animal friends or mothers with their babies. 
Each set includes 12 large (7” x 4”) puzzles.
075961 Match the Buddies. . . .  15.50
077773 Match the Baby . . . . . .  15.50

Brain Games for Kids 
(Grades PK)

  These books feature large, spiral bindings 
and pages of activities that you can pull out 
and do any time with absolutely no prep 
and no writing. Most activity pages hold 3-4 
pictures, each in its own colored frame, with 
a simple question for the parent to ask, such 
as “How many pennies can you count?” or 
“Which bowl is the opposite of full?” Reading 
comprehension selections are also included.

Toddler Activity Books 
(Grade PK)

  Toddlers love to play. These 
activity books provide 100+ ideas for 
intentional yet fun play for both you 
and your toddler. Each book begins 
with useful tips, safety precautions, 
and a list of developmental mile-
stones for specific ages. Skill building 
icons showing the skills developed 
are listed with each activity. Activities 
in each book are sorted into five col-
or-coded categories. Materials needed are 
simple craft supplies or household items. 
014188 Outdoor. . . . . . . .  11.50
014192 Rainy-Day . . . . . .  11.50

Baby University Board Books 
(Grades PK-3)

  Stimulate your student’s curiosity with this unique ABCs series! 
Each topical book connects an alphabet letter to a STEM word. Children 
are then taught the basic definition, followed by a simple explanation. For 
example: “A is for Atom. All things are made of atoms. Atoms are made 
of electrons, protons, and neutrons. Atoms combine to make molecules. 
When atoms smash together, they create a nuclear reaction.” Educational 
fun for all ages! 

Indestructibles (ages 0+)
  Finally! Books that a baby can’t 
destroy! Indestructibles® are truly 

tear proof, chew proof, and 100% washable. With 
thin pages that still feel like paper, these adorably 
illustrated books are super slim, so they barely take 
up space on your bookshelf. Featuring sweet picture 
books and memorable nursery rhymes, this series is 
perfect for baby to enjoy with hands, 
eyes, and mouth. 10 pgs each, pb.
EACH BOOK  . . . . . . . .  5.25
078183 Baby Animals
078185 Baby Night-Night!
078186 Baby Peekaboo!
078189 Baby, See the Colors
078190 Beach Baby
078193 Flutter! Fly!
078195 Jungle Rumble
078196 Mama and Baby!
078197 Old MacDonald Had a Farm
078198 Plip-Plop Pond
078202 Twinkle, Twinkle, Little Star
078203 Wiggle! March!

EACH BOOK . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  8.95
058825 Toddler Time 058823 Preschool
058824 Preschool Prep

Bright & Beyond 
Activity Card Packs (ages 0-5)
  These activity card decks make it so easy to find an exciting, fun, 

and easy-to-pull-off activity to do with your little ones! Each deck con-
tains 52 sturdy, laminated cards, each featuring a different activity. The 
cards include animated, full-color illustrations, a list of the basic skills 
reinforced by the activity, and simple but informative instructions. Both 
the range of activities and the relative lack of prep-are impressive. All 
activities rely on the use of common, around-the-
house items. Activities are all developmentally-ap-
propriate and practice skills in a fun, hands-on way. 
EACH PACK . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  8.50
069474 Baby 008207 Age 2
008206 Age 1 008210 Ages 3-5

EACH ABCs BOOK  . . . . . .  7.95
015697 Biology 
015705 Engineering 
015717 Mathematics 
015728 Oceanography 

015739 Physics 
015740 Science 
015758 Space 

http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/014188
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/014192
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/015697
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/015705
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/015717
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/015728
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/015739
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/015740
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/015758
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/078183
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/078185
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/078186
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/078189
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/078190
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/078193
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/078195
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/078196
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/078197
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/078198
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/078202
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/078203
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/075961
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/077773
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/069474
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/008206
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/008207
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/008210
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/058825
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/058824
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/058823
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Hands-On Songs 
(Grades PK-3) 
  Board books with classic chil-

dren’s songs and a little something extra 
– ASL sign! Learn several American Sign 
Language mimes for words like open/
shut, money, baby, swim, little, mother, 
water, tumble, fast, wall, horse, man, dog, 
and cow. Sing along as you sign to the 
story. These are large board books, suit-
able for a variety of ages. A parent does 
not need to know ASL to read these with your child. 
EACH BOOK  . . . . . . . . . .  4.75
078937 Five Little Ducks
078938 Humpty Dumpty
078940  Jack and Jill
078941 Old MacDonald 
078944 Wheels On 
 The Bus

Gakken Play Smart Workbooks 
(Grades PK)

  In a world with countless 
workbooks for little learn-
ers, you can’t go wrong 
with these! Activities 
include tracing, cutting & 
pasting, folding, gluing, 
matching, mazes, puzzles, 
counting, games, more! 
Each 64-page book con-
tains more than 80 stickers 
to complete different activ-
ity pages. Instructions for 

parents are included on every page. These 
books have been used by millions of chil-
dren and have been proven to strengthen 
kids’ reasoning, decision-making, and con-
centration skills, which helps them prepare 
for the classroom—and for life. 
EACH BOOK (except noted) . .  5.50
Ages 2+:
027375 Alphabet . . . .  5.95
027381 Numbers  . . . .  5.95
067614 Brain Boosters
067617 Early Learning
067620 Skill Builders
033340 Animal Picture Puzzlers
033362 Color & Shape Puzzlers
Ages 3+:
027379 Alphabet . . . .  5.95
027389 Numbers  . . . .  5.95
067615 Brain Boosters
067618 Early Learning
067621 Skill Builders
033350 Animal Picture Puzzles
033448 Vehicle Picture Puzzles

Snap-n-Learn 
(Grades PK-2)
  Learn your letters with these brightly colored, sturdy plastic 

animals! Elephants connect trunk to tail and aligators break into 2 
parts dividing uppercase and lowercase letters. Animals measure 3” 
long and 1” tall. Using visual and tactile senses, teach children letter 
and phonetic sounds, colors, followed by linking letters to spell! Each 
comes in plastic storage container with 26 animals in 5 colors.
073407 ABC Elephants  . . . . . . .  16.75
057127 Alphabet Aligators. . . .  16.75

Acorn Soup 
(Ages 2+)

Any kiddo who can recog-
nize numbers or count from 1 to 
3, will love following the pictorial 
recipe cards in this Acorn Soup 
game! Use the spoon to add each 
playing piece (acorn, berries, clover, and 
more) to the soup pot—and stir, stir, stir. When that soup is 
cooked, make another until three soups are made. Includes 
8 recipe cards, 24 wooden ingredients, and 1 wooden spoon. 

This game develops creative thinking, 
fine and gross motor skills, counting 
skills, number recog-
nition, and matching/
sorting skills.
078536 . . . .  17.95

EARLY LEARNING4

Talking Tubes 
Starter Set
(Grades PK-3)

  Get a buddy and have some fun telling 
great stories or having private conversations. Remember playing tele-
phone? The corrugated yellow plastic tubing attaches to two receivers. 
Talk around corners or weave your conversation through a fence. Sound 
quality is clear; the set helps kids learn to focus and enunciate. All parts 
can easily be washed clean after use. Includes almost 9 feet of sturdy 
tubing, and 2 telephone handsets. CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not <3 yrs.
078535 . . . . . . . .  18.95

Ditty Bird Song 
Board Books 
(Grades PK-1)

  Receiving multiple toy 
awards, these sturdy board books sport the delightful voice of 
Ditty Bird singing popular children’s tunes kids will love! As you 
turn each colorful page, just press the sound button and hear a 
new song. Each book contains six different songs. And when the 
time comes, batteries are easy to replace. 
EACH BOOK  . . . . . . . . .  15.00
076204 Bedtime Songs
025280 Bird Songs
076205 Children’s Songs
076206 Classical Music
076207 Instrumental Songs
076208 Learning Songs
076209 Nursery Rhymes Songs

Ages 4+:
067616 Brain Boosters
067619 School Skills
067622 Skill Builders
033337 1-2-3 Picture Puzzlers
033361 Animal Picture Puzzlers

http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/078937
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/078938
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/078940
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/078941
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/078944
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/027375
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/027381
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/067614
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/067617
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/067620
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/033340
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/033362
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/027379
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/027389
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/067615
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/067618
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/067621
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/033350
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/033448
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/067616
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/067619
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/067622
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/033337
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/033361
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/076204
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/025280
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/076205
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/076206
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/076207
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/076208
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/076209
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/078535
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/078536
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/073407
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/057127
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Kumon Workbooks Series
(Ages 2-Grades 3)

ColorfulWorkbooks ThatKids Love
to Use!

•  Inviting pages for children who want to do ‘school’.

•  Wide variety of engaging activities.

•  The Kumon approach of incre-
mental mastery fosters increased 
self-confidence in children.

Kumon First Steps (PK)
  Here it is, by popular 
demand! This series is 
designed for children 2 
and up to begin developing 
skills that are needed by 
the time they reach school 
age. Exercises develop skills 
scissors, glue, pencils, and 
crayons skills. They also teach motor skills and 
problem-solving skills that kids will need for 
future exercises and schoolwork. Each work-
book is 5.87” x 8.25”, 40 pgs.
EACH BOOK  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  4.75
015867 Let’s Color
015895 More Let’s Color
015870 Let’s Cut Paper
018978 Let’s Cut Paper! Amazing Animals
015883 Let’s Fold
015884 Let’s Sticker & Paste
019023 Let’s Sticker & Paste! Amazng Animals

Kumon Thinking Skills Workbooks (PK-K+)
  The purposeful focus on 
critical thinking activities 
makes this series unique 
from so many early learning 
workbooks! Each workbook 
contains sections of several 
types of activities that get 
progressively more difficult. 
Activities include tracing, 
mazes, following directions, 

jigsaw puzzles, copying, comparing, coloring, 
matching, mirror images, drawing conclusions, 
relationships, tracing drawing, and more. 
Answers are included in the back. 78 pgs, pb.
EACH BOOK  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  11.25
013525 K & Up
013530 Pre-K & Up
EACH BOOK BELOW . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  5.75
064378 Creativity (PK)
064379 Same & Different (PK)
064380 Logic (PK)
064381 Spatial Reasoning (PK)

002788 Creativity (K+)
002800 Same & Different (K+)
002798 Logic (K+)
002830 Spatial Reasoning (K+)

Kumon Grow to Know 
Workbooks (PK-K)
 This series is designed 
specifically for little 
hands, to develop fine 
motor control to begin 

letter and number formation. Tracing offers 
a variety of lines (straight, curvy, zig-zag) to 
help them develop fine motor skills. Mazes, 
Numbers 1-30, and Uppercase Letters offer 
tracing, colorful dot-to-dots and more, for 
developing number, letter, fine motor, and 
spatial skills. Lowercase Letters has the child 
tracing the letters at a 1” size on the front of 
the page and tracing the letter at a 1/2” size on 
the back of the page and the last several pages 
of the book. Each is 64 pages.
EACH BOOK BELOW . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  3.75
064373 Lowercase Letters (ages 4-6)
064374 Mazes (ages 3-5)
064375 Numbers 1-30 (ages 3-5)
064376 Tracing (ages 2-4)
064377 Uppercase Letters (ages 3-5)

Kumon My Book of ____ Workbooks (PK-3)
  Each 80-page workbook 
is printed on high-quality 
paper made especially for 
children learning how to 
write. The cute, highly-de-
tailed illustrations, which 
are gorgeously colored, are 
also rather appealing. Looks 
aside, these workbooks 
are designed to encourage 
self-acquisition of a plethora of skills.
EACH BOOK (except noted) . . . . . . .  5.75
000326 First Tracing (PK)
051673 Amazing Tracing (PK)
036035 Easy Mazes (ages 2-4)
000314 First Mazes (PK-K)

000219 Amazing Mazes (PK-1)
038298 Mazes: Animals (PK-2)
038299 Mazes: Things that  Go! (PK-2)
007960 Mazes: Around the  World (K-2)
013854 Big Mazes (PK-2)  . . . . . . . .  9.50

Amazing Mazes, Animal Mazes, Around the 
World Mazes in one volume.

034386 First Cutting (ages 3-5)
004733 Coloring (ages 2-4)
023572 Shapes & Colors . . . . . . . . .  6.50
019073 Drawing
075105 Learn w/Crayons (ages 2-4)
034385 Pasting (PK-1)
034384 Easy Crafts (PK-1)
000268 Number Games 1-70  (PK-K)
000246 Number Games 1-150  (PK-1)
075106 Numbers 1-10 (ages 2-4)
036038 Numbers 1-30 (PK-K)
036037 Numbers 1-120 (PK-1)
023963 Rhyming Words (PK-1)
023934 Rhyming Words &  Phrases (PK-1)
019060 Rhyming Words:  Long Vowels (K-2)
024011 Writing Words (K-2)
023969 Simple Sentences (K-2)
023966 Sentences (1-3)

Kumon Vocabulary & 
Counting w/ Stickers (PK)
  Learning vocabulary is an 
important part of early lan-
guage development. These 
activity books help you teach 
your child new words while 
they have fun with stickers! 
Complete the scene with 
stickers, then point to objects 
on the page and say their 
names out loud. Each book 
is 32 pages, with a certificate 
of achievement and sticker 
sheets at the back. 
EACH BOOK  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  6.50
050145 Around Town (ages 2+)
050146 At Home (ages 2+)
050134 Counting 1-10 (ages 2+)
013851 Counting 1-100 (ages 3+)

http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/002788
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/002800
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/002798
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/002830
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/015867
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/015895
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/015870
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/018978
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/015883
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/015884
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/019023
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Get Ready for School (Grades PK-K)
  Based on standards, designed for parents, this book provides 

colorful, appealing worksheets in numerous areas – letters/sounds, 
sight words, numbers/counting, time, science, health, and much more. 
The books are spiral-bound with hardcovers; pages are perforated for 
easy removal. Each skill progresses in difficulty through the topical area. 
A reduced-page answer key plus a “Great Job!” certificate are included. 
080359 PK . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  13.75
080358 K . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  13.75

What Your _______ Graders Needs 
to Know (Grades PK-K)

  This popular series provides plenty of infor-
mation and resources to start your little ones 
on a smooth road toward elementary learn-
ing. Perfect for daily read-aloud time, each 
colorfully illustrated book is divided into sec-
tions of poems, stories, history, science, and 
art (with additional sections on math, music, 
and more in the Kindergarten level). Margins 
throughout the book are sprinkled with dis-
cussion questions and new words, and simple 

activities are included in the Kindergarten level to reinforce 
concepts. Plenty of information for the parent is included, 
along with a resource list of books and music for preschoolers.
028792 Preschooler. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  16.75
000745 Kindergartner . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  16.75

Kumon Are You Ready 
for Kindergarten? Skills 
(Grades PK-K)

  To prepare children to do well in kinder-
garten with a wide array of skills. Geared 
toward students who are learning to write, 
the activity pages are nicely laid-out on high 
quality paper, making erasing easier. Inside 
each cover are instructions teaching students 
how to properly hold their pencils or scis-
sors. A certificate of achievement is included upon 
completion.
EACH BOOK (exc noted). . . . .  5.50
054180 Math 054184 Verbal
054181 Pasting
013474 PK Skills  . . . . .  11.25

 Learning Fun Workbooks 
(Grades PK-K)
 The familiar children’s magazine has 

turned its skills towards producing quality work-
books that emphasize and develop basic PK and 
K skills. These workbooks also address emerg-
ing skill sets such as reading, writing, and math. 
The artwork is appealing, and the activities are 
varied and delightful. And, yes, you might just 
find an iconic hidden pictures activity here and 
there. A unique feature is the rounded corners of 
all pages. A complete answer key is included along 
with a “Congratulations!” certificate. 48 pgs.
EACH WORKBOOK  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  3.95
007675 Colors, Shapes, & Patterns (PK)
007676 Letters (PK)
007715 Numbers (PK)
007805 Tracing and Pen Control (PK)
074912 Cutting & Pasting Practice Pad (PK)
074913 Thinking Skills Practice Pad (PK)
007593 Math Concepts (K)
007637 Reading (K)
007642 Thinking & Reasoning (K)
007671 Writing (K)
011220 Reading & Writing (1)
011301 Reading & Writing (2)

My First Daily 
Magnetic  
Calendar

      (Grades PK-2)
  This wooden, magnetic inter-
active calendar from Melissa & 
Doug is a fun way to teach cal-
endar concepts. The top board 
is the calendar itself with spac-
es for the month, date, year, 
season, weather and more. 
Kids select from the 82 paint-
ed wooden magnets to place in each space! 
Includes a color-coded thermometer, an “I 
Feel” space with four yellow faces to match 
your mood, and activity and holiday magnets. 
A nylon loop makes for easy wall-hanging.
014129 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 17.50

Scissor Skills Pads 
(Grades PK-K)
  Work on those fine motor skills in a fun and 

different way with 20 full-color scissor activity pages 
from Melissa & Doug. Includes a pair of sparkly plas-

tic-bladed scissors. A slice of 
watermelon kids cut into 4 
wedges, an ice cream cone 
with 4 circles of flavors to 
mix and match, a clown fish 
puzzle kids can put together 
after cutting along the wavy 
lines, 4 faces that can inter-
change hair-dos, and more.

Tiger Tales My First Sticker 
Books (Grades PK-K)

  These colorful activity books combine 
dot-to-dots, mazes, color, trace, draw, 
and of course, sticker activities! Find 
the stickers that match the silhou-
ettes or add stickers to complete a 
scene. The stickers are not marked as to which one goes on 
what page, but it should be easy to figure out. Answers to 
some activities are included. 80 pgs; stickers 8 pgs.
EACH BOOK  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  7.75
004305 123 004335 Baby Animals
004324 ABC 069493 First Words & More

EACH PAD. . . . . . . 5.35
014406 Scissor Skills
024910 Safari
025074 Sea Life

http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/028792
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/000745
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/007675
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/007676
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/007715
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/007805
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/074912
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/074913
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/007593
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/007637
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/007642
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/007671
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/011220
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/011301
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/014129
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/054184
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/054180
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/054181
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/013474
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/080359
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/080358
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/014406
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/024910
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/025074
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/004305
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/004324
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/004335
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/069493
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School Zone Big 
____ Workbooks 
(Grades PK-3)

  These hefty workbooks are a compilation of several smaller 
School Zone workbooks in a single volume. Kids can work 
through it in order, or choose an interesting page at random. 
Use the colorful workbooks to review skills from the past 
year or to prepare for the upcoming school year. 320 pgs.
EACH WORKBOOK  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  7.95
030104 PK 030105 Grade 2
030103 K 048102 Grade 3
030102 Grade 1

Brighter Child Early Learning 
Flash Cards (Grades PK-1)
  These sets of 5” x 3” flashcards have 
the feel of a regular playing cards, 

rounded edges, a glossy finish, and full 
color. Use them to play games, alongside 
your curriculum, or just let your littles play 
with them as they learn.

Wipe Clean 
Workbooks 
(Grades PK-1)

  Never run out of practice 
pages again! These sturdy, 
reusable workbooks utilize 
write-and-wipe pages to provide 

endless opportunities for practice. 
The workbooks are spiral-bound 
so that the colorful pages lay flat, 
and kids will love using the includ-
ed black wipe-clean pen. 
CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not <3yrs.

EACH SET . . . . . . . .  2.45
034834 Alphabet
034842 Colors & Shapes
034865 First Words
034870 Number 0-25
034890 Sight Words

022756 Lowercase Alphabet (26 pg)  . . . .  6.25
022787 Uppercase Alphabet (48 pg) . . . .  6.75
022757 Numbers 1-20 (26 pg) . . . . . . . . . .  6.25
007287 Numbers 1-50 (48 pg) . . . . . . . . . .  6.75
003587 Number Skills (44 pg) NEW!. . . . . .  6.75
075288 Lowercase Alphabet (42 pg) . . . .  6.75
075289 My 1st Letters/Numbers (56 pg) . .  9.75
022782 Tracing and Pen Control (26 pg)  .  6.25

Power Pen Early Learning 
Books (Grades PK-1)
Need something to keep the little ones 

busy? This series of early learning books may 
be the perfect option for busy families! Each 
spiral bound book contains 78-80 activities on 
glossy pages and are perfect for little hands to 
hold. Requires Power Pen that is sold separate-
ly. Power Pens provide instant feedback as the 
child places the tip of the pen 
on the answer. Correct answers 
are met with a “Hooray!” or a 
“Yahoo!” Incorrect answers are 
redirected using gentle, encour-
aging language. Pen requires 2 
AAA batteries (not included). 
EACH BOOK  . . . . . . . . .  10.99
040751 Alphabet
040752 Beginning Sounds
040753 Colors & Shapes
040847 Numbers
071898 Ranger Rick Alphabet
071899 Ranger Rick Numbers
039240 Power Pen . . . 11.99

Playfoam Shape & Learn Sets
(Grades PK-1)
Introduce letters, numbers, and shapes to your 

child with these tactile Playfoam learning sets! Each set 
includes 8 bricks of Playfoam in 8 different colors (yellow, 
purple, pink, grey, white, green, orange, and blue) and 13 
double-sided 5”x7” cards. Children grab a piece of the soft 
Playfoam and shape it to match a number, letter, or shape 
from one of the cards. Fun to sculpt with, Playfoam never 
dries out, and doesn’t leave hands feeling tacky or sticky!
067045 Alphabet . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  10.75
067046 Numbers  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  10.75

Hidden Pictures 
Sticker Books

(Grades PK-K)
  Take a colorful route to reviewing the 
alphabet and numbers. Each of these 
full-color puzzle books provide activities 
and 260+ stickers. Activities include matching, hidden 
pictures, mazes, tracing letters and numbers, etc. with 
kid-engaging concepts: D is for doughnut; O is 
for Owl Origami; or count 1 snail, 2 lobsters, and 
more. The 123 book adds an extra seek-n-find 
activity that runs through the book. 64 pgs, pb.
052819 123 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  6.75
052821 ABC  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  6.75

Match It! Alphabet 
Memory Game 
(Grades PK)

  Find the upper case and lower case 
“S” and you win! Ok, you may need a 
few more pairs than that. This basic 
memory game plays like others; just 
flip cards to make a pair, then keep 
them if you do. The winner is the one with the most matched 
pairs. Colorful, sturdy cards have rounded edges for little hands. Each pair 
has a cartoon picture of something with that letter: a snail for “S,” or a top 
for “T.” The box has a handle for young kids to tote around. Build vocabulary 
skills and locative memory with this tried and true ABC memory game. 
034080 . . . . . . . . . . . .  11.50

http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/067045
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/067046
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/040751
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/040752
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/040753
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/040847
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/071898
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/071899
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/039240
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/030104
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/030103
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/030102
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/030105
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/048102
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/034080
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/052819
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/052821
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/022756
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/022787
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/022757
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/007287
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/003587
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/075288
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/075289
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/022782
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/034834
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/034842
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/034865
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/034870
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/034890
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060212 Color Bug Catchers . . . . . .  12.95
062003 Shape Finder Cookies . . . .  12.95

Take 10! Games (Grades PK-K)
  Learn colors and shapes 
hands-on! Each game comes 
with about 20 colorful piec-
es, a spinner or foam die, 
and instructions for mul-
tiple ways to play. Games 
only take ten minutes and  
everything stows away 
into the storage con-
tainer with handle.
CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not <3 yrs.

Sterling Dot to Dot Books 
(Grades PK-K)

  Kids will enjoy this fun way to memorize 
their number or letter order and practice 
counting. Each book features over 60 
dot-to-dot cartoon animals and scenic 

puzzles. The Alphabet book 
features 26 A-Z dots, while the 
counting books varies by num-
ber increments. In the “Count 
to...” books, a number line at 
the top of every page helps the 
child connect the dots in the 
proper order. Once finished with 
the dot-to-dot puzzle, your child 
will have a cute picture to color.
EACH BOOK BELOW  . . . . . .  5.50

030260 A-Z 043119 Count to 25
043112 Count to 10 043121 Count to 50
043118 Count to 20 
EACH BOOK BELOW . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  5.50
043120 Count to 30 030258 1-100
045250 Count to 100

Learning Resources 
Counters 
(Grades PK-2)

  These transition easily from math 
time to playtime! Counters are adorable, 
detailed and realistic. Most sets contain 60 
pieces, except All About Me contains 72, 
and Ocean Animal includes 50. CHOKING 
HAZARD (1). Not <3yrs.
013730 All About Me Family  . . . . .  17.95
041580 Dinosaur  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  23.50
041593 Farm Animal . . . . . . . . . . . .  23.50
031858 Fun Fish  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  23.50
031958 Jungle Animal  . . . . . . . . . .  19.75
076829 Ocean Animal  . . . . . . .  23.75

Kumon Write and Wipe 
Flash Cards (Grades PK-3)
  These unique flashcards provide your 

children with the writing practice they need, 
as well as the opportunity to advance in other 
fundamental skills. Each set comes with 32 
heavy cardstock 6” x 8” cards. One side 
is laminated so children can practice 
their writing skills with the included dry 
erase marker. The other side features 
a picture of an animal or object that 
corresponds to the skill they are prac-
ticing on the front. Parent cards are also 
included to help children use the cards 
to their greatest learning potential. 

EACH SET . . . . . . . . . .  7.25
004716 ABC’s Uppercase
015855 ABC’s Lowercase
004758 Numbers 1-30
015856 Easy Telling Time
018876 Long Vowels

GeoSmart (Grades K-AD)
  This magnetic building system has a patented safety sys-
tem. Magnets are inside a plastic housing and are locked in 

with clamps, so no fears with younger children. The sets contain 
brightly colored pieces - squares, diamonds, triangles, and trap-
ezoids, all in the 2- to 3-inch range. You can request step-by-step 
illustrated building instructions at geosmart.eu. 
038881 Educational Set (100pc)  . . . . . . . . . . . . 149.99
033453 Educational Deluxe Set NEW! . . . . . . . . 249.99

Includes 205 pieces with a 62-pg challenge booklet.

Melissa & Doug Floor Puzzles 
(Grades PK-2)
  All aboard! These puzzles have jumbo pieces, each 
illustrated with vivid colors and impressive detail. 

Train puzzles are arranged in a straight line, making a 
train 8-10 feet long, and the 
Animal Alphabet floor puzzle 
measures 36” x 20” when 
completed. Kids will have so 
much fun that they won’t 
realize they’re learning!
012540 Alphabet Train  . . . . . .  10.95
031175 Animal Alphabet  . . . .  10.95
031472 Number Train  . . . . . . .  10.95

http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/012540
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/031175
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/031472
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/043119
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/043121
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/030260
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/043112
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/043118
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/043120
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/030258
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/045250
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/004716
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/038881
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/033453
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/015855
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/004758
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/015856
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/018876
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http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/041593
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/031858
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/031958
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/076829
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/060212
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/062003
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Wikki Stix Sets (Grades PK-2)
  Wikki Stix are wax-coated wicks that are readily 
bendable into various forms and shapes. They 
easily stick to each other without leaving any 

sticky residue behind, and they never dry out. Children 
can use these to form their numbers (1 through 20), 
letters (upper and lowercase), or basic shapes with 
the included guide cards. Sets includes 36 Wikki Stix 
and 7” x 7” cards. 

Magnetic Foam Letters 
(Grades PK-2)

  These 1.25” foam letters have multiple 
uses and come with 7 suggested ideas. 
Practice forming sight words or play letter 
scramble on the fridge. Consonants are 
blue (41); vowels are red (13); and the 
y is purple. I really appreciate that the 
letter’s entire back is magnetic; no 
little magnets to fall off. CHOKING 
HAZARD (1). Not <3yrs.
EACH SET . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4.95
060536 Lowercase 060537 Uppercase

023032 Basic Shapes  . . . . . . . . . . .  12.75
046353 Numbers & Counting . . . . .  12.75
045084 Alphabet . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  12.75

Wooden Puzzles (Grades PK-2)
  These beautiful, sturdy puzzles are made of rubberwood and 
stained in bright, inviting colors. Children can practice their 

ABCs while working on fine motor 
skills and visual/spatial reasoning. 
Pieces fit together loosely (great 
for little ones) and are about 3/4” 
thick. Alphabet puzzle pieces have 
upper case letters on one side 
and lower case 
letters on the 
reverse. Each 

puzzle comes in a wooden tray. These puzzles 
will stand up to years of use.
059430 Animal Parade A-Z  . . . . . .  31.49
059431 Butterfly A-Z  . . . . . . . . . . . .  22.49
059434 Dinosaur A-Z . . . . . . . . . . . .  22.49
000526 Farm A-Z  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  35.99
069175 Space A-Z . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  35.99
059433 Counting Chameleon  . . . .  22.49

Fun with Letters 
Magnet Activity 
Set (Grades PK-2)

  Contains 144 pieces (99 lower 
case, 26 upper case, and 19 blank) and a 
9” x 12” magnetic board to hold your designs. Perfect for both 
at-home and on-the-go fun. CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not <3yrs. 
017756 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  12.75

Design & Drill ABCs & 
123s (Grades PK)

  Learning may be accidental or intentional with this fun toy 
that features bright, colorful cards and the opportunity to fasten a 
colorful array of plastic bolts onto a card-topped box. Bolts can be 
fastened with either the power drill (requires 3 AAA batteries) or 
the “old-fashioned” hand-held screwdriver. Kit includes see-through 
gear box, 50 bolts, power drill, hand-held screwdriver, 10 number 
cards and 26 alphabet cards.
014281 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  19.95

Tactile Letters Kit
(Grades PK-1)

  Black cardboard cards (2.75” x 3.5”) have 
rounded edges and textured ivory letters, one 
set of upper case and one set of lower case. The 
texture is like sandpaper. Children can trace the 
letters with a finger as they are learning to write 
them, or lay paper over them and make a rubbing of the 
letter. Idea guide included.
060753 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  13.95

New ABCs
series now
available!!

My Draw•Write•Now ABCs 
(Grades PK-K)

  Now your littlest learners can 
enjoy the creative learning style of 
Draw•Write•Now as they are introduced 
to each letter and its sound. Built on 
Marie Hablitzel’s premise that drawing 
and handwriting require many of the 
same skills, drawing and creative expres-
sion go hand in hand with learning the 
letters and writing. Activities are unique 
and varied, with a drawing activity every 
four lessons. Each letter is learned on 
a 2-page spread, with strokes shown 
for proper letter formation and lines for 

practicing the letter, activities, and a verse that 
introduces the letter sounds. Review pages are included after 
every eight lessons for reinforcement. The books are vibrantly 
illustrated with lots of adorable animal friends along the way. All 
in all, a very unique, gentle, and fun introduction to the alphabet!
EACH BOOK  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  9.95
026696 Lowercase 026727 Uppercase

http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/059430
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/059431
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/059434
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/000526
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http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/059433
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http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/014281
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6 GAMES
  Learning through game play is the 
goal here! Play pieces/boards for all 
six games included in each set are color-
ful, high-quality cardstock; activities are varied. The 
Reading game has an overall perspective and practices 
sight words, tricky words, compound words, reading for 
meaning, sentence matching and sentence substitution. 
The other games follow the general Junior Learning literacy 
phases. CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not <3yrs.
EACH 6-GAME SET                               19.50

052180 Reading
067017 Phonemic Awareness
052078 Letter Sounds
052082 Phonics
051985 Blends
067018 Vowel Sounds
052189 Spelling

RAINBOW PHONICS MAGNETS
  Colorful. Multi-sensory. Systematic. Fun! These are soft foam, col-
or-coded magnetic letters (lowercase “a” is 1” tall). Consonants are blue, 
vowels are red, digraphs are yellow, vowel combinations are green. Available 
in partial sets in either cursive or print, and in a cursive set that includes 

an easel/magnetic board box with a chart for weekly letter introduction. 
CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not <3 yrs.

071614 Print Alphabet Set (62 pcs)          8.35
080164 Print Alph/Digraphs (56 pcs)       8.35
080171 Print Vowels (28 pcs)                    8.35
080163 Cursive Alph/Digrphs (56 pcs)    8.35
080170 Cursive Vowels (28 pcs)               8.35
040674 Cursive Set w/Magnetic Board   22.95
080166 Punctuation Marks (40 pcs)         10.50
Giant Phonics:

Large letter set (consonants, vowels, vowel com-
binations, and digraphs). Lowercase “a” is 2” tall.

080165                                 30.95
Landscape Sets:

6 magnetic scenes to build words.
040744 Farm                        23.95
040696 City                          23.95

Use scenes
with Rainbow

Phonics
Magnets.

BEANSTALK DECODABLE READERS 
  Provide phonics and sight word reading practice 
with these fiction or nonfiction texts. Emergent 
to 2nd grade learners will gain reading mastery 
with this gradual phonetic system. Each leveled 
set (Phases 1-6) contains 12 books (8 pages 
each) with full-color graphics (fiction) or pho-
tos (nonfiction). The inside cover of each book 
identifies the sounds and specific “tricky words” 
covered as well as the book’s word count. Basic 
teacher information covers pre-reading, read-
ing/responding, and after reading activities.
EACH SET                                               19.95
071577 Fiction Ph.1 071583 Non-F. Ph.1
040745 Fiction Ph.2 071582 Non-F. Ph.2
071578 Fiction Ph.3 071584 Non-F. Ph.3
071576 Fiction Ph.4 071581 Non-F. Ph.4
071580 Fiction Ph.5 071586 Non-F. Ph.5
071579 Fiction Ph.6 071585 Non-F. Ph.6

Downloadable 
Teacher Manual: 

Junior Learning Literacy (Grades PK-3)
  Junior Learning Literacy provides a systematic pattern of pho-
nics/reading instruction. Rainbow Phonics, Beanstalk Decodable 
Readers, and various workbooks and games support the fol-

lowing phases of literacy instruction. Phase 1 covers sound talk, voice 
sound, and rhyming. Phase 2 practices initial sounds, real and non-word 
word building, sound matching, and final sounds. Phase 3 covers long 
vowels, real & non-word matching, consonant digraphs word building, 
and r-controlled vowels. Phase 4 covers sentence matching, reading for 
meaning, blends, and word building. Phase 5 practices r-controlled sounds, 
split digraphs, yes/no questions and long vowel sounds. Phase 6: introduces 
tenses, plurals, prefixes/suffixes, and multi-syllables.
  The Letter and Sounds Teaching Kit will get you started. Packed with activity 
cards and workbooks it’s ready to be used with the Rainbow Phonics Magnetic 
Letters. The Downloadable Teacher Manual (see QR code) can either be used 
with the Teaching Kit/Letters and or with only the Letters for a comprehensive 
approach in teaching phonics/reading. The manual, which 
roughly covers skills typically taught in 
PK through 2nd grade, is well-organized 
and easy to follow although it is oriented 
toward a classroom situation. 

020487 Letter & Sounds Teaching Kit    76.95
Teaching Kit items separately:
052234 44 Sound Cards                10.50
071611 My First 100 Words            11.95
067008 50 Magnetic Letters Activity
 Cards                                     11.95
052253 50 Letters & Sounds Activities 11.95
EACH WORKBOOK BELOW                  6.95
020528 Phase 1 Phonemic Awareness (3+)
020529 Phase 2 Letter Sounds (ages 4+)
020537 Phase 3 Phonics (ages 5+)
020548 Phase 4 Blends (ages 5+)
020559 Phase 5 Vowel Sounds (ages 5+)
020562 Phase 6 Spelling (ages 6+)

http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/020487
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/052234
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/071611
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/067008
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/052253
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/020528
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/020529
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/020537
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/020548
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/020559
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/020562
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/052180
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/067017
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/052078
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/052082
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/051985
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/067018
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/052189
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/071577
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/040745
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/071578
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/071576
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/071580
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/071579
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/071614
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/080164
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/080171
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/080163
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/080170
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/040674
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/080166
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/080165
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/040744
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/040696
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/071583
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/071582
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/071584
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/071581
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/071586
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/071585
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Write-N-Seek (Grades PK-2)
  These reproducible, multi-skill activity pages offer children a 

fun way to practice the letters of the alphabet—
first by tracing and writing, then by completing 
age-perfect word search puzzles. As children 
do the activities, they develop essential letter 
formation, letter recognition, and visual discrim-
ination skills. Answer key for puzzles included.

Sequence® Letters Game 
(Grades PK-2)
  Learn and practice letters with Sequence! Players 

receive chips and draw letter cards at the beginning of the 
game. The cards feature an uppercase letter in the center, the 
lowercase version letter in the upper left-hand corner, and 
a colored square in the upper right-hand corner. Players use 
their cards to match spaces on the board and strategically 
place their chips to get five in a row. The challenge here is 
matching a letter card to one of the 48 illustrated squares on 

the board. The colored squares next to 
the illustrations will help narrow down 
matches, but players will still have sev-
eral possibilities to choose from! 
CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not <3 yrs.
046933                           13.50

Letter Links (Grades PK-K)
  Learning always seems more fun if there’s a 

game involved, and this game is sturdily built and allows 
for several game variations. 
Letter Links strengthens let-
ter recognition and beginning 
word-building skills. Heavy, col-
orful cardboard game pieces 
and boards make up the set. 
A unique puzzle-piece playing 
circle starts the learning – right 
out of the box. Game rules are 
included for three games plus 
several practice activities.

078881                                               9.50

Phonics Pebbles (Grades PK-1)
  Playing with rocks can double as a learning 

to read activity. These “rocks,” made from a 
unique stone mixture, not only feel good in your 
hands, they are engraved with phonemes (letters 
and letter combinations). Introduce letters and 
their sounds, build words, and illustrate word fami-
lies with the pebbles. 64 pebbles (44 phonemes) are 
each about 1.5” CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not <3yrs.
031875                                               48.75

Snap It Up! Word Families
(Grades K-3)
  Players hold consonant cards and try to 

complete the 2-3 letter word families in 
the center. Assists students with spelling, 
reading, and word families. 90 cards.
015874                           8.25

Beyond the Sounds of ABC (Grades PK-1)
  Read aloud with your child and learn the sounds made by each 

letter or phonogram! Emphasize the sounds, 
not the letter names as you read. For exam-
ple, did you know “A” makes three sounds 
and “Y” makes four? Colorful pages have the 
letter/phonogram on the left side and several 
words that include the sound on the right. 
Doodling Dragons covers all sounds made 
by letters A-Z, Whistling Whales introduces 
21 phonograms, and Knitting Knights covers 
27 more phonograms. Build an awareness of 

sounds as you enjoy the silly illustrations: emus 
emailing, hugging hedgehogs, jittery jellyfish, 
puppy’s paws and wishful wolves wearing wigs! 
Hardcover, 46-60 pgs.
EACH BOOK                    14.99
016068 Doodling Dragons
067736 Knitting Knights 
067737 Whistling Whales

EACH WORKBOOK                      8.25
071398 Alphabet 
071400 Sight Words
071401 Word Families

Basic Phonics Skills (Grades PK-3)
  This series from Evan-Moor features engaging black-

and-white worksheets and fun “extras” 
like reproducible readers. Over 200 
reproducible worksheets are included 
in each book, with 3-4 slightly differ-
ent worksheets on each concept. In 
Level A, the focus is on readiness skills, 
print awareness, phonemic awareness, 
and sound-symbol association. Level B 
introduces beginning and ending con-
sonants, short vowels, plural and inflec-
tional endings, and word families. By 

Level C, concepts include long and short vowels, sounds of ‘c’ 
and ‘g’, consonant digraphs, r-controlled vowels, long vowel 
digraphs, the sounds of ‘y’, and consonant blends. Level D 
covers variant consonant sounds, silent letters, digraphs 
and dipthongs, prefixes and suffixes, plural and inflectional 
endings, and word families. To illustrate word families, some 
worksheets offer “word family sliders” to assemble and use 
for practice. Answer key included. 
EACH BOOK                                          19.95
006935 Level A (PK-K) 006980 Level C (1-2)
006979 Level B (K-1) 006981 Level D (2-3)

http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/031875
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/006935
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/006979
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/006980
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/006981
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/071398
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/071400
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/071401
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/078881
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/016068
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/067736
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/067737
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/046933
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/015874
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Spectrum Phonics/Word Study 2015 
(Grades K-6)

  Part of the ever-popular Spectrum series from 
Carson Dellosa, these books combine four 
important skill strands—phonics, structural 
analysis, vocabulary, and dictionary skills—at 
each level. Four types of lesson pages offer 
thorough, clearly focused, systematic skills 
practice. Instruction pages introduce 
the skill; reinforcement pages pro-
vide practice, using context as well 
as phonics skills to help build the 
connection from decoding to com-
prehension; frequent review pages 
emphasize skill application; assess-
ment pages provide feedback. 

Answer key included. Approx. 150 pgs.
EACH WORKBOOK                                7.85
Phonics:  Word Study & Phonics:
001697 Grade K 001961 Grade 3
001659 Grade 1 001970 Grade 4
001681 Grade 2 002002 Grade 5
  002037 Grade 6

Vowel Owls Sorting Set (Grades K-2)
  Vowels are everywhere! This set teaches students 
to recognize long and short vowel sounds in common 

words. The set includes 6 sturdy plastic owl “cups” in bright 
rainbow colors, each with a vowel on their tummy and one 
blank. Also included are 100 small, cardboard photo cards 
with a color photo. Images include things like cake, ball, key, 
shell, bike, fish, stone, clock, boot and bug. Directions show 
several sorting activities to introduce vowels and practice and 
fine tune phonics skills.
057130                                               23.25

Unifix Reading Phonics (Grades PK-2)
  Unifix cubes that are phonics manipulatives? Children 

build words by connecting cubes. The manip-
ulatives-based phonics instruction cen-
ters around 5/8-inch vinyl connecting cubes 
which are printed with consonants, vowels, 
and blends/digraphs. Consonant cubes are 
blue; vowels, red; initial blends, green; ending 
blends, yellow; and medial vowels, orange. 
The double-sided Picture Cards provide self-
checking, word-building opportunities using 
the cubes. The Activities books continue the 
word-building instruction plus give letter/

word handwriting practice. The phonics kits provide 
grade level, multi-sensory phonemic awareness using 
combinations of these items.
044531 Early Phonics Activities                        11.50
044532 Early Phonics Kit                                   24.95
044534 Early Phonics Word-Building Cards      10.50
044535 Phonics Activities                                 11.50
044536 Phonics Kit                                            38.95
044537 Word-Building Cards                           10.50
013326 Cubes (C-V-C) 90 in jar                      14.95
058403 Cubes Starter Set                                  14.95
CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not <3 yrs.

Meet the Phonics
(Grades K-3)

  Animations show a letter or group 
of letters transformed into a winsome 
“character” who introduces the sounds 
it makes along with other words start-

ing with those sounds. For 
instance, “a” is an astronaut who 
introduces his three sounds with 
examples (i.e. asteroids, aliens, 
auto). In the blends and digraphs 
videos, the “character” first tells 
his story then is matched with 
other letters to make words. 
Those words are first shown 
with the character letters, then 
as normal print letters. 

EACH DVD                               12.50
026533 Blends 026574 Letter Sounds
026558 Digraphs

Short & Long Vowel Stories 
Series (Grades K-2)

  Each colorful reader highlights a short or long vowel 
sound. For the short ‘a’ sound, there are 3 readers avail-
able; one of which is listed below (see our website for 
more). Sentences get longer as you move up a level. In 
the back of each reader, you find a list of the decodable 
words and a list of the sight words (the non-rule follow-
ers). Extension activities included. In the short u – book 
1, these include making bubble paint as an art activity, 
listing all the things in the tub (cup, pup, bug, jug) and 
thinking of more rhyming words. About 15 pages. 
EACH INDIVIDUAL BOOK           5.95
077495 Dad Wants a Nap
077496 Get to Bed, Ren
077499 How Big is Kip?
077493 Big Job
077498 Gus in the Tub
077503 Late Kate
077510 Pete Has Fast Feet
074921 Twice as Nice 
077514 Rose and Dad
077516 To the Dunes with Luce

VSSHRT Short Vowel Pkg (14 bks)        72.95
VS1SHT L1 Short Vowel Set (5 bks)       27.50
VS2SHT L2 Short Vowel Set (5 bks)       27.50
VS3SHT L3 Short Vowel Set (4 bks)       21.95
VSLONG Long Vowel Set (15 bks)          77.95
VS1LNG L1 Long Vowel Set (5 bks)       27.50
VS2LNG L2 Long Vowel Set (5 bks)       27.50
VS3LNG L3 Long Vowel Set (5 bks)       27.50

Learning Puzzles: 
Phonics (Grades PK-1)

  Puzzles are such a fun, 
kinesthetic way to rein-
force learning. Each of these puzzle collections 
have ten, double-sided puzzles each with five 
pieces. A letter (Beginning Sounds) or a word 
with picture (Rhyming and Vowel Sounds) 
is the center piece with matches pictured/
spelled in the four corner pieces. Since puzzles 
are double-sided, there is always a choice to 

be made. A two-page teaching guide is included.
EACH PUZZLES SET           11.25

030109 Beginning Sounds 030140 Vowel Sounds
030139 Rhyming

http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/044531
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/044532
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/044534
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/044535
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/044536
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/044537
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/013326
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/058403
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/001697
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/001659
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/001681
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/001961
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/001970
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/002002
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/002037
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/077495
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/077496
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/077499
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/077493
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/077498
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/077503
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/077510
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/074921
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/077514
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/077516
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/vsshrt
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/vs1sht
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/vs2sht
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/vs3sht
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/vslong
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/vs1lng
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/vs2lng
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/vs3lng
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/026533
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/026558
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/026574
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/057130
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/030109
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/030139
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/030140
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Daily Phonics (Grades 1-6)
  Reviewing and practicing phonics can’t get much easier. A 
weekly teacher page lists the phonics skills covered for the 

week. Short, simple and effective lessons that 
are laid out in a format that is simple for par-
ents or teachers to follow. Daily student pages 
include listening, speaking, reading and writ-
ing activities. Many illustrations help to keep 
students’ interest. Books are reproducible and 
include brief instructional information, weekly 
lesson plans, and reduced-page answer key. 
Individual Student Books are 
not reproducible and don’t 
include an answer key.

EACH BOOK                                          19.95
051612 Grade 1 051614 Grade 3
051613 Grade 2 051615 Grade 4-6+
EACH STUDENT PRACTICE                    5.50
076925 Grade 1 076927 Grade 3
076926 Grade 2 076928 Grade 4-6+

Power Pen Learning Cards for 
Phonics (Grades K-1)
  If you need a fresh approach to practice 

reading skills, introduce children to the Power Pen learning system. When 
they place the tip of the Power Pen (sold separately) on an answer cir-
cle, instant feedback is received. “Hooray” or “Yahoo” celebrate correct 
answers, while incorrect answers are redirected using gentle, encouraging 
language. Pen requires 2 AAA batteries (not included). Beginning with 
pre-reading skills, each set of full-color Power Pen Learning Cards focuses 
on mastery of a specific phonics and reading skill set. Double-sided, glossy 
cardstock cards are stored in a cardboard box. Instructions and answer 
key included. 
EACH CARD SET                    12.99
040878 Sight Word Sentences
045237 Blends & Digraphs
045245 Consonants
045251 Long Vowels
045253 Reading Readiness
045292  Short Vowels
045293 Word Families
039240 Power Pen                             11.99

Victory Drill Book (Grades PK-8)
  Regardless of the reading program you use, this reading rein-

forcement tool will ensure that your student 
is progressing in their reading speed. Most 
of the Book is devoted to word lists, grouped 
by a common phonetic construct. The idea 
is to have the child repeat the drill every day 
until he is reading at or beyond grade level, 
based on words read per minute. Drills only 
take a minute or two but will greatly help the 
young reader sharpen his decoding skills. The 
Worksheets (150 pages) are a good supple-
ment; these correspond to the page on which 

the phonics skill is practiced. The Victory Pre-
Drill Book is for use by beginning students and 
provides high-speed practice of the alphabet 
and correct pronunciation of phonetic letters 
and letter combinations. The VDB Teacher’s 

Guide provides direction for page-by-page phonetic instruction use 
of the Victory Drill Book; although helpful, it is not required.
000111 Victory Drill Book                  20.95
002043 Pre-Drill Book                        14.95
002044 VDB Teacher’s Guide          18.50
003824 Phonics Worksheets             23.95

Toobaloo (Grades PK-3)
  This unique tool is designed for reading and speech 
practice. Your child speaks into one end and holds the 
other end to his ear to hear himself speak. It provides 

auditory feedback for speech therapy and practice 
with oral reading for fluency, articulation, and 
comprehension. Just the right size for little 
hands and heads, 5.5 inches from the ear 
opening to the mouth opening. It is top shelf 
dishwasher safe and comes in a resealable 
package. With Toobaloo your child will be 
able to say, “Sounds good to me!”
EACH TOOBALOO              5.75
046947 Blue
046948 Green
046949 Green/Blue
046950 Orange
046951 Purple
046952 Purple/Red
046953 Red

Primary Phonics Mailbox/Post 
Office (Grades PK-3)
  These hands-on sorting activ-

ities reinforce phonemic awareness. 
Sturdy plastic mailboxes with pull-
down mail slots and secret sliding 
doors for checking answers make 
learning all the more fun. Mailbox 
uses 293 color-coded sorting cards 
for comparing and contrasting word 
parts and distinguishing the sounds 
that make words. Rhyming Post Office 
includes 96 picture cards for 25-word 
families and contains activities for 
working with rhymes, auditory discrim-
ination, and sorting by words. Children 
engage in activities of varying difficulty that 
promote successful reading and spelling.
071368 Phonics Mailbox                  54.95
071376 Rhyming Post Office            34.95

Super Genius Reading Games 
(Grades PK-3)

  Test early reading skills the Spot It! way! Each 
game holds 62 full-color cards in a portable 
magnetic snap-close case. The cards have 
several simple words on one side and pictures 
of various objects on the other. Like Spot It!, 
there is always one match between the word 
side and the picture side. Start with the cards in 
a pile, flip over the first card and lay it next to the 
pile, and go! Players race to match the print word 
from one card to the picture on the other card. 
The games progress in difficulty level. Reading 

has never been so much fun! For 1-6 players.
EACH GAME                                      10.95

063976 Alphabet (PK+) 035901 Reading 1 (1+)
063977 Compound Words (1+) 035926 Reading 2 (1+)
035898 First Words (K+)
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http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/051612
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/051613
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/051614
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/051615
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/076925
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/076926
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/076927
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/076928
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/000111
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/002043
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/002044
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/003824
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/071368
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/071376
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/063976
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/063977
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/035898
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/035901
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/035926
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/040878
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/045237
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/045245
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/045251
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/045253
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/045292
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/045293
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/039240
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/046947
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/046948
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/046949
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/046950
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/046951
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/046952
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/046953
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Bob Books®

(Grades PK-3)

Zingo!® Games 
(Grades K-2)

  Encourage your beginning read-
ers with this fun and fast-paced version 
of Bingo! Each player receives a card with 
blank spaces for letter tiles. The rest of 
the letters for each word are printed on the card. The Zingo!® 
Zinger dispenses random double-sided number tiles. If it 
gives out a letter that is needed for one of your words, grab it 
and place it on your game card. For example, your 
card may have “B-U-__” and if the Zinger spits out 
a “G” tile, you can place it on your card to create 
the word “BUG.” Each card contains six words; 
the first player to fill their card wins. 2 levels of 
play for 2-6 players. 
CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not <3yrs.
EACH CARD SET                 20.95
060557 Sight Words
039510 Word Builder

Phonics Dominoes 
(Grades PK-2)
  Multicolored hard plastic tiles provide a tremen-

dous way to practice word building. A single letter or a 
word family combination (like blends or digraphs) are 
shown on each end of the domino. 84 dominoes come 
in a clear plastic sturdy container. Each set will 
make hundreds of words. Activity guide included.  
CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not <3 yrs.
EACH SET                                               19.50
052434 Blends & Digraphs
052436 Long Vowels
052462 Short Vowels
052449 Sentence Building                19.75

  Bob Books® are just the right size for small hands! The text is simple and charming with 
line-drawings on each page. The covers and boxes are printed with a single, bright color, 
and illustrations “pop” with small splashes of that same color. Bob Books Workbooks 
are a welcome addition and provide work-
sheets that align with the Bob Books readers.
EACH INDIVIDUAL SET             11.85
019364 Set 1: Beginning Readers
019367 Set 2: Advancing Beginners
019377 Set 3: Word Families
019396 Set 4: Complex Words
019397 Set 5: Long Vowels
BOBCLR All 5 Sets Above       55.95

EACH WORKBOOK                          9.50
071730 Beginning Readers
071733 Emerging Readers
071732 Developing Readers
BOBWKB Set of all 3                    25.95
EACH PACKAGE (exc noted)        42.50
BOBBGR for Beginning Readers

Readers Set 1, Alphabet, and Rhyming Words, and 
Beginning Readers workbook.

BOBEMR for Emerging Readers
Readers Set 2, Sight Words K, and Sight Words 1, 
and Emerging Readers workbook.

BOBDVR for Developing Readers
Readers Set 3, Set 4, and Set 5, and Developing 
Readers workbook.

BOBVLU Value Package            99.95
Nine readers sets: Sets 1-4, Alphabet, Sight Words 
K & 1 sets, Rhyming Words, Pre-Reading.

I Can Read! Phonics Fun Boxed Sets  
(Grades PK-3)

  HarperCollins has divided some of 
their popular children’s books into 
different “I Can Read” levels, based 
on the structure and complexity of 
the content. Each 
of the 12-page 
readers has color-
ful illustrations and 
simple sentences 

that students will soon be able to 
read themselves. Each reader focuses on 
a specific phonics concept. With all 12 
readers stored in a box with a convenient 
handle, this series will provide good rein-
forcement for any phonics program. 
EACH BOXED SET (exc noted)        10.95
027447 Biscuit Phonics Fun
026177 Biscuit: More Phonics Fun
056220 Berenstain Bears
067586 Pete the Cat            9.75

055485 Rhyming Words Set
048266 Sight Words K Set
048265 Sight Words Gr. 1 Set
059275 Stage 1 Reader Set (K)

P Is for Pterodactyl: The Worst Alphabet 
Book Ever (Grades 3-7)

  Let’s get real—the English language is bizarre. 
“A” might be for apple, but it’s also for aisle and 
aeons. Why does the word “gnat” start with 
“G” but the word “knot” doesn’t start with an 
N? It doesn’t always make sense, but don’t let 
these rule-breaking silent letters defeat you! This 
whimsical, funky book from Raj Haldar turns the 

traditional idea of an alphabet book on its head, poking fun 
at the most mischievous words in the English language and 
demonstrating how to pronounce them. Fun 
and informative for word nerds of all ages!

075923                                               12.95
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180 Days of High-Frequency 
Words (Grades K-2)
  These daily worksheets for sight words, based 

on Fry’s 1000 Instant Words, are super easy to use. 
The week begins by introducing the week’s words. 
Each day focuses on one of 5 skills: introducing, 
recognizing, playing, using, or writing. Kids won’t 
get bored easily with the varied activities and keep track of their prog-
ress with the checklist of mastered words. Black and white, with cute 
illustrations and reproducible for single home or classroom. 216 pgs.
EACH WORKBOOK                                                   15.25
028698 Kindergarten 028704 Grade 1 028700 Grade 2

Sight Words in a Flash 
(Grades K-1)
  Learning sight words just got easier with 

this color-coded flash card system allowing for 
individualized learning. Each set 
contains 169 flash cards, divided into 
13 color-coded sets. One word is printed on 
the front of each card and again on the back 
with print awareness outlines, a color block 
that is formed around the word which visu-
ally highlights the word’s shape. The cards 
are hole punched and two 2” book rings are 

included with each set. There is also an easy-to-follow instruction 
sheet with a reproducible reference list of all words in the set.
EACH FLASH CARD SET                         9.95

Words to Know Sight Words 
(Grades PK-1)

  Each consumable workbook teaches the 
most common grade-level sight, a.k.a. 
high-frequency, words. Pages are grouped 
by color, which helps kids group words in 
their head. Books includes flashcards in the 
back to cut out and use in your lessons for a 
hands-on element. There are loads of activ-
ity ideas for using cards or come up with 
your own! 100 words are featured in each 
book, with checklist included. Some hand-
writing is required, even in the PK book. Not 
reproducible. 319 pgs.

Cut & Paste Sight Word 
Sentences (Grades K-1)
  Practice sight word recognition, 

sentence structure, and comprehension, 
and develop vocabulary all at the same 
time! There are over 100 1-page activity sheets in this book. 
First, cut out the 4-6 words at the bottom of the page and 
arrange them into a good sentence. For hints, one word is cap-
italized and one ends with a period and a partially completed 
illustration is at the top of each page. Students then finish the 
illustration and color the page. Below the illustration is a line 
with dotted midline to write the sentence. An extra set of all 
sentences are in the back and can be used to create new sen-

tences or as a spare set to use with the illustrations. Pb, 
119 pg. Reproducible for one classroom or family.
056971                                                  8.75

Washington Reads Phonics 
Card Games (Grades 1-AD)
  Reinforce phonics and reading skills with these 

simple and fun card games. Each game contains clear 
and simple instructions and plays similarly to another 
popular card game, so they are easy to pick up and 
play. In Crazy Sounds, players match cards either by the 
color or long vowel sounds. It’s great for practicing and 

recognizing long vowel sounds and 
the letter patterns that go with them. 
To play Outlaw, players read short 
phrases which are composed of high 
frequency words to reinforce sight 
word recognition and fluency. Each 
player can flip over as many words as 
they want or stop and take the cards 
they’ve collected, but if you flip over 
an outlaw, you lose the pile! In New 
York Minute, each card contains a 
colored word. In a frenzy, players try 
to get rid of their cards by matching 

word colors or number of syllables. 

EACH WORKBOOK                                9.50
010947 Grade PK
010946 Grade K
010842 Grade 1

EACH CARD GAME                      12.95
042248 Crazy Sounds
042252 New York Minute
042254 Outlaw

Meet the Sight Words 
(Grades K-3)

  This series introduces “sight words” (taken 
from Fry and Dolch lists) with a graphic that incor-
porates the word and tells a story. The images stay 
in your mind. These award-winning DVDs feature 
an animation of the word’s story with additional 
content that shows children how to transition from 
the word story to the printed word. The Workbook 
features the same word stories as the Level 1-3 
DVDs, plus space to trace and then write the word 
as well as a page of written activities. 
EACH DVD                                   12.50
032841 Level 1 032846 Level 3
026577 Level 2 032925 Level 4
032939 Levels 1-3 DVD Set     31.95
001635 Workbook                   10.95

Slamships Sight Word 
Game (Grades K-4)

  Beam up sight words for 
better reading skills in this 
fast-paced card grabbing 
game! Call out one of the 
words on the alien cards in 
the playing field, and be the first to grab it with your 
spaceship’s suctioned tractor-beam. The player with 
the most cards wins! Includes 110 double-sided alien 
cards featuring Dolch sight words in 5 levels of diffi-

culty, 4 spaceships, and instructions. For 1-4 players.
076836                                               13.25

026638 Set 1 026442 Set 2 026443 Set 3
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Language Smarts (Grades 1-4)
  Whether used as a full curriculum or as a supple-

mental resource, these workbooks 
make learning English skills fun with 
varied exercises and humor. Pages 
are full-color with captivating graph-
ics. Exercises help students improve 
skills in reading, writing, spelling, 
punctuation, grammar, and thinking 
(inductive and deductive reasoning). 
Examples of exercises are circling 
parts of speech in sentences, putting 
lists in alphabetical order, identifying 

errors in passages, punctuating sentences, changing sin-
gular to plural, using vowel digraphs to complete words, 
and much more. Answer keys included. Over 300 pgs.
EACH BOOK                                          42.99
013916 Level B (1) 001438 Level D (3)
013917 Level C (2) 035280 Book E (4)

DK Workbooks: Language Arts 
(Grades PK-2)

  If you need good coverage of founda-
tional language arts skills; if you also want 
that review to be aligned to Common 
Core; if you want it to be inexpensive yet 
eye-pleasing (white pages with accent 
color); and if you recognize the motivat-
ing value of gold stars; then these work-
books from DK are the answer! Some 
activities are typical workbook activities, 
but others are “outside the box.” Grade-
level appropriate coverage includes pho-

nics, punctuation, capitalization, parts of speech, types 
of sentences and beginning composition. Answers and a 
certificate of completion are provided. 60 pgs.
EACH BOOK                                          5.25
056117 Grade PK 056113 Grade 1
056116 Grade K 056114 Grade 2

Pete the Cat® Language Arts Workbooks 
(Grades K-1)

  Let Pete the Cat guide your children to practice skills 
necessary to meet ELA standards. Each page covers 
one skill and provides brief explanations and direc-
tions, and fun illustrations of Pete. Reproducible for 
classroom use, these black and white illustrated work-
books provide grade level activities. Answers are in 
the back. Children may just beg you to do school with 
Pete. They are truly the cat’s meow! 
044331 Kindergarten           7.85
044319 Grade 1                    7.85

Progress ELA (Grades K-8)
  This course incrementally boosts reading, writ-

ing, and oral skills. Each of the 11 theme-centered units 
follows a pattern: from guided instruc-
tion and practice to independent prac-
tice. Using the magazine-style Worktext, students learn 
to read, respond to, engage with, and create, focusing on 
specific ELA goals (such as interpreting meaning, identifying 
details, etc.) in either fiction or nonfiction. Grade-level learn-
ing is bite-sized, building on and reinforcing previous skills. 
The required Teacher Manual uses a margin wrap-around 
format, with teaching tips, standards correlations, and ques-
tions at point of use. Includes rubrics and charts for grading 
and answers. Note: the TM references online components 

that aren’t available and aren’t needed for home use. If desired, add the Progress 
Assessments (Grades 1-8) (see our website). 
EACH STUDENT BOOK                     27.60
EACH TEACHER BOOK                    43.95
 Student Teacher
Grade K 029799 029890
Grade 1 029696 029832
Grade 2 029713 029834
Grade 3 029737 029845
Grade 4 029739 029849
Grade 5 029756 029851
Grade 6 029760 029872
Grade 7 029796 029873
Grade 8 032964 029874

Learning Center Games 
(Grades 1-9)

These nifty game pouches focus on various aspects of lan-
guage arts. Designed as “learning centers,” these could 

be used for co-ops or for skills reinforcement at home. Each 
zippered pouch features a two-sided game-playing board and 

game pieces. Also included is a set of four copies of a write-
on, wipe-off lesson card. Games are played at two levels 
– one with “helps” and one without. The Literary Devices 
for the grades 3-5 set introduces assonance, alliteration, 

onomatopoeia, and metaphor.

Spectrum Language Arts
(Grades K-8)

  The Spectrum series has been a 
long-time favorite for basic coverage 
of a subject at an affordable price. 
For language arts, these worktexts 
cover mechanics, usage, and gram-
mar in approximately 50 two-page 
lessons plus periodic reviews. A 
Writer’s Guide section with several 
writing lessons is also included at 
the end of each level. This is the lat-
est version (© 2015) which features 

a revised sequence of skills and more nonfiction 
activities. Colorful graphics are sprinkled through-
out the pages. Answer key included. 198 pages.
EACH WORKBOOK                          7.85

002275 Grade K 002158 Grade 3
002143 Grade 1 002159 Grade 4
002144 Grade 2 002230 Grade 5
  002258 Grade 6
  058379 Grade 7
  058380 Grade 8
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Two levels 

of play for students

at different ages!

049846 Complete & Incomplete Sentences (1-2)  . .  20.50
049943 Story Elements (1-2) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  20.50
049823 Combining Sentences (3-5)                           20.50
049878 Root Words, Prefix, Suffix (3-5)       20.50

049873 Literary Devices (3-5)                20.50
049919 Simple, Compound Complex 

 Sentences (6-9)                             20.50
049877 Root Words (6-9)                       20.50

049856 Figurative Language (6-9)      20.50
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Core Skills: Language Arts 2014 
Edition (Grades 2-8)

  These black & white workbooks 
each provide more than 100 work-
sheets with the philosophy that prac-
ticing language and writing skills will 
lead to near perfection in usage. The 
easy-to-follow format features one 
skill per page with varied exercises 
allowing the learner to practice each 
skill in different contexts. Lessons 
have specific instructions and exam-
ples and are designed for your stu-

dent to complete independently. Each book in the series 
is broken into units such as parts of speech, sentences, 
mechanics, vocabulary/usage, writing, and research skills. 
Helpful tips and targeted activities strengthen the writing 
skills necessary to succeed in school and on standardized 
tests. Answers included. Approx. 130 pgs.
EACH BOOK                                          8.95
031072 Grade 2 031171 Grade 6
031073 Grade 3 031200 Grade 7
031111 Grade 4 031204 Grade 8
031143 Grade 5 

Kumon Writing Workbooks 
(Grades 1-6)

  Attractive and easy to use, these work-
books provide writing, grammar, and 
vocabulary skills aligned to state writ-
ing standards. Instruction is minimal and 
relies on examples, but concepts are pre-
sented in a logical order that promotes 
both understanding and competence with 
lots of opportunity for practice and rein-
forcement. The 34 lessons each have 3-4 
sections; 2 review lessons allow for evalu-

ation. Progressive instruction is repeated in each lesson and 
throughout the books. Answer key included. 90 pgs.
EACH WORKBOOK                                5.75
028755 Grade 1 028799 Grade 4
028766 Grade 2 028809 Grade 5
028790 Grade 3 028817 Grade 6

Skill Sharpeners: Spell & Write 
(Grades PK-6)

 This resource will provide a rich prac-
tice opportunity for language arts skills. 
Spelling words are introduced with a 
short story or article, plus multiple ways 
of interacting with these words (copying, 
wordsearches, etc.). These bridge into 
grammar, sentence structure, and grade 
appropriate writing activities which 
include everything from sentences and 
writing letters to creative paragraph writ-

ing prompts. In the back of each book are pull-out spelling 
lists, a test record form, and a complete answer key. 
EACH BOOK                                          7.95
017082 Grade PK 016992 Grade 3
017076 Grade K 016997 Grade 4
016964 Grade 1 017057 Grade 5
016967 Grade 2 017066 Grade 6

Splat!® Card Games 
(Grades PK-2+)

  A fun, fast-paced way to review early English skills. 
Each round, a Caller announces the task written on a 
calling card (which includes the answers). If you have a 
card that completes the task, yell, “Splat,” the answer, 
and then turn your card face down. The first to flip over 
all their cards wins. Each game set includes instructions, 

answers, and color-coded cards (75 calling; 150 Answer) 
of 3 difficulty levels. With Alphabet find words that con-
tain the given letter. With Rhyming Words, find rhymes of 
one syllable words; and with Opposites, find words like 
quiet, first, false, and polite. 2-6 players. 

Copywork for Young Ones (Grades 1-12)
  Many teachers have found that the implementation of Charlotte 
Mason’s techniques of copywork and dictation simplified their lan-

guage arts program. These copybooks each provide 180 daily lessons that 
can be used however you choose. Young children using the Copywork for 
Young Ones can copy the material directly into the book. An older child can 
copy (or write from dictation) the material from the Thematic Copywork 
books into a notebook, ending the year with a valuable collection of quotes, 
poems, and songs (from an interesting and varied collection of conservative 
Christian sources) and Bible verses (KJV). All books are coil-bound, cardstock 
covers printed with lovely vintage art reproductions.
EACH BOOK                                          9.95
Copywork for Young Ones (1-3):
043884 Copywork for Animal Lovers
043886 Copywork for Little Boys
043887 Copywork for Little Girls
043900 Lessons in Manners
043904 Pleasant Verses
Thematic Copywork (4-12):
042849 Copywork for Boys
043885 Copywork for Girls
064592 Great Hymns
043899 Lessons From Leaders
043902 Nature Lessons
043903 Our Beautiful America
043905 Verses From the Bible

Write From History (Grades 1-5)
  Faithfully incorporating Charlotte Mason’s view 
of language arts education, fully integrated with 

a biblical and Christian worldview, this series weaves 
language arts and history. Each time period contains a Level 1 (Gr. 1-2) and 
Level 2 (Gr. 3-5) in either manuscript (M) or cursive (C) format. Composition, 
grammar and spelling, penmanship, literature, reading comprehension, and 
vocabulary are covered with historical narratives, including tales and prima-

ry sources. One book for student and teacher: teacher 
instruction provides descriptions of expected work, daily 
schedules, and appendices. Student pages provide read-
ing selections, copywork models, and lined copying space.

EACH BOOK                                          29.95
 Ancient Medieval Early Mod Modern
L1 (M) 049754 049756 067868 067871
L1 (C) 049829 067869 067867 067870
L2 (M) 049755 049757  049758
L2 (C) 049830 049834 049831 049835

EACH CARD GAME               9.95
030717 Alphabet! (PK-1)
030788 Opposites (2+)
030804 Rhyming Words (K-1)
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Reading Skill Sharpeners 
(Grades PK-6)
  Improve your student’s language arts skills with these 

engaging, grade-appropriate stories and skill sharpening activ-
ities from Evan-Moor. These full-color books contain both fic-
tion and nonfiction stories, and activities range from matching 
words and pictures and cut and paste exercises at the lower lev-
els to multiple choice and story mapping activities at the upper 

levels. This series addresses phonemic 
awareness, phonics, vocabulary, compre-
hension, and fluency. Some grammar and 
writing instruction is also included. 144 
pgs each, reproducible, answers included.
EACH WORKBOOK            7.95
025941 Grade PK 025834 Grade 3
025911 Grade K  025857 Grade 4
025746 Grade 1 025885 Grade 5
025769 Grade 2 025904 Grade 6

Daily Reading Practice 
(Grades 1-10)

  This is a reading comprehension series 
based on the belief that students should do quick, short, daily reviews 
on a regular basis. Each level contains 30 high-interest reading selec-
tions with related questions and assignments. Selections cover a 
variety of subject areas and prepare students to handle passages on 

standardized tests. Students work with one reading selection each week, then 
complete varied tasks each day. Student “help pages” provide useful informa-
tion about everything from root words to literary techniques to summarizing 
skills. Student Workbook provides an introduction to the program, weekly 
skills to focus on, and daily directions with space for answers. Teacher Edition 
contains all student pages, with answers marked.
EACH TEACHER GUIDE                          31.95
EACH STUDENT WORKBOOK                6.95

 Workbook Teacher
Grade 1 059622 059632
Grade 2 059624 059634
Grade 3 059625 059635
Grade 4 059626 059636
Grade 5 059627 059637
Grade 6 059628 059638
Grade 7 059629 059639
Grade 8 059630 059640
Grade 9 059631 059641
Grade 10 059623 059633
Hi-Lo  043611 043612

Kumon Reading Workbooks 
(Grades 1-6)

  Designed to be self-instructional, these workbooks 
are unlike most. You may recognize the Kumon name and 
approach: step-by-step instruction, logical progression and 
lots of repetition of main concepts. These books focus on 
improving a child’s reading ability and vocabulary through a 
variety of activities. Grade levels are aligned to state read-
ing standards and an answer key is included. Over the 6 lev-
els, skills include identifying letter and letter combination 
sounds, learning new vocabulary, understanding synonyms 
and antonyms, reading for comprehension, understanding 
context, comparing and contrasting, determin-
ing cause and effect, finding the main 
idea, and identifying story 
elements. Approx. 
80 pgs each.
EACH BOOK            5.75
053217 Grade 1 
053218 Grade 2 
053219 Grade 3 
053220 Grade 4
053221 Grade 5
053222 Grade 6

Spectrum Reading 2015 (Grades K-8)
  This series helps students improve comprehension and 
vocabulary. The full-color workbook contains a storyline which 
progresses throughout the book. While the characters and sce-

nario are fictitious, many of the excerpts contain a good bit of real, 
textual information. Students are more motivated to read the next 
passage, since there is an ongoing story. Each selection is accompa-
nied by exercises on the facing page. Four tests provide you with yet 
another measure of reading ability, much like what a student would 
encounter on a timed test. Answer key is included in book.
EACH WORKBOOK                              7.85
001751 Grade K 001737 Grade 5
001703 Grade 1 001744 Grade 6
001714 Grade 2 058381 Grade 7
001715 Grade 3 058382 Grade 8
001732 Grade 4

Power Pen Reading Comprehension
(Grades 1-6)

  When your student places the tip of the pen on the 
correct answer on a Power Pen Learning Card, they hear a 
“Hooray!” or a “Yahoo!” If they are wrong, they are encour-
agingly redirected. Three volume levels on the pen include 
voice, sound and light effects. Please note that the Power Pen 
is not included with the cards; it is a separate purchase. Each 
card has a reading passage on one side and 4 multiple-choice 
questions on the other. Skills include vocabulary, finding main 
ideas/details, sequencing, making inferences/predictions, 
analyzing info, understanding author’s purpose and more. 
Requires 2 AAA batteries (not included).
EACH SET                                     15.99
039259 Grade 1 039268 Grade 4
039263 Grade 2 039291 Grade 5
039264 Grade 3 039293 Grade 6
039240 Power Pen                        11.99

180 Days of Reading
(Grades K-6)
  Here’s a great reading series that offers 

short, easy-to-do lessons with diagnostics, 
practice and assessments for all state-stan-
dard reading skills by grade. Exercises are 
in 5-day groups. Questions are presented 
in a specific pattern of skills so that reading 
deficiencies can be diagnosed. Recording 
form masters are found on the included CD, as well as a Standards 
Correlations Chart, reproducible PDFs for each practice page, instruc-
tions for diagnostic forms, fluency assessment directions and rubric 

for scoring reading responses. Answer key included.
EACH BOOK                      15.25
030397 Grade K 030361 Grade 4
030346 Grade 1 030373 Grade 5
030347 Grade 2 030392 Grade 6
030352 Grade 3
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Inference Jones (Grades 3-6)
  How do you teach a child to think critically? One way is 
to teach them to draw inferences about what they read. 

Inferences are the meanings that the reader assigns to the text. 
The author does not have to tell us that the boy who is laughing is 
happy; we infer that he is happy because he is laughing. Readers 

construct meaning through interpretation and 
this is the basis of Inference Jones. Students 
predict what the story will be about based 
on that title, then read a short text selection. 
Questions about the text follow; it might be 
helpful to do these orally until the student 
gets the hang of it. Encourage association 
between what the child reads and his person-
al life experiences. Answer key included.
EACH WORKBOOK                       11.99
052040 Beginning (3-4)
052041 Level 1 (5-6)

Reasoning & Reading 
(Grades 3-8)

  Each book contains four basic divisions to build comprehen-
sion and critical reading abilities “from the ground up,” with var-
ied exercises. Word Meaning focuses on word definition, classifi-
cation, and relationships between words. The Sentence Meaning 
section shows how different combinations of words affect 
meaning and how words in sentences are related. In Paragraph 

Meaning, students determine the main idea 
and supporting details within the paragraph. 
Reasoning Skills helps students discern fact/
opinion, determine relevance, make inferences 
and comparisons, practice syllogisms, and draw 
conclusions. Teacher Guide contains reduced 
student pages with suggested answers.
EACH WORKTEXT  . . . . . . . . . . . . 13.10
EACH TEACHER GUIDE . . . . . . . . 14.35
Worktext  Teacher
006856 Beginning (3-4) 006857
006909 Level 1 (5-6) 006910
006911 Level 2 (7-8) 006912

Scholastic Success with Reading 
Comprehension
(Grades 1-5)

  Each reproducible, perforated 
workbook holds approximately 
50 pages of fun activities cov-
ering a wide variety of read-
ing skills. Brief instructions and 
examples inform the student on 
how to complete the worksheet, 
and answers are found in the 
back. Ideal for extra practice, 
warm-up, or summer use to 
keep students sharp.
EACH BOOK                             4.95
033979 Grade 1 033982 Grade 4
033980 Grade 2 033983 Grade 5
033981 Grade 3

Nonfiction Reading Comprehension - 
Social Studies & Science (Grades 1-6)
  Each lesson introduces vocabulary, then students read 

a moderately rigorous nonfiction passage. A set of five multi-
ple-choice questions tests comprehension of the main idea, 
specific details, vocabulary, analogies, sequencing, and infering. 
This format would be ideal for standardized test practice. A sep-
arate master copy of an answer sheet is provided to simulate a 
more realistic test setting. 44 passages per 
book; can be used in order or by topic of 
interest. Answers included, reproducible.
EACH BOOK                                  13.20
 Social Studies Science
Grade 1-2 039971 043657
Grade 2-3 039972 043658
Grade 3 039969 043659
Grade 4 039970 043660
Grade 5 017919 043661
Grade 6 017934 017916

Reading Informational Texts 
(Grades 7-12)

  Interesting passages from historical, political, and medical 
sources along with excellent exercises are packed into this series 
from Prestwick House. The Student Book gets right to the point 
with a brief introduction to both the passage and the author. 
Sidebar annotations identify literary devices, draw attention to 
important aspects of the passage, offer “thinking” assignments, 
and occasionally highlight vocabulary usage. Exercises following the 

passage include content and literary analy-
sis, citation, and essay questions. The 
Teacher Edition includes all the same 
content as the Student Book along with 
answers, talking points, and more.
EACH STUDENT                    10.95
EACH TEACHER                   28.50
 Student Teacher
Level 7 078772 078773
Level 8 078774 078775
Level I (9) 078764 078765
Level II (10) 078766 078767
Level III (11) 078768 078769
Level IV (12) 078770 078771

Daily Reading Comprehension 
(Grades 1-8)
  
Developed to correlate with current standards, these reading 

comprehension workbooks are well laid out and easy to use. Each book 
contains 30 weekly units that include daily instructions for activities 
and student pages. Each daily lesson is one page and includes the 
paragraph to be read and four comprehension questions, making this a 
“bite size” activity. The pages are illustrated in black-and-white and are 
reproducible for classrooms and families. Answer key is included. The 
Student Practice Book includes non-repro-
ducible student pages and no answer key.
EACH BOOK                                    19.95
026987 Grade 1 027015 Grade 5
026989 Grade 2 027016 Grade 6
027003 Grade 3 027017 Grade 7
027004 Grade 4 027019 Grade 8
EACH STUDENT WORKBOOK          5.50
076929 Grade 1 076933 Grade 5
076930 Grade 2 076934 Grade 6
076931 Grade 3 076935 Grade 7
076932 Grade 4 076936 Grade 8
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EDCON Classic Worktexts (Grades 1-6)
  A “novel” approach to reading and introduction to the classics 

rolled into one. Each worktext contains a complete adaptation 
of the original work, written at appropriate reading level, vocabulary 
lists, comprehension questions, vocabulary quizzes and answer 
key. Comprehension questions include recall, 
sequence of events, drawing inferences, critical 
thinking, and selecting the main idea. Classic 
worktexts below are in sets of 10 for each grade; 
the Shakespeare series  are in sets of 5, with plays 
adapted in modern English. 72 pgs each.

Story of the U.S.A. 
(Grades 4-8)
  This reading comprehension 

series focuses on the history of the 
United States, from early Native 
American times to today. The les-
son’s vocabulary words are featured 

before the reading and 
include the definition. A 
variety of post-selection 
questions are included, 
along with two tests. Answer key contains answers 
and  additional discussion/research activities.
EACH BOOK                           9.75
EACH KEY                               7.90
 Book    Key
026309 Explorers & Settlers 026310
026341 Young Nation Solves Its Prob 026342
026302 America Becomes a Giant 026303
026322 Modern America 026323

Literature Pockets (Grades K-6)
  A literature pocket is a “student portfolio with pockets full of proj-
ects.” Each book starts off with detailed instructions. The projects 

focus on creative writing and artistic creation related to the story. Each 
project provides a list of required materials, reproducible patterns, and 
instructions. For example, Nursery Rhymes contains activi-

ties for twelve nursery rhymes, which 
are printed in the book, and eight 
pages of simple and fun art projects 
accompany each one. 96 pgs.
EACH BOOK        11.85
029313  Aesop’s Fables (2-3)
029149 Folktales & Fairy Tales (K-1)
029094 Folktales & Fairy Tales (2-3)
029319 Greek & Roman Myths (4-6)
014017 Nursery Rhymes (K-3)

Reflections: Student Response 
Journals for the Classics
(Grades 5-12)

  These journals provide thoughtful questions about literature 
along with suggestions for 2-4 different writing 
projects for each chapter. The student is encour-
aged to both read the book for enjoyment and 
to sift through the prompts noting their personal 
response and choosing the ones they wish to for-
malize with a writing activity. The goal is thoughtful 
interaction with the story; to provide ideas with 
support from the text rather than just opinions. 
A cumulative set of prompts and a test are also 
included. 28-44 pgs, stapled.
EACH RESPONSE JOURNAL                  16.50
079143 Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland (5-7)
079145 Beowulf (5-12)
079150 Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde (5-12)
079152 Hiding Place (9-12)
079153 Hobbit (6-12)
079156 Jane Eyre (7-12)
079160 Merchant of Venice (9-12)
079163 Old Man and the Sea (9-12)
079164 Pearl (6-12)
079165 Raisin in the Sun (8-12)
079166 Silas Marner (7-12)
079167 Uncle Tom’s Cabin (7-12)

Individual
Workbooks
Available

Online!

Daily Literacy Activities (Grades 4-9)
  Learn American history and improve reading skills – all wrapped 

into a single supplementary series that provides high interest readings 
(grades 5-12) written at 4-5th grade level. Books 
are based on specific time periods, and varied 
aspects of our history and culture 
are covered. Eight-page units covered 
over seven days include pre-reading 
strategies, daily activities, vocabulary 
development and post-reading enrich-
ment. Worksheets are reproducible. 
Answer Key is included.
050222 Early History               13.45
050220 19th Century             13.45
050221 20th Century              13.45

Figuratively Speaking
(Grades 5-8)
  Subtitled “Using Classic Literature to Teach 40 

Literary Terms” this book defines these terms 
and give students practice with them. Each les-
son focuses on one term and gives a definition, 
examples from literature, questions based on 
the examples, and several written exercises for 
students to try their hand exploring and using 
them. The activities are a mix of short answer 
questions, writing activities, matching, inter-
preting, listing, and more. 136 pgs.
028214 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  13.75

EACH CLASSIC SET                      79.95
042304 Level 1 014493 Level 4
042305 Level 2 002198 Level 5
042306 Level 3 
EACH SHAKESPEARE SET             39.95
013003 Levels 2-3 013188 Levels 4-5
013004 Levels 3-4 013292 Levels 5-6
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How to Report on Books 
(Grades 1-6)
  These books contain suggested reading lists and all the 

time-saving reproducible forms you need for various hands-on 
projects that make book reports fun 
for elementary students. For exam-
ple, the Grade 5-6 book contains 
16 Individual book report forms, 18 

individual book projects, 
and 10 group book projects. 
It focuses on the following 
literature skills: defining 
character traits and relationships, identifying 
symbolism and themes, understanding pour-
quoi (French for “why”) tales, and completing 
a reading interest survey. Projects include: 
graphic organizers, debates, drama, inter-
views, and trivia. 96 pgs.
EACH BOOK                               11.85
007060 Grades 1-2
007064 Grades 3-4
007067 Grades 5-6

Reading Picture Books with Children 
(AD)

  A wonderful resource for parents, this easy-to-read book gives 
useful information on The Whole Book Approach (reading picture 
books with children instead of to them). Important tips to look for such as the size of 
the book, the design, pictures, text font, and more help you choose worthwhile picture 
books your children will love. You will also find information on how to interact with 
your child during storytime helping kids learn to communicate about what they see.   
026001                                               12.25

DIY Homeschooling Reading Time 
180 Day Journal (Grades 2-12)
  Each of this book’s 2-page spread allows journaling 

of a book read. The left page has four blank boxes to draw 
or write interesting things about the book. The right page 
records the title, author and illustrator, as well as the 
subject and setting. Children can also copy a quotation 
and illustration from the book and rate it based on their 
opinion. All pages are designed with a black and white 
border that children can color. 186 pgs.
015812                                               18.50

My Reading Logbook
(Grades 1-AD)

  Each page has enough space to record 
the date, title, author, page numbers, and 
parent initials. Sturdy hardcover volume 
with an elastic band closure has 64 pages.
046976                                         6.75

Reading Journals
(Grades K-AD)

  Document your reading journey for up to 
100 books with these consumable reading jour-
nals. Each journal page includes space to record 
the book number (1-100); the title; author; num-

ber of pages; and book rating (from 
1-5 stars). Check whether it’s fiction 
or nonfiction and record the end and 
start dates. Almost 2/3 of each page is 
lined--thin (1/4 inch) or wide ruled (1/2 
inch)—to write your thoughts about 
each book. At the journal’s end, there’s 
space to jot down the new vocabulary 
you’ve acquired (with definitions) and 
to list the books you wish to read. A 
great way to encourage and document 
every student’s reading! 124 pgs, pb.
EACH JOURNAL                     6.95
 Wide Ruled Thin Ruled

Castle 052225 052224
Cat 052268 052229
Colored Pencils  052277
Frog 052338 052328
Keys  052339
Paint 052347 052346
Teddy Bear 052358 052348

How to Raise a Reader 
(AD)

  If you are looking for a useful and fun 
resource full of practical advice on how to 
foster a love for reading in your child, this 
is a wonderful treasure. Organized into 
four different age groups, each section 
includes information on how to read to 
your child, how to look for a book, what 
to be wary of, and top book picks for each 
age group. A fifth section involves a list of 
books for specific interests such as “Books 
That Make Us Laugh” or “Kindness and 
Empathy”. Hardback. 202 pgs.
051825                                        14.95

Read-Aloud Family (AD)
  Reading together as a family is so much 

more than a way to help a struggling read-
er or engage a reluctant reader. Weaving 

together stories and research, author Sarah 
Mackenzie shows us how family reading builds 
relationships and provides us with shared expe-
riences with our children. Whether you are a 
family wanting to learn how to incorporate read 

aloud time, or one that already shares written adventures together, 
I encourage you to pick up this book! Includes grade level sugges-
tions, conversation starters and compelling questions to engage 
children in the shared reading journey. 282 pgs, paperback.
073365                                                  12.50
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Read and Understand Poetry 
(Grades 2-6)
  These books teach children how to understand and appreciate 

poetry! Each includes over 25 poems, selected from a wide range 
of authors, both well-known and not-so well-known, modern and 
classic, grouped into sections by topics. Each section includes 

3-4 poems, accompanied by student/teacher 
pages. The teacher page includes teaching tips 
and topics to use before, during and after the 
poem reading. Workbook pages ask students 
to reflect on meanings in the poem and think 
about how language was used. A glossary of 
poetry terms, short biographies of the featured 
poets and an answer key are also included.
EACH BOOK                           13.85
031788 Grades 2-3 
031791 Grades 4-5
031789 Grades 3-4

Child’s Book of Poems 
(Grades PK-2)

  This beautiful hardcover edition 
contains 200 classic poems for chil-
dren as well as delightful illustra-
tions (some full color, some in black 
and white) to accompany them. 
Includes such poems as, “Summer 
Sun,” “The Owl and the Pussycat,” 
and “Christmas Bells.” A great col-
lection to add to your bedtime story 
library. 118 pages.
019859                         9.75

Random House Book of Poetry for 
Children (Grades PK-7)

  This poetry anthology is definitely one 
of our favorites! It’s a veritable treasure 
house of delightful poetry, both classic 
and contemporary. Charmingly illustrat-
ed, the 572 poems are arranged in four-
teen thematic sections. This compendi-
um has earned numerous distinguished 
awards. Please note there is one small 
section that includes poems on “magic” 
and mythical creatures, such as trolls, 
goblins, ghosts, and witches. 244 pgs, hc.
007196                                  15.95

Favorite Poems Old and New 
(Grades K-8)
  Suggested for use with several major 

curriculums, this is a thick, delightful compi-
lation of a wide variety of poetry. While the 
Random House Book of Poetry is directed 
more toward children both in format and 
poetic selections, Favorite Poems Old and New 
is more of a read-aloud or teaching resource. 
Here are most of the poems you’d ever want 
to share or study with your children. 
002760                                               18.50

Child’s Introduction to Poetry 
(Grades PK-6)

  This book introduces young students to poetry 
and famous poets in a way they will find inter-
esting and fun. The first part quickly and clearly 
describes the various types of poetry,  with 
famous examples of each type. Kids can either 
read the poems or listen to them on the accom-
panying CD. Unfamiliar and vocabulary words 
are defined. The second half is dedicated to 
famous poets, with a short biography and poetry 
excerpts. 64 famous poems on 96 pgs, hc.
037493                                13.95

Poetry for Young People 
(Grades 3-8)

  An appreciation for poetry is something you 
can instill in your children at a young age. This 
series introduces the works of some of the most 
talented poets in history. Each 48-page book 
has stunning, painted illustrations portraying 
the poem’s message. The timeless writings and 
breathtaking illustrations will attract children to 
the beautiful world of poetry.
EACH BELOW               5.50
037063 Edgar Allan Poe
037944 Emily Dickinson 

037069 Lewis Carroll
037075 Robert Louis Stevenson 
037077 Rudyard Kipling
EACH BELOW (exc noted)            6.25
037061 Carl Sandburg

022048 Henry Wadsworth Longfellow
037085 Walt Whitman
037091 William Shakespeare 
035400 Maya Angelou  12.25
036858 Robert Frost 

Ted Jacobs’ Poetry CDs
(Grades PK-3)
  These CDs really have a lovely combination of acoustic 

music; some songs are soft and soothing, others are lively 
and fun! They You will hear all sorts of instruments: guitars, 
violins, penny whistle, accordion, piano, dulcimer, mandolin, 
bass, uillean pipes, and more. The vocals are a mix of men and 
women’s voices. Some songs have a very folksy sound, while 
others have a Scottish lilt. The lyrics all come from classic poet-
ry. Lovely to listen to in the car, during quiet play time, while 
children are doing art, or just anytime.
028329 Back to the Garden             13.95
028332 Child’s Garden of Songs     13.95
055039 Days Gone By                      13.95
TJCDST Set of all 3                             39.75
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Will’s Words 
(Grades 2-5)

  This book will delight the eyes 
with its lavish and detailed illustrations. 
At the same time, it tells Will’s story 
with special attention given to the words 
and phrases he either coined or immor-
talized. You’ll learn a good bit about 
William Shakespeare, the Globe Theater, 
and his plays. You’ll also learn a good bit 
about the way people lived in the 1500-

1600s. But primarily, you’ll learn that Shakespeare has impacted our 
language in ways that have lasted for hundreds of years.

026022                                     6.75

Shakespeare for Kids 
(Grades 2-6)
  Truly enjoyable adaptations of classic 

Shakespeare! Author Lois Burdett has successfully 
introduced her 2nd grade classes to Shakespeare for 
over twenty years. These 64-pg books contain sim-
plified versions written in rhyme. Each play contains 
the ingenuous commentaries and colorful illustra-
tions of her 2nd graders, which clearly express their 
thoughts and feelings. These books can be used as 
a basis for activities such as writing a 
character diary, holding a debate, or 
performing the entire play! 
EACH BOOK                           8.25
014023 Hamlet
014024 Macbeth
014025 Midsummer Night’s Dream
014026 Much Ado About Nothing
014027 Romeo & Juliet
014028 Tempest
014029 Twelfth Night

008840 Antony & Cleopatra
008841 As You Like It
008843 Hamlet
008846 Julius Caesar
008848 Macbeth
008850 Midsummer Night’s Dream
008851 Othello
008853 Romeo & Juliet

How to Teach Your Children 
Shakespeare (Grade AD)

  The author approaches Shakespeare 
with the story approach: memoriz-
ing lines and learning the essence 
of the story; weaving in play details, 
background info, historical notes, cul-
tural allusions, and ultimately giving 
a full-bodied answer to the ques-
tion of why study Shakespeare at all. 
Highlighting nine of the best-known 
plays, the author makes you real-
ize how to start a lifelong love of 
Shakespeare. 350 pgs.
027201                         12.25

Graphic Shakespeare 
(Grades 6-AD)
  Including only the most relevant scenes, this 
5-in-1 Shakespeare collection does an amazing 
job of visually demonstrating some of his most 
popular plays. The dialogue is in the original 
voice with a modern version as a footnote 
and sometimes in the graphic panel itself. I 
found myself completely ignoring the trans-
lation because the images were so dramatic 
and engaging! The 5 plays include: Hamlet, 
Macbeth, Julius Caesar, Romeo and Juliet and 
A Midsummer Night’s Dream.
016186                                       12.25

Oxford School Shakespeare 
(Grades 6-AD)
  Serious about Shakespeare? This series from 

Oxford University Press contains the complete and 
unabridged plays with many other great features. Each 
book begins with a discussion of the theme of the play. 

Characters are introduced, and a summary of the 
story by act and scene is provided. The bulk of the 
book is devoted to the play itself. Line-by-line inter-
pretations in the margins explain what is happening 

throughout the play and define words or phrases– 
very helpful to the modern reader.

EACH BOOK                                     8.25

No Fear Shakespeare 
(Grades 9-12)

  No Fear Shakespeare playbooks provide readable 
side-by-side, line-by-line translations - original language 
on one side and modern English/American peppered with 
editorial notes and comments on the other. A complete 
listing and description of characters precedes the play. No 
study questions or endnotes, just the plays themselves. 
250-350 pgs each.
EACH BOOK (exc noted)              4.75
057395 Antony & Cleopatra      5.50
057397 As You Like It
057410 Comedy of Errors
057448 Hamlet
057452 Henry V
057462 Julius Caesar
057470 Macbeth
057474 Merchant of Venice     7.75
057475 Midsummer Night’s Dream
057479 Much Ado About Nothing
057507 Romeo and Juliet
057524 Taming of the Shrew
057525 Tempest
071858 Two Gentlemen of Verona      6.25
057530 Twelfth Night
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DK Readers (Grades PK-4)
  This series provides young kids with worthwhile reading. 

While many readers at this age are just entertaining, these 
are educational and interesting. A huge variety of fascinating 

topics from history and science are covered with age appropriate 
vocabulary, colorful illustrations and sharp photographs. 48 pgs.

EACH BOOK                              3.95
EACH BOOK WITH *                  3.25
Pre-Level 1 (PK-K):
017154 Big Trucks
057752 Frogs and Toads
055575 Nighttime Animals
013693 Ponies and Horses
Level 1 (PK-K):
013601 Homes Around the World
057754 Lego Star Wars: A New Hope
046177 Sea Otters*
026409 Submarines and Submersibles
021980 Whatever the Weather
055582 Year on the Farm
Level 2 (1-2):
045409 Amazing Bees
045410 Amazing Dogs
056130 Lego Friends: Perfect Pets
049999 Life in the Stone Age NEW!
013654 Journey of a Pioneer
066616 What is the President’s Job?
Level 3 (2-3):
013518 Amazing Animal Journeys
013653 Greek Myths
046011 Knights and Castles
021927 Story of Anne Frank
032269 Story of Chocolate
059063 Story of Civil Rights
Level 4 (3-4):
046727 Amazing Women
021940 Days of the Knights
021951 First Flight
021952 Flying Ace*
016326 Free At Last: MLK Jr.
021967 Secrets of Mummies
014719 Thomas Edison*

Zondervan I Can Read Books
LEVEL 1:
Berenstain Bears...
051902 Show Some Respect                          3.25
040178 Treat Others Kindly                             5.95
002465 Do Not Fear, God is Near                  3.95
002484 Piggy Bank Blessings                         3.95
Princess...
045229 Twins and the Puppy                          3.95
045242 Collection 4-in-1                                9.25
044003 Charity’s Golden Heart                      3.95
044004 Faith’s Garden Surprise                     3.95
044005 Hope & Hidden Treasure                   3.95
LEVEL 2:
044884 Jake’s New Friend                              3.95
009343 Big Bugs, Little Bugs                            3.95
031327 Cats, Dogs, Hamsters, Horses           3.95
025977 Forest Friends                                      3.95
031360 Poisonous, Smelly, Amazing Plants  3.95
009528 Sea Creatures                                    3.95

I Can Read Books 
(Grades PK-4)
  Excellent early reader books are organized into different “I 

Can Read” levels, based on their structure and complexity. Many 
of these are modern children’s classics, and will be enjoyed by all 
children, whether read aloud or read alone. 
EACH INDIVIDUAL BOOK (exc. noted)  3.95
My Very First I Can Read (PK-3):
057781 Tug Pup & Friends Set 1          10.95
My First I Can Read (PK-3):
026177 Biscuit: More Phonics Fun      10.95
045434 Fancy Nancy: JoJo & Daddy Bake a Cake
036835 Little Critter: Exploring the Great Outdoors
052618 Pete the Kitty & Unicorn’s Mising Colors
045535 Pete the Cat and the Cool Caterpillar
Level 1 Can Read (PK-3):
073371 My Fave Berenstain Bears Stories Box       14.75
019551 Charlie the Ranch Dog: Stuck in Mud
050361 Danny & Dino & Sand Castle Contest
026179 Diary of a Worm: Teacher’s Pet
002368 Fire Cat
065644 My Favorite Stories      14.75
015483 Little Bear
061863 Little Bear Boxed Set   10.95
045534 Paddington Set            14.75
045242 Princess Twins 4-in-1   9.25
Level 2 Can Read (PK-3):
007678 Amelia Bedelia
052002 Flat Stanley’s Box Set     13.25
046630 Bread and Jam for Frances
007704 Frog & Toad are Friends
003124 Frog & Toad Together
032454 Frog & Toad Collection  10.95
067569 George Washington
067576 Long, Tall Lincoln
003102 Mouse Soup
026657 Mouse Tales
026659 Owl at Home
046867 Pony Scouts: Pony Crazy
Level 3 Can Read (2-4):
026640 Greg’s Microscope
046862 It’s Thanksgiving
Level 4 Can Read (3+):
032447 Dinosaur Hunter
003944 Prairie School
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Scholastic Readers Boxed Sets 
(Grades PK-1)

  These boxed sets are full of engaging readers for young chil-
dren. Each set includes 16 fictional readers with colorful illustrations, 
2 sticker sheets, and a reward chart (Amazing Antics includes a post-
er instead of a reward chart). Discussion 
guides and sight word practice are at 
the end of each book. Also included are 
useful tips for before, during, and after 
reading time. Readers are labeled with 
the Scholastic Guided Reading Levels to 
distinguish reading difficulty. 
EACH BOXED SET                    11.95
050575 Amazing Animals K
050588 Funny Furry Tales K
050576 Animal Antics Gr.1

Discovery Leveled Readers 
(Grades 1-3)

  These leveled readers are colorful and engaging for young 
readers. Full of beautiful photographs and real information 
about animals, the content keeps children interested and the 
vocabulary is just the right difficulty for 
each age group. The controlled sentence 
structure and introduction 
to new phonics structures 
helps develop confidence. 
These readers work great 
for reading practice or as a 
science supplement. 
EACH READER          4.25
075907 I am a Shark
075908 I am a Tiger
050625 I am a Gorilla
050626 I am a Polar Bear
027581 I am a Dolphin
077563 I am a Penguin

Step into Reading (Grades PK-4)
  Step Into Reading provides readers with engaging 
books appropriate for their reading skill. Each of the 
five levels features a captivating assortment of fiction 

and nonfiction topics, all colorfully illustrated and appealing 
to young readers. Start with Step 1 for children who know 
the alphabet and progress through Step 5, 
which are chapter books for skilled readers.
EACH BOOK                                     3.95
071306 Cooking with Sam-I-Am (Step 1)
057973 Dig, Scoop, Ka-boom! (Step 1)
051819 Lion and the Mouse (Step 1)
071314 Mama Loves (Step 1)
055599 Little Butterfly (Step 2)
055600 Planet Name Game (Step 2)
071317 Ponies (Step 2)
041653 Statue of Liberty (Step 2)
028460 Christopher Columbus (Step 3)
064529 Dr. Suess (Step 3)
051808 First Thanksgiving (Step 3)
028651 Lewis & Clark (Step 3)
013052 Pompeii…Buried Alive! (Step 3)
029913 True Story of Pocahontas (Step 3)
051806 Discovery in the Cave (Step 4)
004406 Escape North! Harriet Tubman (Step 4)
006034 Thomas Jefferson’s Feast (Step 4)
014223 Tut’s Mummy – Lost & Found (Step 4)
033861 Moonwalk: First Trip to the Moon (Step 5)
006125 Trail of Tears (Step 5)
006216 Trojan Horse: How Greeks Won War (Step 5)

National Geographic Readers 
(Grades PK-4)

  The source of fascinating articles and striking photographs for years, 
National Geographic has brought this high-interest combination down to 
the level of the youngest students. The readers are almost magazine-like in 
the quality of the photos and the short segments of 
interesting text. Children can easily read through a 
book while learning great information. 32 pgs. 
EACH BOOK                                    4.25
059136 Ducks (PK-K)
073556 Helpers in Neighborhood (PK-K)
009233 Elephants (PK-1)
047555 Seeds to Plant (PK-1)
057969 Weather (PK-1)
080374 Hedgehogs (K-2)
024107 Penguins (K-2)
022425 Planets (K-2)
080380 Rainforests (K-2)
022431 Rocks & Minerals (K-2)
032770 Ancient Egypt (1-3)
047943 Ellis Island (1-3)
073555 Gallop! (1-3)
057967 Robots (1-3)
073553 Afr.-Amer. Histry Makers (1-3)      6.35

Ready to Read Readers (Grades PK-3)
  The Ready to Read series was designed to provide good 
books for early readers. Books come in four levels of reading 
difficulty and cover a variety of topics 

in both fiction and non-fiction.
EACH INDIVIDUAL BOOK                     4.25
050649 Can a Cat Do That? (PK-K)
050651 Mouse Loves Snow (PK-K)
078527 Angelina Ballerina Tea Party (PK-1)
076512 Bunny Will Not Smile! (PK-1)
020269 Henry & Mudge First (K-2)
077568 Interrupting Cow (K-2)
077569 Let’s Go to Library (K-2)
034093 Davy Crockett (1-3) 
EACH COLLECTION                              12.75
071837 Weather (PK-1)
059332 Abe Lincoln & Muddy Pig (K-2)
024137 Henry & Mudge (K-2)
071824 Living In… Around World (K-2)
078902 Never Gave Up! Amzng Women (1-3)
076521 Secrets of American History (1-3)
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Billy and Blaze
(Grades K-3)
  A classic series of stories about the 

adventures of a young boy and his horse. 
The books contain wholesome material 
for the young reader, and if your child 
is not a horse lover when he starts the 
series, he may be soon!
071809 Collection               49.95
002382 Billy & Blaze            6.75

Best Mother Goose Ever! 
(Grades K-3)

  This oversized Golden Book® con-
tains fifty nursery rhymes illustrated by 
Richard Scarry. From “London Bridge” 
to “Little Miss Muffet,” each rhyme is 
portrayed with the funny, charming ani-
mal characters that made Richard Scarry 
famous. The book’s large size (10.5” x 
12”) facilitates sharing or group read-
alouds. An index of first lines makes it 
easy to find your favorites! 94 pgs, hc.
022343                           12.25

Make Way for McCloskey: Robert 
McCloskey Treasury (Grades PK-3)

  Stories in this collection include Make 
Way for Ducklings; Blueberries for Sal; “The 
Doughnuts” from Homer Price; Burt Dow, 
Deep-Water Man; Lentil; “Ever So Much 
More So” from Centerburg Tales; Time of 
Wonder; and One Morning in Maine. These 
classic stories contain the original text and 
artwork, and biographical information pro-
vides insight into McCloskey’s enduring leg-
acy in the world of children’s literature. 
Oversized. 144 pages, hardcover.

001614                                               17.95

Big Book of Beginner Books 
(Grades PK-3)

  This series has delighted early 
readers for over 50 years. 
These fun stories have the 
perfect blend of words and 
pictures to encourage kids to 
read all by themselves. They 
make great read-alouds, 
too! Each hardcover Big 
Book contains the complete 
text and artwork of six indi-
vidual Beginner Books.

EACH BIG BOOK                     12.25
069005 Aqua 059999 Orange
022453 Blue 022478 Purple
022477 Green 022479 RedElephant & Piggie: The 

Complete Collection 
(Grades 1-3)

  Gerald and Piggie are best friends. Read 
all of Elephant (Gerald) & Piggie’s funny 
adventures with the complete collection of 
all 25 titles. Mo Willems’ #1 New York Times 
best-selling series has won two Theodor Seuss Geisel Awards, five 
Theodor Seuss Geisel Honors, and the Jackson Smith (our grandson) 
Favorite Young Reader Series award. Sturdy metallic Elephant and 
Piggie bookends are included with each set.
073359                                 99.75

Classic Treasury of 
Aesop’s Fables 
(Grades PK-12)

  Contains 20 of Aesop’s best-loved 
tales such as, “The Fox and the 
Grapes,” “The Goose Who Laid 
the Golden Eggs,” “The Tortoise 
and the Hare,” and “The Lion and 
the Mouse.” Masterfully illustrated by Don Daily. 
042801                                               8.95

Usborne Illustrated Stories
(Grades 2-6)
  Exciting stories, loved for generations, 

written for young readers 
and surrounded by glori-
ous, full-color, detailed illustra-
tions. These excellent “starter” 
classics feature well-written 
text and comfortable spacing on 
quality paper and are packaged 

in a compact padded hardback. 
These lovely volumes (com-
plete with ribbon bookmarks) 
will find a place among your child’s first readers. 
EACH BOOK (except noted)               18.99
073316 Aesop’s Stories for Little Children
074968 Ballet Stories
043847 Stories from Aesop 
074969 Stories from China  . . . . . . . 14.24
043855 Stories from Greek Myths
027912 Stories from Shakespeare

Beatrix Potter Tales 
(Grades PK-1)

  Sweet little versions of your favor-
ite animal tales will surely become 
favorites of your young readers. 
Color illustrations of Potter’s 
beloved drawings add to their 
charm. Even the nameplate inside 
the cover is darling! Original and 
authorized versions. 57 pgs, hc.
003368 Complete Tales 
 (400 pgs)                27.75
EACH BOOK                           5.95

049407 Tale of Benjamin Bunny
049408 Tale of Johnny Town-Mouse
049409 Tale of Peter Rabbit
049410 Tale of Tom Kitten
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Thornton Burgess Books 
(Grades 3-7)
  These charming short stories will 

be a worthwhile addition to any child’s 
library. Each book is a collection of short 
stories focusing on one character. Each 
character has both talents and weakness-
es, and there is often an enlightening 
lesson learned at the end.
024241 Bird Book                 9.50
032286 Animal Book           7.95

Marguerite Henry’s Complete Collec-
tion Box Set (Grades 3-7)

  Boxed set includes: White Stallion of Lipizza; San 
Domingo (The Medicine Hat Stallion); Stormy-
Misty’s Foal; Sea Star; Mustang-Wild 
Spirit of the West; Misty’s Twilight; 
Misty of Chincoteague; King of the 
Wind; Justin Morgan had a Horse; 
Gaudenzia-Pride of Palio; Cinnabar-
the One O’clock Fox; Brown Sunshine 
of Saw Dust Valley; Brighty of Grand 
Canyon; Born to Trot; Black Gold; and 
Benjamin West and his Cat Grimalkin.

059319                                       61.95

Boxcar Children 
(Grades 1-5)
  Good reading for children 

of all ages! These are the origi-
nals written by Gertrude Chandler 
Warner and are full of good, wholesome, old-fashioned values. 
The heroes are children who are adventurous, dili-
gent, helpful, hardworking, and polite. 
041351 Bookshelf (#1-12)                 43.95
BC1320 Set of #13-20                         42.95
BC2140 Set of #21-40                         110.00
BC4150 Set of #41-50                         54.95

Magic Tree House Merlin Missions 
#1-25 Boxed Set 
(Grades 2-5)

  Jack and his sister Annie spot 
an incredible tree house perched 
high in a tree. They climb up 
and begin to look at the books 
inside, and when Jack sighs, “I 
wish I could see a Pterandon for 
real,” they suddenly discover that 
they are back in prehistoric times. 
Eventually they find their way home, but return to the Magic 
Tree House day after day, not knowing what kind of adven-
tures await. Digest-sized books contain 10 short chapters, a 
handful of pictures, and are about 70 pages long. These are 
a great option for children beginning to read chapter books. 
071312 Box Set: Books 1-25              97.00
021463 Box Set: Books 1-28              108.00

Little House Boxed Sets 
(Grades PK-7)
  The Little House series tells the tale 

of Laura Ingalls Wilder growing up on the 
American frontier. The series 
starts with Laura’s childhood in 
the Big Woods and continues 
through Laura’s growing up and 
adult years. Includes full-col-
or illustrations. My First Little 
House Books are adapta-
tions of the original Little 
House series with simpler 
storylines and events 
from the books, format-
ted like a picture book.

Chronicles of Narnia Boxed Sets 
(Grades 5-AD)

  This thrilling seven-book set 
is a brilliant story that shows 
how creative and inventive 
people can be. Revolving 
around the fictional land of 
Narnia, these classic books 
explain how Narnia came to 
be, some of the interesting 
people who lived there, and 
the fall of Narnia. By C.S. Lewis. 

Lord of the Rings Boxed Sets 
(Grades 5-AD)

 «One Ring to rule them all; 
One Ring to find them; One 
Ring to bring them all and in 
the darkness bind them”. So 
begins J. R. R. Tolkien’s mas-
sive, wonderful tale of the 
fight against good and evil. 
009390 Tolkien Hobbit/Trilogy of Rings      20.95
033673 Lord of the Rings (3 Volume)         23.95
049915 Lord of the Rings (Comb Vol.
 50th Anniv Ed)                                 19.50

013779 Mass Market              29.95
012231 Full Color                    42.95
065631 Coloring Book         11.75

062895 Books 1-6                              15.50
058966 Books 7-9                              10.25
062826 Books 10-12                         10.25
068040 Books 13-15                          10.25

010087 Boxed Set - B&W (9 vol.)     48.95
032457 Boxed Set - Color (5 vol.)    29.95
MFLHBS My First Little House Set        73.95

Imagination Station Series 
(Grades 1-4)

  These engaging stories transport children back 
in history. Through their adventures they learn 
that the greatest love is found in a man willing 
to lay down his life for his friend. Books use an 
oversize font to make it easier for young readers. 
Black-and-white illustrations. 111-117 pgs.
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American Tall Tales (Grades 4-8)
  This book contains the fanciful sto-
ries of eight legendary men of the early 
American frontier. Young and old alike 

will enjoy the exciting, if exaggerated, tales of 
Paul Bunyan, Pecos Bill, Stormalong, Mike Fink, 
Davy Crockett, Johnny Appleseed, John Henry, 
and Joe Magarac. 112 pgs, pb.
043864                                         5.25

Fairy Books 
(Grades 4-8)
  Collections of over 30 unabridged fairytales 

edited by Andrew Lang. The stories are 
presented in “clear, lively prose for which 
Lang was famous,” and they are generally 
considered to be the “best 
English versions of standard 
stories.” Recommended 
in The Well-Trained Mind, 
these books will become a 
treasured addition to your 
home library. 

Classic Starts CDs 
(Grades 2-AD)

  Your entire family will enjoy these audio CDs, each 
containing an unabridged novel read by a single narrator (female voice) 
that provides 2-3 hours of listening pleasure. With many low-cost, well 
produced narrations to choose from, you’re bound to find family favorites.  
EACH CD                         7.50
020844 Adv. Robin Hood
020875 Adv. Sherlock Holmes
020876 Adv. Tom Sawyer
020994 Black Beauty
021014 Call of the Wild
021022 Greek Myths
021025 Grimm’s Fairy Tales
021038 Heidi
021157 Little Women
021238 Robinson Crusoe
021263 Secret Garden
021305 Story of King Arthur & His Knights
021306 Swiss Family Robinson
021309 Three Musketeers

Complete Dickens: All the 
Novels Retold (Grades 4-9)

  Make the writings of Dickens more accessible for 
your children. This lovely Usborne edition of 15 stories 

includes a few lesser-known works like 
Martin Chuzzlewit (just fun to say), and 
others we’ve grown to love such as A 
Christmas Carol. Begin with the lovely 
illustrated pages that describe the main 
characters—and may hint to the con-
flicts involved. Then, move through these 
simplified versions or retellings that still 
maintain the plot, style, and linguistic 
flavor of the originals. 516 pgs, hc. 
078247 . . . . . . . . . .  23.74

Animal Folk Tales of America 
(Grades PK-2)

  What would you think if a man came riding into 
your wagon-train on a mountain lion, carrying 
a rattlesnake rolled into a lasso? That’s Pecos 
Bill for you! In this collection of tall tales retold 
from America’s history, you’ll read about Paul 
Bunyan, Davy Crockett, and more! Illustrations 
make this a delightful picture book 
that your little ones will enjoy over 
and over. 73 pgs, hc.
015396                              12.95

Stories & Poems for Extremely  
Intelligent Children of All Ages
(Grades 7-AD)

  Harold Bloom, originator of Bloom’s 
Taxonomy, feels children often stop 
reading because they are not chal-
lenged. Here he blends Kipling, 
Carroll, and Lear with Hawthorne, 
Gogol and Turgenev, all chosen 
to illuminate and entertain. This 
anthology includes 41 stories and 
83 poems (mostly from the 19th 
century), organized into four sea-
son-themed sections. 572 pgs, pb.
058062                          15.75

Jim Weiss Storytelling CDs
(Grades K-AD)
  A true artist at both com-

position and vocals, Jim Weiss pumps life into 
classics and tales ranging from humorous to 
historical. Great for road trips or just quiet time. 
Put on your imagination and one of these CDs, 
and lose yourself for an hour or so in a great 
adventure or lighthearted tale.
EACH CD (except noted)                    10.82
026518 American Tall Tales
002469 Animal Tales 
046312 Carry On, Mr. Bowditch       21.95
007501 Egyptian Treasures: Mummies, Myths
007899 Fairytale Favorites in Story and Song 
007503 Galileo and the Stargazers 
013932 George Washington:1st in Hearts Countrymen 
048507 Gone West: Bold Adv American Explr/Pioneer 
007911 Greek Myths 
073753 Heroes, Horses, Harvest Moons Cornucopia V1
046314 Julius Caesar and The Story of Rome 
007870 King Arthur and His Knights 
037705 Masters of the Renaissance 
007913 Shakespeare for Children 
073757 Ten Thousand Stars: Cornucopia Poems V2
035565 Thomas Jefferson’s America 
003258 Three Musketeers / Robin Hood 
050935 Women in Blue or Gray:True Stories Civil War 

EACH BOOK                      11.50
005755 Blue (Dover) 
007925 Orange (Dover)
008662 Violet (Dover)
017658 Red (Dover)           9.95
070909 Blue (Sterling)        7.75
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i-Clips Magnetic Page 
Markers (Grades K+)
  Use them to mark your page in 

a book, hold important notes to the 
refrigerator, or as unique paper clip. 
Each pack contains 8 flag-shaped clips 
with colorful designs. An arrow on the 
back allows you to mark exactly where 
you left off. Folded: 0.75” x 1”.
EACH SET                         3.50
066697 Animal Prints
073610 Black Cats
033496 Butterflies
078406 Celestial NEW!
028390 Faith
066698 Seashells
063890 Woodland Friends

Star Wars 3D Bookmarks
  For those of us who love to Sith 

down with a real book, these bookmarks 
offer a new hope. 2.25” x 6” with a colorful 

tassel. The images truly pop off the 
sturdy plastic as you wiggle them 
back and forth!
EACH BOOKMARK              4.75
077766 Chewbacca & Porgs
077767 Darth Vader
077768 Droids
077769 Leia
077770 Lightsabers
077771 Yoda

Scented Bookmarks (Grades PK+)
  Made of heavy cardstock, just scratch and 
sniff the top to reveal the aroma. 
EACH BOOKMARK                       0.50

015462 Apple 076173 Marshmallow
076159 Banana 015573 Mint
076160 Bubble Gum 076174 Orange
076162 Cake 076175 Peach
076163 Cherry 076176 Pineapple
076164 Chocolate 076177 Pizza
015528 Coconut 015593 Popcorn
076166 Cola 015614 Strawberry
076168 Grape 076179 Taco
076170 Jelly Bean 015626 Watermelon

Peter Pauper Bookmarks
  These attractive, sturdy bookmarks 

feature a Scripture verse or cute saying.
EACH BOOKMARK (2.5” x 7.1”)       2.65
027884 Be Still, & Know...
027887 Be Strong & Courageous
004187 Bookmarks Are for Quitters NEW!
004230 Dragon NEW!
028281 For I Know the Plans...
028548 Roots and Wings
028583 She Is Clothed w/Strength...
027902 Bible Color Guide
028148 Dinosaurs Didn’t Read
073594 Books: Helping Introverts...
073607 Happiness is Warm Puppy...
073609 I Read Past My Bedtime
073612 Just One More Chapter

Reading Guide Strips (Grades PK+)
  A great tool for any reader. Plastic strip measuring 
7” x 1.25”, with a colorful, see-through “high-

lighting” strip in the middle. Place the see-through 
strip on the line you want to read, and the lines above 
and below are blocked off so you can focus. 
EACH READING STRIP                           0.95
016851 Aqua 040116 Orange
040113 Blue 022012 Peach
040114 Clear 040117 Pink
021933 Goldenrod 016889 Purple
016887 Gray 003193 Red
040115 Green 022025 Rose 
040118 Yellow
016661 Yellow (Slider)                      1.95

Mark-My-Time Digital 
Bookmarks (Grades PK+)
  Children can use this combination 

bookmark and digital timer to record their 
individual reading times. Measures 7 ½ inch-
es long and comes with a replaceable battery.
EACH BOOKMARK                  8.00
062090 Bright Aqua
062091 Bright Fuchsia
062092 Bright Red
062093 Neon Blue
062094 Neon Green
062095 Neon Purple

A.

Rechargeable Book Lights
(Grades PK-AD)

  This book light charges (in one hour) via a USB 
port with an included cable. The bright white LED lights 
last a really long time (100,000 hours) and are dimmable.  
EACH LIGHT                                           24.50
065893 Black (A) 065896 Purple
065894 Blue (B) 065897 White
065895 Green

B.

073616 Not Meow 
 I’m Reading
073618 Owl Keep 
 Your Place
004292 Shelf Control NEW!
028658 Solar System
028733 Unicorn
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Blank Comic Book
(Grades PK-5)
  Each page of this 8-page blank 

comic booklet has frames for kids to 
fill in with their imaginative draw-
ings. Some frames are just rectan-
gles while others are more exciting. 
052482                     1.50

Hardcover White Blank Books 
(Grades PK-AD)
  Budding authors and illustrators will love filling the pages 

of these books with their own stories! Each white hardcover 
book contains 28 blank, unlined pages (14 sheets). Students 
can use pencils, crayons, markers and other art materials to 
write and draw in their books.
044908 8.5" x 11"                             3.75
009936 Board - 5" x 5"                    2.35
009960 8" x 6" Portrait                     2.35
016366 11.5" x 8.5" Landscape      3.75
016373 6" x 8" Landscape              2.35
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Enter the
2021 Summer

Book Contest:

Usborne Write Your Own 
(Grades 5-8)

  Each inviting book of this series 
makes a different writing genre accessible and 
fun. Along the way, you’ll have opportunities to 
try skills out—right in the book. Genre-specific 
directions, tips, and interesting vocabulary are 
cleverly included in the margins. Tasks start at 
the beginning levels, work through technical 
and creative development steps, and guide you 
to final concepts. Develop ideas and characters 
with Write Your Own Comics. Create a full play 

and perform it with Write Your Own Script and 
in Write your Own Poems, poetry is demystified. 
Quicklinks online provide even more enrichment. 
Approximately 96 pgs, protected spiral bound, hc.
062684 Comics                                  15.19
030252 Poems                                    14.24
078289 Scripts NEW!                          14.24

Make Your Own Book 
Kits (Grades K-12)
  Perfect for aspiring authors or as a 

keepsake, these kits provide all the tools 
for children to create their own profession-
al-looking hardcover book. Kits include an 
illustrated Quick Start guide, blank book 
pages, washable markers, a postage-paid 
envelope and an order form. Children can use the 
pages to write and illustrate their own story, then scan and 
upload to the Lulu Jr. site, or mail their pages and order form. 
Kits include the cost of processing and printing 
one book, which is returned to you in 4-6 weeks.
056275 My Comic Book                   21.50
000283 Illustory                                  21.50

How to Write a Story (Grades 3-6)
  This workbook includes everything you need to take 

your child from inspiration to publication. 
Part 1 walks you through the writing pro-
cess, from prewriting to publishing. Part 
2 teaches parts of the story - characters, 
setting, plot, and conclusion. Part 3 helps 
plan a story step-by-step (with forms pro-
vided). Part 4 introduces different genres 
of writing. Part 5 provides forms for the 
final copy. In Part 6 your child will pub-
lish his first book by creating a cover and 
including a title page, a dedication page, 

and a section about the author. Black-and-white, 96 pgs.
007020                                               11.85

Blank Book (Grades PK+)
  Kids will love writing their original 
stories - complete with their very 
own illustrations, of course - on this 

blank book.  They can even design the 
cover themselves! Booklet measures 7” x 
8.5” and contains 32 pages.
026344                                     1.25

Kid Made Modern Comic 
Book Kit (Grades 1-8)
  Make your own superhero adventures 

or super stories come alive with this exciting 
comic book kit. This kit has all the supplies 
needed, including: 2 illustration books featur-
ing a blank cover with 24 pages of pre-printed 
blank comic cells inside, 10 vibrant washable 
markers, 2 stencils for type and word bub-
bles, 5 rubber stamps (3 action words, 2 
patterns), and 3 blank foam ink pads that you 
customize. 1CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not <3yrs.
052331 Kit                                           16.75
066160 Caption Stickers NEW!         1.75
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Building Writers (Grades K-5)
  Learning Without Tears is best known for their sim-
plified approach to handwriting, but the company has 

branched into other subjects as well. 
These workbooks were created to 
give children structured practice in 
core writing skills. Workbooks at each 
grade level focus on three writing 
types: narrative, informational and 
opinion. Each workbook’s content 
is developmentally appropriate and 

progresses toward stronger understanding 
and greater independence in writing. They 
also contain templates at the end of each 
section for further practice. Workbooks 
include a brief overview of the course, then 
each of the writing topics are introduced 
and taught. A free downloadable teacher 

resource PDF is available on our website. 86 pgs, pb.
EACH BOOK                                          8.90
053054 Workbook A 053057 Workbook D
053055 Workbook B 053068 Workbook E
053056 Workbook C 053079 Workbook F

Roll A Story Dice Game (Grades PK-7)
  A story that always changes! Roll these dice and 

tell a story. As you look at the face-up pictures, 
group dice together that are related. Choose 

the dice you want to use and the best dice 
to start your story. Ten dice in multiple 
colors contain a picture on each side: 
people, actions, objects, food, feelings, 
animals, sports, places, transport and 
weather. A small drawstring bag allows 

you to take them on the go. A great way to 
develop oral and narrative skills.
1CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not <3yrs.

040860 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .   8.35

Imitation in Writing 
(Grades 3-8)
  This course from Logos Press aims 

to teach writing through the medium 
of imitation. Each book has step-by-step 
instructions, beginning with reading the 
original work and ending with a final draft 
and grading. All the stories, tales, myths 
or fables to be imitated are included in each 
book. Along with reproducible worksheets 
to guide the student in taking notes on key 
aspects of rewriting the original: vocabu-
lary, plot, characters, or special features. 
Examples of completed work are provided.
EACH BOOK                            15.25
001777 Aesop’s Fables 015913 Greek Myths
001855 Fairy Tales 015915 Medieval Legends
001885 Greek Heroes

Write Right! (Grades 2-5)
  I really like this series of books because it 
takes each part of the writing process and 
breaks it down into clear, easy-to-follow 

steps. Written to the student, the assignment 
becomes less complicated with clear, illustrated 
explanations not just of what to do, but how 
to do it. Each book focuses on a specific type 
of writing and shows the entire process from 
selecting a topic to revising the final draft, 
along with excerpts and, in some books, 
the entire finished assignment. 24 pages.
EACH BOOK                                5.95
040042 Writing Book Reports
040053 Writing Essays
040085 Writing Letters
040086 Writing Opinion Papers
040090 Writing Poems
040091 Writing Research Papers

Giant Write Every Day (Grades 1-6)
  In this multi-grade book are 300 Quickwrite topics, 209 story 

starters and titles, and 151 reproducible writ-
ing forms! It’s organized by month, so you can 
use seasonal ideas. For every month, there’s a 
full-page, seasonal picture along with a writing 
idea, a calendar-formatted page filled with one 
Quickwrite topic per day, a page full of story 
starters and titles, and 10+ reproducible “write 
on” pages. The authors took a lot of time and 
effort to come up with these, and it shows. 
007011                   16.45

180 Days of Writing (Grades K-6)
  These writing workbooks from Shell 
Education provide practice, assessment 
and diagnostics to strengthen writing 
skills. The lessons are in two-week for-
mats and theme-centered. Each day of 
the first week, students learn from men-
tor texts. Analysis activities are varied 
and build reading comprehension as well 
as writing analysis. The second week, stu-
dents write passages of their own. Each 

day works on a different step of the writing 
process: prewriting, drafting, revising, editing 

and publishing. The included Digital Resource CD duplicates the 
teacher and student resources. Includes an answer key. 216 pg.
EACH BOOK                                          15.25
031940 Kindergarten 031892 4th Grade
031850 1st Grade 031848 5th Grade
031942 2nd Grade 031966 6th Grade
031975 3rd Grade

You Can Write  
Awesome Stories 
(Grades 2-6)

  Disguised as a collection of short cre-
ative writing prompts plus writing space, this book is actually a primer 
in story-writing basics. Divided into two or four-page segments, each 
part highlights some story-writing aspect with nuggets of targeted 
instruction. In addition to story elements (plot, setting, characters, 
dialogue, etc.), there are also segments on types of writing (superhero 
stories, mysteries, animal antics, funny fiction). Please note: 
there is some mention of witches, wizards, etc.
024122                                               10.75
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Rory’s Story Cubes 
(Grades 3-12)

  These small, versatile games consist of 
nine dice with simple pictures on each 
face, such as a clock, bee, shooting star, 
key, flashlight, apple, fire, magnifying 
glass, question mark, book, light bulb, 
or tree. Three game ideas included pro-
vide ways to roll the dice and use some 
or all the dice to create a story. You 
could also use it to pick a theme for 
extemporaneous speaking. 1CHOK-
ING HAZARD (1). Not <3yrs.
EACH GAME         7.99

054706 Actions
049158 Classic 025934 Voyages
078611 Star Wars NEW!                 12.79

Magnetic Poetry Kits 
(Grades K-12)
  Create beautiful poetry with these 

word magnets! Contains both words and 
word fragments. Versions of this product 
have specific focus and a varying number 
of tiles. It comes with a convenient storage 
tin.  1CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not <3yrs.
037021 Story Maker Kit (K-4)                              15.75
024740 Story Maker 2 Kit (K-4) NEW!                 15.75
016779 Kids’ Kit (K-6)                                          15.75
037016 Kid Genius Vocabulary Kit (K-6)          15.75
036173 Haiku Magnetic Poetry Set (7-12)        10.50
019305 Nature Poet (7-12)                                 10.50

Write Abouts 
(Grades 1-8)

  These spiral bound, small for-
mat books look like little flip cal-
endars. They each contain 365 
imaginative prompts, thoughts, 

and starters to get kids writing. The 
pages are dated, so you can do them on the appropriate 
days, or just pick and choose 
throughout the year.
EACH BOOKLET             7.85
Grades 1-3:
019540 Creative Thinking
054995 Picture Prompts
019542 Silly Starters
019543 Story Starters
Grades 4-8:
036213 Creative Thinking
036215 Silly Starters
019544 Story Starters
019545 Writing Starters

Draw Then Write (Grades 1-6)
  These reproducible books each provide 23 fun 

drawing activities. Students draw ani-
mals, people, vehicles, and more, and 
then they write about what they’ve 
drawn. To assist students in drawing, 
sketches are included which give step-
by-step instructions for simple pic-
tures. In the first book, students mostly 
answer short questions about what 
they’ve drawn or fill in sentences using 
a word bank. In the advanced book, 
students are urged to write paragraphs 

about what they have drawn, using a topic 
sentence and supporting detail. Spark cre-
ativity by combining art and creative writing 
and watch those pencils fly. 96 pgs.

016950 Grades 1-3                       11.85
016951 Grades 4-6                       11.85

Pacon Elementary  
Composition Books 
(Grades K-3)

  Pages are ruled for handwriting practice 
conforming to D’Nealian (DN) and Zaner-

Bloser (ZB) standards. Books 
feature sturdy cardboard 

covers; pages 
are printed on both 
sides. Picture Story 
books have lines on 
the bottom half and 
are blank at the top, 
the others are lined 
from top to bot-
tom. 200 pgs, pb.

Paragraph Writing (Evan-Moor) 
(Grades 2-4)

  This workbook is packed with activities that provide stu-
dents with practice writing narrative, descriptive, how-
to, and compare and contrast paragraphs. Skills include 
detailing the different parts of a paragraph, writing and 
identifying topic sentences, main ideas, and supporting 
details, writing the four kinds of paragraphs, planning 
paragraphs using web diagrams and outlines, putting 
sentences in order, using picture prompts to write para-
graphs, and using open-ended topic sentences as para-
graph starters. Forms to practice writing paragraphs in 
science, social studies, and math are included, along 

with teacher and student checklists. 80 perforated pgs.
044441                                 11.85

EACH BOOK (exc noted)        3.25
049384 DN (K), ZB (1) 5/8” Ruled
028680 Spiral Bound - 5/8” Ruled (Red)
049385 DN (K), ZB (1) 5/8” Picture Story
028678 Spiral 5/8” Picture Story Ruled (Green)
049382 DN (1-3), ZB (2-3) 1/2” Ruled
028675 Spiral Bound - 1/2” Ruled (Blue)
049383 DN (1-3), ZB (2-3) 1/2” Picture Story
028672 Spiral 1/2” Picture Story Ruled (Yellow)
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Stationery Sets 
(Grades 3-AD)
  Take pen in hand and 

add flair to your personal 
correspondence. Board box 
with clear acetate lid contains 
30 sheets and 24 matching 
envelopes. Sheet size: 5-3/4” 
x 7-3/4”.
EACH SET                 8.95
027945 Blossoms and 
 Bluebirds (A)
027967 Blue Flowers
027978 Butterflies (B)
028705 Sparkly Garden
028772 Watercolor Birds
026042 Blue Dragonflies
026068 Fuchsia Blooms (C)

A.

C.

Paragraph Book Series (Grades 5-8)
  Instruction in this series is based on the purpose of 

writing a paragraph. Book One is 
geared toward teaching students 
how to write an instructional para-
graph. The book gives examples, 
has students dissect paragraphs 
using multiple choice and short 
answer questions, teaches stu-
dents how to edit and format para-
graphs (with instruction given on 
margins, editing marks, and more), 
and has various lessons for using 

correct capitalization, punctuation, sub-
jects, and verbs. Students end the book 
by writing a whole how-to essay. Book 
Two covers narrative writing – para-

graphs that tell a story. Book 3 instructs on 
naming and explaining things and giving examples. 
Book 4 delves into paragraphs that classify.
020808 Book 1: How-To                    15.10
020807 Book 1: Teacher’s Guide     18.50
024790 Book 2: Tells a Story             15.10
024791 Book 2: Teacher’s Guide     18.50
024792 Book 3: Expository                15.10
024793 Book 3: Teacher’s Guide     18.50
037689 Book 4: Classifying              15.10
037690 Book 4: Teacher’s Guide     18.50

Sincerely, YOU: Letter-Writing to 
Change the World (Grades 3-7)

  This resource is part autobiography and part let-
ter-writing instruction; yet, it is mostly character 
encouragement. Savannah Maddison was a motivat-
ed fifth-grader who started writing letters to soldiers 
deployed overseas. That project grew, but was just the 
first step in a long lifetime of pursuing personal goals 
while serving others. In this book, she shares some 
practical steps for becoming an effective letter-writer. 
The author also includes a wealth of encouragement 
for any soul who would like to pursue their dream.
027095                                               11.75

The Writing Deck 
(Grades 7-12)

  These 4”x 6” prompt cards offer 52 atypical, 
brain-stretching writing tasks. Each tells you what 
to write with tips on the how. From easy to chal-
lenging, tasks span the descriptive, creative, and 
reflective: expand a scenario; describe the picture 
in 20 words; write your earliest food memories or 
a clerihew (It’s defined!). With Master Class cards, 
read a section from a famous author and imitate. 
Use for journaling, adding to curriculum—or just for 
fun. Preview card content for individual suitability. 
032242                                               15.75

 

The Exciting World of Creative 
Writing (Grades 7-12)

  A very inspiring and uplifting course in creative writ-
ing, authored by Christian writer Ruth 
McDaniel. Little teacher involvement is 
necessary, as the text is written to the 
student. Liberal use of examples to illus-
trate concepts helps students to “see” 
what Ruth means. Skills are gained in 
a systematic progression, but exercises 
are anything but dull. Corresponding test 
features 85 questions from the book, 
including matching, multiple choice, and 
true/false questions, with answer key.

003764 Text                                        7.95
000291 Tests                                       3.50

Writing Fiction [In High School]
(Grades 9-12)

  Sharon Watson uses her engaging style and 
comprehensive approach to help students master 
fictional writing. All aspects are explored - fiction, 
point of view, fairy tales, characters and charac-
terization, conflict, dialogue, description, words, 
theme, plot, scenes, beginnings and endings, and 
getting published. Text is written to be self-direct-
ed and self-explanatory. Teacher’s guide includes 
discussion and answer key and a bibliography of 
examples used in the student text.
043312 Text                                       26.95
043313 Teacher’s Guide . . . . . . . . 9.25

Daily 6-Trait Writing 
(Grades 1-8)

  Based on the Traits of Good Writing 
(Ideas, Organization, Word Choice, Sentence 
Fluency, and Conventions), this series covers 
these principles in five units. Each unit covers 
one trait over five weekly segments, with 
the exception of Conventions which is cov-
ered in every segment. Each weekly segment provides 
daily lesson plans for the teacher (with answers), reproducible 
student pages, and a weekly writing prompt. A rubric is provided 
for student and teacher assessment of writing assignments. 
EACH BOOK                                          19.95
076874 Grade 1 076878 Grade 5
076875 Grade 2 076879 Grade 6
076876 Grade 3 076880 Grade 7
076877 Grade 4 076881 Grade 8

B.
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Write About Me/ Write About My World 
(Grade 1)

  Using pictures and simple questions to intro-
duce young students to writing, these books 
start with their own person and the world 
they live in. Drawing, listing, and mapping 
exercises help students take more notice of 
the things around them, and these observa-
tions are then incorporated into the writing 
practice. Journaling and basic mechanics and 
connections to early science and social stud-
ies come later. The combined Teacher Guide 
(not required) has suggestions for introduc-

ing and extending topics. 58 pgs.
028504 Write About Me                 5.30
028506 Write About My World       5.30
028505 Teacher Guide                  4.75

About Me: Keepsake Journals for Kids 
(Grades 4-6)

  These journals were designed for students 
who want to journal but have trouble thinking 
about what to write. Each lined page holds 
a different prompt to help get kids started. 
Examples include “Do you have a hobby? 
What is it?” and “Write about an interesting 
place you have visited.” Some “prompt free” 
pages allow kids to write about or draw what-
ever they want. Approx 100 pgs.
003538 All About Me                        10.95
003543 More About Me                    10.95

Peter Pauper Journals (Grades 4-AD)
  Whether a dedicated daily writer or an occasional life 
event recorder, these quality journals will be a nice keep-

sake. The journals have beautiful hardcovers and acid-free archi-
val paper with lines. Bindings lie flat for ease of use. Journals 
feature rounded corners, elastic band placeholder, and a pocket 

inside the back cover. Small-format journals are 5” x 7”. 
Mid-sized journals are 6.25” x 8.25”. 
160 pgs, hc.
EACH SMALL JOURNAL          7.50
046883 Cats Journal (A)
004200 Celtic (B) NEW!
078400 Birch Woods (C) NEW!
066699 Indigo Dragonfly (D)
066703 Peacock Journal (E)
066704 Perching Owls (F)
066706 Sloths
063919 Watercolor Horse (G)
026060 Constellations
026191 Smarty Cats 
026223 Succulent Garden
EACH MID-SIZE JOURNAL      8.95
029841 Bright Blossoms (H)
063881 Dapper Foxes
046904 Elephant Parade
073604 Galaxy (I)
029901 Hummingbird
064980 Strength and Dignity
028771 Unicorn
026065 Dragon (J)

Graphic Organizer Posters 
(Grades 3-8)
  These posters feature attractive layouts, easy 

fill-in-the blank style writing prompts, spaces to draw 
or paste personal photos, and lots of black and white 
drawings to color or paint. All-About-Me posters focus 

on the student’s own inter-
ests and accomplishments, 

while the Biography Poster 
Report guides them to 

write about a famous 
person or historical 
figure. 17” x 22”.
EACH POSTER 0.95

030015 Biography Poster Report
030146 Extra! Extra! Read All 
 About Me!
030256 Read All About Me
029985  All-About-Me Web

Me: A Compendium (Grades PK-3)
  This adorable and colorful journal is the perfect place for kids 

to write all about themselves. 
Children will draw pictures of 
what they looked like as a baby 
and now, mark their favorite 
colors and weather, record their 
birthdays, trace their feet, and 
much more. Every page is guid-
ed with questions or instruc-
tions in large font, making it 
easy for kids to complete. A 
great treasury of memories to 
look back on! hc, 100 pgs.
076007                      10.95

Journal Sparks
(Grades 5-AD)
  Reluctant writers still 

benefit from daily journaling. 
Sometimes, structure can help 
guide these young writers and 
draw them out of their shell. 
There are some great tips in 
here like: set up a routine for 
writing with a space and time, encour-
aging them to think about what they see every day in a new way, 
and writing about your own interests like collections you may have. 
Students will need a separate blank journal to do their writing in. 
This book is packed with 60 ideas. Your creative-types will take right 
to it, and it has enough direction for the not-so-creative child to sur-
prise themselves with what they can create and write about. 
068069                                               12.50
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180 Days of Language (Grades K-6)
  This series provides daily worksheets that cover capital-
ization, punctuation, parts of speech, spelling, and simple 

sentence exercises. Correlated to state 
standards, performance on these daily 
exercises can be tracked to determine 
areas of strength, weakness and the sub-
sequent need for more targeted instruc-
tion. These books do not provide instruc-
tion but do give lots of daily practice in a 
short-and-sweet format that will take the 
student about 5-10 minutes to complete. 
Included CD provides reproducible PDFs 
of the daily activity pages and analysis 

forms. Answer key included. 205 pgs.

Language Fundamentals (Grades 1-6)
  Revised in 2016 to align to Common Core standards, these 

books cover grammar, usage, and mechanics. 
Each page states a rule, gives an example, and 
offers practice. Practice includes multiple choice, 
matching, fill-in-the-blank, short answer, circle 
and underline, and fill-in-the-bubble. You can 
work on pages within a specific skill area, or 
focus on specific standards. Unit reviews and an 
answer key are included. 270 - 272 pgs. The Daily 
Language Review series from the same publisher 
is a recommended complement to this series and 
provides short daily practice on sentence editing.

EACH WORKBOOK                                19.95
028764 Grade 1  028852 Grade 4
028812 Grade 2  028855 Grade 5
028840 Grade 3  028858 Grade 6

EACH WORKBOOK                                15.25
059317 Kindergarten 059314 4th Grade
059311 1st Grade 059315 5th Grade
059312 2nd Grade 059316 6th Grade
059313 3rd Grade

The Art of Conversation Games 
(Grades PK-AD)
  This product is designed to improve conversational skills 

in just about any setting. Each game consists of 100 cards with 3 
questions on each. Questions are related to the same topic but vary 
in depth, so players of different ages and ability levels can partic-
ipate. The Christian version focuses on questions relating to God, 
Christianity, life and faith. Food discusses 
your culinary inventions, comfort foods, 
and much more. Children’s has 2 questions 
per card and includes topics relevant to 
their life experiences. This one helps 
children speak confidently, learn to 
express thoughts, listen to 
ideas of others, and 
develop compassion 
and interest.
EACH GAME            11.95
047920 Art of Children’s 
047921 Art of Conversation
054454 Art of Christian
009067 Art of Food

Spectrum Writing 2015
(Grades K-8)

  Both creative and expository writing 
skills are developed in this series of writ-
ing worktexts. Each book has eight units: 
main ideas, sequence, comparisons, 
details, facts and opinions, case and 
effect, making a point, and point of view. 
Each follows a similar process of defin-
ing the concept, prewriting exercises, 
developing the skill through one or more 
writing activities (often building from 
word to sentence to paragraphs), revis-

ing, proofreading, and a short post-test. 
Students can generally work through these 
books independently. A writer’s handbook 
and answer key included. 136 pgs.

EACH WORKBOOK                                7.85
002142 Grade K 002100 Grade 5
002081 Grade 1 002102 Grade 6
002086 Grade 2 002103 Grade 7
002093 Grade 3 002134 Grade 8
002099 Grade 4

Art of Public Speaking 
(Grades AD)

  This classic (first published in 1915) still 
shows up on resource lists from time to 
time. It’s hard to turn your back on a 
resource that has a proven track record. 
Sometimes the wording is a bit archaic, 
but there are gems to be mined in the tips 
and tricks found in this book. Overcoming 
speaking anxiety is still best accomplished 
by practice and intentional focus on specific 
aspects: tone, delivery, enthusiasm, gestur-
ing, etc. 511 pgs, pb.
080293                                        9.75

Aunt Ruth Grammar Series 
(Grades 4-12)

  If the fine points of 
English have you con-
fused, Aunt Ruth comes 
to your grammatical rescue. In a series 
of 43 entertaining vignettes, her neph-
ew John humorously resolves the lay vs. 
lie issue, addresses the misunderstanding 
between affect and effect, and clarifies 
the fine distinction between nauseous and 
nauseated. After students read each nar-

rative, they practice their understanding using 
the companion Aunt Ruth Grammar Drills for 
Excellence which contains worksheet pages 
for each topic, cumulative reviews, and a com-
prehensive review. Use Grammar Drills I with 

I Laid an Egg and Grammar Drills II with Queen of English.
049268 I Laid an Egg on Aunt Ruth’s Head         13.95
049266 Drills for Excellence I Student                  8.95
044655 Drills for Excellence I Key                         8.95
044670 Queen of English & Reign of Error           16.25
044666 Drills for Excellence II Student                 8.95
044663 Drills for Excellence II Key                        8.95
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Grammar & Punctuation 
(Grades 1-6)

  This series provides sequential 
development of grammar and 
punctuation skills. Each book con-
tains a chart of 25 punctuation 
or grammar rules. Three practice 
pages are included for each rule. 
Students complete sentences, 
identify problems with sentenc-
es, identify correct grammar and 
punctuation, and more. Included 
with each book is a four-page 

review to be used when all the rules have been taught. 
Answer key is provided. A colorful Rules Chart, an 
assessment, a student record sheet and a student hand-
book may be downloaded from the publisher’s website 
using the code printed in the book.
EACH WORKBOOK                                14.95
015552 Grade 1 015555 Grade 4
015553 Grade 2 015557 Grade 5
015554 Grade 3 015558 Grade 6

Punctuation Takes a Vacation (Grades 1-3)
  When all the punctuation marks in Mr. Wright’s class go on vaca-

tion, writing and reading becomes impossible. 
Meanwhile, the punctuation marks send the class 
postcards. The story teaches punctuation on a few 
levels - not only do the postcards include punctu-
ation, but all the punctuation marks have unique 
personalities that match them. Cute, colorful pic-
tures of the punctuation marks (with eyes, hair, and 
clothes!) add some fun to the story. 32 pgs.
039028                              5.95

Punctuation Celebration (Grades 2-4)
  It’s a field day frolic: a sporty exploration into 
words and punctuation! This is one of many settings 
shown in this book. Charming, colorful illustrations 

and catchy read-aloud rhymes explain when to use a 
period or a comma (and lots of other punctuation too). 
The various scenarios give the reader a mental picture to 
recall when later they need to use proper punctuation. 
For a child struggling with mechanics, here is a low key 
way to help. Poetic punctuation? Why not? 32 pgs.
003109                                               6.75

National Geographic Kids 
Funny Fill-Ins (Grades 3-7)

  Create hilarious stories in no 
time with these colorful fill-in-
the-blanks books! To start, 
fill out the list of words on 
the left-hand page (com-
mon parts of speech such 
as nouns, verbs, adjectives, 
etc.). Then, transfer the 
words into the blanks in the 
story on the right-hand page 
and read the story. These 

are similar in concept to Mad Libs® but a 
little more informational. Each book con-
tains over 20 stories, and a fun fact is 
included with every story. 47 pgs.
EACH BOOK                                4.25
058856 Ancient Egypt
048055 National Parks
058859 Medieval
059955 Mythology

Grammar Songs Kit w/ CD
(Grades 2-6)
  Let your students sing their way to 

grammatical understanding! These lyrics 
aren’t just catchy, they’re filled with real 
learning - teaching parts of speech, plurals, 
punctuation, capitalization, sentence construction, verb tens-
es, irregular verbs - even Greek and Latin prefixes and suffixes! 
This introduction to grammar is great for children who chafe at 
more traditional grammar workbook fare. Kit includes a CD with 16 
songs (ranging from calm to “pop” beat), 68-pg. illustrated songbook/
workbook with progress chart, answers, and teacher’s guide.
004852                                               22.95

If You Were a ______ (Part of Speech) 
(Grades 2-4)
  These books are in a storybook format with full-color pages 

and cute animal graphics. The featured part of speech is highlighted 
or bolded whenever it is used in the book, which reinforces learning. 
Additional rules about that part of speech are also included in the 
story. For example, some lines from the verb book are: “If you were 
a verb you could swim, tiptoe, leap, paddle, travel, cartwheel, or 
plunge.” ... “If you were a verb, you would change when the number of 
people or things change. One acrobat swings 
above the crowd, but five acrobats swing 
above the crowd.” 24 pgs.
EACH BOOK            6.75
023908 Adjective
023930 Adverb
024018 Antonym
023700 Conjunction
023762 Homonym or 
 a Homophone
023786 Noun
023836 Preposition
023894 Pronoun
023899 Synonym
023905 Verb

Possum Dice Game 
(Grades 3-AD)

  Simple components, 
straightforward rules, and varied play 
strategies make for perhaps the most fun 
you’ll ever have with parts of speech—and 
most certainly with a possum. Each player 
roles the dice (up to 3 times) to make a 
word that will fill in a scorecard category of 
nouns, verbs, adjectives or others (i.e. 3-let-
ter noun; 6-letter any). Get Possum points 
when you make up a pretend word, name its 

part of speech, define it and use it in a sen-
tence (and everyone must agree). Includes six 

6-sided dice and 100 scorecard sheets. Create your own family 
“Possum” dictionary! What fun! 2-6 players.
030803                                            9.45

058860 Ocean
058865 Spy
059958 Wild West
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Mad Libs Junior (Grades 1-4)
  Now even early readers who don’t know their parts of 

speech can play Mad Libs! Mad Libs Junior are larger in 
format and feature lists of possible nouns, adjectives, verbs, and 
adverbs which younger children can select. Where the original 
Mad Libs asks for a verb or noun beneath a blank space, Junior 
Mad Libs feature a symbol which corresponds to symbols printed 
above the list. Although we still prefer the original format for 
learning the parts of speech, these make it easier for younger 
children to get in on the fun, too.
EACH BOOK (exc noted)                    4.60
031470 100 Days of School
032799 Animals, Animals, Animals!
031490 Daniel Tiger’s Neighborhood
020337 Dinosaur
076442 Frozen 2           5.95
061762 I Love My Pet!
027691 Llama Llama
076445 PAW Patrol

Mad Libs: The Game (Grades 5-AD)
  Mad Libs books have been 
helping kids sharpen their 
grammar skills for years, 
and now you can have 
that same learning fun 
in game format. You get 
42 sentence cards and 
200 word cards. Deal 7 
word cards to each play-
er, flip over one sen-
tence card, and then 
each player chooses 
enough cards from 

their hand to fill the blanks in 
the sentence. Each player reads 
his sentence aloud, and then 
everyone votes on their favor-
ite. 3-8 players.
017260                       16.50

Silly Sentences Game 
(Grades PK-3)
  Looking for a fun and education-

al way to reinforce sentence structure 
and elementary grammar? Each sturdy 
puzzle piece is color-coded by part of 
speech with bright photos on the noun 
pieces. Pieces are shaped in such a way 
that children can only create a gram-
matically correct sentence. Instructions provide two versions, one 
for younger children, the other for older, allowing this game to be 
used for several years. 1-4 players. 124 puzzle pieces.
055065                                               9.75

Mad Libs (Grades 3-7)
Q: What helps you learn your parts of speech while providing 
good, clean fun?

A: MAD LIBS! Mad Libs are books of stories with missing words. The 
reader asks a player for a part of speech (noun, adjective, etc.) to 
fill in each blank. The resulting story ranges from unusual to hys-
terical. Chances are that your kids won’t even know 
they’re learning, they’ll be having so much fun!
EACH MAD LIBS (exc noted)        3.95
018778 Best of Mad Libs            5.25
006727 Camp Daze
073571 Charlie & the Chocolate Factory
027260 Christmas Carol
026722 County Fair NEW!
064517 Diary of a Wimpy Kid
061757 Dinosaur Mad Libs
076441 Disney Princess              5.95
041990 Dog Ate My Mad Libs
001547 Election Day Mad Libs
018838 Family Tree Mad Libs
059986 Frozen Mad Libs             3.95
041991 Give Me Liberty
006723 Goofy Mad Libs
049028 Happily Ever Mad Libs
041993 History of the World Mad Libs
026739 Hold Your Horses NEW!
026743 Love the Earth NEW!
020557 Mad About Animals Mad Libs
032880 Mad Libs for President
008590 Mad Libs from Outer Space
068398 Mad Scientist Mad Libs
001471 Mad, Mad, Mad, Mad, Mad Libs
067117 Marvel’s Avengers Mad Libs
042002 Meow Libs
026756 Monster Mash NEW!
019875 Ninjas Mad Libs
061803 Olaf’s Frozen Adventure
064523 Peanuts Mad Libs
018869 Pirates Mad Libs
062097 Pokemon Mad Libs
062253 Presidential Mad Libs
062388 Shark Attack
022255 Spy Mad Libs
019854 Star Wars Mad Libs
063074 Star Wars Droids Mad Libs
073579 Stocking Stuffer Mad Libs
063123 Supersize              5.95
026719 The ‘70s NEW!
067119 Unicorns, Mermaids, & Mad Libs
006725 Vacation Fun Mad Libs
076220 World of Roald Dahl

032966 Sports Star
032972 Super Silly
031876 Under the Sea
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Sentence Diagramming 
(Grades 3-12)

  This series begins with sim-
ple subject-verb sentences 
but progresses to complex 
sentences. Students correct incorrect diagramming, 
then diagram sentences using the lines provided, 
and finally, the student provides the diagramming 
and the lines. Review and answers are provid-
ed. Beginning covers simple subjects and verbs, 
parts of speech and prepositional phrases. Level 
1 includes more advanced parts of speech, prepo-

sitional phrases, and compound sentences. Level 2 includes phrases 
and clauses; comparisons, and compound-complex sentences.
EACH BOOK                                          12.99
023146 Beginning 066906 Level 2
045788 Level 1

Daily Paragraph Editing (Grades 2-8)
  This series gives students a manageable amount of 

practice each day on paragraph editing. 
Each book consists of 36 weekly lessons. 
Monday - Thursday daily editing work-
sheets are four paragraphs (one for each 
day) on related subject material filled with 
capitalization, punctuation, spelling, and 
language usage errors. A writing prompt 

related to that week’s topic is given on 
Friday so the student may compose 
his own paragraph. 
EACH BOOK                                 17.95
EACH STUDENT PRACTICE            5.50
 Book Student Practice
Grade 2 026373 076918
 Grade 3 026374 076919
 Grade 4 026375 076920
 Grade 5 026376 076921
 Grade 6 026377 076922
 Grade 7 007594 076923
 Grade 8 007610 076924

Daily Language Review Common Core 
(Grades 1-8)

  With a scope and sequence chart that shows alignment 
to standards, there are four half-page general language 
review segments plus a one-page segment on vocabulary 
for each week. The daily segments provide two sentences 
to edit for spelling, punctuation, grammar, or word choice 
errors plus two more sentences that practice a variety of 
language skills (i.e. homonyms, word usage, etc). The week-
ly vocabulary segments provide practice in strategies and in 
defining and using words, along with a 
grade-appropriate writing activity. Book 
has reproducible student sheets and 

answer key. Individual Student Practice Book has non-re-
producible student pages and no answer key. 136 pgs.
EACH BOOK                                     16.45
EACH STUDENT PRACTICE                 5.50
 Book Student Practice
Grade 1 038918 076904
Grade 2 039574 076905
Grade 3 039575 076906
Grade 4 039585 076907
Grade 5 039597 076908
Grade 6 039603 076909
Grade 7 039610 076910
Grade 8 039611 076911

Illustrated Grammar & Punctu-
ation (Usborne) (Grades 2-5)

  This introductory reference guide 
will appeal to your pictorial learn-
er. First, you’ll get a good begin-
ning grammar overview. Parts of 
speech are identified with text, 
arrows and colors. Explanations 
are brief and accented with graphs 
and cartoon drawings. The sec-
ond section covers punctuation. 

Finally, get a thumbnail 
introduction to style 
(basic genres, sentence- 
and paragraph-level 
improvements). Access 
to Quicklinks provides 
grammar, punctuation 
and spelling games, quiz-
zes and puzzles. 136 pgs.
067906               12.34

Skill Sharpeners: Grammar & Punctuation 
(Grades PK-6)

  Find the exact concept you wish to practice in the 
Table of Contents. To further refine, each page identi-
fies the individual skill or concept in the color-coded 
side bar. Activities contain creativity and fun: 2nd 
graders color contractions to make a picture; 5th 
graders correct speech bubbles in cartoons. Each 
level includes a tear out Language Handbook 
reference guide. All books are nonrepro-
ducible, perforated pages, with full-color 
reduced page answer key in back. 144 pgs.
EACH BOOK      7.95

074605 Grade PK 074600 Grade 3
074604 Grade K 074601 Grade 4
074598 Grade 1 074602 Grade 5
074599 Grade 2 074603 Grade 6

Usborne Lift-the Flap Grammar 
& Punctuation (Grades 1-5)

  This book proves that life-the-flap 
books are not limited to pre-school-
ers. Your student can lift their way 
through comprehensive coverage 
of basic grammar and punctuation 
concepts. With the added element 
of the Great Grammar Machine (to 
see what each part does), students 
then have an opportunity to put 
sentences back together in all sorts 
of silly ways. Quicklinks through the 

Usborne website provide videos, tips, and 
activities. Oversized, hardcover book.
078254                                  14.24
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Writing Smart (3rd Edition) 
(Grades 9-12)

  A handy resource for any high school student, 
this user-friendly reference is a bit more accessible 
than some. Sections cover grammar and writing 
basics, plus editing as well as various types of aca-
demic writing. Detailed instruction in each chapter 
is outlined step-by-step. While this is greatly appre-
ciated, the real chapter “gems” are the sections on 
common pitfalls. These allow the writer to trou-
ble-shoot their own writing. Chapters each end 
with a list of suggested reading. 251 pgs, pb.
026951                                               10.95

Usborne Illustrated Dictionary
(Grades 4-8)

  Start out with user guide pages that 
explain dictionary use, history, and 
other useful information about the 
English language. Then, for each letter 
of the alphabet (coded by color), words 
are explained with pronunciation, parts 
of speech, a brief definition, and sample 
sentences. Each page includes at least 
one illustration. Many are “exploded” 
diagrams that label components, such as 
parts of a house, grasshopper, or motor-
cycle. Includes an index, 288 pgs, sc.

064205                                               15.19

Webster’s 1828 Dictionary of the   
English Language (Grades 3-AD)
  The meanings of words change 

over time. Fortunately, we have a 
standard available that will not 
change, because the definitions are 
based on the word’s Biblical usage 
in one of 26 original languages. This 
reprint of Noah Webster’s classic is 
nearly a textbook in itself, as it gives 
examples of word usage from classi-
cal literature and the Bible. 
004051                            54.95

Words I Use When I Write 
(Grades 1-4)

  It’s a spelling dictio-
nary that young writ-
ers add to as they 
learn new words. 
The entry for each 
letter starts off with 
a list of words and is 
followed by empty columns where stu-
dents can write other words they want 
to reference in the future. 88 pgs.

026340 Words I Use When I Write                  2.60
026324 More Words I Use When I Write        3.00

DK Merriam-Webster 
Children’s Dictionary 
(Grades 1-4)

  Children will look for a reason to 
consult this attractive dictionary. 
With a hefty 35,000 entries, it 
contains just about any word your 
elementary student needs to look 
up. Page edges are color coded 
to make finding the starting let-
ter easy. Full-color photos and 
diagrams adorn some entries. 
Reference section includes 
maps and cultural information, 
national and state flags, common 
abbreviations, and signs and symbols. 960 pgs, hc.
000385                                          17.50

Not-Your-Everyday Illustrated  
Thesaurus (Usborne) (Grades 2-5)

  Your elementary students 
can find just the right word 
and increase their vocabulary! 
Words are organized into over 
70 categories/themes. Writing 
tips and word games to rein-
force learning are included, 
along with a large-format, 20-pg 
index. 128 pp. Reinforced pb.
064207                        12.34

Synonym Finder (Grades 5-AD)
  A massive 1,361-page tome which 

includes more than 1,500,000 
words. At our house, this 3 
1/4 pound reference comes in 
handy all year as the children 
use it for their schoolwork, 
but gets a real workout when 
we’re writing descriptions for 
our catalog. Paperback.
004017                    13.95

Infographic Guide to Grammar 
(Grades 9-AD)

  Everything you need to know about grammar, but NOT in boring black 
and white with a lot of writing crammed together on the page. Instead, gram-

mar facts (i.e. parts of speech, clauses, phrases, punctuation) are 
charted out in bold color depictions. Hard to describe, but delight-
fully easy to sort through and find exactly the bit of grammatical 
information you need. This format or approach may well make it 
much easier for students to remember 
key concepts. Helpful “Good to Know” 
tidbits of information are also pep-
pered throughout the pages.
030290                                12.25
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Wordup! Vocab Show 
DVDs (Grades 5-AD)

  Enjoy an entertaining DVD backed by 
online access to flashcards, quizzes and games 
that test your abilities to retain, recognize, 
match, listen, spell, and type word roots! 
Dwane Thomas (Visual Latin) hosts this engag-
ing DVD series, each of which includes 10 les-
sons (15-18 minutes 

in length) that explore 
a total of 20 Latin and 
Greek roots. The online 
component is very easy 
to use. You can even cre-
ate an account and see 
where you rank against 
other Wordup! users.
EACH DVD          23.95
061294 Volume 1
077963 Volume 2
077964 Volume 3

Marie’s Words Picture Words In a 
Flash Game (Grades K-12)

  This box is full of 550 vocabulary words with 
fun illustrations, definitions, and pronuncia-
tions. Each card is about the size of a playing 

card and hole-punched for a carrying 
ring. On one side is a color mnemonic 
drawing and on the reverse is the 
word, part of speech, pronuncia-

tion, definition, sample 
sentence, syn-

onyms and 
antonyms. 
For exam-

ple, Card #101 
features “bombastic.” 

On the back we learn that it is 
an adjective meaning “excessively 

confident; pompous.” The drawing is a man saying to him-
self, “I’m the bomb.” These work well for visual learners.
021838                                               38.95

Vocabulary Cartoons (Grades 3-12)
  These use a visual-mnemonic approach to learning and 
retaining vocabulary words. Each of the 210 to 290 words is 
featured on its own digest-sized spread. The word is given, 

linked with a rhyming or similar-sounding word or phrase, then 
presented with a bizarre or unusual (but definitely memorable) 
“vocabutoon.” A caption underneath includes 
the main word and link in a witty sentence. 
Beneath this are two or more sentences using 
the vocabulary word in meaningful context. A 
review after every ten pages (matching and fill 
in the blank exercises) tests recall. 
063551 Word of the Day                   11.95
008801 Vocabulary Cartoons II      10.50
008803 SAT Word Power                   10.50
008804 Elementary Edition               10.50

Vocabulary Virtuoso (Grades 2-12)
  These workbooks from The Critical Thinking Company 
each have 15 lessons, containing 9 to 12 words. 
That’s not a lot, but the goal here is retention 

and application. Each lesson has the same format, 
starting with a word list showing the part of speech, 

pronunciation, another word 
in the same family (abol-
ish/abolition), a simple 
definition and sever-
al synonyms. Exercises 
require the student to fill 

in the correct word 
from choices or word boxes or unscramble a word 
to put in a sentence, match word to definition, and 
finally writing a definition from memory. Answer key 
included. 168-208 perforated pgs.
044461 Primary (2-3)                         16.99
023172 Elementary (4-5)                  16.99
043316 Middle School (6-8)             16.99
072542 PSAT-SAT Book 1                  16.99
074411 PSAT-SAT Book 2                  16.99

500 Keywords for SAT & How to 
Remember Them (Grades 7-12)
  In this innovative book, words are presented in 
a variety of ways. Each word includes pronuncia-
tion and definition. Then the word is changed to 

what it sounds like. Then comes 
a funny, memorable paragraph 
centered around what it sounds 
like. Adding to the mental pic-
ture are humorous black and 
white cartoon drawings for 
many of the words. Each entry 
ends with an example. The book 
ends with a list of an addition-
al 135 words with definitions 
and advice on avoiding common 
“traps” on the SAT. 120 pgs.
004033                         9.95

WordTeasers (Grades 7-12)
  Is your vocabulary “mundane” or “nondescript”? 

Each box contains 150 two-sided cards. One side of 
each card provides a vocabulary word’s pronunciation, 

function, definition and synonyms. The other side provides a 
conversation starter question, such as “Who among your friends 
is the most obstreperous?” or “Share a truism about yourself.” 
There are no set rules for playing Word Teasers, but the 
game box and website provide ideas.
062300 Mini Deck: Word Wizard      4.95
EACH REGULAR DECK                          12.95
069971 American Trivia
053431 Fun Puns  NEW!
041652 Middle School
017148 SAT Vocabulary
042618 Small Fry
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Vocabulary Fundamentals 
(Grades 1-6)
  This resource provides excellent practice for vocabulary 

skills as well as test preparation. Each reproducible 
workbook contains 42 three-page skill units targeting 
varied learning needs. Within a three-page unit, each 
successive page will increase in difficulty. Instructions 
are written in a student friendly format with skills 
focusing on synonyms and antonyms, homophones, 
suffixes and prefixes, word roots, idioms, and more. 
Following the units is 
a section called Word 
Play, which includes fun 
activities such as coded 
riddles, rebus puzzles, 
word ladders, and word 
scrambles. Answers are 
included. 153 pgs.

EACH WORKBOOK        18.50
032569 Grade 1
032570 Grade 2
032603 Grade 3
032609 Grade 4
032631 Grade 6+

Critical Thinking Detective – Vocabulary 
(Grades 5-12)
  In each book, sleuths work through 12 cases using the clues and lists 

of vocabulary words. These are challenging scenarios that offer the 
words within context without ever giv-

ing you the definition, so have a dictionary 
handy. Each case is two pages – the first 
page tells the story and offers clues; the 
second page lists new vocabulary with fill-
in-the-blank sentences. Each activity incor-
porates 18 to 24 new vocabulary words 
that are used to find the right suspect. 
The vocabulary in each case will challenge 
your student’s logic and strengthen their 
vocabulary skills.
EACH WORKBOOK                   8.99
072539 Book 1
005796 Book 2

Red Hot Root Words (Grades 3-9)
  Subtitled “Mastering Vocabulary with Prefixes, Suffixes, 
and Root Words,” students will deepen their understanding 
of the English language and expand their vocab-

ulary through 41 lessons. Each lesson is formatted 
with either a prefix(es), suffix(es), or root word(s) 
complete with the meaning and sample words. 
New words built around these concepts follow, with 
definitions of each and a sentence that uses the 
word in context. Students then complete a practice 
section with fill-in-the-blank, matching, identifying 
synonyms and antonyms, identifying the best con-
text for the word, and more. A review page tests 
students after every two lessons. 116 pgs.
024110 Book 1 (Grades 3-5)            17.50
005704 Book 2 (Grades 6-9)            17.50

Rummy Roots/More Roots 
(Grades 3-AD)
  Increase your children’s vocabulary without 

workbooks or study - learn while playing Rummy Roots! 
After learning these familiar roots and practicing alphabet-
izing via a simple “Go Fish”-type game, players progress to 
3 higher levels of play. In Level 1, players combine roots to 
form English words and practice dictionary skills. In level 2, 

dictionary skills are improved as players try to stump 
their opponents. Level 3 is played like Rummy using 
three root combinations to further expand vocabu-
lary and comprehension. Mastering the 42 Greek 
and Latin roots results in 190 vocab-
ulary words learned and the ability 
to partially decipher 2,000+ words!
007729 Rummy Roots       12.95
019911 More Roots           12.95

Once Upon a Word: A Word Origin       
Dictionary for Kids (Grades 4-8)

  Students can learn more about etymology with 
this fun resource. Divided into three sections, 
the first section focuses on older languages, 
word roots, prefixes, and suffixes. Section two, 
the main part of the book, gives the ori-
gin of the word and the meaning. The 
pages are color coded in this section 
for each letter of the alphabet. Finally, 
section three consists of a few pages 
exploring terms that relate to different 
types of food and musical themes.
020244                                 13.95

Words in Context 
(Grades 1-6)

  Use this resource as a supplement to 
your language arts curriculum. Each week 
lists new vocabulary words in the context of 
a short informational excerpt. Students use 
the information to interpret the definition 
of the new words. There are three repro-
ducible activity sheets provided every week 
to reinforce learning. Enrichment activities 
consist of fun simple projects. Cumulative 
review and assessments are included to 

reinforce retention. Answers included. 
EACH BOOK                                          12.75
021405 Animals (Gr. 1-2)
021407 Science (Gr. 3-4)
021418 World Festivals (Gr. 5-6)
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DK Spelling Workbooks (Grades PK-3)
  These workbooks from DK boost confidence and skill in 
spelling mastery through a gentle, easy-to-use style. These 
books of activities, exercises, puzzles and mazes are ready to 

pick up and use. Each book has 47 consumable activity pages that 
move from recognizing and learning to writing letters, identifying 
letter sounds and finding words that 
rhyme at the PK level, to prefixes, suf-
fixes, syllables and irregularly spelled 
words in grade 3. Gold star stickers 
are also provided in each book and 
answers are included. Not reproduc-
ible. Approx. 50 pgs.
 

Spectrum Spelling 2015 
(Grades K-6)
  This series is one of the best homeschool spelling pro-

grams available; comprehensive, well-organized and easy-to-
use. Each workbook has full-color pages and numerous illustra-
tions. The books contain approximately 25-30 lessons. Review 
sections of the previously learned material 
occur every three to five lessons. Also included 
is a convenient spellers dictionary and a proof-
readers guide. Answer key included. 144 pgs.
EACH WORKBOOK                     7.85
001937 Grade K 001918 Grade 4
001879 Grade 1 001920 Grade 5
001894 Grade 2 001926 Grade 6
001915 Grade 3

Animal Spelling Puzzles (Grades PK-1)
  This pre-reading spelling puzzle game will teach a child 

the three-letter name of 10 animal friends. Only 
the correct pieces will fit together, and with 

illustrations and color to guide the way, the 
puzzles are self-correcting. These are made 
of the sturdiest materials and are designed 
with both beauty and skill development in 
mind. Completed puzzle is 6” x 5.5”.

075229                                       16.99

Geomag Magicube - 
Word Building (Grades PK-3)

  Construct word towers and vertical crosswords with these magnetic 
cubes! Each brightly-colored cube holds a strong magnet fully enclosed 

within, and attaches to other cubes 
on all six sides. Set includes 16 cubes 
and 63 magnetic letter tiles, for a 
total of 79 pieces.
018316               44.99

Spelligator Game 
(Grades K-12)

  Covering letter patterns in a systematic approach that includes 
consonants, vowels, digraphs, and clusters, each player choosing a gator. 
Players then turn over tiles; when they can make a word, they place the 
tiles in the correct order on the gator. Each tile is designed to fit into only 
the beginning, middle, or ending position to help children recognize cer-
tain patterns have a specific position. Also included is a word list covering 
all the word patterns that can be made. For 2-4 players.
071617                                               23.95

Spelling Plus: 1000 Words Toward 
Spelling Success (Grades K-12)

  Focusing on the most commonly used and misspelled words, 
this book ensures that students receive intense instruction on core 
words. The book lists rules for spelling and exceptions to the rules, 

discusses ways that correct spelling can be 
maintained in everyday writing, suggests a few 
teaching methods that provide the greatest 
amount of practice in the least amount of 
time, and includes a 1000-word core list, with 
lists for grades K-6, and testing. It also includes 
spelling rules, lessons, and worksheets that 
correspond with the lists. Spelling Dictation 
Resource Book provides sample sentences 
for dictation that correspond to the spell-
ing lists presented in Spelling Plus. Spelling 
Homophones Resource Book is a resource 
guide to differentiate between commonly 
confused homophones and homonyms.

014528 Spelling Plus                                  17.95
004554 Dictation Resource                      11.95
004561 Homophones Resource              13.95

EACH WORKBOOK                    5.25
055569 Pre-K 055570 Gr. 2
055568 Kindergarten 055571 Gr. 3
055567 Gr. 1
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Favorite Spelling Tablet 
(Grades 3-AD)
  100 pages, 3” x 9” with 21 lines 

(5/16 spacing). Decent paper quality..
061966 (A)                           1.50

My Spelling Dictionary 
(Grades 1-4)

  Over 1000 common words with blanks on the 
bottom so that troublesome spelling words can be 
added. The back contains lists of important things 
like the days, months, colors, contractions, holidays, 
abbreviations, number words, and story starters. 
006825                                                    1.75

Spectrum Vocabulary (Grades 3-6)
  Unlike most vocabulary supplements, lessons do not 
revolve around a word list; rather, vocabulary appropriate 
to that grade level is used while practicing language skills. 

Each book is arranged by skill. For example, Grade 3 covers clas-
sification, synonyms, antonyms, homonyms, context clues, con-
cept words, sensory words, plurals, suffixes, prefixes, root and 
base words, imported words, abbreviations, compound words, 
and contractions. Exercises involve matching synonyms, doing 

crossword puzzles, filling in the 
blanks, classifying groups of con-
cept words, making plurals, add-
ing suffixes to words for proper 
use in a sentence, abbreviating  
words, making contractions, and 
more. 150+ pgs.
EACH WORKBOOK           7.85
001943 Grade 3
001947 Grade 4
001950 Grade 5
001955 Grade 6

Tile Lock Scrabble Game 
(Grades 3-AD)
  Scrabble doesn’t normally come to 

mind when you think of travel-friendly 
games, but this version changes that! 
With a 10” x 10” board (with 225 letter 
squares), 100 specialty-sized letter tiles, 
and even smaller letter trays, the game 
is small enough to go anywhere. The tile-
lock design allows players to snap their 
letter tiles into place so they can’t slide.
CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not <3yrs.
025864                                    15.95

Spellchecked 
(Grades 3-AD)
  Practice spelling with 

games? I’m in! These 208 
cards are divided into 4 dif-
ficulty levels (2 decks each). 
Choose your level (so, novice 
and advanced family mem-
bers can play together). Each 
card provides full-color photos of 
the item to spell (such as bear, 
eleven, zucchini). Each round, a 
new spellchecker shows the card to 
the correct person and then checks 
their spellings. If you name it cor-
rectly, tally one point; if you spell 
it correctly, get 5 points. But wait—
there’s more ways to win. Cards 
provide the word’s first letter; 
the back offers a multiple-choice 
option to still earn 3 points (choose 
bair, bear, or bare). 2-8 players. 
030839                           11.92

Tall Tales Tablet 
(Grades PK-AD)
  These spiral-bound notebooks fea-

ture sturdy covers and 50 college ruled 
sheets.”; perfect for your spelling lists.
019823 (B)                          2.95

Sight Word Speller (Grades 1-3)
  These simple little prac-

tice books help students 
learn 100 sight 

words. Each les-
son contains 4 

pages of varied 
activities and cov-

ers 6 words. Pages 
are uncluttered with 

no illustrations. 
EACH BOOK        3.50

057937 Book 1
057938 Book 2

Bananagrams 
(Grades 1-AD)
  In this Scrabble-like 

game, play is continual for 
all players. Turn over 
your tiles and start 
making connecting 
and intersecting 
words. All let-
ters are the 
same point 
value, and you 
can rearrange 
your words at any 
time. When any player 
has played all his letters, 
he takes a new tile from the Bunch. The 
first player to play all his tiles is the winner of that round. Rounds typically 
take 5-10 minutes, so games can consist of as many rounds as you want. 
Up to 8 players. Various versions have slightly different rules and number 
of players. CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not <3yrs.
020928 My First                          12.75
021253 Bananagrams              12.75
020426 Double (2-16 players)          18.75
042196 Party Edition                          9.95
012464 Duel                                       7.50

B.

A.
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Highlights™ Handwriting Practice 
(Grades PK-4)

  These Fun with a Purpose® books make hand-
writing practice about as much fun as it can be. 
The Highlights people teamed up with handwrit-
ing experts Zaner-Bloser to teach everything from 
tracing and pen-control exercises through cursive 
handwriting. If the student needs more to look at 
than the fun exercises, QR codes printed on the 
pages can be scanned with a mobile device to watch 
animated handwriting tutorials. 80 pgs.

Daily Handwriting  
Practice (Evan-Moor) 
(Grades K-6)

  36 weeks of daily 
practice! Kids will not 
feel overwhelmed by these 
short handwriting exercises: 
half-page assignments on 
Mondays-Thursdays and 
a full-page assignment on 
Fridays. By writing words 
and sentences on a daily 
basis, your child’s letter formation and 
spacing will gradually improve. Student Practice 

Books (Individual Student Workbooks) contain no 
instruction and are not reproducible.
EACH BOOK                                 14.45
EACH STUDENT PRACTICE             5.50
 Book Practice

Tradition Manuscript 013119 076897
Modern Manuscript 013117 076895
Tradition Cursive 013118 076896
Contemporary Cursive 013116 076894

Kumon Handwriting Books 
(Grades PK-3)

  In these books, letters are grouped by similar 
strokes. Before being introduced to each letter group, 
children practice tracing the necessary strokes. After 
completing these activity pages, children are intro-
duced to the uppercase and lowercase letters they 
can create with those strokes. The book progresses 
through the more difficult strokes until children can 
write the entire alphabet. The correct strokes for 
each letter are numbered to show children how to 
form the letters properly; and children progress from 
tracing to writing the letter on their own. 76 – 80 pgs.

EACH WORKBOOK                                5.75
034387 My First Book of Uppercase Letters
000309 My First Book of Lowercase Letters
019028 My Book of Cursive Writing: Letters
019040 My Book of Cursive Writing: Words Christian Light 

Handwriting 
(Grades PK-4)

  These simple and straight-
forward workbooks provide 
practice for children who 
already know how to form let-
ters in cursive or manuscript. 
Manuscript contains 68 lessons 
including uppercase and lowercase 
letters, plus numbers 1-10. Cursive 
contains 72 lessons on uppercase and lowercase letters, 
plus number words for 1-10. Many lessons incorporate 
copying Bible verses (KJV), character-building poems, 
and sentences about animals. Teacher’s notes appear 
at the bottom and pages are illustrated in 
black-and-white.
EACH BOOK                     5.50
033307 I Can Write Manuscript
012965 I Can Write Cursive
060780 Cursive Desk Strip             1.50
060783 Manuscript Desk Strip       1.50

Write-on, Wipe-off Let’s Write  
Cursive (Grades 2-4)

  This cursive practice tool combines 2 
favorites: Zaner-Bloser handwriting method 
and Highlights®. Hidden puzzles, full-color 
designs, scannable QR Codes for animated 
tutorials, and unlimited practice make this a 
wonderful resource for kids. Students prac-
tice individual letters, letter combos, and 
then full sentences. Books are laminated, top-spiral 
bound for use with right or left-handers. 56 pages. 
052823                                   9.75

Complete Book of Handwriting 
(Grades K-3)

  Traditional ball and stick printing is pre-
sented and practiced in the first 216 pages. 
Letter practice begins with 6 pages of 
strokes using dotted lines and arrows, then 
each letter is presented in order. There are 
5 pages of practice for each letter – the 
letter, then words, plus 3 pages of copying 
phrases or sentences. Cursive follows the 
same format as manuscript. All line spac-
ing is 0.5” with dotted midline, and color-
ful illustrations decorate some pages.

035179                              11.85

Learn Handwriting! 
(Grades K-4)
  The print book uses ball and stick let-

ters, with both upper and lower case shown 
with arrows to guide strokes. Then trace 
shaded letters; finally, practice on the next 
4 lines. Dotted half lines are in red with 
top/bottom lines in blue for the print book and all in gray for the 
cursive ( 0.5” in both books.) After that, move on to a page of 5 
words per letter, then short sentences. The cursive book has the 
same format and uses a traditional style. 96 pgs, reproducible.
063888 Print                                        5.25
063887 Cursive                                  5.25

EACH WORKBOOK                                5.25
075129 Tracing 075130 Word
075128 Letter 075126 Cursive
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Carson-Dellosa Handwriting 
(Grades 2-5)
  Choose either the traditional and 

modern style. Modern handwriting is a bit 
more slanted than traditional. Pages are 
provided to practice each letter in upper 
and lower case. Grey outlines are given 
for students to trace, and then plenty of 
lines for independent practice. After a line 
or two of writing the letters, students first 
trace and then independently write whole 
words and sentences. Dotted midlines are 
featured as well as a blank practice page at 
the end of each book.
EACH BOOK                                 5.50
020607 Beginning Modern Cursive
020608 Beginning Traditional Cursive
020613 Intermediate Traditional Cursive

Cursive Writing Skills for Left/Right 
Handed Students (Grades 3-12)
  This handwriting workbook is good for younger stu-

dents just learning cursive or an older 
child who has never learned. Learn grip 
and paper placement, then train your 
hand to make the swooping and looping 
shapes grouped by lower case letter 
commonalities. There is plenty of prac-
tice space. Students trace and copy, and 
even write with eyes closed! The book lies 
nice and flat. 89 pgs.

Spectrum Handwriting 
(Grades K-5)
  Part of the popular Spectrum 

series, these might be a good remedial 
or practice option. They use a tradition-
al style, practice lower and upper 
cases, and have students writing 
out some pretty big vocabulary 
words. In the Manuscript book, 
students practice the letters indi-
vidually and then write words. 
The Cursive book practices indi-
vidual letters then connects a 
few at a time before the student 
writes words. 96 pgs.
036217 Manuscript          5.75
036216 Cursive                5.75

Handwriting Skills  
Simplified (Grades 1-6)

  No wasted practice time here! 
Each page has a specific focus, 
concentrating on pencil posi-
tion, posture, types of strokes, 
spacing, legibility and speed. 

Practice is always 
targeted, even at 
the highest level, which 
includes practice of common word begin-
nings and endings. Instruction is limited 
but adequate. 64 pgs.

EACH BOOK                               6.45
006842 Level A 006845 Level D
006843 Level B 006846 Level E 
006844 Level C 006847 Level F017573 Left-Handed                          9.80

017581 Right-Handed                       9.80

Handwriting Workbooks 
for Kids (Grades K-7)

  Long on practice but with minimal instruction, 
use these to help your aspiring writer perfect their 
printing and cursive writing. Detailed letter guides 
(with numbered arrows) and illustrated pages 
filled with jokes and riddles make the learning 
straightforward, yet fun. Practice includes letters, 
words, and sentences. Fun colors and graphics, 
dotted half-lines, consumable, 50 pgs.
052233 Super-Fun Print            8.50
076079 Complete Cursive      7.75

Zaner-Bloser Tools 
(Grades K-6)
Illustrated Desk Strips:

20” x 4.5” medium-weight coated cardstock. 
062312 Manuscript                      2.50
001081 Cursive                            2.50
001059 Manuscript & Cursive    2.50
Adhesive Desk Strips:

Peel & stick backing measuring 18” x 2”.
062311 Manuscript              1.95
062310 Cursive                    1.95
Double-Sided (6x4) Card:
062314 Manuscript/Cursive        1.55

Mindset Moments for Handwriting 
(Grades 2-3)

  Each book contains 40 reproducible handwriting practice sheets. 
The front of the book shows correct letter formation using 
arrows. Each practice page includes a “growth mindset” 
sentence such as “Help others learn when you can” or 
“Always turn in your best work.” Students trace 
the sentence, practice writing two words in the 
sentence, and finally copy the sentence in their 
own handwriting. Students can also create a 
Growth Mindset Booklet from their sentences. 

Handwriting style is traditional. 
EACH BOOK. . . . . . . . . . . 8.95
025763 Handwriting Practice
025761 Cursive Writing Practice
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Learning to Write 
Cursive 
(Grades 2-3)

  Just extra practice, not a com-
plete program. The left page shows 
letter practice and the right page 
shows words that start with that 
letter, with plenty of space for writing combinations, 
words and sentences. Lines have a dotted half-line for 
proper letter formation. 64 pgs.
051859                                               7.25

Handwriting Practice from the  
Bible! (Grades K-4)

  Using scripture (KJV), students practice let-
ters, words, numbers, and the actual verses 
using a traditional style. Manuscript and cur-
sive editions each have three levels with iden-
tical content. All books use lines with a dotted 

midline. An alphabetical listing of the 
scripture verses is included. Older stu-
dents will complete one page in one to 
two days; younger children may take 
up to a week to complete the same.
EACH WORKBOOK            9.95
 Manuscript Cursive
Book 1 000858 000843
Book 2 000861 000860
Book 3 000939 000894

Scholastic Handwriting Practice
(Grades K-6)
  Get extra handwriting practice with 

these very affordable themed workbooks 
from Scholastic. The pages are reproducible 
with 40 handwriting practices in each book.
EACH BOOK                    8.25
029926 Inspiring Quotes
058907 Jokes & Riddles (K-2)
063564 Jokes & Riddles (2-5)
040312 Wacky Facts (K-3)
040308 Wacky Facts (2-5)

Cursive Writing: Around the World in 26 
Letters Workbook (Grades 2-4)

  This book is like sneaking a geography lesson into 
handwriting practice! As your student works their way 
through the alphabet, they are practicing lower and 
upper case letters, a city name, several words that 
begin with that letter and sentences about the city. 
Fun facts follow and students are encouraged to write 
a few original sentences. Illustrations are charming and 
vibrant. Encourage exploration of the various cities after 
completing 4 pages of cursive practice. 109pgs, pb.
039461                               4.75

Learning to Write Spencerian 
(Grades 2-12)

  Spencerian Script is a form of ornamental 
penmanship that was popular a century 
ago. Spencerian capitals have more curves 
and some lowercase letters are different 
compared to American Cursive. The Text 
shows strokes, then letters are illustrated; 
lowercase first, then capitals. The Practice 
Set includes instructions and guide sheets 
as well as 29 pages of exercises. The 
Beginner and Advanced Practice Tablets 
provide 50 additional blank guide sheets 

for additional practice in two line heights. 
058499 Learning to Write Spencerian Script               16.95
058501 Beginner Guidesheet Practice Tablet             13.50
058500 Advanced Guidesheet Practice Tablet         13.50
058502 Practice Set                                                       17.95

Art of Cursive Penmanship
(Grades 9-12)

  Cursive handwriting is a beautiful art, but 
unfortunately, many of us have strayed away 
from it. Written for older students and adults, 
this book educates and instructs the reader 
about the history of American Cursive while 
giving specific instruction on how to master the 
art. The book shows how to form numbers and 
each upper and lowercase letter, lays out spe-
cific handwriting instruction and techniques, 
presents cross drill and movement exercises 
for practice, and offers detailed lesson plans, 

literature excerpts and quotes for extra practice. Practice sheets that 
can be photocopied are in the appendix, as well as instruction on how 
to use a fountain pen and write a personal letter. If you are serious 
about improving your handwriting skills and learning the value and 
enjoyment of this lost art, this book is for you.
050681                                               14.25

Spencerian Handwriting 
(Grades 3-12)

  This teaches the theory and 
practice of the classic form of cursive 
commonly taught in schools during the 
19th and early 20th centuries. Students 
learn the seven Spencerian principles, 
proper pen positioning, the correct fin-
ger and arm movements, the prop-
er stroke patterns that form each 
letter, as well as the correct spacing 
between letters and words. With 
Spencerian Handwriting, any writer 
can learn to communicate the writ-

ten word in cursive with style, art, and grace. 173 pgs.
067635                                               11.75

Cursive Handwriting 
Bulletin Board

  This 9-panel alphabet (with numbers 
0-9) comes in 4-letter panels of 23 ½”x 7 ½”; 
combined it’s over 17-feet long. Type uses the 
Q (like an O) and capital flourishes are stream-
lined. Includes a 4-page guide for bulletin board 
set up and handwriting tips for instruction. 
Durable, with a coating that allows cleaning.
030875                                               9.95
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Great for
Art Projectsand Hand
Lettering!

Modern Calligraphy For Kids 
(Grades 3-8)

  Learn beautiful calligraphy in three dif-
ferent styles with this helpful book written 
by a professional calligrapher and artist. 
There are practice pages included and a 
website with additional PDF pages you can 
download for free. The first five chapters 
give clear, detailed instructions, a list of 
useful pens and types of paper to have on 
hand, and an interview with a well-known 
young student who has learned calligraphy. 
There are even special instructions for left-

handers. The latter half of the book includes five engaging proj-
ects to show off your new skill. 
042512                     10.95
Also available:
Staedtler Double-Ended  
Brush Marker Brush Letter Set
072597                     10.95

Calligraphy for Kids (Grades 3-9)
  This 128-page beginner manual will take you step-by-step 
though everything that you will need to know about the 

fine art of calligraphy. Illustrations, art work 
examples, and diagrams on every page 
complement the text. The book teaches 
you calligraphy vocabulary and shows you 
proper technique. Once you’ve mastered 
the basics, learn different styles of writing, 
such as italic, gothic, uncial, and Roman 
calligraphy. Great ideas are provided to 
help you use your new skill to make greet-
ing cards, invitations and border designs. 
034165                        7.75

Calligraphy Kit 
(Grades 7-AD)
  This kit includes everything 

the beginning calligrapher needs. 
The 32-page lesson book offers 
basic information, including tips on 
handling the pen, using suitable 
paper, and mastering strokes. The 
book portrays complete upper and 
lower case alphabets in different 
calligraphy styles. Includes a cal-
ligraphy pen with 3 different nibs 
(tips), 8 ink cartridges in varying colors, 3 felt tip calligraphy 
markers, calligraphy paper, practice paper, and a guideline sheet. 
024014                                          14.50

Beginners Calligraphy Set 
(Grades 5-AD)
  Manuscript fountain pens feature tradition-

al calligraphy nibs with points cut like dip nibs for 
clear definition and precise contrast between thin 
and thick. Ideal for those new to calligraphy, this 
set contains a Dodec style pen with three nibs, a 
converter and an ink cartridge. Comes with a .85 
mm, a 1.1 mm, and a 1.6 mm nib.
073815                                               8.95

Modern Calligraphy Kit 
(Grades 7-AD)
  Learn how to create Modern 

Calligraphy with this all-in-one set! 
This kit provides the tools and 
instructions needed to enable the 
novice to be successful: 3 pens, 4 
tubes of background color paint, 
pencil, ruler, straight and curved 
templates, practice paper, and illus-
trated design guide.
071508                      18.95

Speedball Calligraphy (Grades 7+)
  Easy to use and high quality, these calligraphy pens 
are great for an older student. Unlike traditional cal-
ligraphy pens, these fountain pens are free-flowing 

- the artist does not have to dip the pen in an inkwell to 
use them. To change colors, simply unscrew the pen nib, 
press the ink cartridge in until it clicks, and screw the nib 
back into the pen body. The broad-edge style pen nibs are 
slightly rounded and inks are vibrant for a comfortable, 
pleasant calligraphy experience.
029025 Fountain Pen 1.1 mm Nib               6.50
029032 Fountain Pen 1.5 mm Nib               6.50
029035 Fountain Pen 1.9 mm Nib               6.50
029153 Fountain Pen Set                             13.95
029057 Fountain Pen Deluxe Set                20.95
029061 Ink Cartridges: 10 Asst Colors       4.25
029066 Ink Cartridges: 10 Black                 4.25
071422 Speedball Textbook (25th Ed)       11.95

Calligraphy Paper 
(Grades 3-12)
  This beautiful parchment paper 

from Inovart is a must for any cal-
ligrapher! It is suitable for calligra-
phy markers, pen & ink, and brush 
media. 9” x 12” paper is professional 
looking and comes in packs of 50.
007943 White                          5.95
007942 Antique Gold            6.25
053511 Assorted Colors        7.25
007944 Practice Pad             7.25

Around the World 
Calligraphy (Grades 3-AD)

  Pen control, handwriting, and cross-cultural education com-
bine in this PetitPicasso set. Calligraphy 
is a time-honored, world-wide art form. 
Learn calligraphy from east to west with 
this easy-to-use-set, including tools and 
projects incorporating western, Persian, 
and Chinese forms. Includes a writing 
brush, bamboo pen, ink stick, bottle of 
ink, calligraphy marker, 40 exercise sheets 
and templates, 1 practice pad, 1 ink stone, 
38 inches of string, and 1 plastic container 
with lid. CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not <3yrs.

077579                           21.95
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Stop Light Handwriting Practice  
Paper (Grades K-2)
  Red means stop; yellow means 

yield; and green means go. Using this 
system to prompt a young writer where 
to start and stop his letters, this paper 
is great for your visual learners. Single-
sided pages, each line is 3/4” wide.
066485 50 Sheet Note Pad               5.25
066484 100 Loose Sheets                  6.95
015612 375 Loose Sheets                  15.95

Picture Story Pads 
(Grades 2-4)

  Combine handwriting practice with 
illustration with these inexpensive story 
pads. Paper is 9” W x 12” H and printed on 
both sides; each line is 1/2” tall. 
042492 Ruled Newsprint (50 sheets) 2.35
053647 Picture Story (80 sheets)      5.75

Multi-Sensory Handwriting 
Tablets (Grades K-3)
  The solid lines are raised and feel 

like they are embossed. 5/8” ruling 
(unless noted) conforms to Zaner-
Bloser and D’Nealian handwriting 
programs. Single-sided. 

Magnatab Tablet & Magnetic Pens 
(Grades PK-5)
  Hands-on learning at its finest! Magnatab 

tablets are portable, lightweight and easy use. 
Small encased magnets rise to the surface when 
the included magnetic stylus is drawn across 
the surface. Each letter/number board displays 
directional arrows ensuring children learn 
proper formation. Boards are easily “erased” 
with just a touch of your finger. 
027261 0-9 Tablet                   15.50
027264 A-Z Lowercase           18.95
027265 A-Z Uppercase           18.95
027282 Free Play Tablet          15.50

Handwriting Desk Strips 
  Desk Strips measure approximately 20” 
x 1” and have a self-adhesive backing 
which will stick to any surface.

001043 Manuscript Traditional         0.25
001021 Cursive Traditional               0.65

Handwriting Charts
  17” x 22” posters in two differ-
ent handwriting styles, along with 
red arrows indicating how to start 

writing each letter. Related lessons and 
activities are provided on the back.
040012 Traditional Print         2.95
039720 Cursive                      2.95

Tablets:
027410 ZB Gr K                                   2.50
007356 7/8” ruled                              2.50
027409 DN (K), ZB (1)                        2.50
028721 DN (1), ZB (2) 1/2” Ruled     2.50
028732 DN (2-3), ZB (2) 1/2” Ruled  2.50
007353 1/2” Ruled                             2.65
027127 Picture Story (50 sheet)        2.95
Reams (500 Sheets):
028720 ZB (K) 1-1/8” Ruled              9.25
028709 DN (K), ZB (1) 5/8” Ruled     9.25
028601 DN (1), ZB (2) 1/2” Ruled     9.25
028620 DN (2-3), ZB (2) 1/2”Ruled  9.25

Handwriting 
Tablets & Paper 
(Grades K-2)

  Conforms to both D’Nealian 
(DN) and Zaner-Bloser (ZB) 

handwriting programs. The paper is white, not 
newsprint, and ruled on both sides. Tablets are bound 
with a chipboard back and contain 40 sheets.

Mead® Learn to Letter or 
Write Tablets (Grades PK-3)

  Each pad has 40 double-sid-
ed 10” x 8” pages with 0.5” high 
lines. Conforms to Zaner-Bloser and 
D’Nealian handwriting styles. The 
Raised Ruling Pad is a sensory aid to 
help children feel the lines they are 
to write on. 
 062428 Raised Ruling  . . . . .  4.95
076195 PK-1 . . . . . . . . . . . . .  5.25
062124 Raised Ruling 
  Grades 2-3  . . . . . . .  4.95

EACH 40-SHEET PAD               5.75
049386 40 sheets
051717 100 Sheets               14.50
007361 40 sheets (1/2”)
025175 Picture Story

PosterMat Pals Space 
Savers

  13”x 9.5” dry erase handwriting charts.
052214 Traditional Manuscript       1.95
052210 Traditional Cursive             1.95
052068 D’Nealian Manuscript        1.95
052063 D’Nealian Cursive              1.95
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Pencil Grip (Grades PK-12)
  Forget those hard plastic, prism-shaped gadgets. 
We’ve selected this particular grip because of its 
many beneficial features. It’s flexible, allowing it 

to fit over any size pencil, pen or craft knife. It’s soft and 
rubbery instead of unyielding. Molded specially to fit fin-
gers comfortably, there is only one correct way to hold it. 
Useable for either right- or left-handed kids, 
sides are marked with “R” and “L” to ensure 
kids hold it correctly.
EACH GRIP (exc noted)         1.95
004034 Basic (A) 031563 Metallic (C)
012273 Glitter (B) 020845 Neon (D)
060555 Bumpy/Textured (E)
030354 Jumbo (F)                         2.95
031562 Jumbo Metallic (G)         2.95

Ticonderoga #2 Pencils 
(Grades PK-AD)

  We offer a variety of #2 pencils for writers at 
all different levels. Non-toxic with latex-free erasers.
My First Pencils:

Perfect for beginners, these are oversized to aid  grip. 13/32” 
diameter pencil features a thick, break resistant core.

036776 Single pencil                         0.75
036788 2-count, sharpened            1.95
Beginner Primary Pencils:

Thick-core, larger diameter (13/32”) pencils with 
erasers are recommended for beginning students.

010193 Single pencil                         0.75
039870 Box of 12 (with eraser)        6.50
039964 Box of 12 (no eraser)           5.95
Triangular Pencils (#2, HB):

This triangular barrel pencil is easy to hold and 
helps teach proper finger placement. 

018974 Single pencil                         0.85
036804 6-count w/ Sharpener         4.95
Laddie Pencils:

A slightly oversized pencil with a thick, smooth 
core. No. 2, with or without eraser.

015511 Laddie w/o Eraser (single)  0.65
039934 Laddie w/o Eraser (box/12) 5.25
039949 Laddie w/ Eraser (box/12)  5.75
Laddie Tri-Write:

The classic yellow pencil with eraser has a trian-
gular shape to promote correct finger placement.

036808 My First Tri-Write (single)      0.75
039953 My First Tri-Write (box/36)    19.95
033356 Laddie Tri-Write (single)      0.65
019030 Tri-Write (single)                    0.50
Classic #2 (HB):

Satin smooth finish enhances writing comfort. 
Exclusive graphite core formula gives you extra 
smooth performance. Traditional hexagonal shape. 

033355 Single pencil                         0.50
039866 Box of 12 (yellow)                3.95
039868 Pack of 10 (colors)              3.95
039869 Pack of 10 (neon colors)    4.50
039952 Noir #2 Presharpened 12pk 4.95
064894 #2 Neon Striped 10-pack    4.50

CROSSOVER PENCIL GRIP 
  This grip has a unique flap on top that will 

keep fingers from “crossing over” the top of 
the pencil. The guard helps train your child on the 

proper handwriting position. Soft, rubbery 
cushion. For both right- and left-handed 
writers. Sold individually, assorted colors.

EACH PENCIL GRIP                                1.95
031929 Original Bright Colors (I)
039548 Metallic Colors (J)
038092 Neon Colors (K)

GROTTO GRIP 
  This ergonomically designed grip is made of soft 
rubber. The top of the grip fans out like the hood of a 
cobra and an arrow lets you know which way to place 
the pencil. This grip has been tested by occu-
pational therapists and works for both left and 
right-handed writers. Sold individually, assorted colors.
049391 (L)                                           1.75

STETRO TRAINING PENCIL GRIP 
  Meant for children with smaller hands or an older 
child who is not quite ready to write without the sup-
port that pencil grips provide. Measures a petite 0.75”, 
soft rubber grip and is adaptable for right- or 
left-handed writers. Sold individually, assorted colors.
037639 (M)                                         0.30

SATTLER PENCIL GRIP 
  This grip is flexible, allowing it to fit over any size 
pencil, pen or craft knife. Made of soft rubber, there 
is only one correct way to hold it. Useable for either 
right- or left-handed kids, sides are marked with 
“R” and “L”. Sold individually, assorted colors.
023415 (N)                                          2.10

SPIKE SILICONE FIDGET PLAY PENCIL GRIPPER 
  Features tons of tiny silicone appendages. Each row 
looks like teeth in a comb, with alternating taller 
and shorter rows around the gripper. Makes a 
pencil easier to grip, or a great fidget toy. Sold indi-
vidually, assorted colors.
074087 (H)                     3.95

PINCH PENCIL GRIP SEMI-GLOSS 
  Squishy, silicone grip that fits easily over a pen 
or pencil. Features large grooves for your three 
fingertips. Sold individually, assorted colors.
039328 (O)                            1.95
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Kumon Math Workbooks 
(Grades K-8)
  Math based on the Kumon method: concepts are intro-

duced in small, incremental steps; single topic books rather than 
mixed strands; and, concepts are taught by discovery method 
rather than being spelled out. The series is meant to be self-di-
rected. Pages are colored, clean, and prob-
lems are well-spaced. Answers provided.
EACH BOOK                  5.75
Grade 1:
027926 Addition
027996 Subtraction
Grade 2:
027930 Addition
028011 Subtraction
Grade 3:
027925 Addition & Subtraction
027987 Multiplication
027961 Division
Grade 4:
027995 Multiplication
027962 Division
Geometry & Measurement:
047539 Grade 1 047542 Grade 4
047540 Grade 2 047543 Grade 5
047541 Grade 3 047544 Grade 6
Decimals & Fractions:
027956 Grade 4
027960 Grade 5
027973 Fractions Grade 6
Word Problems:
047545 Grade 1 047548 Grade 4
047546 Grade 2 047549 Grade 5
047547 Grade 3 047550 Grade 6
Kumon Middle School Series (6-8):
EACH BOOK                                   10.75
075107 Word Problems
057113 Pre-Algebra
026903 Algebra
072031 Intro to Geometry
072030 Geometry

Spectrum Math 2015 (Grades K-8)
  If you’re looking for a basic prac-
tice workbook, consider this series of 
educationally solid, quality books. These 
are good value, the most educational 
content, the most interesting; all in all 
the most complete, comprehensive and 
appealing. These are more like complete 
worktexts than mere practice books. 
Material is wholesome and traditional 
in format but varied and involving. All 
series are written to be primarily self-in-

structional. Answers are includ-
ed. 124-160 perforated pgs.

EACH BOOK                                        7.85
001658 Grade K 001610 Grade 5
001440 Grade 1 001628 Grade 6
001452 Grade 2 001634 Grade 7
001462 Grade 3 001656 Grade 8
001473 Grade 4
025119 Algebra (6-8)
025135 Data Analysis/Probability (6-8)
025154 Geometry (6-8)

180 Days of Math (Grades K-6)
  Not only does this series provide additional math practice, 

but it also makes it easy for parents to 
assess and diagnose which areas their 
child may be struggling. Each workbook 
provides 180 days of practice. Each 
workbook page contains one problem 
per math concept and always in the 
same order. It is simply a matter of grad-
ing (answer key included) and chart-
ing progress to notice that Johnny has 
excellent algebraic thinking skills but 
struggles with geometry concepts. Each 

workbook also includes a CD of all the student 
pages and teacher assessment charts. 208 pgs.
EACH BOOK                               15.25

052414 Kindergarten 052411 Grade 4
052408 Grade 1 052412 Grade 5
052409 Grade 2 052413 Grade 6
052410 Grade 3

Math Skills (Harcourt Family Learning)
(Grades K-6)

  Covering all skills appropriate 
through sixth grade, students 
will strengthen their math skills 
and problem-solving meth-
ods. The workbooks are clean 
and clear with color through-
out. All pages are perforated 
and consumable (though not 
reproducible) and answer key 
is included. 128 pages long and 
are an exceptional value.

EACH BOOK                            7.75
038907 Kindergarten 053692 Grade 4
053689 Grade 1 053693 Grade 5
053690 Grade 2 053694 Grade 6
053691 Grade 3

Mathological Liar Games
(Grades 2-6)

  This card game is based 
on fun mini-math myster-
ies. There are 4 suspects 
per case, any of 
whom may be guilty. 
One player reads 
aloud the case sum-
mary, then all play-
ers silently read their 
suspect’s alibi. If the 

math in their suspect’s alibi is correct, 
then he is innocent. Incorrect math 
indicates guilt. Players decide if their 
suspect is innocent or guilty and give their mathematical rea-
soning. You’ll need to draw on a variety of math skills to solve 
these whodunit mysteries. 50 different cases. For 2-4 players.
EACH BOOK                                    12.45
052646 Grade 2 052649 Grade 5
052647 Grade 3 052650 Grade 6
052648 Grade 4
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Math: Learn & Explore Workbooks 
(Grades PK-3)

  A get-the-job-done series of work-
books. Cleanly illustrated with an 
accent color, there is little practice per 
concept but broad coverage of con-
cepts (CCSS aligned). The books start 
from a pictorial concrete perspective 
(pictures of items) and skills build 
through the books. Instruction is min-
imal and relies on examples. A sheet 
of gold stars, certificate of completion 
and answer key are included. Paper 

is heavy (will hold up under erasures) with a 
super nice finish (not quite glossy). 60 pgs, pb.

School Zone Math Workbooks 
(Grades 1-6)

  Aligned with Common Core State Standards, these 
consumable workbooks serve as a useful supple-
ment to any math curriculum. Workbooks are in 
color with illustrations throughout. Each concept 
introduced begins with a short, easy to understand 
explanation followed by clear examples. Plenty of 
practice problems are also provided. The concepts 
cover a wide range of topics and build on previous 
concepts. Pages are non-reproducible and perfo-
rated. Answers are included in the back.

EACH WORKBOOK (exc noted)          3.45
078784 Big Math (1-2)                      7.95
078788 Time, Money & Fractions (1-2)
078789 Word Problems (1-2)

Sylvan Learning Super Math Success 
(Grades K-5)
  Mastering math skills comes from prac-

tice but not all children respond well to endless 
math drill sheets or flashcards. Incorporating 
three books in one, this new series provides 
math practice with basic math, containing: a 
review of grade specific skills; games & puzzles; 
and, math in action, a collection of story or real 
life problems and hands-on activities. Colorful 
pages, simple instructions and included answer 
key makes this new series a win-win. Perfectly 
compliments the elementary level of the Life of 
Fred curricula or builds math mastery for any 
child. 308 pgs, sc. Non-reproducible.
EACH BOOK                                          13.50
057993 Grade K 057990 Grade 3
057988 Grade 1 057991 Grade 4
057989 Grade 2 057992 Grade 5

Pete the Cat® Math
(Grades K-1)
  Pete the Cat is here to make 

math practice fun. Each page focuses 
on one concept, and provides sim-
ple illustrations of Pete at home and 
play. These black and white illustrated 
workbooks provide grade level activ-
ities to reinforce basic math skills. 
Brief instructions on each page with 
an answer key in the back. Purr-fect 
for home and school! Reproducible 
for classroom use. 48 pgs.
EACH WORKBOOK                 7.85
044342 Gr. K 044339 Gr. 1
EACH GAME                           12.45
044300 Gr. K 044272 Gr. 1

Skill Sharpeners Math (Grades PK-6)
  A colorful collection of varied practice activities at each 

grade level to reinforce basic instruction. Each 
book has ten units with different themes, spi-
raling through skill strands. Sidebar notations 
help you identify its targeted skill. Coverage 
looks comprehensive. If you are using a more 
hands-on approach, you could use these to 
reinforce daily lessons.
EACH BOOK                                7.95
042346 Grade Pre-K 042341 Grade 3
042345 Grade K 042342 Grade 4
042339 Grade 1 042343 Grade 5
042340 Grade 2 042344 Grade 6

MathTacular (Grades PK-9)
  Add multisensory enhancement to your main math curriculum. 

Your host, Detective Justin Time, will ‘act’ his way through the 
teaching of math topics. Short skits, presentations, and illustrations 
will help children understand basic math concepts in real world situa-

tions like using an apple to understand fractions. 
Manipulatives are used to add a visual, hands-
on perspective for understanding. Student 

Workbook 4 coordinates with DVD 4 in which 
students will be able to solve the problem in 
the video presentation along with additional 
practice problems. “Tool Kit” pages help stu-

dents solve their word problem mysteries. The 
Answer Key offers the solutions for the word 
problems in the book and maps out the steps 
to solving them.

053994 DVD 1                                    24.99
053997 DVD 2                                    19.49
053998 DVD 3                                    24.99
MTTC13 DVD 1-3 Bundle                    65.95
054000 DVD 4                                    24.99
054002 Student Workbook 4           16.99
053999 Answer Key 4                        13.99
MTCLR4 MathTacular 4 Package      49.99
MTTC14 DVD 1-4 & Book Bundle      109.99

EACH BOOK                        5.25
056122 Grade PK 056119 Grade 2
056121 Grade K 056120 Grade 3
056118 Grade 1

078785 Math Basics Grade 4
078786 Math Basics Grade 5
078787 Math Basics Grade 6
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Coloring Squared Common Core Math 
Coloring Books (Grades K-6)
  Create pixel art as you answer math problems! Using 

a large grid (19” x 20”), each square has 
a math problem within. It’s like paint-by-
number with an answer key: 2=gray, 3=blue, 
4=tan, 5=red, leave the blank squares white. 
Motivation comes from seeing what image is 
created! Perfect for a visual learner or an artsy 

child who may not love doing math work. 
Reproducible for home or classroom use. 40 
puzzles; answer key included. 68 pgs.
EACH BOOK                                        7.95
064057 Grade K 064061 3rd Grade
064054 1st Grade 064055 4th Grade
064060 2nd Grade 064053 5th Grade
064051 Addition/Subtraction
077775 Animals Add/Sub NEW!
064052 Color by Number
077776 Animals Color by Number NEW!
064056 Fractions/Decimals/Percents
064058 Multiplication/Division
077777 Animals Multi/Division NEW!
064059 Number Sense 1-999

Kumon Math Boosters 
(Grades 1-6)
  Students needing to improve 
in certain math skills will find the 

straightforward, step-by-step procedures helpful. 
Students ready to get a head start will also benefit 
from the challenging concepts introduced. 
There are plenty of review problems, and 
the presentation of new concepts are clear 
and easy to understand. Practice 
problems and tests between new 
concepts ensure retention. Answers 
in the back.
EACH BOOK                    9.50
023543 Addition & Subtraction
023550 Decimals
023552 Fractions
023567 Multiplication & Division
020696 Geometry
020706 Word Problems

Kumon My Book of... Math Workbooks
(Grades PK-3)
  Each book includes 80 pages of colorful 

and inventive activities. The series utilizes incre-
mental mastery, so activities get progressively 
more challenging throughout each book, 
and from one book to the next. Children will 
love the cute illustrations.
EACH BOOK (exc noted)          5.75
077349 Big Book of Addition NEW!  10.75
036036 Easy Telling Time (PK-1)
036039 Simple Addition (PK-1)
023933 Addition (K-2)
042603 Counting Coins (K-2)
036040 Telling Time (K-2)
023971 Simple Subtraction (1-3)
023975 Subtraction (1-3)
007972 Simple Multiplication (1-3)
019045 Multiplication (1-3)
021608 Measurement: Length (1-3)
021609 Measurement: Volume (1-3)
021621 Measurement: Weight (1-3)
042602 Money: Dollars & Cents (1-3)
036038 Numbers 1-30
036037 Numbers 1-120
000268 Number Games 1-70
000246 Number Games 1-150

Power Pen Learning Cards for Math 
(Grades PK-6)
  When your student places the 

tip of the pen on the correct answer 
on a Power Pen Learning Card, they 
hear a “Hooray!” or a “Yahoo!” If the 
answer is wrong, the child is encour-
agingly redirected. Three volume lev-
els on the pen include voice, sound 
and light effects. Requires 2 AAA 
batteries (not included). Each card 
set focuses on a specific grade level 
or skill and includes 53 (5.5” x 3.5”) 
double-sided practice cards, instruc-

tions and an answer key.
039240 Power Pen                             11.99
040722 Power Pen Answer Stickers  4.99
EACH CARD SET BELOW          12.99
025108 Math PreK
025091 Math Grade K
025035 Math Grade 1
025040 Math Grade 2
025067 Math Grade 3
040852 Solving Word Problems Gr.1
040866 Solving Word Problems Gr.2
040875 Solving Word Problems Gr.3
040877 Solving Word Problems Gr.4

EACH CARD SET BELOW           10.99
039241 Addition (K-2)
039294 Subtraction (K-2)
039254 Money (1-4)
039299 Time (1-4)

039250 Fractions (2-4)
039258 Place Value (2-4)
039257 Multiplication (2-5)
039245 Division (3-5)

Kumon Focus On Series
(Grade 2+)
  Help students master fundamen-

tals for a solid math future. Each work-
book has 27 or 28 two-page lessons, and 
it is suggested that students do a few 
pages each day and do the pages in order. 
The books are printed in black and white 
with a single accent color.
EACH BOOK                        4.75
051670 Multiplication: Numbers 1-10
051669 Multiplication & Division w/ Decimals
051671 Reducing & Calculating Fractions
051672 Speed, Ratio and Proportion
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Horse Lover’s Math (Grades 4-5)
  Intended as a supplement, these workbooks are full of 
real-world story problems for the horse lover. No instruc-

tion is provided; this is for practice 
only. Sections are arranged by horse 
information, not math. For example 
in Level 1, A Day in the Life is about 
telling time and doing time problems, 

like how long it takes to complete 
a task, while A Trip to the Tack 
Store is about money. The Things 
to Make and Do section includes a 
math maze, a race code to crack, 
horse history, and instruction to 
make your own hay net, fly fringe, 
and horse cookies. Answers 
included. Approx. 175 pgs.

066108 Level 1                                   29.99
023221 Level 2                                   29.99

Straight Forward Math 
(Grades 2-AD)

  Target the math skills you need to 
improve. Each book starts with a quick 
skill assessment. Then, tasks practice 
specific skills with a solid amount of 
practice; periodic diagnostic tests 
monitor progress. Reviews and final 
exams verify improvement. Typically, 
books for higher-level skills will include 
a bit of “reminder” information and 
some sample problems. Each includes 
an answers-only key. Reproducible for 
single family use. Beginning (practices elementa-
ry math concepts; Advanced (takes each skill to 
the next level and introduces higher level math), 
and High School. Approximately 35 pgs, pb.
EACH BEGINNING BOOK (2-5)         6.50
050167 Addition
050368 Subtraction
050239 Multiplication
050223 Division
050225 Fractions
050370 Word Problems 1
050385 Word Problems 2
EACH ADVANCED BOOK (4-8)         6.50
050175 Advanced Addition
050219 Advanced Subtraction
050210 Advanced Multiplication
050180 Advanced Division
050208 Advanced Fractions
050176 Advanced Decimals
050305 Percents
050327 Pre-Algebra 1
050339 Pre-Algebra 2
050342 Pre-Geometry 1
050343 Pre-Geometry 2
EACH HIGH SCHOOL (8-AD) (exc)     9.94
042420 Pre-Algebra Companion    8.39
042414 Algebra Book 1
042415 Algebra Book 2
042416 Algebra Book 3
042419 Geometry
042422 Trigonometry
042421 Pre-Calculus     11.48

Math Essentials: Finding & Filling the 
Gaps (Grades 8-12)

  If your student is not quite ready for 
algebra or is struggling through a current 
algebra course, this might be just what he 
or she needs to get back on track. This flex-
ible math course allows students to study 
just the topics needed to grasp the essen-

tial math skills required to understand 
higher level math. Assuming students 
have already mastered basic arith-
metic, this curriculum addresses division, place 
value, word problems, fractions, decimals and 
percent, measurement, and introductory algebra and geometry. 
  The Textbook includes 13 units with simplified instruction, clear 
explanation, and colorful pictorial examples. Exercises follow each 
section of instruction. Students begin the program by taking the 
comprehensive diagnostic test. The instructor then checks the 
answers (only found in the Instructor Manual) to determine exactly 
what unit/units the student needs to study.  This program helps fill 

in the gaps for any student requiring review and practice with essen-
tial math basics. By taking time to identify weak spots and strengthen 
these areas, students develop a better understanding of math and are 
more prepared to study high school math courses.

Illustrated Math Dictionaries
(Grades 3-AD)
  Illustrated Dictionary is packed with over 

500 math terms, 300 colorful dia-
grams, and 100 worked exam-
ples. Alike topics are grouped 
together into 4 main sections 
and extensively cross-refer-
enced at the bottom of each 
spread. 128 pgs. Elementary 
is for grades 3-6 and provides 
not only definitions but also 
illustrated examples. Similar 
concepts are grouped togeth-

er; alternatively, look up a specific word or 
phrase via the index. 135 pgs.
021713 Elementary Dictionary         12.34
028443 Illustrated Dictionary            12.34

Everything You Need Ace Math in 
One Big Fat Notebook (Grades 6-8)

  Written as though it’s a notebook 
borrowed from the smartest kid in 
class, kids are encouraged to read 
it and complete brief end-of-chap-
ter review, making this notebook 
their own. Vocabulary words, defi-
nitions and key terms are highlight-
ed. You’ll find diagrams, timelines, 
mnemonic devices and even doo-
dles. Reproducible for classroom 
use only. 500 pgs.

065405                                    10.95

052762 Textbook                               83.25
052761 Instructor Manual                 23.25
052758 Exercise Answers                 27.75
052746 Complete Set                       101.50
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Adhesive Desk Prompts (Grades PK+)
  Decorate your desktop with these colorful math refer-

ence stickers! Each self-stick desk 
prompt measures 3.5” x 4” and 
allows for easy peeling and repo-
sitioning.

Math Charts
(Grades PK-AD)
  Convenient, useful learning 

tools that decorate as they edu-
cate! Each chart measures 17” by 
22”. Related lessons and activities 
may also be provided on the back.
EACH CHART (exc noted)              2.95
039715 Equivalent Fractions
052030 Fractions, Decimals, and 
 Percents                          3.50
033040 Identifying US Money
033061 Just Teach Hundreds
031258 Metric Conversion
039991 Plane Geometric Shapes
040001 Solid Geometric Shapes
033079 Units of Time
033105 US Money Equivalency

Math Painless Learning Placemats
(Grades PK-6)

  These quality learning tools are 
custom laminated, brightly colored, 
and very detailed. The placemats are 
interactive, with a durable non-glare 
laminate on the front and many with 
write-on/wipe-off laminate learning 
exercises on the back. The exercises 

will educate and entertain. 12” x 17.5”.
EACH PLACEMAT                                  3.50
031076 Addition Tables
031079 Division Tables
027626 Fractions
031084 Learning About Money
031085 Metric System
031086 Multiplication Tables
031093 Roman Numerals
031099 Subtraction Tables
031100 Time to Tell Time
031101 U.S. Weights and Measures

EACH DESK PROMPT             0.50
052281 Colors, Shapes, Money
052282 Equivalent Values 
052283 Hundred Chart 
052286 Multiplication Chart

Visual Guide to Math 
(Grades PK-3)

  How much math phobia could be 
avoided if children saw math as a friend? This 
book does that. Introducing basic concepts 
as part of a child’s everyday world; explaining 
the “why” and grounding them in a child’s 
experience. Colorful, with lots of illustrations 
and photos, the book is easy to follow. It is 
also easy on parents as well, with explana-
tions, headings, tabs (telling which math skills 
are covered on the page), and highlighted key facts. 127 pgs, hc.
026171                                               12.25

Geometry Genius: Lift and 
Learn Board Book (Grades K-4)

  From beginning shapes to vertices, this 
lift-the-flap book will provide hours of 
math enjoyment. Pages are filled with 
just-the-right number of vibrant colors 
(of mostly natural images), large-font 
type, and easy-to-lift flaps that hold 
up to lots of use. Learn about 2-D, 
3-D, twisting, curving, and symmetrical 
shapes. This DK book ends with a quiz 
(answers are upside down). Includes 19 
rounded, sturdy pages, hc. 

026047                                       10.95

Cooking with Math! (Grades 1-2)
  Practical and in good taste! Young readers are intro-

duced to kid-friendly recipes, presented in ¼”, 
easy-to-read font, with full-page photos. Each 
book provides 4 recipes kids can cook (with 
adult help). In the text, they’ll learn important 
food facts and vocabulary. Includes a glossary, 

answer key, list of books and websites for 
further research, and an index. Each book 
lists the appropriate grade and DRA level. 
Books are 24 pgs, pb.  

Math in Nature (Grades 1-3)
  Glorious, vibrant, papercut illustrations fill these 

pages, making you and your child slow down on this 
“nature walk” through all the seasons, environments, and conti-
nents. Each book highlights a season and a math concept. Pages 
are pleasantly jam-packed with animals and math to spy, with 
a few questions providing thought-provoking math discussions. 
Which animal is smallest? Can you find cones? How do 
you know when winter ends? A few pages at book’s end 
teach about the nature items highlighted. 32 pgs. 
EACH INDIVIDUAL BOOK                     6.75
024303 Counting on Fall
024304 Sorting Through Spring
024307 Sizing Up Winter
024309 Shaping Up Summer

EACH BOOK                                5.95
034624 Desserts 034627 Salads
034625 Pasta 034632 Snacks
034626 Pizza 034634 Soup
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Usborne Lift-the-Flap Math
(Grades PK-6)

  Learning and practicing 
primary math facts is the 
focus of this engaging and 
interactive series. Young 
children develop basic math 
skills as they lift dozens of 
flaps to learn about math 
concepts or reveal the 
solutions to numer-
ous math puzzles or 
problems. Several vol-

umes include hands-on activities or games 
designed to sharpen math skills. 16 pgs, hc.
EACH BOOK (exc noted)              14.24
071942 Adding and Subtracting (PK-3)
074975 Multiplying & Dividing (1-3)
071943 First Math (PK-3)             13.29
080353 Math Shapes (1-6) NEW!

Sir Cumference Series
(Grades 2-9)

  Go on math adventures 
with Sir Cumference 
and his family, Lady Di 
of Ameter and their son 
Radius. In each book, a mathematical concept 
is explored and “discovered” in such a way 
it allows students to fully comprehend the 
“how” and “why” as the characters in the 
story use this concept to 

solve their unique and entertaining challenges.
EACH BOOK (exc noted)          5.95
011090 Dragon of Pi
017252 Great Knight of Angleland
026120 First Round Table
067081 Fraction Faire
011175 Sword in the Cone
012963 Isle of Immeter
020661 All the King’s Tens
051986 Viking’s Map
013865 Off-the-Charts Dessert
059918 Roundabout Battle
078744 Gets Decima’s Point NEW!
020660 Classroom Activities          7.50

Charlesbridge Math Adventures Series
(Grades 1-5)
  Introduce students to mathematical concepts 

in a fun way with these entertaining story-
books. Each one has full-color, captivating illus-
trations and a fun story, complete with quirky 
characters and appealing dialogue. Within 
the stories are helpful 
explanations of math 
principles. Sometimes 
the characters have to 
use real math to get 

out of some adventurous fix. Each book 
teaches a different principle. 32 pgs.
EACH BOOK                               5.95
030461 Alice in Pastaland
047238 Cut Down to Size at High Noon
043362 Equal Shmequal
046377 Fractions in Disguise
015571 Multiplying Menace
010382 Multiplying Menace Divides
030462 Once Upon a Dime 
022459 Place for Zero
032054 Pythagoras & the Ratios
030463 Rabbits Rabbits Everywhere
013691 Very Improbable Story
011059 What’s Your Angle, Pythagoras?

Math for the Real World (Grades 3-7)
  How many times have your children asked you, “Why do I have 
to know this, I’m never going to use this math again?” This series 
of readers shows how math is used in the 

real world, and why it is helpful to understand 
math functions and when to apply them. Math 
is everywhere, and sometimes not easily real-
ized. Help your children learn and apply math 
concepts while visiting the world around them.

EACH BOOK (exc noted)              7.25
009751 Anc. Civs. of Greece & Rome
047770 At Sea on a Viking Ship   5.95
009776 Breaking Code w/ Cryptography
009788 Bulding Washington, D.C.
009791 Calendars of Native Americans
009797 California Gold Rush
009909 Counting w/Abacus      5.50
010201 Hubble Space Telescope
010217 Inside the Human Body
010365 Mesopatamia
047771 Music Math
010430 Recipes for a Medieval Feast
010483 Silk Road

Cool Math 
(Grades 7-9)

  A “hip and happening” 
math reference book. With just 
enough graphics, 50 key math 
concepts (needed for the class-
room and for life) are cleverly 
and succinctly explained. From 
the Pythagorean theorem to prime numbers, from tipping your 
waiter to applying the golden rule to photography, this book 
helps you understand key concepts and some math history. 
Provides a ready reference, and a chance for young teens to try 
math in the real world. 110 pgs, hc. 
032796                                               10.95

Roman Numerals I to MM
(Grades K-5)

  Introduce children to Roman numerals 
with this fun counting book. Each numeral 
is introduced, and then children count the 
pigs in the accompanying picture to find 
out the value of the numeral. This contin-
ues for 100, 200, 300, and even 1,000 - if 
you care to count all those pigs. The text 
gives tips on how to read numerals, and 
when to add and subtract them to get 

the right number. Several pages offer a number (in Roman 
numerals) of objects in a picture for additional practice.
011261                                 6.25
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Sorting & Counting Sets 
(Grades PK-3)
  Sorting, matching, color recognition, 

patterning, and counting are all pre-math 
skills you can introduce at an early age. 
These simple sets of 5 cups and 50 plastic 
counters are a fun way to practice these! 
CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not <3yrs.
066476 Bears                         8.50
012420 Dr. Seuss Fish           9.95

Math Shaker Bear (Ages 3+)
  Shake it, solve it, flip it, check it! This set of four 

bears is the perfect hands-on way to practice adding and 
subtracting through the 10 facts. Although 

the bears contain ten quiet balls, parents 
can open the bear and 
adjust the number of 
balls for children work-
ing with smaller num-
bers. 5.5” x 2.5” Includes 
QR Code with activities. 
CHOKING HAZARD (1). 
Not <3yrs.
033320          7.75

Two-Tone Counting Stones and 
10-Frame Tray (Grades PK-2)

  Indoors or out, in water or sand, this 20-pc set of two-
tone counting “stones” will meet the challenge. Made of a 

stone and resin mix, they perfectly fit small hands, 
measuring 1 ¾” in diameter: white on one side, 

yellow cream on the other. They also fit perfect-
ly with the sustainably sourced, beech wood 

10-Frame tray. Practice counting, adding, 
subtracting, sequencing, and more. Safe 
for ages 2 and up. 

Dominoes
(Grades PK-6)
  Double-Six set con-

tains 28 large, solid hard-
wood engraved dominoes 
(black with white dots). Double-Nine set is similar, but with 55 
dominoes. Double-Six set with colored dots also available.
018736 Double-Six set                      2.50
004074 Double-Nine Wooden         3.95
015325 Double-Six (Colored)          2.30

031944 Two-Tone Stones           24.75
015658 10-Frame Tray               24.75

Tiny Polka Dot: Number-Loving 
Learning Fun! (Grades PK-3)

  This deck comes in 6 “suits” of different colors repre-
senting numbers 0-10. Each suit represents these numbers 
differently: characters, 10-frames, domino rows, 
different-sized polka dots, etc. Each of the 16 
simple math games uses these 
suits together or separately: 
for example, PowerDot is 
equivalent to War. Hungry 
Numbers involves matching 
a «polka dot suit» card to 
the appropriate «character suit» 
(0-5), and Dot Tens is the same 
concept but uses different suits of 
dots 0-10. Each game reinforces a different 
numerical concept; some demonstrate cor-
respondence and comparative operations, 
while the other two reinforce counting and 
matching. For 1-6 players.
074316                                               12.95

Melissa & Doug 
Wooden Abacus
(Grades PK-3)

  Learn how to count, add, sub-
tract, and multiply the old-fash-

ioned way. These abaci come in a sturdy, 
self-standing frame. 100 colored beads 
are strung in ten rows, each row with ten 
beads of the same color. The colored beads 
are a real plus for visual learners. Abacus 
measures 12” x 12”.
018439 Abacus                      12.95

Teddy Bear Counting & Counters 
(Grades PK-2)
  This colorful book gets kids count-

ing (and more!) with teddy bear 
counters. Just read the book to your 
child or have them do the activities 
along with the text. The teddies slowly 
join the group, break into sets, form dif-
ferent shapes, and then subtract until the 
teddies have all gone home. The rhyming 
text is engaging and fun. 48 and 100-pc 
sets include 1” plastic teddy bears in four 
colors; the 96pc set includes bears in three 
sizes and weights, and six colors. 
CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not <3yrs.
047239 Teddy Bear Counting Book  5.95
018734 Counters (48pc)                   4.75
018735 Counters (100pc)                 8.95
003057 Counters (96pc/6 colors)    19.75
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70+ Things to Do With a Hundred Chart
(Grades PK-7)

  Ever looked at your awesome hundred chart and 
wondered if it had a purpose other than learning 
numbers and counting? Let this playful math book 
lead you through activities from the preschool 
to middle school years! Yes, counting is included 
for your young learners, but there is so much 
more. Observation skills, rounding and estimating, 
time, money, shapes, patterns, addition/subtrac-
tion, multiplication/division, 
fractions, decimals, percents, 
and problem solving are also 
included. Activities vary from 

parent guided to application to 
games. It’s a great resource to 
liven up daily math lessons! 
Hundred  number charts may 
be purchased, found online, 
or made at home. Pb. 

Four Score Card Game 
(Grades 1-AD)

  Fast-paced family game (3-20 
players) that teaches number recog-
nition skills. There are four cards for 
each number from 1-20. These cards 
show the number depicted four dif-
ferent ways: as a digit, a word, as base 
ten blocks, and with cross hatches. 
The goal of each round is to be the 
first to collect all four versions of a 
number (a set). The game is easy to 
learn, and fun for all.
033476                           7.85

Unifix Cubes (Grades K-8)
  Unifix cubes have long been recognized as a manipulative 
of choice for teaching beginning math concepts. Similar to 
Multilinks, Unifix Cubes snap together only on top and 

bottom, so they are easier for small children to link together 
and take apart. Use them for counting, adding, subtracting and 
other math functions. 16-page booklet included in set of 100.
CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not <3yrs.
034940 Set of 20 (Pink,Purple)                 2.75
000742 100 (10 ea/10 colors)                 10.95
004087 Set of 100 (No box)                     9.95
UNIFIX Set of 120 (10 ea/12 colors)       11.95

Numbers Go Fish Card Game
(Grades PK-2)
  What a better way to teach numbers to a young 

child than through a well-loved game like Go Fish? 
The 56 colorful cards are large and easy-to-hold (3.1” 
x 5.25”), made of sturdy cardstock, and designed to 
stand up through all your young learners.
030375                                     3.50

Student Number Lines
(Grades K-6)
  These student num-

ber lines are flexible, lam-
inated and perfect for use 
with dry-erase crayons or 
markers. The 0-100 number line measures approximately 20” x 
4”; the double-sided number line shows 0-10 on one side, 0-30 on 
the other and measures 13” x 4”. On the -50 to +50 line, negative 
numbers are red and positive number are blue; it features adhe-

sive backing and measures 1.5” x 
22.5”. -20 to 20 is black and white 
with peel & stick backing that 
measures 1” x 20”.
044806 0-100                                0.95
044807 Double-Sided                 0.85
049511 50 to 50                            0.65
060751 Desk Tape -20 to 20       0.65

Abacus
(Grades PK-5)
  This rekenrek abacus, 

which can mean either cal-
culating frame or arithmetic 
rack, is a plastic ten tiered 
frame with 10 beads per rod. 
Choose between 5 red and 5 
white beads or 10 same-color 
beads (5 different colors total) 
per rod. The sturdy triangular frame can be 
used in either its standing or prone position. 21 x 20 x 9 cm.
036942 Red/white beads                 10.95
045878 Multi-color beads                9.95

Mathlink Cubes K Math 
Activity Set: Mathmobiles

(Grades K-5)
  A whole new world of things to do with linking 
cubes! This vehicle-themed set includes 100 cubes 
PLUS 15 double-sided activity cards. Counting, 
sorting activities plus options for building vehicle 
models. CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not <3yrs.
032449               15.95
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075372 Book                          13.95
018739 Hundreds Chart, laminated            0.75
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Ten Frames (Grades PK-AD)
  Adding or subtracting? It’s challenging. Ten 

frames provide tangible, visual depictions of numbers 
in relation to 5 and 10. Varied counter options allow 

practice with subitizing (number recognition), compari-
sons, sequencing, addition, subtrac-
tion, place value, and more. Choices 
vary from single, dry-erase frame 
cards (with no counters), to magnet-
ic Rainbow sets, to Deluxe interlocking 
sets, and more. Versatile options help 
bridge the gap to working with larger 
numbers and hone mental math skills. 
CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not <3yrs.

Cuisenaire Rods (Grades PK-8)
  Before a child can grasp the abstract ideas needed for computa-
tional skills, the concrete foundation must be laid. These colorful 
rods, based on a 1 cm. unit, accurately portray the volume of a 

number. They encourage tactile manipulation of numbers and mod-
el-building, patterning and spatial discovery. Rods are can be used to 
model almost any mathematical concept. They contain no markings; 
students become aware of the relative sizes of the different colors. 
Some sets of rods come with basic activity booklets, but activity 
books written specifically for the rods or use in a math curriculum 
are needed to get the full value. CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not <3yrs.

Intro Sets (74 Rods):
023606 Foam                          7.75
002153 Plastic                          11.95
014675 Wooden                      13.95
024117 Connecting Rods       10.95
Small Group Sets (155 Rods):
006380 Plastic                          19.25
008265 Wooden                      22.95
024116 Connecting Rods       19.25

It’s GO Time Card Game 
(Grades 1-AD)

  This card game packs a punch in terms of the 
skills it teaches and reinforces: number recog-
nition, odd/even numbers, direction following, 
just to name a few. The deck includes 105 playing 
cards (90 number cards and 15 GO! Cards). Each 
of the number cards show the number in both 
numerical form and in word form, plus a fact 
about the number (ex. 12 is an even number) and 
a task to complete. The game is played a bit like 
UNO® so it’s easy to pick up.
033483                    7.85

Three in the Tree Game
(Grades K-3)
  Practice counting and thinking skills, while 

you’re learning about birds of North America. Roll 
the die and choose a bird card with that number. 
Collect the most cards and win the game. Combine 
math and science as you count your birds. Bird facts 
and jokes will keep the fun rolling. Made in the USA.
038143                                               10.95

Numbers 0-100 Flash Cards
(Grades PK-3)
  These flashcards are great for building 

number recognition. One side of the card shows 
a number (like 26) and then the other side shows 
the number word (like twenty-six). Covering 
numbers 0-100, this set is colorful and durable.
043981                                               6.75

Cuisenaire Rods Activity Books
(Grades PK-8)
061843 Addition & Subtraction 
 (PK-2)                      23.95

This 208-page resource contains com-
plete lesson plans for hands-on demon-
stration and exploration of topics such 
as inequalities, addition with 1-digit 
numbers, missing addends, and subtrac-
tion with 1-digit numbers using the rods.

061845 Everything’s Coming Up 
 Fractions (4-6)        13.95

Strengthen your students’ understand-
ing of fractions, equivalent fractions, 
addition and subtraction of fractions, 
ratios, and the concept of finding “fami-
lies” for unlike fractions using concrete 
models. 64 pages.

061847 Spatial Problem Solving 
 (4-8)                         16.95

Introduce problem solving through 
thought-provoking puzzle problems 
that are tied to three-dimension-
al designs! Three types of activities: 
space-filling with rods, rotation and 
reflection problems, and building 3-D 
structures from 2-D designs.

Math Dice 
(Grades PK+)

  Quietly add fun to your math lessons with these 1 1/2” foam 
dice. Each group of 2 dice have different purposes: numbers 0-10; 
basic operations (>, <, =) and (+, -, ÷, ×); and ten frames (shown col-
ored or with outlines only). Use for math practice or create games 
of your own.  CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not <3yrs.
077525 Set of 8                                  10.75

071808 Ten & Five Frame 
 (dry erase)                         0.65
080169 Rainbow (10 frames,
 100 counters)                     10.50
077521 Deluxe Connecting 10 Frame 
 Trays w/Counters              5.75
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Learning Puzzles: Addition &  
Subtraction (Grades PK-1)

  Puzzles are kinesthetic learning 
at its best. This puzzle collection 
has ten, double-sided puzzles each 
with five pieces; addition problems 
on one side and subtraction on the 
other. The center piece is always 
a number with corresponding fact 
problems on each of the four corner 
pieces. Mix up the pieces to two or 
more puzzles and put them back 
together matching the problems 
to the correct answer. A two-page 

teaching guide is included. The box is a handy carrying case.
030100                                               11.25

Math Games 
(Grades K-2)

  Math practice can be fun with this 
workbook full of engaging math games. 
Students practice addition and subtraction 
skills with activities such as crossword puz-
zles, mazes, magic number square puzzles, 
coded adding and subtracting puzzles, and 
more. Puzzles progress from easy to more 
challenging. 
020709                               8.25

Fahrenheit Weather Card Game 
(Grades 2-AD)
  Not many card games 

practice negative num-
bers, but this one uses the 
concept of temperatures to 
practice the up and down 
of numbers between 32 and 
-32. The deck includes integer 
cards and 5 different types of 
wild cards. Game play is easy: 
play cards that follow the 
direction of the previously 
played card. If it is a positive 
number, the next player plays 
a positive number card that is greater; if the card played 

is negative, the next player must then play a descend-
ing negative number. If you can’t play the appropriate 
positive or negative number, you might be able to play 
a wild card. This game can go up and down like the red 
on a thermometer.
066918                                           11.99

Mini Number 
Balance / Math Balance
(Grades PK-6)

  These balances provide hands-on instruction in 
addition and subtraction and limited multiplica-
tion/division. For addition, if you hang a weight in 
the 10-position on one side, you create balance 
by hanging a weight in both the 6 and 4 positions 
on the other side. Subtraction follows, as students 
try to determine where the missing weight should 
go (10 - 4 = ?). Multiplication can be demon-
strated using multiple weights on one peg 
and answer on one peg on opposite side. 
Different versions vary in size but operate 
the same.
047865 Mini                                     4.75
018355 Math Balance                    12.95
058410 Student Math Balance     5.95

Monkey Math Game Balance 
(Grades PK-2)
  Help the monkey balance himself 

out by adding bunches of banan-
as together in each of his out-
stretched hands. If your addition 
is correct, the monkey’s arms will 
be level and his eyes will look 

straight ahead, but if you need to 
try again, his arms will be up and down 
and his eyes will be crossed. Bananas go 
from singles to bunches of 10 and are 
numbered for easy recognition. There 
are 15 banana number tokens in all. The 
monkey stands 7.25” tall.
040522                                 13.95

Shut the Box (Grades 3-AD)
  Variations of this game are played worldwide. The wooden 

board with felt-covered surface contains 
4 sides of number tiles. To start, all 1 
through 10 tiles are flipped up. The goal 
is to flip all the number tiles down. To do 
this, a player rolls two dice, then totals the 
die to flip down a single matching number 
tile or divide the die and flip down 
two separate number tiles. 

Keep playing until no more 
tiles can be flipped. 

Add the total 
of the remain-

ing tiles; that is 
your score. The lowest 

score wins. 1-4 players.
048213                         27.45
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Place Value Disks 
(Grades K-5)

  Foam disks that are easy on the 
fingers – and ears! Magnetic Disks are 2” 
in diameter with twenty each of blue 1s, 
pink 10s, green 100s, and purple 1000s 
and perfect for use on a whiteboard. The 
other sets are smaller (1.5” diameter) but 
have the same colors for 1-1000. The 10 values set 
has additional disks from 0.001 all the way to 1,000,000. 
CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not <3 yrs.
023612 Magnetic, 4 Values (80)      16.95
023654 4 Values (200)            10.95
023618 10 Values (875)          23.95

Dino Math  
Tracks Game
(Grades K-4)

  Here come the herds! By find-
ing the ones, tens, hundreds, and 
thousands, adding and arrang-
ing the numbered dice, you can 
move your herd of colorful dinos 
toward the rainbow finish line. 
With 3 math games for young-
er kids, Dino Math Tracks is 

designed to reinforce count-
ing, place value, addition 
and subtraction skills, and word prob-
lems in a fun way. For 2-4 players. 
CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not <3 yrs.
020312                                               19.25

Base Ten Accessories
(Grades K-4)
  The sturdy blue foam Place Value Frame (11” x 

7”) comes with 21 number tiles (digits 0-9). Using 
standard base ten units, rods and flats with the 
number tiles helps your child picture the numbers 
more clearly as they place the blocks into the three 
sections of the frame and attach a number tile to 
them. As another option, these Place Value Mats 
(11” x 17”) are paper worksheets that help students 
work in base ten (with or without blocks). Each pad 
consists of 25 sheets lined vertically in columns for 
1000’s, 100’s, 10’s and ones. Each column is headed 
with a pictorial representation of the appropriate 
base ten block.
036564 Frame (A)                              7.25
015311 Mats (pad of 25 sheets)-(B) 4.95

Base Ten Block Sets, 
Flats, Rods, and Cubes (Grades K-4)

  Everyone should have access to a Base 10 set when studying place 
value. The cubes, rods and flats are indispensable for teaching concepts 
like “borrowing” and “carrying”. Set contains 1 thousands cube, 10 
“flats” (hundreds), 10 “rods” (tens), and 100 “cubes” (ones). Made of 
sturdy plastic with unit markings. CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not <3yrs.
010882 Place Value Set (multi-colored)         14.95
015321 Unit Cubes Set of 100           2.45
015319 Flats, set of 10                 7.95
015320 Rods set of 50                 6.95
015318 Decimeter Cube            3.95
016136 Rods set/20          4.25

Student Place Value Flip Charts, 
Millions (Grades K-4)

  Pleasantly colored, the green chart contains cards 
with numbers 1-9 in each place up to one million. Each 
placement is a different color of the rainbow, in order. 
Number cards are 1.5” x 2.5” and can be easily flipped 
over the spiral bound top. Place names are labeled on 
both sides. Chart is 14” x 5.25”.

040968. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8.50

Interlocking Base 10 Blocks/
Cubes (Grades K-6)
  This linking set is similar to regular set above, 

but blocks are constructed to link together top to bot-
tom (like LEGOs). This allows students to actually build 
models of numbers, giving them a real “feel” for base 
ten concepts. Not just for place value, interlocking 

blocks also can be used to model addi-
tion, subtraction, multiplication, division, 
fractions, decimals, and percents.
CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not <3yrs.
035105 Blocks (Multi-Color,121pc)            12.95
015316 Starter Set - Blue                              21.50
049898 Centimeter Cubes (bag/100)        4.50
015317 Blocks-Blue 100 Unit Cube             2.75
015314 Blocks - Blue 10 Flats                      7.75
039815 Blocks - Blue 10 Rods                     1.95
039811 Blue Decimeter Cube                     3.25

B.

A.
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Math-It (Grades 1-7)
  Math-It consists of several different learning 

drill games accompanied by audio 
CD instructions, guide book and a very helpful 
guide (in PDF format). The games use pre-
punched sets of color-coded cards and boards 

to place them on. By practicing the 
techniques until they are mastered, 

children learn their facts cold. The 
additional student pack contains 
all the cards, storage envelopes, 
instructions and the playing surfac-

es. Pre Math-It starts teaching num-
ber facts to the earliest learners using 

double-nine dominoes. Children learn to quickly recognize num-
bers of dots, count backwards, and practice addition facts. Includes 
a teacher guide book and game board. Advanced Math-It covers 
division, fractions, decimals, percents, some algebra and geometry.
018863 Pre Math-It                                            53.25
001063 Math-It w/PDF Guide                           71.95
019973 Math-It Gd Bk (print)                            14.50
050542 Math-It Gd Bk CD-ROM                       5.95
004477 Additional Student Pack                     31.95
002269 Advanced Math-It                               38.50

Audio Memory Song Kits
(Grades K-7)
  Learn your arithmetic 

facts painlessly, through song! 
After the vocalist sings you 
through the facts in echo style, 
songs are sung without answers, 
and it’s your turn to solve the 
problem! Each day practice a dif-
ferent “song.” In just 9-12 days, 
you’ll have these facts memorized 
with very little effort. Play again 
and again for review and drill. Kits each include a 
CD and reproducible workbook.
EACH SONG KIT                                    12.95
004848 Addition 004854 Multiplication
004856 Subtraction 004850 Division

Snap It Up! Addition 
& Subtraction Game

(Grades 1-8)
  You had better be quick if you want to be the winning player 
in this game that quickens math skills. Ninety cards are provid-
ed with a number on each card. Each player holds three cards 
(with the rest of their cards in a facedown draw pile) and then 
all the players simultaneously try to make equations, by add-
ing or subtracting, that makes the cards in their hand equal a 
card that is placed in the center. Players can never have more 
than three cards in their hand, but they can draw and discard 
as quickly as possible to try to find a match. If you are skillful 
and lucky enough to be first, yell 
“Snap!” and snatch the card and its 

pairs from your hand. The first player to make three 
matches wins. 2 or more players.
015872                                               8.25

Meet the Math Facts
(Grades PK-3)

  This multisensory pro-
gram helps children build 
a firm foundation in addi-
tion and subtraction. It 
employs DVD lessons, 
coloring books, flash-
cards, and workbooks 
to cover the math facts 0-20. 
DVDs offer mini lessons, approximately 15 
minutes each, virtual flash cards that go 

over the fact families, and a song to 
help children remember basic facts. 
The 100-page Workbooks provide 
full color opportunities for children 
to fill in numbers, color, complete 
equations, visualize story problems, 
and more. Coloring Books provide 
two-page scenes with a related math 
problem. Flashcards use the number 
characters in the stories to form ver-
tical problems with answers on one 
side of each card, and regular black 

numbers without the answer on the reverse.
EACH WORKBOOK                                10.95
EACH COLORING BOOK                      4.75
EACH FLASHCARD SET                          10.95
  Wkbk Coloring Book Flashcards
+/- L1 065997 065985 065990
+/- L2 065998 065986 065991
+/- L3 065999 065987 065992
065981 Add/Subtract 3 DVD Box Set      31.95
071353 Add & Subtract Learning Kit        63.95

Meet the Math Facts 
Multiplication/Division (Gr. 2-6):
068407 Multiplication & Division 
 3 DVD Box Set                          31.95
068411 Multiplication Clrg Bk L1         4.75
068412 Multiplication Clrg Bk L2         4.75
068413 Multiplication Clrg Bk L3         4.75
068414 Multiplication Flashcards       16.50
068415 Multiplication Workbook     16.50
071354 Multiply/Divide Lrng Kit        63.95

Sum Swamp Addition & Subtraction 
Game (Grades PK-6)

  Be the first to navigate your little crit-
ter safely through the swamp by adding 
or subtracting the numbers on the dice. 
This game includes game board, four 
little critter game pieces, two number 
dice, and one operation die. A fun way 
to build addition and subtraction skills! 
CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not <3yrs.

015882            15.50
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Math Facts That Stick (Grades 1-7) 
  Do you want to target a small group of facts; visu-

alize numbers and use strategies; 
and practice strategies to increase 
speed? Each week has its own 
strategy and a similar lesson plan: 
cover the strategy, introduce the 
new teaching and game, continue 
to play the game, then complete 
the practice pages. Everything you 
need except a few easily accessible 
items are provided in the book: les-
son plans, game boards, practice 

pages (reproducible for families), and 
answer key.
068056 Addition (1-4)               11.35
068057 Subtraction (1-4)          11.35
073755 Multiplication (3-7)      11.99
073752 Division (3-7)                11.99

Learning Wrap-Ups
(Grades PK-4)
  A wonderful alternative 

to written drills for the kines-
thetic child, but exciting for all 
children. Use these anywhere - 
no pencil or paper required! As a 
plus, the left-to-right wrapping motion 
may reinforce tracking skills vital to read-
ing! Each set contains 10 boards, color-
ful wrapping strings, and instructions. 10 
Days to … Mastery Teaching Guides are 
great complements. These reproducible books 
offer 32 pages of written practice and addi-
tional instruction for the fact families. 
EACH WRAP UP                             7.15
005013 Addition
005122 Subtraction
005123 Multiplication
005012 Division
005124 Fractions
013150 Set of 5 Wrap-Ups                            32.95
EACH MASTERY GUIDE                                     5.25
012280 10 Days to Addition
012298 10 Days to Subtraction
012284 10 Days to Division

Channie’s® Math Workbooks (Grades PK-5)
  With these workbooks, numbers are formatted in a grid that keeps 
them aligned correctly as you work the math. Each row is 3 squares 

high with the middle square in a pale green. A narrow 
space divides side-by-side numbers along with the 
mathematical function (+/-). This grid forces kids to 
pay careful attention to their number place-
ment as they work. One Page a Day books 

have 25 problems per double-sided page. 
Hundreds, tens and ones columns are clear-
ly labeled at the top of each page for refer-
ence. Each pad has a vertical format (binding at the 
top is a good thing for left-handers!), 80 pgs.
EACH WORKBK (exc noted)           11.95
048876 Single Digit (PK-1)
022708 Neat Numbers (K) NEW!  12.95
048763 Double Digit (1-3)

048888 Triple Digit (2-3)
048258 Triple Digit (250 pg)        24.95
068909 Single Digit Multiplication (3-5)
042089 2-Digit Multiplication
042095 2-Digit Mult (250pg)       24.95
042097 Beginning Division (3-5)
042100 Fractions (3-5)

Math Dice / Math Dice Jr. 
(Grades 1-AD)
  This simple dice game is a fun way 

to improve mental math skills. The game 
includes three stan-
dard 6-sided dice, 
two 12-sided dice, 
travel bag, and 
instruction book-
let. First, roll the 
two 12-sided 
dice and multiply 
the two numbers to 
get a “Target Number.” 
Then you roll the three 
6-sided dice and try to com-
bine those numbers in any way (addition, sub-
traction, multiplication, division, powers, roots) to match 
or get as close as possible to the “Target Number.” Play 
solo or with as many people as desired.
048324 Math Dice Jr. Game            8.50
034429 Math Dice                             6.99
015620 Math Dice Chase                 7.99

Wipe-Clean Workbooks 
(Grades K-3)
  Never run out of practice pages 

again! These sturdy, reusable workbooks 
utilize write-and-wipe pages to provide end-
less opportunities for math practice. The 
pages easily lay flat, and kids will love using 
the included wipe-clean pen. Each page is 
colorfully illustrated. 
003580 Everyday Math (K-2)           6.75
071645 Times Tables (1-3)                6.75

Tri-FACTa Games
(Grades 1-AD)
  Triangles galore! Each 

triangle-shaped card has 
a different number. The 
game board consists of a 
larger triangle, with several oper-
ational signs and space to 
place three cards. The 
goal is for players to fill 
in the missing spaces by 
completing fact families. 
Includes game board, 100 
cards, and 4 card trays, all in a 
box shaped like a triangle. 2-4 players.
032362 Addition & Subtraction        18.95
032396 Multiplication & Division      18.95
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Usborne Math Sticker 
Activity Books 
(Grades 1-5)

  Colorful pages and fun activities are the 
hallmark of this series from Usborne. 
Children write in the books to practice the 
basic math skills covered.
EACH BOOK                               9.49
067514 Adding and Subtracting 
075008 Multiplying and Dividing 

Muggins Math Game
(Grades 4-AD)
  Fast-paced and 

brain-stretching, Muggins 
uses all basic arithmetic 
operations and requires 
the use of strategic think-
ing and mental math skills. 
Players try to occupy as 
many number spaces as possible while blocking their 
opponents’ attempts to do the same. After rolling 3 dice, players 
try to claim an unoccupied numbered space by forming an equa-
tion with an answer equal to the number shown on an unclaimed 
space. 1-4 players. CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not <3yrs.
035039 Original 3/4” Board              44.50
074720 Revised 1/4” Thin                 34.95

Math War Games 
(Grades K-6)
  The flashcard-sized cards fea-

ture various math 
facts, and kids will have to answer the 
problems to find out who wins the match. 
The Addition and Subtraction set cards 
have pictures of kids forming the plus or 
minus signs, and the Multiplication deck is 
even more colorful, with different sea life 
illustrations on the cards. Both decks also 
include wild cards for another twist on the 
classic game of War.
EACH GAME                        2.50
014796 Addition & Subtraction
014797 Multiplication

Bumper Car Math 
Games (Grades 1-6)
  Each bumper car holds a fact 

family, and the colorful board is set 
up like a bumper car arena. Cars are 
grouped by the number of the sum/
product, and each group shares a 
common color. Fact families up to 
18 for addition/subtraction and 81 
for multiplication/division are included. To practice addition 
facts, players spin the spinner twice, reading the addends from 
the inner section, and then place a token of their color on the 

bumper car featuring those two parts 
and their sum in the center. The sub-
traction game follows the same rules 
except for you only spin the spinner 
once, this time using the outer two por-
tions. Special bumper car rules liven up 

the game. For 2-4 players. 
CHOKING HAZARD (1). 

Not <3yrs.
EACH GAME              18.95
042359 Add/Subtract
058996 Multiplication/

 Division

Mobi Math Games
(Grades 1-AD)
  Mobi is a simple, quick and 

addictive number game that can 
go anywhere and be played 
in as little as five minutes! 
Tiles are dealt to players 
who create crossword-style 
grids of math problems until 
they are the first to run out of 
tiles. Mobi Math has 162 tiles in 
a whale-shaped zipper pouch with 
operations including addition, subtraction, multiplication, 
and division. Mobi Kids is similar with 86 colorful tiles for 
addition and subtraction. Up to 6 players.
CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not <3yrs.
046974 Mobi Math Game                19.99
069413 Mobi Kids Game                  16.99

Numbers League 
(Grades 2-8)

  You are the leader of a team 
of superheroes in a quest to rid 
the streets of villainy. To do so, 
you must use the sum of your 
team’s powers (using addi-
tion, subtraction, and multi-
plication) to save the day. This 
comic book inspired math 
game is loads of fun and is 
bound to get your little heroes 
excited about math! The deck 
of 120 cards comes with 75 
Hero Cards (25 heads, 25 bod-

ies, 25 legs), 21 Device Cards, and 24 two-sided 
Villain Cards. Expansion packs available.
013269 Numbers League                 12.95
044916 Infinity Expansion                 7.95
052513 Critters Expansion                4.50
052514 Dinosaurs Expansion            4.50
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School Zone Math Flash 
Cards (Grades K-6)
  There’s no substitute for drill! Each 

of these sets contains over 50 two-sided 
problem cards and one or two parent 
cards. Practice math facts 0-12. Cards 
are colorful, easy to read and measure 
approximately 3” x 5.25” with rounded 
corners.
EACH SET                              2.50
009493 Addition 009509 Mult.
009512 Subtraction 009496 Division

EACH SET                                   9.95
026350 Addition 026352 Multi.
026362 Subtraction 026351 Division

Math in a Flash Cards 
(Grades K-6) 

  These unique flash-
card sets contain all 
facts for that oper-
ation, from zero to 
twelve. Each number 
family of facts is bor-
dered in a different 
color, making it easy 
to separate a certain family 
of facts for study. Each 2.5” 
x 4” card features a ring 

hole and is double-sided, with the answer on the back. 
Sets include 169 flashcards and two 2.25” rings.

CalcuPaks / Calculadders
(Grades 1-6)
  Called “Learning Vitamins,” 

the advantages over other drill 
sheets are the sheer variety in the 
sheets and the incremental level 
of difficulty. Students complete the 
same page each day until they reach 
the target speed. The product comes 
in two forms - CalcuPaks on CD or 
the Super-Slate. CalcuPak 1 includes 
Calculadders 1-3, plus ReadyWriter. 
CalcuPak 2 contains CalcuLadders 
4-6 and AlphaBetter. Super Slate includes 16 drill 
masters for each level plus answer keys. Insert a master 

sheet, cover it with a plastic overlay and complete 
the drill using a regular #2 pencil. MasterPaks 1 and 2 
are the master sheet equivalents of CalcuPak 1 and 2.

CalcuPak Home Ed. 4.0:
053045 CalcuPak 1                     31.50
053046 CalcuPak 2                     31.50
Drill Masters With SuperSlate:
033666 CalcuLadder 1               21.95
033668 CalcuLadder 2               21.95
033671 CalcuLadder 3               21.95
033693 CalcuLadder 4               21.95
033812 CalcuLadder 5               21.95
033828 CalcuLadder 6               21.95
MasterPaks with SuperSlate:
033830 MasterPak 1                    40.95
033877 MasterPak 2                    40.95

Holey Cards (Grades 1-6)
  These math tools help 
your child learn addition, 

subtraction, multiplication, and 
division with numbers 0-9 (plus 
another multiplication that 
includes 12’s). Just fold the 9” x 
11 ½” card in half, slip a piece of 
paper in the middle for writing 
the answers (in the holes), and 
then start the two-minute drill! 
When your child is done, simply open the card and flip it 
over to reveal the answers for easy grading.
EACH CARD                                          1.25
030964 Addition 031721 Multiplication
031722 Subtraction 030965 Division
030966 Multiplication (+12’s)

Kumon Speed &  
Accuracy (Grades 1-5)

  These inexpensive workbooks from 
early learning expert Kumon may be the 
perfect way to solidify math facts! Each 
book covers basic number facts 1-9. The 
first pages provide warm-up review, then 
comes a practice section before begin-
ning the timed sprints. Sprint pages offer 
45 problems per page focusing on speed 
and accuracy. A log tracks your child’s 
improvement. Reduced student pages 
with answers are included. 63 pgs.

EACH WORKBOOK                                5.50
032238 Addition 032254 Multiplication
032267 Subtraction 032251 Division

Math Teach Me Tags 
(Grades K-3)

  Teach Me Tags might be called 
flashcards, but they are unique 
enough to deserve their own name. 
The cards (approximately 3”x 5”) are 
tag shaped with a hole at the top. Each 
double-sided card features a problem 
on one side and the same problem 
answered on the other side. The cards 
have a color-coded border to show a dif-
ficulty progression. They fit on a ring for 
tailored application and are easy use. Each 
set contains 168 cards plus two rings.
080159 Addition                      14.25
080172 Subtraction                 14.25
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Mythmatical Battles Games
(Grades 3-7)
  Take part in an epic clash of the titans to learn multiplica-

tion tables. Each game includes two decks of cards. Cards depict 
mythological gods, monsters, heroes, minions, 
weapons and magic cards, each of which has 
an attack and defense value, or another special 
attribute. Attack values and defense values are 
stated as a multiplication problem such as 7x8. 
The first player then uses his cards to attack his 
opponent’s cards with a higher attack value than 
their opponent’s defense value.  The ability to 
use several weak cards to “gang up” on a 
higher-value one and the special instruc-
tions on “magic” cards make this much 
more than a game of multiplication war. 
047961 Celtic/Greek                13.50
047962 Norse/Egyptian            13.50

Times Tales (Grades 3-6)
  Through simple stories and lovable num-

ber characters, children will practice mul-
tiplication facts for  the 3’s, 4’s, 6’s, 7’s, 8’s, 

and 9’s. Workbook pages provide written practice 
along with or separately from the Times Tales 

DVD. Children will learn the story, 
answer questions, work puzzles, 
review, quiz, and test along with cutting 

out fact cards and assembling 
number story books. Answer keys 
included. The Mini Flip Kit aids in 
fact review.
006408 DVD                             15.95
006428 DVD w/Mini Flip Kit      19.50
069758 Workbook                  15.95

They Keep Multiplying! 
(Grades PK-4)
  These are perfect for chil-

dren just beginning to add, sub-
tract, and multiply. Why? Because 
they provide instant feedback! 
Each keyboard is a 9 x 9 row grid of 
translucent buttons with a problem 
on each button (i.e., 4x6, 3+4, 9-5). 
To see the answer, simply push the 
button. Great for little hands!
052440                          16.75

Times Tables Practice Pad
(Grades 2-5)

  This novel little pad with tear-off pages 
is a colorful and entertaining way for 
students to practice their multiplication 
tables. Packed full of bright pages of num-
ber wheel games, multiplication grids, 
word problems, speed calculations and 
more, it would be fun at home or on the 
go. Includes top tips and tricks for mem-
orizing the facts from 2 to 12; key terms 
for multiplication, such as prime num-
bers, multiples, landmarks, and squares; 
and a multiplication grid for student to 

glean more practice and cement the facts while they check 
their own answers. 154 pgs.
015245                                               5.69

Splat Multiplication Game 
(Grade 3)
  Multiplication practice just became 

FUN! Be the first player to match the prob-
lem to the answer, say (or shout) Splat! Flip 
your card over. Children will practice 1x1 
through 12x12 multiplication facts through 
the 3 color coded decks which provide 3 
levels of math challenge. Deck includes 
150 multiplication cards and 75 calling 
cards. 3-6 players-including one “caller”.
068012                                      9.95

The Times Machine! (Grades 2-5)
  Some students do not learn math facts well by drilling 

with flashcards or timed tests. In this com-
ic-style book written by Danica McKellar, she 
explains important multiplication and division 
concepts in a relatable way. Using stories, 
pictures, and tricks, she teaches multiplication 
and division facts so students will understand 
and retain the information. “Game Time” pro-
vides practice problems kids can do on a sep-
arate sheet of paper. Answers are included in 
the back. 227 pgs. 
027094                13.95

Prime Climb (Grades 4-AD)
  A teaching tool and a genuinely enjoyable math game in 
one beautiful package! The board consists of color-coded 
spaces from 1-101. Players try to reach 101 exactly with 

both pawns by adding, subtracting, multiplying, and dividing. 
Each turn, the active player rolls 2 10-sided dice, then uses each 
rolled number to perform an operation. Clever use of color-cod-
ing provides a handy shortcut for those learning or reinforcing 
multiplication & division. 2-4 players. 45-minute playtime.
074315                            24.95

Multiplication Tables
(Grades 3-6)
  One side of this 12 x 12 table lists 

the multiples (1-144), and the other side is 
a blank table for practice. The table is lami-
nated for use with dry erase markers. Small 
is approx. 7.25” x 6.5”. Large is approx. 10.75” x 11.5”.
041634 Small                                      0.50
033391 Large                                     0.80
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Math Mosaics Series (Grades 1-5)
  Each book contains 30 puzzles to solve, based around a 

grid and a list of approximately 20 math 
problems. In the addition and subtraction 
books, you use the answers you get to 
plot a course around the grid and locate 
an object or answer. In the other books, 
answers to the math problems will pro-
vide instructions on coloring blocks of 
the grid to form the answer to a question 
or a picture. Either way, suspense builds 
as you complete the math problems 
and start to reveal patterns in the grid! 
Solutions included.

EACH BOOK                                          12.95
031137 Addition Adventures (1-4)
031140 Subtraction Secrets (1-4)
024189 Multiplication (2-4)
024186 Division Designs (3-5)

Designs in Math (Grades 1-6)
  A unique alternative to drills and practice sheets, this 

series gets the right and left brain working 
together! Each design is a square area with 
math facts and solutions scattered around 
a grid. Students connect the equation to 

the answer (or correct equiva-
lents) using a ruler. When kids 
finish, they can color designs as an 
added bonus. Reproducible.
EACH BOOK               7.95
000123 Addition
000126 Division
011644 Fractions
000125 Multiplication
000124 Subtraction

Proof! The Fast Paced Game of  
Mental Math Magic!
(Grade 4-AD)

Subtitled “The Fast Paced Game 
of Mental Math Magic,” this game 
will have you scrambling to beat 
out other players as you find equa-
tions! Cards are laid in a 3 x 3 grid; 
each card contains one number on 

it. You can use addition, subtrac-
tion, division, multiplication, and square 
roots to find relationships among the numbers. When you 

see one, shout out the answer and show 
your “proof” to collect the cards. For 
example, the numbers 36, 52, 84, 42, 
6, 10, 3, 13, and 78 are on the table. 
Shout out “13 because 3 + 10 = 13,” 
and collect those three cards. Or shout 
out “30 because 3 x 10 = 36 - 6,” and 
collect those 4 cards. New cards replace 
those taken out and play continues until 
the card deck is depleted and no more 
equations can be made. 2-6 players, 
approximately 15 minute game play.

015757                                            17.99

Math Shark
(Grades PK-AD)
  Brush up on those math 

facts anywhere! This portable 
device allows you to practice 
all four basic operations plus 
fractions, decimals, and percents AND includes 
a calculator. There are 8 difficulty levels for each basic operation. 
Timed function helps increase computational speed. The large LCD 
screen displays problems either horizontally or vertically. The best 
part, though, is that it’s built to go - take it in the car, take it to the 
store, use it in the summer to keep those skills sharp! Timed drills 
with the lights and sounds will make practicing math much more 
fun than typical paper drills. A blinking green light means you’ve 
answered correctly, while a red one means you’re wrong. Two AA 
batteries are required but not included.
002869                                               33.95

Puzzles & Practice (Grades 2-5)
  Math practice with a twist – just to keep it interesting. 

Each of the 10-12 lessons features a 
page of problems, but the fun comes on 
the back side of that page. While there 
are still some more problems, each one 
solved means a piece can be added to 
the puzzle. An interesting animal is pic-
tured when the 12-piece puzzle is com-
pleted. The reproducible books each 
feature a different category of ani-
mals (ex. Fractions book has Mountain 
Animals). Answers plus a post-test are 
in the back.

EACH BOOK                            4.95
029492 Addition (No Regrouping)
029491 Subtraction (No Regrouping)
029484 Multiplication (Facts 1-12)
029494 Advanced Multiplication
029545 Fractions
029496 Decimals

PEMDice Order of 
Operations Game 
(Grades 5-12)

  The order-of-operations acronym is PEMDAS 
– Parentheses, Exponents, Multiplication/
Division, Addition/Subtraction. But how to 
reinforce? Enter PEMDice! Designed as more 
of a “game system” than a single-pur-
pose game, the concept is simple: roll 
a set of 15 opera-
tion & numeric dice 
and create a factu-
al equation. Other 
features include 
color-coded dice 
to show individual 
parts of equations, 
an activity manual, 
and sample score 
sheet. Contains two 
sets of dice.
049276           10.50
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Spectrum Critical Thinking for Math
(Grades 1-8)

  Extend your child’s understanding of math 
with the strategies and activities found in 
this series. Critical thinking skills allow a 
student to look at a problem or situation, 
analyze, and determine what needs to be 
done. Each book is about 125-pages divid-
ed into chapters and includes a mid-test 
and final test. Answer key included.
EACH BOOK:                                   6.45
066402 Grade 1 066406 Grade 5
066403 Grade 2 066407 Grade 6
066404 Grade 3 066408 Grade 7
066405 Grade 4 066409 Grade 8

180 Days of Problem Solving 
(Grades K-6)

  Get daily practice and tips on how to 
think through a problem, solve the problem, 
then explain the process. There is instruction 
in the front of the book for using the mate-
rial and how it aligns to standards. Answers 
included. 220 pgs.
EACH BOOK                            15.25
066790 Kindergarten 066789 Grade 4
066788 Grade 1 066787 Grade 5
066791 Grade 2 066792 Grade 6
066793 Grade 3

Spectrum Word Problems
(Grades 2-8)

  Finding relevant information in a word 
problem and putting into a math equa-
tion is a skill that needs to be practiced. 
Skills covered in this series include real 
world applications of grade appropriate 
math skills with challenging, multi-step 
word problems. It features practice with 
word problems that are an essential part 
of the Common Core State Standards 
and standardized tests.

EACH BOOK                                    6.45
029658 Grade 2 014748 Grade 6
014689 Grade 3 026269 Grade 7
014746 Grade 4 026383 Grade 8
014747 Grade 5

Daily Word Problems (Grades 1-6)
  A short supplement to your daily math work, these 

books provide one word problem every 
day for 36 weeks. Some have multiple 
parts, while others make use of charts 
and graphs. Content seems a bit sim-
ple in parts of the workbooks, so if 
you have a child who excels in math, 
you might consider the book that is 
a grade above them. The Individual 
Student Workbooks are not reproduc-
ible and designed to be consumable. It’s 
designed to be used with an additional 

student or if you do not want to make copies 
from the Teacher Book. 
EACH BOOK                          15.85
EACH WORKBOOK                5.50
 Book Workbook

Grade 1 014007 076943
Grade 2 014008 076944
Grade 3 014009 076945
Grade 4 014010 076946
Grade 5 014011 076947
Grade 6 014012 076948

Mastering Math 
Word Problems 

(Grades 3-5)
  Word problems have tripped up more than 
one aspiring math student. This series is packed 
with strategies for solving word problems in a 
multitude of ways. The books are colorful and 
provide general suggestions, a basic plan, and 
additional specific strategies for different types 
of problems. The student is walked through 
the process multiple times. A glossary, a list of 
resources for more information, and an index 

are included for additional reference. 48 pgs, pb.
034531 Addition, Subtraction              8.75
034538 Multiplication, Division            8.75
034535 Fractions                                    8.75
034533 Decimals, Percentage            8.75
034541 Ratios, Proportions                    8.75
034540 Operations, Alg. Thinking        8.75

Math Masters Sudoku: 150 Puzzles 
for Clever Kids (Grades 3-7)

  Children can improve logic and math skills 
with these fun sudoku puzzles. Beginning with 
easy and becoming more difficult, this book 
includes 150 puzzles with four difficulty levels. 
The introduction has some great solving tips 
from puzzle expert Will Shortz. This would be 
handy to have in the car or a bag to keep kids 
occupied while traveling or at an appointment. 
Sudoku in book format also cuts down on 
screen time. Answers are included in the back. 
024739                                8.25

Critical Thinking Detective Math
(Grades 6-12)

  Solve mysteries using critical reading, 
critical thinking, and mathematical rea-
soning skills. Simply read the short mys-
tery, ascertain what clues are pertinent 
as you sift through the accounts by 
different witnesses and suspects, and 
then apply common middle school 
math concepts to transform the clues 
into irrefutable evidence! Some  mys-
teries are more challenging than 

others, but they aren’t intended to be tricky. 
Optional hints are provided if you hit a wall.
072538                         9.99
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Pattern Block Trays
(Grades PK-AD)
  Triangular and hexagonal trays 

to hold pattern blocks for children to 
experiment and build mosaic designs. 
We found that the .5 cm plastic blocks 
worked the best within the trays.
015341 Hexagonal              4.95
015342 Triangular                4.95
014275 Set of Both NEW!             10.75

Pattern Blocks
(Grades PK-6)
  Proportioned shapes 

allow for the construction 
of infinite designs, as chil-
dren work on symmetry, fractions, sorting, geometry, pattern-
ing, spatial problem-solving, and more. Choose from wood 
or plastic, 0.5 cm or 1 cm thick. Activity cards provide 
ideas for patterns to make, or just let them discover 
on their own. CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not <3yrs.
015445 Wood, 1 cm 250 (jar)           18.95
018744 Plastic, 1 cm 250                  20.50
018743 Plastic, .5 cm 100 set         8.25
017270 Plastic, .5 cm 250           9.95
037520 Activity Cards           10.50

Math Lab for Kids (Grades 2-5)
  Your student’s math enrichment activities will be bor-

ing no longer. Using everyday sup-
plies, these 37 “labs” (i.e. activities) 
pack the eye-popping realization that 
math is much more than problems 
and equations. Your child will find 
themselves immersed in fractals, 
puzzles, curves, games, and graph 
theory. Step-by-step instructions, 
illustrations, explanations, reproduc-
ible masters, related math facts, and 
hints/solutions are all provided in this 

easy-to-use, flexi-bound book. 
048501                         16.95

This Book Thinks You’re a Math 
Genius (Grades 2-5)

  This book makes a bold claim to 
users that finish it: “You’re guaran-
teed to really like math.” Includes 
math games from cultures that span 
the continents and generations. Take 
a game-based approach while having 
“Eureka” moments, finding hidden 
rules, creating cool Pascal patterns, 
solving secret messages and mazes, 
and baking cakes or solving puzzles. 
Includes drawings of a “lucky cat,” 

Buddha statue, wizard, and fortune tellers. 
Not reproducible. 96 pgs, pb. 
009428                                11.95

Math Art Projects and Activities 
(Grades 3-5)

  This resource equips students to make 
graph wall hangings, number shakers, an 
abacus, and also to weave tessellation 
designs—30+ activities combine multisen-
sory ways to explore and build math con-
cepts. The handy table of contents is orga-
nized by math skill, NCTM stan-
dards, and by season/holiday. 
Reinforce geometry, numbers, 
measurement, patterns, sta-
tistics, and fractions. Black 
and white illustrations 
and clear steps provide 

enough direction for you to lead your children. 
Reproducible, 96 pages. 
033309                   11.25

Tangram Wizard: Magnetic Puzzle 
& Game Kit

(Grades 3-6)
  Players read the story; solve 
the puzzle; make pictures… math 
cleverly disguised. Includes 2 
magnetic boards and designed 
tangrams (1 blue; 1 purple), 20 
puzzle cards, card puzzle tem-
plates, a puzzle pad to fill in with 
pieces, and an attached booklet. 
The booklet includes basic direc-
tions, 2 additional games, and a story 

where Tangrams build the characters 
(The Wizard of Oops) with drawn 
out answers. Carry all the kit com-
ponents in the case that is provid- e d , 
secure it with the elastic band a n d 
go challenge your friends to fun! 
CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not <3yrs.

078438                   17.95

Magnetic Pattern Blocks
(Grades PK-5)
  For home, school, car, or vacation 

- classic fun on the go! The kit includes 
120 magnetic wooden shapes in 6 dif-
ferent colors, 12 durable pattern cards, 

a hand-painted magnetic board, and a 
clear-plastic zippered carrying case. 
CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not <3yrs.

039277                             16.75
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Classroom Thermometer (Grades PK+)
  For indoor or outdoor use, this thermometer has large, visible 
numbers in Celsius and Fahrenheit. Includes mounting screws 
and is made of durable, waterproof plastic. 3” x 14.5”.

018745                                               3.95
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Angle Ruler
(Grades 3-AD)
  Stop doing the two-step with 

that old-fashioned protractor! Construct 
angles in one easy step. It also measures angles. 
019970                        3.50

Geometric Solid Sets
(Grades PK-AD)
  Each set of geometric solids 

helps students become familiar with 
different 3-D shapes and geometric prin-
ciples. Wooden sets of 15 or 19 are about 2-3” tall. Mini Wooden 
Geosolids are 1.5-3” and the Plastic Geometric Solids are about 2” in 
height. CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not <3yrs.
055275 Wood Set/15            16.95
016232 Wood Set/19            17.50
050126 Mini Wood Set/12       9.25
046112 Plastic Set/17              15.95

Liquid Measuring Pitchers and  
Volume Cube (Grades PK-AD)
  This set of three polypropylene plastic pitchers all have 

measurement lines (ounces and liters) marked in red. Pitcher 
sizes are: 32 oz./1L, 16 oz./500 ml, and 8 oz./250 ml. The pitch-
ers stack for easy storage. The clear plastic cube holds exactly 
1000 mL. It can hold liquid or 1000 centimeter or unit cubes. 
048127 Set of 3 pitchers                    7.75
048128 Liter volume cube                5.95

Platform Scale
(Grades PK-5)
  Measure both liquids 

and solids in a pan that can be 
removed from the weighing platform. 
The weight is easy to read on the 
large display, which features both the 
English and metric units. The scale 
has a 5 kg/11 lb. capacity.
043835                               11.95

Maped Compass & Geometry 
Set (Grades 5-AD)
  Set includes: two sturdy metal compasses 

(one for use with any pencil, and one for use with 
pencil lead only); a pencil for the compass and an 
extra piece of pencil lead; a pencil sharpener and 
eraser; and a protractor, ruler (metric/English) 
and two squares (metric/English).
055301                                               6.75

Bucket Balance (Grades 1-8)
  Durable scale measures both solids and liquids, and 
the transparent buckets are removable for cleaning. The 
deep buckets hold approximately 300 ml, with markings 

every 50 ml. Also features sliding compensators and a drawer. 
CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not <3yrs.
018729 Bucket Balance               15.25
005983 Hexagram Weights           8.25

54 Set: twenty 1g, twenty 5g, ten 10g, and four 20g weights.
048994 Safe-T Weights (set/13)        20.95

Thirteen plastic-covered metal weights in 
case: eight 1oz, two 4oz, 
two 8oz, and one 1lb. Teach & Tear Math Tape (Grades K+)

  Printed rolls of “masking” tape provide options for hands-on 
math applications. The 20” print pattern repeats 108 times per roll. 
Tape is 1” wide and peels off easily and doesn’t damage surfaces.  

Primary Calculator (Grades K-6)
  This light-weight, dual powered (solar 
and battery) calculator is basic enough for 

beginners to use, but it contains enough features 
such as 3-key memory, square roots and percents 

functions that older students can use it too. It 
features an 8-digit display and has automatic 
power off. Colors vary. Measures 2.5” x 4.”
018910                                    3.25

Victor® Scientific Calculators 
(Grades 8-AD)
  White Accent model features a 1-line display with normal, 

stat, and complex modes, N-BASE calculations including OCT, 
BIN, DEC, and HEX along with one independent memory. It 
can also perform logarithms, reciprocals, powers, roots, fac-
torials, trigs, hyperbolic trigs and more. Battery-powered. 
Advanced model has a 4-line display, 640 functions, this 
model works well for students studying advanced math 
and science. Solar-powered with battery backup. 
051152 White Accent                     8.95

055164 Advanced                          23.95

EACH TAPE ROLL            10.25
033901 Math (green)
033898 Fractions
033900 Li’l Chef
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Fraction Tower Cube Equivalency Set
(Grades 1-8)
  Build a solid foun-

dation for understand-
ing fractions, decimals, 
and percents. This set 
contains 51 proportional 
cubes that snap togeth-
er to form towers. All 
sets are color-coded 
according to their frac-
tional values: 1, 1/2, 
1/3, 1/4, 1/5, 1/6, 1/8, 
1/10, 1/12. Each cube displays equivalent 
fractional, decimal, and percent values. 
CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not <3yrs.
018354                                     15.50

Pizza Fraction Fun Game 
(Grades 1-5)
  Seven games in one! Learn 

to identify, match equivalent, 
add, and subtract fractions. This 
game includes three double-sid-
ed spinners and 13 double-sided 
pizzas with fractions identified 
on one side only. 2-6 players.
018363                    15.50

Fractions Tiles
(Grades 2-8)

  These rectangular pieces 
are all the same height, but 
with lengths determined 
by the fractional part they 
represent. When all the 
pieces of each color are 
put together, they form 
bars, or rows, that are the 
same total length. Tiles are 
marked with the fractions 
they represent. By placing 
strings of tiles beneath 
each other, it is easy to see 

equivalence. CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not <3yrs.
004573 Set of 51, no tray                  6.25
007863 Set of 51, with Tray               7.95

Rainbow Tiles (Grades 2-6)
  These sets provide a colorful, hands-on 
way to practice fractions and decimals. Each 
set includes a sturdy plastic activity tray in 

which 51 color-coded tiles can be stored or used 
for demonstration. The tiles 

can be used to iden-
tify and compare 
values and prac-

tice reading, writing, 
adding and subtract-
ing percents or decimals.
CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not <3yrs.

005354 Decimal Tiles                  7.95
075334 Double-Sided Fraction / 
 Decimal Tiles                  8.75

Equivalence Fractions 
Tile Set (Grades 1-8)
  This 3-in-1 set includes fraction, 

decimal, and percentage tiles. To build a 
tile that represents a whole, your student 
can use twelve 1/12 pink tiles, six 0.166 
orange tiles, or eight 12.5% tiles. You can 
also show correlation with colors: the yel-
low tiles are 2.5%, ¼, and 0.25. So helpful to 
bridge between the three equivalents! Tiles 
are 1” wide with lengths that vary up to 6”.
CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not <3yrs.
060913                                17.95

Blobby’s Pizza™ 
(Grades 4-AD)

  When the goal is for monsters 
to eat the most pizza, you won’t even 
notice the fraction practice. Monster 
cards eat Pizza cards of the same color 
(Chomper eats up to 3/4; Lizza eats up to 1/3). Reducing fractions lets 
Monsters eat as many cards as possible until their limit is reached. Cards 
come with plenty of fraction helps to easily add your bill on the guest check 
pad. Don’t forget tax and tips! Spend the most to win! Reinforced storage 
case includes 127 cards, 1 Guest Check, 6 mini pencils, and a rule book. 2-6 
players, game time 30-40 minutes. 
033314                                               22.00

Junior Learning Fractions Sets 
(Grades PK-AD)

  Learning fractions and their equivalents 
can be tough! Manipulatives can help! These 
magnetic fraction manipulatives give you lots 
of options. Sets include halves, thirds, fourths, 
fifths, sixths, sevenths, eighths, ninths, tenths, 
elevenths, and twelfths as well as a whole. Bricks 
(rectangles) and Segments (circles) each have 78 
color-coded pieces, plus two 
diagram mats. The 
Food Fractions 

has 129 pcs.
080160 Fraction Bricks             11.95
080161 Fraction Segments      11.95
003207 Food Fractions            11.95

Deluxe Fraction Manipulatives
(Grades 2-8)
  We offer both fraction circles and 

squares, both similarly color-coded. The 
circles measure 3.5” in diameter and the 
squares are approximately 3” x 3”. Each 
set includes 51 plastic tiles in fac-
tions of: 1/2, 1/3, 1/4, 1/5, 1/6, 1/8, 
1/10 and 1/12, plus one whole.
CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not <3yrs.
004552  Squares           4.95
004563  Circles             4.95
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Tock the Learning Clock
(Grades PK-3)
  Just about everything you could want in a 

learning clock! The cute robot’s torso is an analog 
clock with moveable hour and minute hands that 
click into place at the numbered intervals. Two 
modes help a child learn to tell time; Musical Fun 
mode plays a tune for setting the hands correctly, 
while Question mode asks the child to set the ana-
log clock hands to the same time as the working 
digital clock in the robot’s foot. Tock can be 
used as a night light and even has light-up ears 
to tell the eager-to-start-the-day child that it’s OK 
to get out of bed.
073409 Blue                                        19.95
073410 Pink                                        19.95

Judy Clocks
(Grades PK-3)
  In our opinion, the 

best geared clock avail-
able. The advantage of the 

Judy Clock is that it’s 
practically child-proof. 

If hands are moved in an 
abnormal way, the gear 
mechanism will not break. 
We’ve had ours for years and it looks good and works 
perfectly despite some pretty rugged “time telling!”. Mini 
version uses the same durable internals in a plastic case.

003070 Mini-Clock (5” x 5”)                     4.75
018730 Judy Clock (12.75” x 13.5’)         18.95

Geared Teaching Clock
(Grades PK-3)
  13” diameter clock is geared so that 

the hour hand moves proportionately with 
the minute hand. Made of durable plastic, 
but not as forgiving as a Judy Clock.
008925                                               12.95

Student Geared Clock
(Grades PK-3)
  This 4” diameter clock 

is geared for close-up demon-
stration and student use AND 
so inexpensive, we don’t know 
why you’d even consider a non-
geared substitute.
015339                             2.50

Time Tiles (Grades 1-4)
  What Fraction Tiles can do for fractions, Time Tiles 
can do for time! Tiles show increments of time from 
5 minutes to one hour and show the fractional time 

on one side and the number of minutes on the other. 
Use alone or purchase as a set with dry erase Elapsed 
Time Mat. CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not <3yrs.
075354 Time Tiles                               5.95
075355 Time Tiles + Mat                    14.50

Perfect Timing (Grades K-AD)
  In this cooperative card game, you get a clock with mov-

able hands and 2 decks of cards. The “Move 
the Clock” cards show increments of time 
digitally and in full words, such as “0:45/for-
ty-five minutes”. “Time” cards show specific 
times like “1:10/ten past one”. The goal is 
to get the clock to match the time on the 
“Time” cards, by playing the “Move the 
Clock” cards and moving the clock’s hands 
to match. Players work together to match 
the time without going past. 2+ players.
055864                                  11.99

Clock Smart Wheels 
(Grades PK-4)

  Clock Smart Wheels are a cross between a 
moveable student clock and a write-on, wipe-off 

time worksheet. Move the 
hands to a specific ana-
log time and have your 
student supply answers 
for what time it will be 
in ____ minutes/hours 
before or after – written 
in digital format. Great 
for building clock skills. 
The simpler Basic Clock shows the hours 
with minutes “ticks” while the Advanced Clock 
shows hours plus minutes designations. Wheels 
are 13”x 21” and of washable poly. 
052019 Basic (PK-2)                       4.50
052016 Advanced (1-4)                4.50Complete Book of Time & Money

(Grades K-3)
  All the time and money instruction 
you’ll need in one book: Time to the 
Hour; Time to the Half-Hour; Time to the 
Quarter-Hour; Time to the Minute; Time 
Review; Coins (Pennies through half-dol-
lars); Coins and Bills (dollar bills only); 
Money Review.
008120                       11.85
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Exact Change Game (Grades 1-AD)
  This money-learning game plays similar to Uno, with 

players trying to discard cards in their 
hands by matching either the color 
or money amount on the previously 
played card. The deck is composed 
of 110 cards, with cards featuring 
all coin types (from pennies to 
half dollars), $1.00 cards, wild 
cards, loose change cards (with 
varying amounts of odd change), 
tax collection cards, and bank 
withdrawal cards. The first player 
to “save” $2.00 is the winner. 2-6 
players. Made in the USA.
047977                         11.99

Making Change: A Game of Speed 
& Subtraction
(Grades K-6)

  Develop crucial math and 
money skills in this fast-paced 
game! Each player receives play 
money, from pennies all the 
way to a $20 bill. Then a card 
is drawn, which shows a col-
orful item that was purchased, 
the cost of the item, and the 
amount paid. All players race to 
be the first to make the correct 
change and say “Ka-Ching! The 
flip side of the card shows the 
correct amount, and the cor-
rect player wins the card! A basic knowledge 
of subtraction is required to play. 2-4 players, approx. 15 
minute game play. CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not <3yrs.
075232                                               19.99

Pretend & Play Cash Register 
or ATM (Grades PK-3)
  The Cash Register is a real, working, solar-powered cal-

culator with a cash drawer that holds real-size bills and coins. 
Oversized buttons and big number display make it perfect for 
even your littlest storekeeper.  Comes complete with play bills, 
plastic coins, pretend Citibank credit card, and suggested activ-
ities. 10 ½”w x 9 ½”d x 5 ½”h. ATM Bank recognizes coins, 
keeps track of money inserted and allows for deposits and 
withdrawals. Use with play or real money! Includes play bills/
coins and card. 10”h x 4.5” l x 8” w. 
CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not <3yrs.
003050 Cash Register     33.95
041741 ATM Bank            32.50
007926 Play Money Set 
 (150 pc)              8.25

$1, $5, $10 and $20 bills, pennies, 
nickels, dimes and quarters.

Play Money Sets
(Grades PK-3)
  Coin set of 94 plastic coins con-

tains 30 pennies, 20 
nickels, 20 dimes, 20 

quarters, and 4 half-dollars. The coins 
are realistically sized and colored, 
complete with realistic “engraved” 
images. Realistic bills set includes 
25 ones, 20 each of fives, tens and 

twenties, 5 fifties and 10 hundreds. 
CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not <3yrs.
047866 Mixed Coins Set            2.75
015345 Mixed Bills                      2.50

Pay Day Game Classic Edition
(Grades 3-AD)
  Kids have loved this classic game 

of making and spending money for 
generations. Players make money every 

month, but, as in real life, 
you end up spending it just 
as fast - on bills, recreation, 
food, and more. The game 
board looks like a calendar, 
and each day has a bill to 

pay or money earned. Roll 
the dice to see what day 
you land on and try 

to make it through the 
month without too many bills. 

The person with the most money 
left at the end is the winner. Includes game 
board, 4 tokens, 1 red die, 17 deal cards, 35 mail 
cards, loan record pad, money, and rules. 2-4 players.
040064                                               13.50

Money Matters Blastoff 
Readers (Grades K-3)
  Learn the ins and outs of money while 

practicing your reading. These Level 2 Readers 
offer early readers a bit more challenge through 
varied, simple sentences, increased text, and less 
repetition of high-frequency words. I’m thrilled 
these money topics are covered in a way that 
early readers can encounter them. A glossary, ref-
erences, and an index are in the back. 24 pgs, pb.
EACH BOOK                                5.95
068106 Counting 068108 Saving
068107 Earning 068109 Spending
068110 Types of Money
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Sticky XY Coordinate Pad
(Grades 6-AD)
  Perfect for writing graph-

ing problems neatly and legibly. 
Pre-drawn 3” x 3” coordinate plane 
graphs. Each pad has 100 sheets 
and a sticky backing. Set of 4 pads.
071806                            10.75
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Survival Math Skills (Grades 5-10)
  Leasing a car, buying on credit, plan-
ning a budget are just a few exam-
ples of survival math skills. This book 
contains 46 reproducible activities, 
each of which is categorized by math 
content and computational skill for 

easy integration into your math 
curriculum. Activities are orga-
nized into eight main topics: food 
costs & nutrition, transportation 
& vacation costs, saving & check-
ing accounts, household budget-
ing, buying on credit, job benefits 
& income, taxes, and miscella-
neous. Teacher pages and solu-
tions are included.
015729                       19.95

Life Skills Math (Grades 6-12)
  This user-friendly series focuses on prac-

tical topics that will help 
your student prepare for 
math applications in the real 
world. Instruction is clear, 
with a few illustrations 
here and there, followed 

by questions to com-
plete. Answers included. 
Reproducible for class-
room/family. 62 pgs.
023673 Bank Account Math            8.39
023693 Bargain Math                        8.39
023785 Budget Math                         8.39
023816 Credit Card Math                 8.39
019795 Checkbook Math                6.50
LFMATH Life Skills Math Package     37.95

No-Nonsense Algebra
(Grades 8-10)

  From America’s Math Teacher, Richard W. 
Fisher, comes a very straightforward and 
logical approach to mastering algebraic con-
cepts. The free online video lessons will nar-
rate students through the concept of each 
lesson. He works through some examples 
(different from those found in the book) 
using visual prompts and makes sugges-
tions for ways to remember. He suggests 
that the student watch the video lesson 
before going through the book lesson. Every 

chapter is divided into lessons of 1-2 pages and 
follows the same format: introduction and expla-
nation, helpful hints, examples, written exercises, 
review. Final exam is included. A reference section 
includes lists of formulas, symbols, multiplication 
table, prime numbers, squares and roots, frac-
tion/decimal equivalents, and an answer key (not 
solutions). 280 pgs, pb.
053572                                        28.95

Real-World Math (Grades 3-AD)
  If you’re searching for a math supplement to combat the 
daily cry, “When will I ever use this”? this workbook or 

game are terrific! The workbook is for Grades 5-8 and holds 
reproducible pages that practice math while learning about bud-
geting, balancing a checkbook, home repairs, trip planning and 
more. The board game challenges students to balance a check-
book as they draw cards describing 
an income or spending event. 
Players record the debit or cred-
it in their checkbook and 
the player with the highest 
balance in their account is 
the winner. 
047916 Game            15.95
050925 Workbook     9.95

Metric Graph Paper 
(Grades PK-AD)
  Useful for graphing, geometry, place 

value, keeping math problems neatly aligned 
and so much more, this pad holds 100 sheets 
of 1-cm graph paper (single-sided). 
012626                                               7.50

X/Y Axis Boards
(Grades 4-12)
  This economical dry-

erase board is a glossy, flex-
ible, two-sided sheet measuring 
12” x 9”. One side is blank while the other 
contains a centimeter grid of 20 cm by 28 cm. Thick, 
blacker lines split the grid horizontally and vertically to form 
an XY axis, so the board is great for a variety of graphing activi-
ties. Use with dry-erase markers.
045499                                                   0.95
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DK Workbooks: Science 
(Grades PK-3)
  Each workbook in this series 

contains exercises, activities and 
experiments to expand science 
skills, along with a dedicated sec-
tion for parents which explains 
what children need to know at 
each age, assorted tips and 
guidance, and answers. 60 pgs.
EACH BOOK                    5.25
036826 Pre-K 
036817 Kindergarten
036811 1st Grade
036815 2nd  Grade
036816 3rd Grade

Skill Sharpeners: Science (Grades PK-6)
  Reinforce, practice, or introduce science topics in the areas 

of earth, life, and physical science. At the PK and 
K levels, children are taught using chants and 
rhymes as they learn things like colors, shapes, 
patterns, and sequences. Grades 1-6 are more 
independent and allow for increasing amounts of 
reading. Children will learn new vocabulary, tackle 
science reading comprehension, complete puzzles 
and exercises, and do hands-on activities like leaf 
rubbings and edible earth models. 144 pgs.

180 Days of Science
(Grades K-6)

Worksheets 
cover grade-appropriate top-

ics in each of three science strands: Life, 
Physical, and Earth/Space (12 weeks 
each). Weekly structure follows a pattern 
which parallels the scientific process. Day 
One: read content and answer questions. 
Day Two: analyze scientific data. Day 
Three: develop questions. Day Four: plan 
an investigation or develop a solution. 
Day Five: communicate results. Digital 
resources (available from the publisher’s 
website) include rubrics, analysis sheets, 
and standards correlations. Reproducible 
for classroom/families. Answer key included.

EACH BOOK                                        7.95
075058 Grade PreK 075053 Grade 3
075057 Grade K 075054 Grade 4
075051 Grade 1 075055 Grade 5
075052 Grade 2 075056 Grade 6

EACH BOOK                                15.25
071758 Kindergarten 071757 Grade 4
071756 Grade 1 071755 Grade 5
071759 Grade 2 071760 Grade 6
071761 Grade 3

      Spectrum Science 
(Grades 3-8)

  The books provide lessons 
in each of seven areas: science 
as inquiry, physical science, life 
science, earth/space science, sci-
ence and technology, science in 
personal and social perspectives, 

and the history and nature of science. 
Chapter reviews follow each chap-
ter and cumulative tests are given 

for chapters 1-3 and chapters 
1-7. Lessons provide a one-
page essay/article with a second 
page of exercise questions that 
include vocabulary, comprehen-
sion, and recall. An article sidebar lists vocabulary words, provides 
related quotes, and supplies short autobiographical information on 
people mentioned in the articles. Answer key provided. 176 pgs.
EACH WORKBOOK                        7.85
001763 Grade 3 001805 Grade 6
001765 Grade 4 001858 Grade 7
001800 Grade 5 001862 Grade 8

STEM Missions 
(Grades 3-5)
  A science workbook 

series for upper elementary stu-
dents that combines short read-
ings on science concepts, follow-up 
questions to test knowledge, math 
problems using the concept and a 
“design your own” challenge based 
on the concept. Each mission is two 
pages in length. On the first page, 
they brainstorm ideas and refine their 
solution. On the second page, they 
draw or write about their solution, 
and then evaluate it. Chapters are 
about six pages long and there are eight 
chapters per book. An answer key is included 
at the end of each book. 
077351 Earth Science                     6.50
077352 Life Science                        6.50
077353 Physical Science                6.50

Big Science Workbook 
(Grades 2-3)

  Children will learn all kinds of 
interesting information in this grade 
appropriate science workbook. 
Lessons focus on all essential sci-
ence subjects including the weather, 
reptiles & amphibians, birds, ocean 
life, and much more. Fun activi-
ties go along with the text such as 

crosswords, mazes, decoding, 
and more. Colorful pictures 
help children understand the 
concepts. There are also rec-
ommended books, internet 
resources, and video sugges-
tions if you want to dig deeper. 
Answers included.
052975                       7.95
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Interactive Notebooks: Science 
(Grades K-8)
  These books of cut, paste, and color activities provide 

reinforcement for the concepts in your science curriculum. Each 
96-page reproducible book is divided into branches of science - life, 
physical, and earth/space. Each starts with an explanation of how 
to plan for the type of notebook you would like to make. Make cop-
ies of the pages that you would like to incorporate and follow the 
instructions for that page. Blank templates for your own topics are 
also included. The student does a hands-on activity, then you cre-

ate your notebook page using the graphics 
from the book, and have the child complete 
a reflective activity.

Evan-Moor Daily Science Workbooks 
(Grades 1-6)

  This series reinforces scientific knowledge, reading compre-
hension and vocabulary development. Short, 10-15-minute activ-
ities organized around reading passages are easy to implement. 
These are organized into 6 topical Big Ideas Units, each investigat-
ing a question from life, earth, or physical science. Each Unit is 5 
weeks long, with Weeks 1-4 providing teaching on the key informa-
tion. Weekly lessons begin with a Teacher Page that provides addi-
tional information and activity ideas. Days 1-4 include a variety of 
writing, comprehension, vocabulary, critical thinking, visual literacy, 
oral language practice or hands-on activities. Day 5 is review. Week 
5 is considered a unit review with comprehension questions, visual 
literacy activity, vocabulary review and 
a hands-on activity. Individual student 
workbooks do not contain answers.

Science Detective (Grades 3-6)
  The emphasis here is in helping students learn and under-

stand science with a language arts slant so that they will learn 
to read science passages critically and write full explanations 

of their thinking. The books are divided into three units: physical, 
life, and earth science. Each unit contains over a dozen activities. 
A reading selection explains the concept in 
detail, with paragraphs labeled by letter and 
important vocabulary highlighted. The right-
hand page features questions presented in a 
variety of formats. The questions emphasize 
using “evidence” from the text and basing 
answers on text evidence before choosing an 
answer. This helps reinforce what was read, 
and in many cases, requires the student to 
think about their answer before giving it. 
Answer key included. 140 pgs.
032226 Beginning (3-4)                  19.99
042187 Level A1 (5-6)                     21.99

SuperScience World of WOW 
(Grades 1-6)

  A kid-appealing combination of fact-filled articles 
with fun-filled investigations. Fifteen life, earth, or 
physical science topics each have two activities. 
Using readily accessible items, the step-by-step 
directions, and helpful illustrations guide the stu-
dent while background info, tips, and expected 
results aid adult helpers. Students are expected 
to complete report worksheets based on scien-
tific methodology with a variety of encouraging 
little stickers to commend their efforts. 
034502 Ages 6-8                      6.95
034510 Ages 9-11                    6.95

 Science Lessons and Investigations 
(Grades 1-6)

  From Evan-Moor comes this 
new-for-2020 science series. Each 
grade delves into 3-6 topics in each 
strand of life, earth and physical sci-
ence. Lessons follow a standard sci-
entific-method approach: engage, 
explore, explain, evaluate, and extend. 

In the “Explore” section, an experi-
ment or activity is performed. It lists 
materials you need, directions, a 
prediction, and observation of what 
happened. The “Explanation” sec-
tion contains most of the text and defines vocabulary words. 
“Evaluation” includes answering questions in various formats, 
while “Extension Activities” are more open-ended. Black & white 
with photos and drawings. Answer key included. Approx. 220 pgs.
EACH BOOK                             14.95
030287 Grade 1 030344 Grade 4
030300 Grade 2 030368 Grade 5
030337 Grade 3 030374 Grade 6

Basic, Not Boring – Science 
(Grades K-9)

  This series hits the highlights of a broad 
spectrum of science topics. Short reading exercises 
are followed by a group of questions. Answers are 
included. Science coverage at the K-1 and 2-3 levels 
is pretty basic, but science topics expand greatly in 
4th to 8th grade, with books on the human body, 
science processes, life science, earth and 
space science, and physical science.
EACH BOOK (except noted)           8.50
035963 K-1
015107 2-3
018262 4-5 Human Body & Health
022962 4-5 Science
018263 4-5 Sci. Concepts & Processes
035927 4-5 Science Investigations
035933 Middle School Earth & Space
035937 Middle School Life Science
035940 Middle School Physical Science
035944 Middle School Science     19.95

EACH NOTEBOOK                           7.35
034669 Grade K 034665 Grade 3
034658 Grade 1 034666 Grade 4
034660 Grade 2 034668 Grade 5
004639 Earth & Space Science
004650 Life Science
004655 Physical Science
005140 Human Body

EACH BOOK                           19.95
EACH STUDENT WKBK             5.50

 Book Stdt Wkbk
Grade 1 069214 076937
Grade 2 069215 076938
Grade 3 069216 076939
Grade 4 069217 076940
Grade 5 069218 076941
Grade 6+ 069219
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Science for Every Kid 
Series (Grades 4-8)
  This widely acclaimed series by 

Janice Van Cleave has won praise 
from homeschoolers and the public 
school realm alike! Perhaps that’s 
because they’re so well laid out! Each 
experiment contains an explanation 
of the purpose, materials needed 
(usually readily obtainable), simple step-by-step instruc-
tions, and understandable explanations. Line drawings 
help illustrate set-up. Our children take turns selecting, 
reading about, constructing, performing, and explaining 
these experiments - usually without any help from Mom. 
With 101 experiments in each book, we’ve learned a wide 
range of concepts and principles.

EACH BOOK BELOW                             12.75
012846 Chemistry 012848 Physics
EACH BOOK BELOW                             13.75
012844 Astronomy 011899 Constellations
012845 Biology 012847 Earth Science

Lab for Kids (Grades 3-6)
  The good variety of unique topics will allow you 

to do experiments not found in other science 
books. Layout is similar but not 

identical between books. Some have 
general introductions to the topic of 
the experiment; others jump right into 
the lab. Most experiments use readily 
obtainable materials. Directions are 
clear and focused, and close-up pho-
tos clarify. Explanations of the lab’s 
results round out the two- to four-page 
experiments. 40+ labs included.
080135 Brain NEW!                            15.95
030808 Geology                                16.95
030818 Kitchen Science                   16.95
066978 Outdoor Science                  16.95
030807 Energy                                   15.95
056732 Gardening                            17.95
030836 STEAM                                    15.95

EACH BOOK                               11.92
025444 Grade K 071434 Grade 2 071436 Grade 4
071433 Grade 1 071435 Grade 3 071437 Grade 5
 

STEM Labs for ____ Science (Grades 5-8)
  These hands-on activities require research, teamwork, creativity in 
design, and opportunities to think on the processes used. Each book 
includes handouts and 26 interactive activities (labs) that are reproduc-

ible for the purchaser. Each activity (lab) includes a 
teacher information page and a student challenge. 
Each challenge includes vocabulary, materials need-
ed, requirements, and steps to follow. A rubric helps 
you grade the student challenges, and activities are 
aligned to current standards. 
EACH BOOK (except noted)               6.95
010318 Alternative Energy               8.50
048678 Earth & Space
048689 Life
035751 Middle Grades
048697 Physical

Maker Genius (Grades 3-7)
  Perform over 50 hands-on experiments with 

this Scholastic science project book. Each experi-
ment will tell you the length of time needed and 

the level of difficulty. Instructions for the experiments 
are very easy to follow (and even include pictures). The 
“Hack it” information gives ideas to take experiments 
even further and offers some unique twists on com-
mon experiments. The front cover even 
includes buttons to push to create 
a circuit and play a tune!
033312                         14.25

Smithsonian 10-Minute Science 
Experiments (Grades 2-6)

  Children love hands-on experiments and tend to retain 
more from activity-based learning. This book includes 50 easy 
10-minute projects. Each experiment is well described with 
colorful pictures and clear instructions, and information on 
how and why each project works. The materials needed are 
common household items. Explanation of the scientific meth-
od and a glossary of scientific terminology are also included.
024668                                               11.25

Science Journals
(Grades K-AD)

  Inexpensive journals are perfect for 
recording experiments and observation.
069773 My Science Journal (K-3)  2.25

Lines to record prediction, observation, con-
clusion and vocabulary, and drawing space.

041567 Science Journal (1-AD)      1.75
32-pages with writing lines, drawing areas, 
and grid paper.

STEM: Engaging Hands-On 
Challenges (Grades K-5)

  These “think before you do” workbooks start 
with the engineering design process and scientific 
inquiry method to help students think through a 
problem before deciding on a solution. Each book 
provides about 10 challenges. Students are guided through questions 
and activities to come up with conclusions and solutions. Directions are 
given for individual and small group projects, and pages are provided for 
recording data and observations. 112 pgs.
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078126 Squishy Water Beads (K+)           28.50
078125 DIY Music Maker (K+)                  28.50
078127 Magnets! (3+)                               32.50

STEM At Play Science 
Kits (Grades K-6)

  Science kits that encourage play and 
discovery have a longer “shelf life” than 

those that are limited to a handful of isolated 
projects. These kits are designed to be used 
and re-used! The supplies are durable and the 

activity books are colorful and illustrated. Each kit includes a full-color book-
let with activities and more. There is a nice variety in the included activities, 
and children are sure to make up their own investigations as well.

Just Add... Science & Art Activity Kits
 (Grades 3-12)
  Instead of simple, nothing-can-go-wrong science activities, these 
kits encourage students to actually experiment using the scientific meth-
od. Everything needed comes in the unique package, except the “just add” 
component. The small booklet provides directions for multiple experi-
ments, but also encourages adding more or less of certain ingredients to 
see differences in properties of the finished product. It also suggests dif-
ferent ways to test the products and hypothesize reasons for differences. 
Real science in small packages. 1CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not <3yrs.

Wikki Stix STEM Pak 
(Grades PK-AD)
With 108 feet of Wikki Stix (36 pieces 

of 3-foot Wikki Stix), you’ll be able to make 
a giant DNA double helix and so much more! 
Includes step-by-step instructions to build a 
DNA strand model, as well as other ideas for 
science and math projects with Wikki Stix. 
1CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not <3yrs.
038158                     14.25

Crayola® STEAM Kits
(Grades 2-8)
  Learn simple science principles through 

fun art-centered experiments! A great way to get 
kids engaged in science topics, each kit includes 
instructions for experiments plus the supplies 
(except for common household items) that they’ll 
need to complete the activities. Choose 
from four different themes.
EACH KIT                                       19.95
029192 Gross Science
029204 Liquid Science
029234 Paper Flower Science
029235 Space Science

Junior Inventor Kits 
(Grades PK-3)

  Kid-sized kits, but the learning is huge. 
Introducing levers, pulleys and other STEAM 
experiences, each set includes the tools and 
supplies needed sized for little hands and 
safety. The Toolbelt and Workbench 
sets focus on mechanical projects 
and add in an element of role-play. 
The Magnet and Optical sets are 
more specialized but tap into the 
same investigative spirit. Step-by-step 
instructions are included, but can also be 

downloaded. 1CHOKING HAZARD 
(1). Not <3 yrs.

078845 Baking Soda NEW!               26.99
077778 Egg NEW!                              29.95
078846 Fruit & Veggies NEW!            23.99
049021 Glue                                       24.99
049026 Milk                                        15.99
049034 Sugar Organic                      24.99
021513 Sun                                         29.00

Kids First Science Kits (Grades PK-7)
  These kits from Thames and Kosmos introduce young learners 

to science and math concepts while also developing fine motor 
skills and visual/spatial reasoning. Level 2 has a detailed 48-pg 

illustrated guide book. Children are introduced to the scientific meth-
od and teach science basics using hands-on experiments. Level 3 is 
more serious science, with kit content varying by topic. Generally, the 
manual takes students through the experiments, while explaining the 
science behind it and real-life application of principles demonstrated. 
1CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not <3yrs.
Level 2 (ages 5-7):
062618 Botany: Exp Greenhouse    35.90
019503 Human Body                        35.90
019507 Intro to Engineering             35.90
050931 Robot Factory NEW!             26.90
051037 Robot Pet Shop NEW!           26.90
053838 Robot Safari                          26.90
019509 Stepping Into Science         35.90
Level 3 (ages 7-13):
009004 Biology Lab                           35.90
009037 Chemistry Set                       40.40
076228 Crystals, Rocks & Minerals  40.40
039327 Engineering Design              49.40

077332 Scientific Toolbelt                       17.99
048699 Disc. Scientific Workbench       63.00
068466 Deluxe Scientific Workbench  108.00
048705 Magnet Science Lab Kit            26.99
048715 Optical Science Lab Kit            35.99
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D.

Nancy B’s Science 
Club Kits (Grades 3-8)

  Designed to appeal to girls, 
these kits 

include tools for obser-
vation along with 22-page 

activity journal that helps 
them to use the tool and apply 

it to their own investigations. 
The viewers are a step up from a 

toy, with decent-quality plastic optics 
(or glass, in the case of the telescope) and 

additional tools built in to aid in observations (like a 
compass on the binoculars and a ruler on the aquascope).
013300 Aquascope & Underwater Wonders (A)         36.95
009473 Binoculars & Wildlife                                          13.25
037158 Black Light Illuminator & Nature’s Mysteries  13.25
043874 Garbage to Gardens Compost Kit                   19.50
017302 MoonScope and Sky Gazer’s                           40.25
017300 Microscope                                                        36.95
065498 Stir-It-Up Chem Lab & Kitchen                         19.50

ScienceWiz Kits (Grades 3-9)
  The projects and experiments introduced in these kits 

cover an enormous expanse of information that will 
provide for a fairly in-depth study of the featured topic. 

Children can use these largely independently. The book is filled 
with vibrantly colored illustrations that provide for a guide that 
is easy to follow and understand. Most materials necessary for 
the experiments are included within the kits.

EACH KIT (except noted)                    22.50
038680 Cells 024193 Inventions
022774 Chemistry 022775 Light
025447 DNA 022776 Magnetism
022777 Electricity 024195 Physics
037496 Electronics 026964 Rocks
024194 Energy 
062331 Sound                                    27.00

B.

Klutz Maker Labs 
(Grades 3-8)

  Make some cool stuff and 
learn about basic wir-

i n g , electronics, gravity 
feed systems, and pneumatic 

power with fun kits 
that teach real world skills. 

Projects are exciting, instruc-
tions are large-format and clearly 

written, and almost everything you need 
is in the box. For instance, Circuit Games 

takes electronics a step farther than most kits; 
builders will use LEDs and buzzers to 
construct a quiz show board used to 
play 5 separate games.  
EACH KIT                                  18.75
052523 Air Blast Cannon (D)
025792 Circuit Games
025805 Gumball Machine (E)

013664 Ultimate Spy Vault & Code
052834 Wired Remote Race Car

PlaySTEAM Science Kits
(Grades 3-7)
  From one of our newer suppliers comes this 
unique array of STEAM experiment kits. For 
instance, in Bionic Robot Soccer Snake, this 
robotics kit results in a remote-control robotic 
snake that uses its head to play 
soccer with a blue foam ball. The 
kit includes the parts 
needed to assemble 
the snake and the controller, 
then play some tabletop soccer 
using the robot snake!

076015 Aero Science Combo Set (B)  19.99
076016 Arts Robot Spiral Factory           29.99
076017 Bionic Robot Soccer Snake      34.99
076018 Line Tracking Sightseeing Bus  24.99
076019 Pattern Secret Locker                12.99
076020 Plant Maze Botany Set              19.99
076021 Space Weather Station (C)       19.99

STEM Starter Kits
(Grades 3-12)
  These inexpensive kits provide a chal-

lenge and all essential science supplies for up 
to six inventors. Add any additional household 
items (cardboard boxes, glue, paper towel 
tubes) that they decide to use for their projects. 
For example, in Paper Circuits, students are chal-
lenged to create a working circuit and are provided 
copper tape, coin batteries, and LEDs. What they light 
up and how they build it is up to them.
EACH KIT                11.92
023911 Balloon Car
024134 Egg Drop
024266 Hydraulics (F)
024887 Paper Circuits
025493 Zip-Line Racers (G)

EACH WORKBOOK                                      5.40
Designed to be used as a follow-up to kits. Each includes 
access the publisher’s website for animations and videos. 
Workbook activities include comprehension questions, 
diagrams to label, and multiple-choice questions. 36 pgs. 

075550 Charge 075552 Electronics
075551 Electricity 075553 Inventions 
  075554 Magnetism
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Safety Goggles
(Grades PK-AD)

  The sturdy PVC Junior safety goggles have 
a polycarbonate lens that is impact resistant 
and has ventilation on the top and sides. 
#053864 features indirect ventilation with 
four vents, and is slightly larger than #066377, 
which has perforated holes for ventilation. 
053865 Junior (A)                         2.95
066377 Adult - Direct Vent          2.05
053864 Adult - Indirect Vent (B)  2.75

Thermometers (Grades 3-AD)
  Red-filled thermometers are not as 

accurate as mercury-filled thermometers but 
are sufficient for most laboratory applications. 
The Student Thermometers feature a durable 
white plastic holder and show the tempera-
ture from -30 C to 50 C. The Immersion 
Thermometer is red-filled on aluminum back-
ing, and measures from -30 C to 100 C. Glass 
Partial Immersion thermometer contains a 
non-toxic, red fluid. The Digital Thermometer 
measures -50 C to 300 C.
044808 Student (C)                            1.35
015327 Student set of 10                  11.50
046444 Immersion (D)                      2.95
057731 Partial Immersion                 1.50
029043 Digital Thermometer            11.50

Test Tubes (Grades 3-AD)
  Set of three glass test tubes with three 

solid rubber stoppers (size 00) and a brush.
049803 (E)                                          4.99

Revolting Science Petri 
Science Kit 
(Grades 3-8)

  Grow your own fascinating (or gross?) 
microbes in the 3.5” petri dish and perform 
germy experiments. Assorted style.
018970 (F)                                          6.95

PH Paper (Grades 3-AD)
  100 sheets of pH paper and an indicator 
chart are included in a plastic vial.
031422 (G)                                         1.25

Litmus Paper 
(Grades 3-AD)

  Litmus paper strips measure about 2¼” x 
¼” and change color when exposed to acidic 
or alkaline substances. Set of both 100 red 
and 100 blue.
LITMRB (H)                                          2.95

Griffin Beakers
(Grades 7-AD)

  These low-form, borosilicate glass beakers 
are nice and heavy. The 250ml is marked in 
25 ml increments. The 50ml and 100ml bea-
kers are marked in 10 ml increments.
056675 50ml (I)                                  1.95
056673 100ml (J)                               1.95
056674 250ml (K)                               2.60
061378 Set of 5 (50, 100, 250, 600,   
  1000 ml)                                15.25
032123 7pc Plastic Beaker Set        7.25

STEM Basics
(Grades 3-AD)

  Included here are some of the odds and 
ends for  open-ended STEM projects.
025239 1/4” Wood Dowels (L)        2.75
025240 1/8” Wood Dowels             2.75
025249 Foam Wheels                      4.95
025253 Matchsticks                        3.50
025256 Multicolor Foam Cubes     4.95
025258 Multicolor Skill Sticks          4.50
025263 Paper Straws (M)                3.50
025273 Skill Sticks                            4.50
025300 Skinny Craft Sticks              3.50
025363 Square Wood Dowels        3.50
025370 Wooden Corks (N)             3.50
025374 Wooden Cubes                  3.50
025400 Wooden Slats                      2.75
025433 Wooden Squares (O)         4.50
025434 Wooden Wheels                 4.95

Spring Scales
(Grades 3-AD)

  These quality tubular spring scales are 
color-by capacity, calibrated in Newtons 
and grams, and have a clear plastic tube. 
Case has flat side for inclined plane use. 
26cm x 2.5cm.
EACH SCALE                                       2.50
031106 Green - 500g/5N
031283 Red - 2kg/20N (P)
031303 Brown - 1kg/10N
031322 White - 3kg/30N
031325 Yellow - 5kg/50N
031037 Blue - 250g/2.5N (Q)
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Junior Lab 
Coats on our 

website!

Microscope Models 3000F
(Grades 7-AD)

  Our better-quality microscopes have all 
the nice features you need for high school sci-
ence. See our website for specs and differences 
between models. Limited 5-year warranty.
010034 Model 3000F-LED                    170.50
044840 Model 3000F-RC (D)              179.50
010035 Model 3000F-100-LED            229.95
044839 Model 3000F-100-RC             234.95

MicroBrite Plus Pocket
 Microscope (Grades 9-AD)
  This little microscope can go with you anywhere. 
Using one AA battery (not included), the LED is bright, 
magnification is clear, and focusing is simple. 60-120X. 
Approx. 3.5” x 2.25” x 1”.
005955 (G)                                         13.99

Microscope Slide Making Kit
(Grades 7-12)
  This basic kit contains all you need for making microscope slides: 12 plain 

glass slides, 2 single concave slides, slide storage box, 100 glass coverslips, 1 bot-
tle of methylene blue, 1 bottle of eosin Y, a plastic dropper and a test tube.
042791 (F)                                       20.50

My First Lab Duo-Scope 
(Grades 3-12)
  Many features found on a more expensive microscope are on 

this starter unit. This battery-operated (3 AA batteries, not included) 
microscope has rotatable nosepiece with 4X, 10X, and 40X objec-
tives, 10X widefield inclined eyepiece, real optical glass lenses, 
3”x3” stage with clips, coarse focus knob, and dual LED lights. 
Mega includes dust cover, 2 bug specimens, and 20x hand 
magnifier with LED and Black Light. Accessory set includes 72 
specimens (3 per slide) in shatterproof plastic. 
042050 Duo-Scope (E)                      92.95

013247 Mega Duo-Scope            109.95
021739 Prepared Slide Kit             19.95

Standing LED
Magnifying Glass

(Grades PK-AD)
  2.5 to 5x magnification, with built-in 
LED light. Hold or flip down the stand 

for hands-free use.
066496                            8.95

PocketMicro 20x-60x LED Pocket 
Microscope (Grades 3-12)

  Perfect introductory hand-held microscope to view stamps, 
money, leaves, and nearly anything else you want to view up close. 
Includes LED light and 20-60x zoom. Measures 3.75”x2”. Requires 1 
AA battery, not included. From Carson Optical.
003901 (A)                                          12.99

Smartphone Inspector
(Grades 8-AD)
  Just clip the 

Smartphone Inspector on any smart 
phone, and you have a microscope! A 
giant clip fits the viewer over the eye-
piece of your phone. Simply move it 
into place after turning on the camera 
function of your phone. An attached 
light shines either white LED or ultra-
violet. Take photos or videos of your 
microscope finds! All of this comes 
with a storage bag and instruction 
sheet. This is a great little tool to keep 
on hand for those unexpected surprises.
033125 (B)                                          7.95

X-Scope: 7 Function 
Optical Tool

(Grades 1-AD)
Truly the Cadillac of portable 

magnification tools, this pock-
et-size 30x microscope 

also includes an 8x pull-
out telescope, a 9x magnifying hand lens, a clock, 
a whistle, a compass and a flashlight! You will be 
impressed with the quality of magnification and the 
bright, sharp viewing provided by the LED bulb.
044921 (C)                                    12.50
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HarperCollins Science Coloring 
Books (Grades 9-AD)
  Coloring - it’s not just for kids anymore. These coloring 

books are more like high school science books with many 
accompanying black-and-white illustrations. On each pair 
of pages, in-depth text appears on the left, with detailed 
drawings on the right. Within the text, coloring instruc-
tions are given, coded to the drawings. Coloring the draw-
ing ensures that the student’s mind stays on the subject at 
hand, and more of the material will be remembered.
EACH BOOK (except noted)               17.75
020035 Botany
020036 Biology                                  19.50
004696 Zoology
032462 Marine Biology

STEM Scribble Books (Grades 3-6)
  Tons of fun, colorful illustrations and ideas to try are 

sprinkled all over the pages, with lots of places for 
kids to draw, fill-in, or give 

results to their own experiments. 
Science topics become engaging 
and doable! For most pages, you’ll 
just need a pencil and the book, 
although some require paper, 
glue, tape, or scissors. 80 pgs, hc.
EACH BOOK                     12.34
074951 Engineering
001216 Inventions NEW!
001222 Math NEW!
075027 Science
001306 Technology NEW!

STEM Starters for Kids 
(Grades 1-4)

  This series is full of information for the 
young scientist. The colorful pages with 
cute illustrations give interesting facts 
pertaining to the subject and actually 
explain scientific concepts in a way that 
young children will understand. There 
are even a few paper and pencil activities 
throughout each book. This series would 
be a great on-the-go resource. Answers 
for activities are included in the back.
EACH BOOK                    5.50

033410 Biology 033436 Physics
033414 Engineering 033438 Science
033431 Geology 033446 Technology

This Book Thinks You’re a… (Grades 2-6)
    Imagine, Experiment, Create! Unleash your inner creativity while 

exploring key STEM topics through the interactive activities in this 
series. Offering open-ended questions or activities, children are 

encouraged to write, draw, or interact with the activities. Also included 
are paper-based activities and experiments.  Hand 
drawn illustrations and photographic collages help 
children think scientifically by observing details, 
asking questions, and dreaming up new ideas. 
Breathes fresh life into science!
009460 Scientist                                 11.95
021563 Inventor                                 11.95

Peel + Discover Series (Grades 1-5)
  Discover and learn about animals, places, or trans-

portation vehicles with these engaging activity sticker 
books. Short, textual information is given, and children can 
draw, color, and fill in stickers. The sticker pages include 
questions and when the sticker is removed, children can 
read the answer. When all the stickers are peeled, remove 
the overlay with more surprises waiting to be revealed! 
These books would be a great on the road activity, or just 
a fun supplement to use at home.
078440 Cars! Trucks! Trains! & More!  7.95
078441 Dinosaurs                                  7.25
078442 Horses                                        7.50
078443 Oceans                                     7.95
078444 Space                                        7.95
078445 Washington, D.C.                     7.50

 Science & Nature Coloring Books 
(Grades 3-AD)

  These high-quality, informative coloring 
books are just right for accompanying a unit study. 
Subjects are nicely detailed. Generally, illustrations 
on the inside covers depict the natural colors. Very 
brief captions are nonetheless instructive. Our 
favorite medium for these is colored pencil. 48 pgs.
EACH BOOK (except noted)               4.25
005032 Audubon Birds of America
027740 Baby Animals                       3.50
002717 Backyard Nature
005285 Birdwatcher’s                        3.50
005039 Butterflies
077621 Color World: Walk in Woods NEW!     4.95
077622 Color World: Walk on Beach NEW!    4.95
017591 Constellations of the Night Sky
002724 Dinosaur
002725 Exploring the Solar System
020005 Favorite Wildflowers
005041 Fifty Favorite Birds                4.95
012141 Grand Canyon Plants & Animals      3.50
022323 Horse Anatomy                    3.50
005048 Horses of the World              3.50
002613 Human Anatomy
020007 Insects
020015 Medicinal Plants
018028 My First Human Body
005089 Rocks and Minerals
005100 Small Animals of North America
038806 Walk in the Woods                   3.50
005128 Wild Animals
023455 Wonderful World of Horses      3.50
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Guided Science Readers 
(Grades PK-2)

  Think of these as Bob Books for Science! Guided readers are 
soft cover and small format. Each one provides simple sentences 
with repeating words, and beautiful full-color images to inspire 
beginning readers. Each boxed set contains sixteen 8-pg. nonfic-
tion readers, a 16-pg. mini activity book, parent tips and stickers. 
Sets include a variety of high interest science topics.
EACH SET                                         14.95
066766 Level A 066769 Level D
066767 Level B 068768 Level E-F
066768 Level C

Berenstain Bears’ Big Book of 
Science & Nature (Grades PK-3)

  Join Mama, Papa, the kids and Professor Actual 
Factual Bear for an easy introduction to science and nature. 
The book looks and reads like a large-format Berenstain 

Bears book, complete with rhym-
ing verse. Three topics are cov-
ered. The Almanac celebrates the 
holidays and seasons through the 
year. On our Nature walk, we learn 
about plants, animals, and insects, 
land forms and weather, fish and 
reptiles. The Science Fair helps us 
understand simple machines, mat-
ter and energy. 190 pgs.
056132                         11.50

Look Inside Science Board Books
(Grades K-3)

    These Usborne lift-the-flap books are made of thick 
quality pages and come in full color illustrations with lots of 
engaging flaps. Children will love 
to learn many interesting details 
about science related topics. The 
short text descriptions give just 
enough information written specif-
ically for young children to under-
stand and satisfy curious minds.
EACH BOOK                     14.24
074998 Animal Homes
073327 How Things Work
059677 Our World
074999 Seas and Oceans
052093 Science
073326 Space
022974 The Woods NEW!
075000 Things That Go
078265 Wild Weather NEW!
052094 Your Body
029951 What Happens When You Eat?

Cat in the Hat’s Learning 
Library (Grades K-3)
  A great starting point for beginning 

readers of nonfiction. Using clever rhymes 
and illustrations, the Cat in the Hat (with a 
little help from Thing One and Thing Two) 
teaches all about science. Approx. 45 pgs, hc.
EACH BOOK                                          7.75
049946 Fine Feathered Friends
049041 I Can Name 50 Trees Today
024082 Ice is Nice!
029908 Inside Your Outside! 
 Human Body
049948 Miles and Miles of Reptiles
049043 My, Oh My – A Butterfly!
049044 Oh Say Can You Say What’s 
 the Weather Today?
024362 Oh Say Can You Seed?
049045 On Beyond Bugs
051823 Safari, So Good! All About 
 African Wildlife
022824 There’s No Place Like Space
049951 Why Oh Why Are Deserts Dry?
 All About Deserts

Mini Science Encyclopedia 
(8th Edition) (Grades 1-6)

  With Augment Reality, the Mini Science 
Encyclopedia makes learning science even more 
intriguing and exciting! The book addresses 
many questions about science, developing their 
ability to observe, question, and relate the world 
around them to science.
036721                                               22.50

Gail Gibbons Science Books 
(Grades PK-3)
  Brilliantly illustrated, with strik-

ing photos and diagrams combined 
with clearly explained science facts 
made these a family favorite for years. 
Written by popular children’s author 
Gail Gibbons, each book provides 
younger children an excellent primer 
in a wide range of science topics. The 
information presented is foundational 
to the topic of each book. 28-32 pgs.
EACH BOOK                            5.95
004390 Deserts
014560 Dinosaur Discoveries
021541 From Seed to Plant
004435 Planets
004453 Pumpkin Book
077452 Wolves NEW!
EACH BOOK BELOW          6.75
021528 Apples
004408 How a House is Built
022871 Hurricanes
043800 Moon Book
022877 Reasons for Seasons
022901 Tornadoes
004517 Weather Words
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Let’s Read and Find Out Science (Grades K-4)
  These are favorites at our house! Not too simple, they illustrate and explain 

advanced concepts at levels children can appreciate. The narrative is a blend 
of story and information and the illustrations (including visual aids such as 

colorful charts, maps and diagrams) are appealing and uncluttered. Each book 
introduces a science concept, then provides a step-by-step explanation 
within a clearly-written narrative.

EACH BOOK (exc noted)            5.50
EACH BOOK w/*                           4.95

The Human Body:
003316 How Many Teeth?*
013340 I’m Growing!
003317 My Feet*
005150 My Five Senses
003318 My Hands
000824 Sleep Is for Everyone*
065026 What’s for Lunch?
LRS1HB Complete Set               33.95

Plants and Animals:
002068 Animals in Winter
076672 Arctic Fox’s Journey
000823 Baby Whales Drink Milk*
005154 Big Tracks, Little Tracks*
013337 Bugs Are Insects
013338 Dinosaurs Big & Small
003308 Ducks Don’t Get Wet*
003315 Fireflies in the Night*
002117 From Caterpillar to Butterfly
032455 From Seed to Pumpkin
005157 From Tadpole to Frog
005156 How a Seed Grows
012234 How Animal Babies Stay Safe*
005153 Nestful of Eggs
007721 Starfish*
074668 Super Marsupials
004476 Thump Goes the Rabbit
013342 Tree is a Plant
000826 What Lives in a Shell?
003321 What’s Alive?*
003322 What’s It Like to Be a Fish?
003323 Where Are the Night Animals?*
032471 Where Do Chicks Come From?
LRS1PA Complete Set               114.95

The World Around Us:
002076 Air is All Around You*
002071 Big Dipper*
018712 Clouds*
003338 Is There Life in Outer Space?*
012666 Pop! A Book About Bubbles*
002078 Snow is Falling
003320 Sounds All Around
065025 Sun and the Moon
LRS1WA Complete Set                       37.95

EACH BOOK (exc noted)                    5.50
EACH BOOK w/*                                   4.95

Stage 2 Human Body:
032450 Drop of Blood*
003335 Germs Make Me Sick!
013339 Hear Your Heart*
003343 Skeleton Inside You
003348 What Happens to a Hamburger?*
007720 Why I Sneeze, Shiver, Hiccup*
003352 Your Skin and Mine*
LRS2HB Complete Set                       32.95

Stage 2 Space:
000833 Floating in Space*
002014 International Space Station
016813 Mission to Mars*
003341 Moon Seems to Change
005213 Planets in Our Solar System
002139 Sky is Full of Stars*
013341 Sun Our Nearest Star*
003349 What Makes Day and Night?
003350 What the Moon is Like 
LRS2SP Complete Set                       43.75

Stage 2 Plants and Animals:
035646 Almost Gone*
005245 Ant Cities*
003325 Be a Friend to Trees*
000839 Chirping Crickets*
003328 Corn is Maize
024292 Dolphin Talk*
033657 Honey in a Hive*
003336 How Do Apples Grow?*
002120 How Do Birds Find Their Way?
014639 Life in a Coral Reef*
003339 Look Out for Turtles!*
002137 Milk From Cow to Carton*
004026 Octopus is Amazing*
012237 Penguin Chick*
059805 Sharks Have Six Senses
005244 Snakes Are Hunters*
018222 Spinning Spiders*
002135 What Color is Camouflage?*
014695 Where Do Polar Bears Live?*
005249 Who Eats What?
049784 Who Lives in an Alligator Hole?*
005246 Why Do Leaves Change Color?
002015 Why Frogs Are Wet*
026674 Wiggling Worms at Work*
005230 Zipping, Zapping, Zooming Bats
LRS2PA Complete Set                     116.00

Stage 2 Weather and the Seasons:
000830 Down Comes the Rain*
067566 Droughts
002162 Feel the Wind*
005198 Flash, Crash, Rumble and Roll*
065640 Flood Warning
059801 Hurricane Watch
005251 Sunshine Makes the Seasons
005221 Tornado Alert*
045938 What Makes Blizzard?
005231 What Will the Weather Be Like?
061460 Why Are the Ice Caps Melting?
LRS2WS Complete Set                       53.95

STAGE 1 SCIENCE BOOKS:

STAGE 2 SCIENCE BOOKS:
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Usborne Beginners Science & Nature 
(Grades 1-3)
  These books feature large font and 

simple text to make information acces-
sible and captivating to young readers. 
Interesting facts tell of animals’ habi-
tats, growing rates, different varieties, 
defense mechanisms, eating habits, and 
more, all with bright photos that will 
grab a child’s attention. Each small-for-
mat book includes a glossary and index.
EACH BOOK                   4.74
064188 Ants
041414 Astronomy
021999 Caterpillars
026248 Cats
022933 Dogs NEW!
004369 Horses and Ponies
026259 How Flowers Grow
022049 Living in Space
074997 Lizards
078269 Otters NEW!
015692 Sharks
048937 Solar System
050594 Trains
022059 Under the Sea
035062 Weather
033502 Your Body
074943 Beginners Science Boxed Set        42.74

016217 At the Waterworks
007061 Blows Its Top                3.25
001851 Electric Field Trip
016098 Explores the Senses
009471 In the Time of the Dinosaurs
001850 Inside a Beehive
004130 Inside a Hurricane
016218 Inside the Earth
013548 Inside the Human Body
005262 Lost in Solar System
005261 On Ocean Floor  . . .  5.50

Dianna Aston / Sylvia Long Nature Series 
(Grades K-5)

  Has a book ever left you at a loss to describe its beauty? Accompanying 
the text are detailed, vibrant water-color and ink illustrations. Scientific 

details are interspersed throughout. Children will 
be spellbound by the stunningly-illustrated, poetical-

ly-written texts. Whether your fami-
ly loves nature or simply 
enjoys a quality children’s 
read aloud, you will not be 
disappointed. 40 pgs.
EACH BOOK             6.95
006707 Butterfly Is Patient
006712 Egg Is Quiet
006742 Nest is Noisy
006763 Rock Is Lively
006777 Seed Is Sleepy

Magic School Bus Books (Grades 2-6)
  Take a field trip with Ms. Frizzle, the animated teacher that 

believes in looking at things up close. With the help of the 
Magic School Bus, which can convert into anything from 

submarine to spacecraft, students can go along for the ride to 
explore. These books are such consistent favorites of young chil-
dren that they are well worth adding to your library.
EACH BOOK (except noted)               6.25

First Encyclopedia of Science
 (Grades 1-4)

  These fact-filled child ency-
clopedias are perfect for 
information that young stu-
dents want to know. Bright 
pictures and short entries 
will entertain and educate. 
Finally, children have a place 
to look for answers “What is 
snow?” “Why does the moon 
shine?” and more.
028439                              9.49

Magic School Bus Presents 
(Grades 1-3)

  Designed to complement the 
Magic School Bus field trip series, these 
would also make an excellent stand-alone 
resource for your science studies and con-
tain incredible photos and images, amazing 
facts and solid science instruction.  32 pgs.
EACH BOOK                             5.50
060068 Insects
060069 Our Solar System
060070 Planet Earth
060072 Rain Forest
060074 Human Body
060075 Volcanoes & Earthquakes
060076 Wild Weather

Basher STEM Juniors (Grades 2-5)
  Although you might never guess, this series provides 

a wealth of basic information about each subject area. 
Disguised as entertaining, illustrated with a Chibi “flavor,” 

and organized in an outside-the-box man-
ner, if you’re older than the target age, it 
might take you a bit to get used to them. 
But they are worth the effort. Books have 
basic divisions with specific topics. Topics 
each have their own two pages with an 
overview, general information, defined 
vocabulary, and an application note. 
EACH BOOK                    6.75
080191 Engineering
080193 Science
080194 Technology
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Everything You Need to Ace Science 
in One Big Fat Notebook (Grades 6-8)

  If you need help in science, borrow the notes from 
the smartest kid in class! Key concepts summarized. Critical 
ideas highlighted. Definitions explained. 
Doodles illuminate tricky concepts. 
Mnemonics for memorable shortcuts. 
Quizzes recap it all. Covers scientific inves-
tigation; matter, chemical reactions & 
solutions; motion, forces & work; energy; 
the universe; earth, weather, atmosphere 
& climate; life, classification & cells; plants 
& animals; the human body and body 
systems; heredity, evolution; and ecology.
065406                                        10.95

Graphic Science: Max Axiom, Super 
Scientist (Grades 3-9)
  Meet Max Axiom, Super Scientist! Born in a science loving fam-

ily, he experienced a freak accident while on a wilderness hike. With a 
new-found energy, super intelligence, x-ray vision, and a lab coat that 
allows him to travel through time and space, Max’s lifelong ambition 
is to help children learn science in a fun, memorable way. Presented 
in graphic novel format, books provide a nice overview of 
science topics, recommended additional reading resources, 
a dedicated web-link to go deeper, and glossary/index. The 
perplexities of science will be defeated and reluctant readers 
will be engaged with this instructive super hero series! 32 pgs.
EACH BOOK                                          6.75
020701 Bacteria
020405 Cell Life
020458 Chemical Reactions
020494 Ecosystems
020687 Electricity
020805 Food Chains
020418 Forces and Motion
020437 Genes
020404 Magnetism
020739 Photosynthesis
020555 Scientific Method
020525 Volcanoes

Wonders of Creation (Grades 5-AD)
  If you think it’s hard to find high-quality science 
resources that are Christian-friendly, check out this 
beautiful series from Master Books. Each hardcover 

covers a different topic from a Christian perspective, and 
contains 80 glossy pages full of full-color photos, diagrams, 
and drawings. Books are divided into topical chapters, which 
present the information in a readable, interesting way and 
contain interesting “asides”, and 
visuals to enhance the text.
EACH BOOK                        12.25
044727 Archaeology 
012709 Astronomy
018381 Cave 
036467 Ecology  
036335 Fossil 
012711 Geology
006332 Mineral
026971 Ocean
012712 Weather
067720 Set of all 9           109.00

Wonders of Creation 
(Grades 3-AD)

  This encyclopedia by Master Books is a col-
orful and informative resource showing us our 
intricate universe as it points us to evidence for 
God as Creator. The page layout, illustrations 
and text make this an enjoyable and easy book 
to read with so many interesting details. The 
fourteen chapters focus on land mammals, sea 
creatures, birds and insects, stars and planets, 
mathematics, mankind, and much more. If you 
are also looking for a Christian supplementa-
ry resource for your science curriculum, this 
would be an excellent option!
049820                                     21.55

DK Visual Encyclopedias 
(Grades 2-7)

   This beautiful DK resource is over 250 pages of photos, 
illustrations, and summaries in the areas of observing the uni-
verse, the violent universe, space exploration and satellites, 
people in space, solar system, earth, the moon, the Sun, stars 
and stargazing. Most topics are given two pages of presenta-

tion. Note: this description is for Space, but 
books from this series share a similar format.
009705 Space                                    13.95
064474 Dinosaurs                              13.95
017164 Geography                           13.95
014094 Human Body                        20.95
029778 Ocean                                   13.95
009687 Science                                 20.95
046257 Sharks & Other Deadly         
 Ocean Creatures                 12.25
076436 Trees, Leaves, Flowers, Seeds 15.95

Basher Science (Grades 4-10)
  The Basher Science series has been a long-
time favorite. Each book introduces a 
new set of characters to help us 

become familiar with different 
science topics. For example, the 
earth is represented by a gently 
smiling earth with a wedge lift-
ed out to show the earth’s lay-
ers, and the sun is a little person 
with a glowing sun-head. These 
books make science terminolo-
gy accessible to younger children 
and the visuals help to cement the 
learning in a fun and cute way.
EACH BOOK (except noted)         7.50
080190 A to Z of Science (A)     13.95
002707 Astronomy
029245 Engineering
022743 Human Body                6.75
062060 Microbiology
026107 Periodic Table              6.75
062046 Complete Periodic Table: 
 Elements with Style!     8.95
018714 Physics
002877 Planet Earth
047011 Rocks and Minerals
008734 Space Exploration        6.75
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Buddy the Bear Nature Series
(Grades 1-3)

  Charming illustrations, family-centered 
stories, and detailed science informa-
tion are at the heart of these delightful 
readers. Each book centers on Buddy, 
an inquisitive bear who loves to explore 
and learn about the natural world he 
interacts with daily. Appeals to children 
of all ages with the colorful, artistic illus-
trations, and detailed science informa-
tion. Books include a related hands-on 
activity. 40 pgs.

071486 Leaves! Leaves! Leaves!      5.25
071487 Rocks! Rocks! Rocks!           8.50
071488 Seeds! Seeds! Seeds!          6.95
071489 Shells! Shells! Shells!             8.95

One Small Square
 Books (Grades PK-6)
  Each book has children stake out just one, small square 
which they will explore, like scientists, discovering all they can 
about that ecosystem and the wildlife that inhabits it. The books 
are highly interactive - an exquisite blend of textual information 
and activities, in a very conversational tone. The writing is excel-
lent, and the full-color illustrations are beautiful and inspiring. 
Books are 9” x 9” square, 48 pgs.
EACH BELOW                        9.50
003782 African Savannah
003783 Arctic Tundra
003790 Night Sky
003793 Swamp
EACH BELOW (exc noted)  11.25
003784 Backyard             12.75
003787 Cactus Desert      12.75
003788 Cave
003789 Coral Reef
003791 Pond
003792 Seashore
003794 Tropical Rain Forest
003795 Woods                  12.75

Nature Activity Book (Grades 1-5)
  This activity book is a brilliant-

ly detailed, fun, and interac-
tive way to learn about differ-

ent habitats, animals, and plants. 
Take quizzes about woodland crea-
tures, color beautiful butterflies, 
spot sea creatures washed up on 
a seashore, do a maze to help bea-
ver pups find their way back home, 
identify garden bugs, and lots, lots 
more. 80 pgs.
075013                            12.34

Take-Along Guides (Grades 2-5)
  Each guide features a page per species, and describes, in 
clear, simple language what it looks likes, what it eats, and 
where to find it. This information may include the size, color, 

patterns, seasonal habits, and what it sounds like (like the Pacific 
treefrog’s “Kreck-ek-kreck-ek”). Detailed, lifelike illustrations accom-
pany the information, plus other interesting facts. Activities are 
given, such as, in Frogs, making a toad house, a turtle paperweight, 
and a frog puzzle. 48 pgs.
EACH GUIDE                                    6.95
018981 Berries, Nuts and Seeds
018982 Birds, Nests and Eggs
018983 Caterpillars, Bugs and Butterflies
018984 Frogs, Toads and Turtles
018987 Planets, Moons and Stars
018989 Rocks, Fossils and Arrowheads
018990 Seashells, Crabs and Sea Stars
018991 Snakes, Salamanders and Lizards
018992 Tracks, Scats and Signs
018993 Trees, Leaves and Bark
018994 Wildflowers, Blooms & Blossoms
EACH GUIDE                                    13.95
018985 Fun with Nature
018986 More Fun with Nature

Peek Inside Books 
(Grades PK-1)

  What happens inside a tree or an ant hill? Let’s journey 
inside. The charming cartoon illustrations and cut out board 
book take your child inside the impossible and show what’s 
happening behind the scenes with various living creatures. Along 
the way, readers learn about different insects’ roles, their living 
structures, and all the beings housed in 
a tree. There’s plenty to learn about the 
world we seldom see! The incrementally 
cut out pages build anticipation for the 
next page of learning. 12 pgs. 
EACH BOOK                                   8.95
078669 Anthill
078670 Beehive
079045 Tree

Nature Logs for Kids
(Grades K-8)
  Here’s a place for kids to record all their 

nature “finds,” from observations to musings to 
artwork (photos or drawings). We like this jour-
nal because it’s fairly free form, not requiring a 
child to fill in a multitude of information but allowing him to take 
the lead in what he wants to record. Our only qualm - it’s not larger!
001251 Bird                     9.75
066994 Bug                     8.25
001270 Nature                9.75
051948 Rock                   9.75

Nature Matching and 
Memory Games (Grades 2-AD)

  Beautifully illustrated, these nature card games of memory and 
matching sharpen your mind and are a visual joy to play. The 

basic concept is to collect pairs by matching 
an item to its counterpart – a leaf to its tree, 
a flower to its uses, a track to its animal, the 
underside of a butterfly wing to the upper 
side, or a male bird to its female.
032200 Cats & Kittens NEW!              12.25
035983 Match A Leaf NEW!              13.75
075740 Match a Pair of Birds            13.75
075741 Match a Track                      13.75
075742 Pick a Flower                        12.25
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Backyard Science & Discovery (Grades 1-6)
  Focusing on outdoor nature activities, children also learn distinctive char-

acteristics, state symbols, rocks and minerals, and birds of the book’s geograph-
ical area.  Colorful photos, hands-on projects, engaging text, and varied activity 

pages will appeal to different learning styles. Workbook activity pages include nature 
journaling, crosswords, quick quizzes and more. Perfect for self discovery or parent 
guided learning for youngers. Recommended reading list, glossary and answers 
are included.  
EACH BOOK                    11.95
020075 California
020086 Midwest
020107 Northeast
020126 Pacific NW
020147 Rocky Mountains
020185 South
020189 Southwest

Thinking Tree Nature 
Study Journals
(Grades 1-12)

  These Nature Study Journals offer guided activities 
and encourage children to use their observation skills 
to learn about the world around them. The Nature 
Study & Outdoor Science Journal contains an assortment 
of independent activities: drawing 
and coloring pages; brief research 
exercises; collecting items and cre-
ating nature crafts; spelling and 
vocabulary review, 
etc. The Nature Study 
Handbook utilizes col-
ored pencils and liv-
ing books and offers 
10-15 pages of guided 
discovery activities each 
month, with pages to 
color and draw, nature 
poem to learn, research 
pages for regional and 
common animals/plants/
trees to complete, local 
items to collect, and weather to 
study. Both journals are 200+ pages 
with black and white illustrations.
068492 Nature Study & Outdoor Science (1-4)        22.50
015928 Nature Study Handbook (5-12)                     26.50

Wild + Free Nature 
(Grade AD)

  How do I make 
nature our classroom? This practical compan-

ion to Wild and Free (book/podcast) colorfully 
provides directions for 25 theme-organized, 
multi-age activities. It encourages young explor-
ers to Wander (family walks or winter explores), 
Capture (by painting or nature journaling); 
Nurture (tangible skills develop intangible skills-
like growing mushrooms); Gather (foraging, 
experiencing local environs); and Explore (field 
trips or in city venues). 144 pgs, pb. 
034989                                               16.75

 Butterfly Garden 
(Grades PK-AD)

  Watch and learn as caterpillars become 
Painted Lady butterflies in this special pop-up tent style habitat 
with front-facing viewing panel. Includes a Life Cycle learning 
panel, flower-shaped nectar feeder with dropper; quick-start 
guide; and 12-page STEM-oriented Life Cycle journal. Order 
when local temps are 50-85 degrees, so your 5 caterpillars 
arrive safely (with no additional fees/contingent US only; no 
DPO, APO, FPO addresses). Home School Edition.

080157                                        31.99

Nets 
(Grades PK-AD)
  A variety of nets to fit your outdoor exploration!

078977 Telescopic Insect (PK-AD)-(A)       14.95
Net measures about 26” deep and has an 11 ½” diam-
eter. The aluminum retractable handle expands from 
21-39”. Soft mesh won’t knot or fray. 

 021773 Aquatic (3-AD)-(B)              13.95
Sturdy wooden handle measures 39” and net diameter is 
10 ½”. The long handle makes it easy to catch aquatic life 
and the durable netting is ideal for collecting and sampling 
aquatic species. 

018078 Explorer (PK-AD)-(C)                8.50
Sturdy wooden butterfly net 

has a 14” handle with 27” x 12” 
netting (colors may vary). 

Nature Connection (Grades 2-8)
  More structured than a nature journal, this “outdoor workbook” 
gives guided instruction and inspiration as kids observe, record, 
and learn from nature throughout the year. It features a varied, 

interactive format that kids won’t soon get bored with, great forms 
for observation you can print from the publisher’s website, and lots of 
terrific activity suggestions. The book is divided into three parts: “How 
to Be a Naturalist,” “Learning the Sky,” and “Exploring Nature.” Helpful 
resources include safety information, using nature journals in teaching, 
recommended websites and a list of nature organizations.
025888                                         12.50
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Handbook of Nature 
Study (Grades PK-8)

  This 887-page volume, originally pub-
lished in 1911 (updated in 1939), was designed 
for use by elementary school teachers with 
little knowledge of nature. Engaging background 
information is provided, and 232 lesson plans 
(rural setting assumed) are supplied. Subjects 
covered include the teaching of nature study, 
animals, plants, and earth and sky. Black and 
white photographs and drawings are abundant.
014298                                          23.95

Nature Anatomy 
(Grades 3-12)
  Adults and children are irre-

sistibly drawn to Julia Rothman’s 
best-selling illustrated guides to 
the natural world, with their color-
ful drawings. The Nature Anatomy 
Notebook has specially designed 
record pages for tracking daily nature 
sightings throughout the seasons. 
Her step-by-step technique tutorials 
for drawing will inspire nature lovers to create 
their own unique Nature Anatomy Notebook.
075947 Nature Anatomy                    12.50
074585 Nature Anatomy Notebook  13.95
080793 Ocean Anatomy NEW!          12.50

EACH BOOK BELOW               8.50
014727 Birds 014732 Reptiles & Amph.
033674 Mammals
EACH BOOK BELOW               6.95
014728	 Butterflies	 014736	 Wildflowers

Wonders of Nature Sketchbook
(Grades 3-AD)

  Fascinating facts about wildlife, coupled with drawing instruction 
for the beginning nature journalist. Each two- or four-page spread is 
devoted to a different animal and contains: interesting information 
about the animal; one or more artist-rendered sketches; and step-by-

step drawing instructions. Drawing instruction 
is detailed, begins with simple shapes, includes 
written instruction for adding features, and 
ends with a completed sketch that very closely 
resembles part of the artist’s depiction. Subjects 
include hummingbirds, birds, ducks, loons, tur-
tles, herons, frogs, rabbits, white-tailed deer, 
white-tailed fawns, owls, bears, and wolves. 36 
pgs, landscape format, hc.
048859                 12.75

Flower	Press
(Grades 1-AD)

  Preserve that beautiful flower and the 
memory of the time when you found 

it with these wooden flower 
presses. Available in 
a “pocket-size” ver-
sion about the size of 

a large postcard and a 
larger square version 

with carrying strap. 
018952 Large    17.50
018971 Small     9.95

Tree	Vision:	Know	
Your Trees 
(Grades 3-AD)

  Learn tree terminology on your next nature 
walk. Each of the 30 5”x9” cards include accu-
rate color drawings of a young and mature 
tree, the bark, young and autumn leaves, fruit/
seeds, male/female flowers, etc. Opposite 
side provides a description, common name, 
locations, and uses. First, eliminate the obvi-
ously wrong cards. Then arrow options with your visual and logic 
skills. From the UK, set includes trees which thrive on multiple con-
tinents: sycamore, lime, hornbeam, pine, ash, and more. 
078964                                               15.75

Outdoor School (Grades 5-9)
  These indispensable nature guides come in two dif-

ferent varieties! The pocket Nature Essentials 
include 24 Tyvek pages (3”x5”), and help with 
basic animal identification or survival skills. Each 
Nature Guide is environment immersion, nature 
guide, and logbook in one. These follow a basic 
pattern. Read on the topic. Then, in the places 
provided, observe, interact, and then document 

your experiences. Skills progress towards 
mastery over 400+pgs. All books are extreme-
ly durable and engaging; English/Metric rulers 
are printed on the cover. 
EACH ESSENTIALS GUIDE           7.50
024689 Animal Tracks
024709 Survival Skills
EACH GUIDE                               11.25
024710 Animal Watching
024714 Survival Skills
024721 Rock, Fossil, & Shell Hunting

Peterson	Field	Guide	Coloring	Books
(Grades 3-AD)

  Learn about many different species of animals, plants and 
nature items while you color in the quality illustrations. The author 
recommends a good-quality large assortment of colored pencils. A 
good deal of informational text accompanies the pictures. These are 
concise, well-written and varied, usually focusing on identifying fea-
tures, coloring, characteristics, behavior and habitat. Each species 
has its own illustrated sticker that you can use as a reference for 
coloring. Species covered per book ranges from 110 to 260. 64 pgs.
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What Bird Am I? Game (Grades 8-AD)
  Game is composed of 300 cards (at 3 different levels), with each 

card showing a photograph of the bird on one side and five clues 
and the name of the bird on 

the other. One player acts as the 
reader and reads the first clue 
to the player on their left. If 
the answerer can name the 
bird after the first clue, 
he gets 5 points, if he 
needs two clues, they get 
4 points, etc. 2+ players.
054725             26.95

Bird Guide of North 
America (Grades 3-6)
  This guide contains vibrant pho-

tos, vital statistics, common and scien-
tific names, and cool facts on 150 birds. 
Unique to this guide is that the most pop-
ular birds are arranged by location which 
makes it easier for young ones to find 
“their” bird. Location sections include: 
Eastern Backyard Birds, Western Backyard 
Birds, City Streets and Parks, Farms and 
Fields, Beach and Bay, Southern Swamp and Bayou, River and 
Marsh, Prairie and Plains, Deserts, and Western Mountains. 208 pgs.
057961                                               12.50

I Love Birds! (Grades PK-5)
  Divided into seasons, this book teaches 

children how to observe birds and includes 
interesting information about all types of 

birds and their habitats. There are also hands-on 
activities, experiments, and discussion questions. 
Through the creative activities and captivating infor-
mation, children will learn all sorts of interesting 
facts about birds and appreciate the wonder and 
beauty they give to our world. 
080262                                11.75

Bird Brainiacs: Activity Journal and 
Log Book (Grades K-8)

  More than just a journal or bird 
log, this book is packed with games, 
activities, and information to help 
children learn about the birds they 
are sighting and journaling. Activities 
include games, quizzes, fill-in-the-
blanks, challenges, experiments, and 
science projects. There are 17 journal 
pages on which to record sightings 
along with spaces for name of the 
bird, date and time sighted, location, 
and other details. 98 pgs.
067624                             10.95

Binoculars (Grades PK-AD)
  Grab a pair of binoculars for bird watching and nature study, 

and get an up-close look at the world around you!  
002772	 Hawk	Ultra	Lightweight	(PK-6)-(A)  16.99

Measures 4.25” x 4.25”, not lacking in quality. 30mm objective lens-
es and 5X power magnification. Easy to use as they adjust to eye 
width, have a center wheel focus, are lightweight, include a neck 
strap, and come with a carrying case.

013230	 Tracker	Compact	(PK-AD)-(B)          27.99
Measure 4” x 3.25” x 2” and weigh only 6.8 ounces. Multi-coated 
21mm lens and 8x magnification, this pair is of decent quality for 
youngsters. Roll-down eyecups for eyeglass wearers. Complete with 
a pouch, neck strap, and lens cloth.

077955	 Carson	Stinger	(3-12)-(C)	NEW!        32.95
Compact (4”x 3.8”x 1.3”), and lightweight (0.45 lbs). The center 
focus knob adjusts 8x magnification; adjust each of the 22 mm 
objective, fully multi-coated lenses for a bright and sharp image 
quality from approximately 10 to 342 feet. A good beginner model, 
this includes a soft pouch, wrist strap, and microfiber cleaning cloth.

Student Owl	Pellet	Kit
(Grades 6-AD) 

 Owl pellets are indigestible fragments that an 
owl throws up. You can dissect them and find the 
bones of the small critters that the owl has eaten, 

and literally see what it had for dinner! Both of 
the kits (2 or 3 pellets) contain all the materials 
you’ll need, including owl pellets, a small magni-
fying glass, tweezers, and a Field Biology Guide.
Refill kit contains two owl pellets.

Wildlife Ranger (Grades 3-8)
  Part field guide and part project book, this 

beautiful book offers readers the opportunity to 
learn about the critters that share our neighbor-

hoods and also how to create habitats and feeders for them. 
Each section holds field guide 
pages with identification and 
habitat information, along with 
suggestions on plants and food 
to attract the species. Hands-
on projects like making toad 
houses, deer feeders and suet 
cakes provide practical ways to 
feed, observe and enjoy wild-
life close to home.
038531                       13.95

033686	 2-Pellet	Kit          18.95
033687	 3-Pellet	Kit          22.75
054352 Refill                    9.95
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Stargazer’s Guide to the 
Night Sky (Grades 7-AD)

  Dr. Jason Lisle explains the celestial phe-
nomena of God’s creation. Beautiful pho-
tography, illustrations, and information 
take you on a tour through the movement 
of heavenly bodies, celestial events, tele-
scopes, the moon, sun, stars, and planets, 
deep sky objects, and the relevance of 
astronomy. Star charts guide you through 
the constellations, major stars, nebula, 
the Milky Way, and neighboring galaxies. 
240 pgs, hc.
053254                                        24.95

A-Maze-ing	Adventures	in	Science	
(Grades 3-6)

  These are not your typical mazes. The paths are unusual; 
jagged ones through solar flares, for instance. Along the paths are 

miscellaneous tiny random things to “find” – 
like a space octopus or a watermelon. Each 
maze page is coupled with instructional mate-
rial and facts. Answer key included. 32 pgs, pb.
002105 Among the Stars                  7.25
002212 In Deep Space                     7.25
002221 In the Solar System              7.25

Explore One Telescopes (Grades 5-AD)
  Aries is an ideal beginner scope that is easy to use and 
includes a simple alt-azimuth mount (for separate horizon-
tal and vertical rotation) and tripod for easier movement 

and focus. It offers a 50mm aperture (opening), a 600 mm focal 
length, and two eyepieces and a red dot finder. The next step up, 
Gemini, has a 70mm aperture and a 700mm focal length. The 
scope comes with two high-end eyepieces, adjustable tripod, 
instructional manual, star map and software downloads. The 
Aurora is a 114mm telescope designed for deep sky viewing. 
With a focal length of 500 mm and two symmetrical eyepieces, 
this reflector model allows the user to view galaxies, nebulae 
and star clusters. Our best telescope is the FirstLight AR80. This 
wi-fi enabled telescope features an 80mm telescope tube, a 
25mm Plossl eyepiece, a 40mm Draw Tube Focuser and computer 
software. Download the ExploreStars app, available for iOS and 
Android, to discover over 70,000 celestial objects.
008211	 Aries	-	Telescope	50/600	(A)          48.50
008213	 Gemini	-	70mm	AZ	(B)                      108.95
008212	 Aurora	II	114mm	AZ	(C)      175.95
023670	 FirstLight	AR80mm	(D)          493.95

Stargazer’s Notebook 
(Grades 5-AD)

  Whether you’re in the Northern or Southern 
Hemisphere, spend a year learning about and chronicling con-
stellations, planets, and stars. Includes sky maps, lab pages, and 
month-by-month necessary teaching directions. Document this 
monthly journey on detailed journal/lab pages. A QR code pro-
vides a free set of Night Sky Maps (not labs). Includes example 
Night Sky Maps, answer key and glossary. 
077444                                           29.99

3-D	Solar	System	
Mobile Making Kit (Grades 2-AD)

  This solar system model is so easy to assemble that 
you’ll be using it in no time for your astronomy unit. 

You receive the full set of planets, x-shaped hanging struc-
ture, nylon string, paints, paint brush, instruction sheet, 
and a poster of the solar system. Even embellish them 
with the included glow-in-the-dark paint. 
038136                                               19.50

Backyard Guide to the 
Night Sky (Grades 6-12)
  More than just a map to the night sky, this 

resource is full of colorful illustrations, beautiful photogra-
phy, and helpful information for the amateur sky watcher. 
Further Facts are fascinating short histories and cool things 
to spot; Sidebars tell the stories of astronomers and leg-
ends; and Fast Facts provide a quick reference to key facts. 
Includes a grand tour of 58 constellations and charts of the 
seasonal skies. 288 pgs.
068760                                     17.50

Space Explorer 
6-in-1	DIY	Craft	Box	

(Grades 2-5)
  Well-designed projects to com-
plement your solar system study. 
Ideas and most of the materials you 
need to complete the projects are all 
in one box! You will need to supply a 

few items (vinegar, baking soda, & Oreos®). 
And, of course, the space explorer!
002802                                               19.95
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Calendar	&	Weather	Pocket	
Chart (Grades PK-K)

  Explore days of the week, months, years, weath-
er, seasons, holidays, and special events with this 
durable nylon chart. It holds clear plastic pockets for 
colorful word, number, and picture cards. A section 
for “Today’s Weather” is located on the bottom of the 
chart with pockets to insert cards that display weather 
symbol cards. 76 picture cards (including 12 blanks) 
are provided. 31”W x 44”H.
036061                                  27.95

Earth & Space Science
(Grades 1-8)
  Each activity begins 

with criteria for success and 
objectives, list of materi-
als, and the procedure. 
Worksheet pages are repro-
ducible for group use and 
include textual information 
on specific topics along 
with writing activities and 
sometimes hands-on activ-
ities. Examples of activities 
are experimenting with soil absorption in 7th 
grade, making a sundial in 1st grade, and testing 
rocks for hardness in 3rd grade. 96 pgs.
EACH BOOK                                          13.95
069428	 Daily	&	Seasonal	Changes	(1)
069427	 Air,	Water	&	Soil	(2)
069429	 Earth,	Weather,	&	Waste	(3)
069440	 Rocks	&	Minerals,	Weather	&	Waste	(4)
069431	 Energy	Conservation,	Weather,	Resources	(5)
069439	 Our	Solar	System	&	Tech	in	Space	(6)
069430	 Earth’s	Resources	&	Heat	in	Environment	(7)
069432	 Fresh	&	Salt	Water	Systems	on	Earth	(8)

Ultimate Volcano Science Kit 
(Grades 3-8)

  This awesome kit includes a volcano mold, 
plaster, eruption powder, paint, paintbrush, book-
lets, and real specimens (geode, obsidian and 
pumice). Paint your volcano, then make it erupt 
over and over. Break the 
geodes to see what types 
of crystals are inside. 
The Adventure Guide 
includes information 
about volcanoes, struc-
ture of the earth, and 
plate tectonics, accom-
panied by colored photo-
graphs. Activity booklet 
includes ten fun puzzles.
052593              15.99

My Book of Rocks and 
Minerals (Grades 1-4)

  A children’s visual reference that explains 
what rocks and minerals are, how they form, 
how they’re used, and more. The book is filled 
with fascinating images of rocks, minerals, gems, 
and fossils from the deepest caves to outer 
space. Features introduce different categories, 
from crystals to glow-in-the-dark minerals, and 
illuminating images provide a closer look and 
show amazing geological formations. 96 pgs, hc.
058397                                               9.75

Rock and Gem Book (Grades 3-7)
  Through the photog-
raphy and snippets of 
information, children 

learn about rocks, minerals 
and gems, fossils, and shells. 
Read about the rocks inside 
our planet and the rock cycle 
before jumping into expla-
nations of a variety of rocks 
- igneous, metamorphic, and 
sedimentary - even rocks 
from space. The information 
is presented in small piec-
es, so not overwhelming for 
younger ones. 208 pgs, hc.
046167                                        15.95

My	Awesome	
Field Guide to 

Rocks & Minerals
(Grades 2-AD)

  Children will love to use 
this handy two-part field 
guide when collecting 
and identifying rocks and 
minerals! The first part is 
a field guide with detailed 
information (including 
photos) on over 150 rocks and miner-
als. There are also tips on how to orga-
nize your collection, where to hunt for rocks and how 
to identify them. The second part of the guide is a field notebook 
with enough pages to record details about 50 different rocks. 
052783                                              13.75

Rock Collections 
(Grades 3-AD)

  15 number-coded rock specimens, 
an information chart, and an identi-

fication key are included in each kit. Rocks 
are displayed in a sturdy, compartmental-
ized plastic tray. Some of the rocks include 

schist, quartzite, marble (metamorphic), shale, sandstone, limestone (sed-
imentary), and granite, porphyry, and scoria (igneous). Rocks are approxi-
mately 1 ½ x 1 ½ inches.
EACH KIT                      24.95
030263 Metamorphic Rock
030264 Sedimentary Rock
030261 Igneous Rock
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On the Mark Life Science
(Grades 1-8)

  Each book includes 9 to 11 topics with lessons that 
include teacher notes, materials lists, lesson outlines, 
and activities with expected results. Worksheets provide 
additional information for each topic, written activities, 
and hands-on application. Gr. 1: needs and characteristics 
of living things, senses; Gr. 2: small crawling and flying 
animals, animal growth and changes; Gr. 3: growth and 
change in plants and animal life cycles; Gr. 4: habitats and 
communities, plant growth and changes; Gr. 5: human 
body systems, healthy bodies, wetland ecosystems; Gr. 6: 

diversity of living things, trees and forests; Gr. 7: ecosystems; plants 
for food & fiber; Gr. 8: cells, tissues, organs & systems. 96 pgs.
EACH BOOK                           13.95
069433 Grade 1 069437 Grade 5
069434 Grade 2 069438 Grade 6
069435 Grade 3 027011 Grade 7
069436 Grade 4 027013 Grade 8

STEM Labs for Life 
Science (Grades 6-8)

  The hands-on activities in this book 
require research, teamwork, creativity in 
design, and opportunities to think on the 
processes used. This book includes hand-
outs and 26 interactive activities (labs). 
Each activity (lab) includes a teacher infor-
mation page and a student challenge. Each 
challenge includes vocabulary, materials 
needed, requirements, and steps to follow. 
048689                                               6.95

Under the Microscope
(Grades 4-6)

  Get up close to bacteria, cells, DNA, 
minerals, tiny bugs, and viruses in these col-
orful, 32-page books. See the parts of a cell, 
elements found in minerals, or take a peek at 
a variety of bugs - all without a microscope!
EACH BOOK                                    7.95
028330 Bacteria  028348 Minerals 
028336 Cells 028354 Tiny Bugs
028337 DNA

Microscope Adventure! Unit 
Study (Grades 4-12)

  An excellent unit study using The World 
of the Microscope or Complete Book of the 
Microscope as basal resource books. The unit 
requires a minimum of 42-48 days to complete. 
Activities look extremely interesting and the lab 
sheets are excellent. Labs begin with the set-up, 
use and clean-up. Then on to making wet mounts, 
dry mounts, permanent mounts, and well mounts. Successive labs 
study a variety of things, from fibers to insect parts, with cells, 
plant parts, and simple cell animals in between. 92 pgs.
000148 Book                                      14.95
004752 Lab Sheets Only                   6.55

Cell & Microbiology Models
(Grades PK-AD)

  Models are great teaching tools which allow a peek into unseen 
worlds. These models are made of transparent, colored rubber and 
measure about 3 inches in diameter. They are divided in half and 
feature removable cell parts. The cell 
can be viewed as a cross-section or put 
together and viewed from the outside. 
A plastic stand is included, along with a 
booklet which names and describes the 
parts of the cell.
EACH MODEL                           11.95
012680 Animal Cell
012691	 Plant	Cell
064672 Bacteria
064674 Virus

DK DNA & Bacteria 
(Grades 2-6)

  The tactic: take a user-friendly 
approach to explaining two tricky con-
cepts. Lots of kid appeal (and some 
“gross” science) here. Filled with pho-

tos, definitions, and 
easy-to-read descrip-
tions (and don’t forget 
the germs, DNA and 
chromosomes drawn as monsters peppered 
through the pages). Easy-to-do STEAM exper-
iments and activities, photography (including 
microscopic) help kids easily understand micro-
biology. Includes scientific discovery timeline, 
Glossary, index, 72 pgs, hc.
080244 DNA                             12.25
080688 Bacteria                      11.75

World of the 
Microscope
(Grades 4-10)

  A practical introduction to the 
microscope - parts, care, and 
use. It also contains projects 
and activities to help get you 
acquainted with its features 
and functions.
000546                         8.54
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Biology	(100+	Series)	(Grades 6-12)
  This reproducible book is a very complete collection of workbook 

pages to complement any study of biology. The worksheet exercises 
feature charts to complete, matching exer-
cises, crosswords, labeling, completing defi-
nitions, multiple choice questions, fill-in-the-
blank questions, and classifying. 
A small sampling of the topics 
covered includes cells, elements, 
bacteria, Punnett squares, genet-
ics, human systems, structures of 
various animals, botany, meta-
morphosis, osmosis, diseases, 
and food webs.
022467                        9.50

Biology Coloring Workbook 
(Grades 3-AD)

  With textual information on one page and a 
coloring page on the other, this will help affix the 
concepts of biology in mind. Presentation of topics 
generally corresponds with the order of our biology 
books. Basic chapters are: Introduction to Biology, 
Biology of the Cell, Principles of Genetics, DNA and 
Gene Expression, Principles of Evolution, The Origin 
of Life and Simple Life Forms, Biology of Plants, 
Biology of Animals, Human Biology, Reproduction 
and Development, and Principles of Ecology. 156 plates to color.
004223                                         15.95

Everything you Need to Ace 
Biology (Grades 8-10)

  As if written in a notebook, key biological concepts 
are summarized with clear explanations and diagrams. 
From the molecular level, to plants, 
animals, and humans, this book’s 12 
units provide clear, engaging overviews 
of the main divisions within the broad 
study of Biology. Finish each chapter 
with a ten-question review. The book’s 
second half emphasizes human systems, 
evolution, ecosystems, and the future of 
humanity. Note: the reproductive sys-
tem chapter includes diagrams of repro-
ductive systems and a page discussing 
sex verses gender, with gender defini-
tions. 518 pgs, pb. ©2021.
021577                                    12.50

Cytosis Game
(Grades 5-AD)
  This game creatively teach-

es about cellular biology by placing 
you inside the cell! Collect resources 
(such as ATP, mRNA, and carbohy-
drates) or earn actions by strategically 
placing workmen on organelles on the 
cell board. Then earn health points by 
building enzymes, hormones, and hor-
mone receptors and helping to detoxify 
the cell. 60-90 minutes, for 2-5 players.
017639 Game                         39.99
057379 Virus Expansion         14.99

Healthy Habits for Healthy Kids 
(Grades K-6)

  These easy-to-use workbooks have a CD-ROM, 
with printable activity pages and a food & fitness 
journal to keep track of their diet and exercise. 
Information and activities are based on the USDA 
Food Guidance System. Students will explore the 
food groups, learn about calories, carbs, fat, vitamins 
and minerals, and their roles in overall health. Black 
and white pages have a variety of word puzzles, 
charts, graphics, information and questions to answer. 

Answer key in the back. 96 pgs.
EACH BOOK                                          10.50
034393	 Gr.	K	 034406	 Gr.	3-4
034403	 Gr.	1-2	 034413	 Gr.	5+

Health,	Wellness	and	Physical	
Fitness (Grades 5-9)

  This reproducible workbook assists students in looking 
at a wide variety of health-related topics. Thirteen sections 
address topics such as lifestyle and longevity, heredity, 
exercise and fitness, communicable diseases, noncommu-
nicable diseases, tobacco, alcohol, drugs, nutrition, mental 
and emotional health, consumer health, safety and first 
aid. Each section includes informational text on the topic 
followed by activities to explore the topic further. 92 pgs.
028068                                               9.50

Illustrated Guide to Home Biology
 Experiments (Grades 4-12)
  This valuable resource is an illustrated guide to setting 

up a home biology lab without expensive 
lab equipment (high school quality micro-
scope required), as well as an easy-to-use 
lab manual for a rigorous first-year high 
school biology course. Beginning with an 
overview, advice on how to choose a micro-
scope, and lab safety, the book dives into 
30 lab sessions that incorporate nearly 80 
separate procedures. Following each pro-
cedure are review questions that require 
students to analyze the activities using the 
scientific process.
061896                                         24.95
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Somebody Human 
Anatomy Game 
(Grades K-5)

  A fun introduction to anatomy 
for the young. There are five 
different games and two different 
levels of play (two different card sets) 
- or just use the vinyl peel-and-stick 
plastic body parts and Somebody boards 
as puzzles to familiarize children with the 
locations of body parts. Up to four players.
003129                                19.95

Ultimate	Body-pedia	
(Grades 2-5)
  A thorough encyclopedia full of fascinating informa-

tion about the human body. With lots of colorful photos, 
unbelievable facts, and healthy tips, children will gain a 
wealth of knowledge about every organ of their body. Learn 
about bone structure, liver function, the two sides of the 
brain, and so much more. The text is easy to read and the 
diagrams illustrate all the systems of the body. A valuable 
reference resource!
032876                        17.50

ME & Mine Science Kits (Grades PK-3)
      With playful storybook adventures and accompanying interactive science projects, 

these imaginative STEAM kits teach kids about human biology in a concrete and expe-
riential way. Each kit focuses on a specific biology topic. The full-color storybook 

explains the concepts with an engaging, adorably illustrated narrative, and the science 
project lets kids be a part of the action as they build experiments that encourage tac-
tile learning through play. These award-winning kits are made of eco-friendly, kid-safe 
materials and are designed by educators, pediatricians, and psychologists to give kids a 
read-build-play experience that inspires them to learn all about what they’re made of. 
1CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not <3yrs.
078466	 Fish	Out	Germs	(A)                    29.99
078467	 Journey	Down	Belly                   29.99
078468	 Quest	to	5	Kingdoms	(Senses)  24.99
078469	 Sunshine	Mischief	(Skin)-(B)     24.99
078470	 Superhero	Rescue	(Muscles)    24.99

My Body 
(Grades 1-4)

  The body is 
explained, literally, 

piece by piece, as chil-
dren add body parts 
to their own body out-
line! The book is full of 
reproducible handouts 
and patterns that tell 

you what the part of the body does and 
what color to make the organ. First, explain the functions of the 
body part. Then cut and paste the body part correctly on each 
child’s traced body outline. Introduces the brain, heart, kidneys, 

bladder, cells, spleen, pancreas, gall blad-
der, reproductive organs, skeleton, mus-
cles, stomach, intestines, liver, lungs, skin, 
eyes, nose, ears, tongue, and face. 40 pgs.

000874                               6.50

Bag O’ Beach Bones 
(Grades PK-12)

  You’ve heard of building sand 
castles, but how about a sand skeleton?! Use 
this set of 15 molds to form your own 4’ skeleton 
on the beach or in your sand box. Have the cool-
est sand structure on the beach or use the molds 

to practice naming bones at home in your sand 
box - skull, ribs and spine, pelvis, humerus, radius 
and ulna, hand, femur, tibia and fibula, and foot.

031112                                  14.75

Body Book 
(Grades 3-6)

  Break out the scissors, 
tape, paste and paper and make 
a stomach book, 3-D skeleton, a 
growing-tooth “movie,” a card-
board spinal column, or manip-
ulative eye! The book begins 
with a study of the sense 
organs: tongue, eye, ear, 
nose, and skin. Then comes 
body systems: skeletal, diges-
tive, respiratory, circulatory, 
excretory, and muscular. Building 
models of each helps children 
understand how they work. Model 
patterns used are reproducible, so 
everyone can join in.
000130                           13.95

Felt Human 
Body(Grades PK-AD)

  This felt human body torso is 
34” in height and beautifully illustrated. 
Brain and other head 

structures are shown bisected, as are the lungs. Other 
structures are shown whole. The 34 pieces range widely 
in size, from the 10” large intestine to individual cells of 
about 1” in height. Pieces may be body parts to place 
on the torso or diagrammed depictions of individual 
cells and tissues, stages in growth and reproduc-
tion, and diseases. 32-page lesson guide included. 
1CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not <3yrs.
036122                                    27.95
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4D Life Science Model 
Puzzles	(Grades 3-AD)
  We absolutely love these detailed, reasonably 

priced anatomy models that you can put together, 
take apart, and build again! Each model is made up 
of approximately 30 pieces and stands about 5” tall. 
Pieces are painted realistically, include small display 
stands, and come with basic assembly guides. 

040054 Chicken                                25.50
043195 Horse                                     25.50
044744 Shark                                      25.50
004228 Human Body                        33.50
046935 Human Ear                            17.95
043192 Human Eyeball                     17.95
043194 Human Heart                        17.95
017186 Human Respiratory System  22.95
018879 Human Torso Anatomy        17.95
044657 Human Skeleton                  17.95
047919 Skin NEW!                              21.95

Squishy Science
(Grades 3-AD)
  These squishy, somewhat sticky organs feel incredibly lifelike! Human 

Body includes a 12” transparent human body, stand, 12 plastic bones and 
muscles, 9 vital organs, chart, tools, and a colorful booklet. 
Brain includes 8 brain parts, 2 eyeballs, transparent skull 
model and base (made up of 8 pieces), 4 vertebrae pieces 
with the spinal cord, tools and booklet. Head-to-Toe gives 
you everything in both kits.
052445 Brain                                      22.49
052446 Human Body                        22.49
052447	 From	Head-To-Toe               40.49

Inside Guide: Human Body Systems
 (Grades 4-6)
  Full of interesting information and colorful illustrations, these easy-to-
read books are a wonderful supplement to a science study on the human body. Each 
book has four short chapters, “think about it” pages with questions relating to the text, 
and a glossary. The text contains detailed information about the functions of a human 
body system, and the details are written in understand-
able language for the young reader. 32 pages.
EACH BOOK                 7.50
001928 Circulatory System
001940 Digestive System
001962 Muscular System
001963 Nervous System
002005 Respiratory System
002049 Skeletal System

Dr.	Bonyfide	Presents	Bones	of	the...
(Grades 1-AD)

  In comic book format, Anatomics tells the story of 
Dr. Bonyfide and Pinky as they travel back in time to learn 

about the bones of the human 
body in the setting of the Olympic 
Games in Ancient Greece. 72 pg, 
hc. Workbooks are not dependent 
on Anatomics and are some of the 
most in-depth I have ever seen 
for younger students. Some con-
tent is presented in a lyrical fashion 
to aid memory, but there are also 
illustrations, diagrams, mnemonics, 
and definitions with written activ-
ities like fill-in-the-blank, drawing, 
mazes, labeling, and much more. 
115 to 160 pgs. 

EACH BOOK BELOW                 15.75
067649 Hand,	Arm,	Shoulder	(Bk	1)
067648	 Foot,	Leg,	Pelvis	(Bk	2)
067651	 Rib	Cage	&	Spine	(Bk	3)
067650 Head, Face, Neck	(Bk	4)
067646 Set of 4 Books           57.95
067647 Anatomics                14.50
052845 Color Me Bones!      14.50

Human Body Theater (Grades 5-8)
  Subtitled “The All-Singing, All-Dancing Anatomy Extravaganza, the show 

is hosted by a skeleton. He introduces all the systems of the human 
body: skeletal, muscular, respiratory, car-
diovascular, digestive, excretory, endocrine, 
reproductive, immune, and nervous; and 
explores the senses. Complex anatomical 
terms and processes are explained in 
an easily understandable way. Each 
process is explained from the 
ground up. With a graphic 
novel type feel, witty and 
entertaining text, ador-
able characters, endless 
colorful illustrations, and 
tons of solid information, you 
can’t help but be enthralled. 233 pgs.

064406                                      11.75

Human Body Big Book
(Grades 5-8)

  Standards-based for grades 5-8 but writ-
ten at a 3rd-4th grade reading level, this 

book provides lots of reproducible worksheets. 
An overview section on cells plus seven body 
systems (skeletal, muscular, nervous, respiratory, 
digestive, excretory, and reproductive) are cov-
ered. Exercises are based on 1-2 page reading 
selections. An eighteen-page section of “posters” 
in the back are full-color illustrations, and “cut-

aways” of body systems and anatomy. Answers included.
080101                                               19.95
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Cooking & Science 
(Grades 3-12)

  Turn your kitchen into a laboratory with these 
fun and inexpensive science manuals. The books 
are designed like lab manuals, and each experiment 
demonstrates a chemistry-related concept. The sec-
ondary version includes pre-lab questions to give 

students the opportunity to 
make predictions on the out-
come of the experiment and 
post-lab exercises, answer-
ing questions and recording 
observations. Spiral-bound. 
Answer key included. 
EACH BOOK            11.95
012176	 Elementary	(3-8)
012177	 Secondary	(9-12)

Thames & Kosmos® Chem Kits
(Grades 5-12)

  Each kit provides just about everything 
you need to do experiments that take 
mere minutes. If you’re interested in 
chemistry, the C1000 kits and up are 
more extensive in content and materi-
als. There is some overlap between the 
kits, as each kit tends to “build on” and 
incorporate experiments and materials 

f r o m the previous kit.

Science Ninjas Valence
(Grades 3-AD)

  This well-designed and visually appealing 
game uses element and molecule cards to 

show what combines with what. 
Element cards show name, sym-
bol, atomic weight, section of 
periodic table, electron orbit-
al pattern and a +/- valence 
electron number. Molecule 
cards are two-sided: one 

has ninjas in action, along with type of ele-
ments needed to make the molecule, symbol guide for possible 

actions, directions for game use, and point value. The back side shows name, 
chemical formula(s), elements and number of each required to make the mole-
cule, and a brief description of properties. Build as many molecules as you can, 
but the more complex the higher the points. 15 - 25 minutes. 2-4 players.
074200 Card Game                                            25.00
074201	 Plus	Game	(includes	board)                39.99

Kitchen Chemistry (Grades 4-8)
  This activity book features plenty of fun chemistry-based exper-

iments that you can mix up in your kitchen to demonstrate 
chemistry concepts. Ten chapters cover atoms and molecules, 

mixtures, reactions, acids and bases, solids, liquids, gases, changing 
states of matter, polymers and water. Each short chapter is written in 
an informal manner with projects at the end of each short chapter. 
Tried-and-true classics are here: making a baking soda and vinegar 
volcano, pulling a soft-boiled egg into a jar opening, 
and layering liquids of different densities. 122 pgs.
044579                                13.50 Elemental Journal 

(Grades 5-9)
  Now you can introduce your junior high students 

to the elements in a fun and interactive way. Using 
these three books and Periodic Table of Videos 
(free at periodicvideos.com), will engage your stu-
dents as they research, write and catalog 42 of the 
144 known elements. Easy to use with a group or 
individual, every section of the book is formatted 
the same. The journal is 51 pages and is divided into 
elemental groups. 
013258 Elemental Journal                    29.00
052403 Scholastic Elements                11.95
026107	 Periodic	Table:	Elements	in	Style	  
	 (Basher	Science)                     6.75
ELMJNL	 Package	of	all	3	above          45.50

010064 Chem C500 Beginner’s Set  31.40
025661 Chem C1000 Kit                    58.40
031555 Chem C2000 Kit                    143.90
037187 Chem C3000 Kit 2.O             251.90

Chemtastrophe! (Grades 5-7)
  Discover the history of items like Super Glue®, 

Post-It® Notes and nonstick pans. Employing the sci-
entific method, questions are stated and then through 

observation and experimentation discoveries were made. 
Many of the products we use today came to us through 
someone’s accidental discovery. A couple of opportunities 
to test out some hypotheses are found in each book. 
These are simple experiments that can 
be done with home items. 32 pgs.
EACH BOOK                              7.50
044067 Body Care Chemistry
044084 Chemistry Around the House
044094 Cleaning Chemistry
044127 Environmental Chemistry
044354 Kitchen Chemistry
044382 Medicine Cabinet Chemistry
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Periodic	Table
(Grades 1-5)

  Introduce even young ones to the ele-
ments as they lift flaps to meet the charac-
ters and the elements they represent. Pages 
are color-coded – blue for the elements that 
fizz and bang, gray for the hard, shiny met-
als, purple and pink for the soft, dull metals, 
and green for the elements of life. Yellow is 
used for the hidden elements, and radioac-
tive elements are identified by the color aqua. Explanations 
are simple, but children will enjoy the illustrations even if they 
don’t understand all the reading. 16 pgs, hardcover.
073322                                           14.24

Illustrated	Periodic	Table	of	Elements	
Puzzles	(Grades 3-AD)
  The complete illustrated periodic table of the elements, 

now in a fun and colorful puzzle format. Strong high-quality 
puzzle pieces are made from recycled board and printed with 
vegetable based ink. Choose from four piece counts.

Mystery	of	the	Periodic	
Table (Grades 5-AD)

  This entertaining book tells the whole 
story of chemistry, from the first pure elements 
ever found and used in ancient times (gold 
and silver) to Mendeleev’s development of the 
Periodic Table, and beyond to the discovery 
of protons, neutrons and electrons. Along the 
way, we are introduced to the great thinkers 
of Greece, Medieval alchemists, Robert Boyle, 
Joseph Priestly, Lavoisier, John Dalton, Humphrey 
Davy, and Ernest Rutherford. An excellent blend 
of fact, anecdote and interactive writing. 157 pgs.
029477                                         11.09

Periodic:	Game	of	the	
Elements (Grades 5-AD)

  Explore and research the periodic table as 
you compete to research elements and complete 
goals. The board is a large, colorful periodic table; 
players move by spending or gaining energy to 
activate periodic trends, each of which allows 
you to move in a different manner. Any 
element you land on can be “researched, 
helping you complete the shared goal cards. 

Collect goal cards, lab tokens, and more to accu-
mulate points. 2-5 players, 40-60 minutes.

057512                                                            39.99

Elements: Visual Exploration of Every 
Known	Atom	in	the	Universe
(Grades 7-AD)

  Check out these beautiful photographs of the elements in their 
pure state and in compounds! After an overview of the Periodic 
Table, author and “element collector” Theodore Gray travels 
through the whole Perioic Table. Each two-page spread includes 
information about the element such as the atomic weight, den-
sity, atomic radius, crystal structure, atomic emission spectrum, 
chemical symbol, and an explanation of how it is used and special 

features of the element. Book is 240 pgs, and 
Kid’s edition retains the photos with simplified 
text for young readers. Card decks and puzzle 
provide element info in card deck or puzzle 
form. Molecules and Reactions, by the same 
author, offer a similar format.

059369 Book                             13.95
080130 Kid’s Book NEW!          9.95
029539 Card Deck                   17.95
044516	 Puzzle                            15.50
059370 Molecules                    13.95
044519 Reactions                     20.95

A.

C.

Covalence and 
Ion Games 

(Grades 3-AD)
  Covalence is a chemistry-themed coop-
erative game where players work together 
to accurately build a number of secret 
organic molecules. One player has knowl-
edge of a set of Secret Molecules. All other 
players must deduce what these secret 

molecules are, based upon clues given to 
them. Players must cooperatively construct their 

molecules before the clues run out! Ion is a card game 
where players select from ion and noble gas cards to form 
either neutrally charged compounds or stable noble gases.
031987 Covalence Game                19.99
031997 Ion Game                              19.99

Periodic	Table	Cards
(Grades 6-12)

  Color-coded cards visual-
ly group the elements:  yellow 
(metals); green (metalloids); 
purple  (non-metals); black (ele-
ments 109-118); and red  (defini-
tion cards). Cards are the size of 
standard playing cards and include 
the symbol, atomic number, atomic 
mass, name, and electron configuration. Guide 
provides handy terms and definitions and a sim-
ple explanation for placement. 125 cards.
038223                                               9.75

029699	 200	Piece	(A)          8.50
023507	 300	Piece	(B)          11.95
023508	 500	Piece                11.95
056639	 1000	Piece	(C)        14.50

B.
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Fun	with	Magnets
(Grades PK-6)

  This kit includes all the materials 
needed to experiment with and learn 
about the history of magnets, rules of 
magnetism, types of magnets, 
and how magnets are used. 
Kit includes: magnet wand, 
3 magnetic balls, horseshoe 

magnet, bar 
magnet, 2 ring 
magnets, a com-
pass, 8 nuts, 5 washers, wire, a metal 
rod, 3 crepe rubber shapes and 8 dou-
ble-sided activity cards. The activity cards are illustrated 
and contain step-by-step instructions for 14 experiments.
034158                                      15.50

Way	Things	Work	Now
(Grades 1-AD)
  David Macaulay brings you into the 21st century 

with new inventions and discoveries. Divided into five parts, this 
400-page book covers the mechanics of movement, harnessing 
the elements, working with waves, electricity & automation, 
and the Digital Domain. With humorous graphics and concise 
information, he makes it understandable for a variety of ages. 
Learn about the technology of today, such as 3D printers, body 
scanners, satellite navigation, and much more. 
065059                                     23.95

Backyard Ballistics (Grades 3-AD)
  Potato guns, paper match rockets, catapults - defi-
nitely a physics textbook, in my opinion. Some of these 
could easily be built by kids, but let Dad have some fun, 

too. The projects are varied: balloons, flingers, cannons, and 10 
others. These can be made fairly easily from materials found at 
your local hardware store; they’re fun and easy to build, and 
you’ll have a hard time finding a kid who doesn’t enjoy them.

007648 Backyard Ballistics                    12.95
also available:
059836 Defending Your Castle             12.95
071540 Ready the Cannons                  12.95

Awesome	Experiments	for	Kids	
(Grades K-7)

  The experiments/activi-
ties/projects in this series are 
indeed awesome – designed to 
intrigue and engage. Materials 
are household items and are list-
ed for each project. Instructions 
are step-by-step with needed 
illustrations. The how and why of 
each activity is clearly explained. 
Science methodology, STEAM 
connections, and exploration of 
careers and professions are all built in. Difficulty 
levels for each activity, cautions, and time com-
mitments are indicated in the text. 
020191	 Kitchen	Science	(K-4)               11.95
020198	 Robotics	Projects	(K-4)              11.95
052778	 Science	Experiments	(K-7)       11.95
052776	 Physics	Experiments	(K-7)         11.95
052774	 Engineering	Activities	(K-7)      14.50

Manga Guides to Science 
(Grades 9-AD)

  Written by instructors and illustrated by artist Keita Takatsu, 
these graphic novels communicate difficult science concepts in fun, 
bite-size ways. Each book’s main char-
acters need to solve problems—using 
science, of all things. In the process, 
they learn and practice scientific prin-
ciples. Great for introducing, overview-
ing, or reviewing these books convey 
tough scientific concepts through story, 
interspersed with definitions, key con-

cepts, and diagrams. Detailed indexes 
help readers find just what is needed. 

EACH BOOK                    13.95
032699 Electricity
032701	 Physics
032760 Universe

Fischertechnik Kits
(Grades 2-AD)

  High quality engineering construc-
tion building sets, designed and made in 
Germany! Kids will enjoy many hours of 
construction building fun while learning and 
putting engineering and design skills to use! 
Each set has a different focus, allows for 
multiple different models with real work-
ing parts, and includes a full-color activity/
instructional booklet.
061832	 Basic	Set	(270	pcs)            76.95
078870	 Universal	Starter	3	Set	(A)  78.50
075296	 Optics	Set	(4-AD)-(B)         99.95
075297	 Pneumatic	Power	Set	(C)  55.50
078869 Adv Mechanic & Static 2  105.00

A.

B.

C.
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K’Nex Education Sets (Grades 3-9)
  Designed to introduce students to basic scientific concepts, these 
sets can produce several moving models that emphasize practical 
mechanics. Simple Machines sets include a 40-page digital teach-

er guide and K’Nex pieces to build multiple models. STEM 
Building Sets emphasize small-group learning; students 
put together models and follow the included experiment 

worksheets, all the while learning about the concept 
each model represents. Gears, Levers & Pulleys, and 

Vehicles are the simplest kits, while Roller Coaster 
and Swing Ride are larger and more complex.

STEM Quest (Grades 3-8)
  Each STEM squad team (consisting of a 

human and a robot lab assistant) guides you 
through one STEM adventure (i.e. the Amazon 

Rainforest, Giza pyramids) helping you learn facts, 
as well as details about famous scientists and related 
vocabulary. Additional instruction also teaches readers about 
how to identify the BIG idea, while providing an at-home, 
hands-on activity using fairly easy-to-find items. In addition, the 
text will explain how and why activi-
ties work. From Barron’s, each book 
contains over 30 experiment-based 
learning activities (identified with 
symbols) 80 pgs, pb.
EACH BOOK                         8.95
080581 Science
080584 Technology
080583 Engineering
080582 Math

Hands-On	Engineering	(Grades 4-7)
  The skills and procedures learned in these hands-on projects 
will encourage students to analyze the challenge, innovate 

ideas and create solutions. Each project is clearly defined from the 
subject and skills covered to the materials needed, the vocabulary 
learned, and the purpose and objectives of the project. Preparation 
and procedure instructions are all step-by-step, making each proj-

ect very easy to follow for individuals or groups. The book includes 
both teacher and student material. 
004021                              20.95

KitBook: Electric 
Circuits (Grades 4-6)

  A well-designed, inquiry-based study. 
Add a self-directed child and adult supervi-
sion for lots of learning. Each of the 8 chap-
ters culminate with at least 1 learning activ-
ity. KitBook contains everything needed. 
The 78 pg. Teacher kit adds NSES correla-
tions, explanations, directions, answers, 
alongside a reduced student text. The 
19 pg. small-format Workbook offers 
review questions and answers.
1CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not <3yrs.
031032 KitBook                         49.95
037453 Teacher Edition           73.95
037457 Student Workbook      2.75

Top Trumps STEM (Grades 1-AD)
  Go to battle with STEM! Each card holds fascinating, bite-size 

info with number values attached. Play “war” to win all 30 cards, 
and learn lots of fascinating information along the way. With these 

games, you’ll be inspired for further study in STEM fields. 2-6 players, 
15- minute play time.
EACH CARD	GAME	(exc). . . 9.99
021525 Top 30 Scientists
021492	 Electricity/Magnetism
021484 Extraordinary Engineering
021494	 Peculiar	Problems
021496 Sensational Science
031190 Terrific Technology
021482 Engineering Bundle
                       25.99

EACH	SIMPLE	MACHINES	SET           39.95
007989 Gears
008004	 Levers	&	Pulleys
008016	 Wheels	&	Axles/Incl.	Planes
067025 Gears STEM Kit                  14.95
067026	 Levers	&	Pulleys	STEM      14.95
067027 Roller Coaster STEM         40.25
067028	 Swing	Ride	STEM               40.25
067029 Vehicles STEM                  24.50

Thames & Kosmos Engineering Kits
(Grades 3-12)
  These applied physics kits demonstrate scientif-
ic principles in structures and mechanics. Bridges 

& Skyscrapers demonstrates basic structural elements 
including columns, beams, trusses, plates, arches, shells 
and catenary. Explore forces such as tension, compres-
sion, shear and torsion before moving into more complex 
models of trusses, roofs and small buildings. 20 experi-
ments with 323 pieces. Mechanical Engineering: Robotic 
Arms uses a pneumatic system to activate the models: a 
pivoting robotic arm, a robotic hand, grabber, claw and 
exoskeleton legs and arms. 6 experiments with 204 pieces. 
Architectural Engineering teaches about elements like 
arches, domes, shells and trusses. Based on steel frame 
design, the building components are made of both rods 
and connectors, some of which are flexible to allow for 

curves and domes. 26 projects with 308 pieces. Full color 
lab manual in each set includes illustrated directions for 
projects in 3 difficulty levels.
068024 Bridges & Skyscrapers                    44.90
068022 Robotic Arms                                   53.90
074581 Architectural Engineering              44.90
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Encyclopedia of World History 
Internet-Linked (Grades 3-9)

  This book covers it all, from 
the dawn of history right up to 
the year 2000, for all the major 
civilizations, rulers, and events 
in world history. Pages are filled 
with clear, interesting accounts 
of events, realistic reconstruc-
tions of scenes, and tons of 
incredible photographs. More 
than 100 charts and maps are 
included. Internet links lead you 

to a website where you can read additional informa-
tion, watch video clips, play games, see photos, and 
use other unique website features to experience “vir-
tually” all of world history. 
018005 Softcover                               18.99
000979 Hardcover                            37.99

Kingfisher History Encyclopedia 
(Grades 4-10)

  This book is an excellent all-in-one 
reference for studies of any and all time 
periods. It is chronologically arranged 
and articles are cross referenced for ease 
of research. Over 2000 colorful illustra-
tions, including photographs, charts and 
annotated maps, grace the high-quality 
pages. A handy reference section has 
lists of national leaders throughout his-
tory; wars; and explorations/discoveries. 
491 pgs.
003618                             23.50

Usborne Book of World History 
(Grades 3-8)

  This is the combined, hardcover volume of 
the Children’s Picture World History series, covering 
the first civilizations to 1914 A.D. The text is highly 
readable and the illustrations captivating. If you are 

force-feeding history to your upper-elementary 
or junior high student, this may be the answer. 
Please note that this is a secular publication. You 
may want to edit or omit some of this volume, 
particularly the earliest part. Depending on the 
age of your children, you may let them ”edit” 
themselves - or use the discrepancies between 
the secular and Christian worldview as the basis 
for discussion. 192 pgs.
004595                                    23.74

Historical Atlas of the World 
(Grades 7-12)

  A comprehensive presentation of the major 
periods of world history in over 100 pages 
of full-color maps. Large maps cover Early 
and Ancient Civilization, Middle Ages, Early 
and Modern Times, Rise of Modern Europe, 
World in Conflict and the Contemporary 
World. See how the world has changed 
across the centuries and trace the rise and 
fall of civilizations as land was claimed, 
conquered, and conceded.
000733                          9.50

Time Traveler (Grades 3-8)
  This Usborne combined volume of 
all four Time Traveler books focuses 
on everyday life in various periods 
in history. It contains interesting text 
and captivating illustrations (in typ-
ical Usborne style!). This book will 
give you a better understanding and 
appreciation of how it was to live 
during different periods in history.
003382                          21.84

First History Encyclopedia
(Grades K-3)

  From the Stone 
Age (evolutionary) 
to Ancient worlds, 
from medieval times 
to the 21st century, 
this DK book is an 
appealing addition to 
your history class—or 
just for fun. Heavily 
dependent on pho-
tographs, the pages 
educate and stim-
ulate interest. The text also 

engages young minds. Each 2-page 
spread provides a 1/4-inch type 
font paragraph for younger read-
ers. Then follows multiple small 
paragraphs perfect for older kids or 
adults to read aloud. At the bottom 
of each page, you’ll find a question 
(the answer is upside down). “Did 
You Know” buttons provide extra 
fascinating facts. 136 pgs, hc.

080245                                          12.25

DK Smithsonian Children’s Illustrated 
History Atlas (Grades 3-7)

  Each map in this book shows parts of the world at different 
times in history. Starting with the earliest times (a map showing 

the dispersion of people around the world) 
and the earliest peoples (homo erectus 
and the Neanderthals), maps of world cul-
tures and various time periods are included. 
Chapters are based on major time-period 
designations; each beginning with a timeline 
of the period. Then follows maps of major 
areas/cultures. There are two quizzes in the 
back along with a glossary and index. 
077448                                    12.75
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Timelines of World History  
(Usborne) (Grades 2-6)

  Divided into seven chronologi-
cal sections with dates arranged 
in columns according to geo-
graphic location, this vibrantly 
illustrated book helps children 
(and parents!) “connect the 
dots,” putting worldwide events 
into their historical period. For 
example, did you know that 
during the American Civil War 
(1860-1865 A.D.), the world’s 

first underground railway was built in London (1863), 
and Italy was unified? Timeline begins in 10,000 BC 
and ends in 1996. Beautifully illustrated. 128 pgs, hc. 
067908                                               18.99

Adams’ Chart or Map of History
(Grades 5-AD)
  Probably the best pre-printed timeline 

available to homeschoolers today, this is a 
visually and educationally amazing resource. It 
is bigger, measuring 13” x 27” closed. This huge 
(13” x 27”) horizontal timeline unfolds accordi-
on style to an incredible 25 feet! It starts in the 
same place (Creation: 4004 BC) buts ends soon-
er, in 1870 with the 19th president Rutherford 
Hayes. This edition from Master Books has had all of the evolu-
tionary content removed.  The specific country timelines that had 
been on the reverse side of the timeline have also been removed.
027268 Casebound (A)                    31.49
027760 Panels Only                          26.50
018369 Teacher’s Guide                  5.25

Big History Timeline Wallbook (Grades 1-9)
  American Museum of Natural History’s 6' long timeline is sure to cap-

tivate children as they learn how history ties together into 
one continuous story. Time begins with the Big Bang approxi-
mately 14 billion years ago, where children learn current the-
ories on the development of space, earth, sky, sea and land. 
Contains hundreds of illustrations highlighting 
culture and people, discoveries and events 
of time as we know it. Includes removable 6' 
timeline, a handy magnifier and the Wall 
Book Chronicle (retelling of events), hc.
042333 Wallbook                       14.75
077347 Stickerbook NEW!        8.25

Create your own Big History timeline with stickers! 
Unfold the 60” x 11” glossy timeline and add the 113 colorful 
stickers. Fold back up into book form or hang to display.

History Through the Ages  
Timeline Sets (Grades PK+)

  These world history timelines come with 250-
280 historical figures (American: 420). The wall-
sized figures are printed on heavy coverstock 
paper, with 9-12 figures per sheet. Underneath 
each b&w illustrated figure are names, dates, 
and information about each important individ-
ual. The timeline pages can be cut into 17” x 
1” strips to make a long timeline, with different 
colors for different eras. The CD provides all 
figures found in the individual sets - over 1,200 
total. The figures are included in two sizes (wall 

and notebook-sized) and can be printed with solely the name and date 
or with accompanying historical text. No timeline strips. Adobe Reader 
required; Windows/Mac compatible. All the timeline figures can also 
be used in the Record of Time notebook.
015649 Resurrection to Revolution  22.95
001688 Creation to Christ                 22.95
024312 Napolean to Now                22.95
001676 America’s History                 32.95
030981 Timeline Figures on CD        74.95

Record of Time Timeline 
Notebook (Grades PK-AD)

  This blank timeline provides you with a 
handy place to record history from 5000 
BC to today. Each page displays a bold 
horizontal line across the middle of the 
page, varying in time span to allow all 
major events and figures to be marked. 
Following the 112 timeline pages are 
17 blank maps of ancient times and the 

world today. Print and CD versions (w/ PDFs) are available. CD also 
includes the Suggested Placement for timeline figures. Or choose the 
physical book, nicely packaged in a 3-ring binder. 
Trio Bundle includes the Timeline Figures on CD 
(#030981), Timeline Notebook (#030982) and the 
Suggested Placement Guide (#007496).
030982 Timeline Notebook              39.95
046130 Timeline on CD                     39.95
007496 History Through the Ages
 Suggested Placement         11.95
010707 Timeline Trio (set of 3)          113.95

Book of Centuries Historical Timeline 
Notebook (Grades 1-12)
  Designed to be your record-keeping place, this book gives 

the framework; you supply the content. With a classical orienta-
tion and an assumption of Biblical events (no actual Biblical con-
tent), the book consists of pages with lined and blank columns. 
Each two-page spread covers a designated period of time. Each 
page has two columns. The two center columns of a two-
page spread are lined and the two outer columns are 
blank (for drawings or attaching pictures). Time des-
ignations are in the upper left or right corners (outer 
corners) of each page. 11 pages for maps and notes 

conclude the book. 50 pgs.
006107                      10.70
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Draw and Write Through History 
(Grades 3-8)
  Students will put their drawing talents into their 

history lessons: the Trojan Horse, the black stallion of 
Alexander the Great, or a Viking ship. Each book is divided 
into several sections that cover early history with a good 
mix of Biblical accounts. Each section begins with a draw-
ing of the time period or place, followed by detailed draw-
ing instructions for all different aspects 
of the picture, and concluding with a 
page of information for students to copy 
to practice their penmanship. Sprinkled 
with interesting facts and Bible verses, 
these books are approximately 60 pgs.
EACH BOOK                                   8.65
017304 Creation Through Jonah
040197 Greece and Rome
043363 Vikings and the Middle Ages
045235 Pilgrims/Pirates/Patriots
048075 Napoleon to Lady Liberty (1800s)
049836 Invention, Exploration... (20th Cent)
DWTHCS Complete Set                       49.95

180 Days of Social Studies
(Grades K-6)

  The 180 days of worksheets cover 
topics in each of four areas: Civics, 
Economics, Geography, and History. 
One area is covered each week. For 
instance, Explorers and Early American 
history covers explorers (history), prin-
ciples of American democracy and the 
Constitution (civics), major features 
represented on maps and globes (geog-
raphy), and trade and economic inde-
pendence (economics). Digital resourc-

es (available from the publisher’s website) 
include rubrics, analysis sheets, and stan-
dards correlations. Answer key included.

EACH BOOK                                                   15.25
071765 Kindergarten 071764 Fourth Grade
071763 First Grade 071762 Fifth Grade
071766 Second Grade 071767 Sixth Grade
071768 Third Grade

Core Skills: Social Studies 2014 
Edition (Grades 1-6)

  This reproducible, consumable 
workbook series begins with 
exercises that test reading and 
picture comprehension and 
map and chart skills, as it works 
through many aspects of the 
life and history of America and 
selected places from around 
the globe. Each workbook is 
between 128-160 perforated 
pages long, has black and white 

pictures and illustrations and includes an answer key.
EACH BOOK                                       8.95
031400 Grade 1 031429 Grade 4
031419 Grade 2 031436 Grade 5
031427 Grade 3 031441 Grade 6

Famous Figures Jointed Paper Dolls
(Grades 1-7)

  The artwork in this series is wonderful - accurately detailed 
and colorful. The book (designed to be disassembled and 
the figures cut out) is of heavyweight cardstock. There are 

two sets of each figure - one full-color, and one 
b&w line art to be colored in. A pictorial guide 
to each figure includes a detailed biographical 
sketch and a companion reading list. Figures 
have moveable parts, so a hole punch and fas-
teners are required for assembly.

History Pockets (Grades 1-6)
  Supplement your elementary studies of history with memorable 

activities and a personalized book of projects and the 
facts learned. Each book is divided up into a series of 
units, each unit representing one pocket. Each unit 
contains several parts, including an overview page for 
you, and then a title for the pocket, an “About…” page 
or small booklet to read and discuss on the topic, and 
more, as well as various activities to complete and 
include in your pocket. All the pieces you need are 
included. 96 pgs.
EACH BOOK          11.85
019095   Ancient Civilizations (1-3)

019101 Life in Plymouth Colony (1-3)
019103 Native Americans (1-3)
016036 American Civil War (4-6)
016040 American Revolution (4-6)
016060 Ancient Rome (4-6)
019096 Ancient Egypt (4-6)
019098 Ancient Greece (4-6)
019100 Explorers of North America (4-6)
019099 Colonial America (4-6)
019102 Moving West (4-6)

044446 Ancient Times                       17.95
004123 Medieval Times                    14.95
078106 Middle Ages & Renaissance 17.95

A compilation of 2 books with 21 figures.
004136 American Revolution          14.95
031920 Civil War                                14.95
016056 Early Modern                        17.95

Document-Based Activities
(Grades 5-8)

  Primary sources allow us to connect directly to the people 
who have made history. They also strengthen observational 
and analytical skills. This book gives you study tools; not only 

reproducible analysis worksheets but also photo 
examples of artifacts, documents, and artwork cou-
pled with questions. These are challenging activities, 
requiring thought. Background information plus an 
answer key is provided. Lists of image sources and a 
bibliography are also included. 160 pgs, pb.
080781 US History Book 1              15.95
080782 US History Book 2              15.95
080783 World History                     15.95
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A Street Through Time
(Grades 2-4)
  This unique book for young students depicts 

what it would be like to live in 
different time periods. Every time 
a page is turned, there is a differ-
ent time ranging from 10,000 B.C. 
all the way to the future. Some 
of the periods include glimpses 
of the Iron Age, Roman Times, 
a Medieval Village, an Age of 
Elegance, and the Street of the 

Future. There are lots of colorful 
illustrations and just enough infor-
mational text for young children. 
Note: a couple of illustrations 
expose a buttock when describing 
a bathroom.

077449                                               12.75

What in the World CDs/True 
Tales CDs (Grades 3-12)
  What in the World CDs present facts 

from history, specifically church history. This 
series gives evidence that history the way the 
Bible tells it is correct and is divided into 3 
periods: Creation to Christ (V1), Resurrection 
to Revolution (V2), and Napoleon to the Korean 
War (V3). True Tales CDs allow you to experience 
a guided tour of Ancient, Medieval, and Modern 
History as Diana Waring skillfully tells fascinating 
stories of people and places of long ago.

You Wouldn’t Want to ___ Series
(Grades 2-5)
  Or would you? The interesting topics and 

humorous illustrations and captions will capti-
vate young readers while educating them on the 
very real conditions and aspects of life in the 
past. The fun text and variety of funny charac-
ters provide lighthearted but factual answers to 
these questions and share much more 
about each unique circumstance.
EACH BOOK                         7.50
009107 Be a Medieval Knight!
033926 Be an American Colonist
009176 Be in a Medieval Dungeon!
009110 Be a Pyramid Builder!
009175 Be an Egyptian Mummy!
009112 Be a Roman Gladiator!
036840 Be a Crusader!
009105 Be a Greek Athlete!
009130 Be an American Pioneer!
009123 Be a Viking Explorer!
036842 Be at Boston Tea Party!
009094 Be a Civil War Soldier!
036846 Work Great Wall China!
039692 Be a Sumerian Slave!
039694 Be Cleopatra!
011026 Live in Pompeii!
023623 Explore w/ Lewis & Clark!
048585 Secret Agent World War 2!
021533 Be a World War II Pilot!
009213 Sick in the 16th Century
039872 Live Without Bees
036844 Sail on the Mayflower
033928 Sail w/ Christopher Columbus

The History News (Grades 4-8)
  Fun to browse and packed with period infor-
mation, these “newspapers” provide a refresh-
ing view of historic events. Papers are format-

ted as special editions, allowing a broad range of 
time to be realistically covered. From news articles 
to lifestyle pages, the reader gets a taste of the 
culture - political pages, business news, farming 
news, a tax review, and special reports. The classi-
fied ads entertain as they describe houses for sale, 
building materials, and services available.
EACH BOOK                                          6.60
005311 Egyptian 005321 Roman
005313 Explorers 014535 Revolution
005315 Greek

Graphic History Library
(Grades 3-6)
  If you have a reluctant reader that prefers comic books to 

library books, try these visually-oriented topical history titles. 
Each 32-page book explores an 
event from American or world his-
tory in a format similar to a comic 
book. While text is minimal, the 
essence of each event comes across 
pretty well through narration boxes, 

dialogue balloons, and full-color 
illustrations. Additional facts, glos-
sary, related websites, and recom-
mended reading are also included.
EACH BOOK                        6.75
031742 Adventures of Marco Polo
023512 Battle of Gettysburg
031744 Battle of the Alamo
037627 Betsy Ross and American Flag
031745 Boston Tea Party
037631 Buffalo Soldiers and Amer. West
021825 Christopher Columbus
012029 Creation of U.S. Constitution
031746 Curse of King Tut’s Tomb
031741 Harriet Tubman & Undergrnd RR
042151 Isaac Newton & Laws of Motion
037651 John Sutter & California Gold Rush
012066 Lewis and Clark Expedition
037652 Lords of the Sea – Vikings
037656 Paul Revere’s Ride
037661 Story of Jamestown
023639 Story of Star-Spangled Banner
023694 Story of Statue of Liberty
037668 Voyage of Mayflower
037670 Winter at Valley Forge
042161 Wright Brothers and Airplane
023698 Young Riders of Pony Express

EACH WHAT IN THE WORLD SET        21.97
EACH TRUE TALES SET                         19.97
 What in the World True Tales
Vol 1 025724 003305
Vol 2 025855 003314
Vol 3 025874 002675
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David Macaulay Books 
(Grades 3-AD)
  David Macaulay, illustrator and storyteller par 

excellance, takes us through 
the planning, construction, and 
ensuing battle at the castle sight 
in Castle. A similar concept is 
employed in each of these books, 
interweaving an interesting story with 
historically accurate information and 
detailed drawings. Use them alone or 
with a unit study. Topnotch!
014775 Castle                         8.50
042448 Castle, Color             14.50
014776 Cathedral                   8.50
042449 Cathedral, Color       14.50
014777 City                             8.50
020013 Mosque                      7.75
014224 Pyramid                      8.50

Everything You Need to Ace History 
(Grades 6-8)

  Give your student a boost in history class 
with these books. Inside each book you will 
find key concepts; critical ideas highlighted in 
color; definitions explained; doodles that focus 
on tricky concepts; mnemonics for memorable 
shortcuts; and quizzes to recap it all.
EACH BOOK                     10.95
065403 American History
065407 World History

DK History Eyewitness Books
(Grades 3-AD)
  This exciting and enlightening collec-

tion of guides provides an excellent resource 
for comprehensive history studies. Each vol-
ume contains a host of fascinating 
historical facts and information. 
Superb full-color illustrations give 
the reader an “eyewitness” insight 
into a variety of historical periods.
EACH HARDCOVER            12.25
011596 Ancient China
017333 Ancient Civilizations
011623 Aztec, Inca & Maya
011625 Castle
011630 Medieval Life
014697 Mesopotamia
011632 North American Indian
011639 Viking

EACH SOFTCOVER            7.75
003237 American Revolution
011619 Ancient Egypt
011620 Ancient Greece
011621 Ancient Rome
021938 Civil War
011629 Knight
011631 Money
026215 Presidents
055576 Shakespeare
032274 Vietnam War
036930 Wonders of the World
021983 World War I
021984 World War II

Guts & Glory (Grades 5-9)
  This series takes readers on a historical journey of epic 
proportions. While the sheer diversity of subjects covered 
is incredible, the tone is even more striking. It reads like a 

campfire story told by an old veteran, explaining just how 
everything went down as if it just happened. The author 
glides seamlessly from battle to battle, figure to figure, 
event to event, in a gripping tide of action and excitement.

Genevieve Foster Books
(Grades 6-AD)

  Readers will enjoy an interesting look at not only the 
man, but the world in which he lived. For instance, 
Abraham Lincoln’s World also covers Britain’s enor-
mous growth and emergence as a democracy, Germany 
united under Bismarck, Russia freeing the serfs, Japan 

opened to foreign trade, the U.S. in turmoil 
over slavery and many other cultural and 
socio/economic events. Foster’s engaging 
text is laced with her traditional pictures, 
maps, timelines and graphs.

063654 Theodore Roosevelt             9.95
049608 Year of the Horseless Carriage: 1801        9.50
GNVFS6 Genevieve Foster 6-Book Set                     90.95

EACH BOOK (except noted)       17.85
005161 Abraham Lincoln’s World
006198 Augustus Caesar’s World
013764 George Washington’s World
002454 World of Captain John Smith
000195 World of Columbus & Sons

069812 American Civil War           6.95
012670 American Revolution       6.35
069813 Vikings                               6.95
069814 WW II                                   6.35

Daugherty Books (Grades 5-12)
  Beautiful Feet Books has selected some excel-
lent books to republish. As an example, Abraham 

Lincoln, a reprint of a 1943 book by James Daugherty, 
is an engaging read. Filled with anecdotal stories, a 
poignant rendition of the painful times, insight into a 
solitary man whose sadness was etched into his face, 
and a faithful telling of his story; these all come to life 
both in the prose and in the two-tone lithographs. pb.
049572 Abraham Lincoln                 14.45
000194 Magna Charta                      12.65
049595 Of Courage Undaunted      14.45
005171 Poor Richard                         14.85

Living and Working in Series
(Grades 5-8)

  Students will enjoy learning the culture’s 
advancements and contributions—and that they 
influence our “today.” Color, on-location photos, 
maps, and drawings are interspersed among the 

larger-font text and biographies. Includes a 
chronology, glossary, books and websites for 
further research, and an index. 48 pgs, pb.
EACH BOOK              8.75
035067 China
035070 Egypt
035079 Greece

035083 Mesopotamia
035113 Rome
035123 Pre-Columbian 
 Americas

http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/065403
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/065407
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/011596
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/017333
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/011623
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/011625
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/011630
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/014697
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/011632
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/011639
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/003237
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/011619
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/011620
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/011621
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/021938
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/011629
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/011631
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/026215
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/055576
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/032274
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/036930
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/021983
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/021984
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/035067
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/035083
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/035113
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/035123
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/069812
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/012670
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/069813
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/069814
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/014775
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/042448
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/014776
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/042449
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/014777
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/020013
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/014224
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/005161
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/006198
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/013764
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/002454
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/000195
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/063654
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/049608
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/GNVFS6
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/049572
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/000194
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/049595
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/005171
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/035070
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/035079
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Picture Book Biographies (Grades K-3)
  These picture books on influential people describe the featured 
figure from birth to death, highlighting important contributions 

to society. A few sentences are included on each page, along with full-
page illustrations. The pictures are detailed and colorful. The story-like 
format of these books will make the historical information appealing 
to children. 32 pgs, pb.
EACH BOOK                       5.95
021209 Abraham Lincoln
025492 Amelia Earhart
010543 Benjamin Franklin
021212 Christopher Columbus
021213 Davy Crockett
021216 Frederick Douglass
010544 George Washington
021217 George Washington Carver
014627 Jesse Owens
055894 Lewis and Clark
021223 Louis Braille
021228 Sacagawea
021230 Thomas Alva Edison
010546 Thomas Jefferson

Who Was/Is? Biographies
(Grades 3-7)
  These biographies highlight the lives of 

famous people in a story-telling format. The 
easy-to-read stories are captivating and fea-
ture b&w graphics on every page. A timeline 
of the person’s life events and world events is 
included in each book. Approx 100 pgs.
067749 Who Was? Activity Book       5.95
076462 Who Was? History of World     7.75
EACH BIOGRAPHY                                  4.60
004174 A. A. Milne
019878 Abraham Lincoln?
019652 Albert Einstein?
064488 Alexander the Great?
027252 Amelia Earhart
038325 Anne Frank?
019656 Ben Franklin?
059926 Betsy Ross?
064489 Blackbeard
038326 Daniel Boone?
019170 Davy Crockett?
026877 Catherine the Great
029740 Christopher Columbus
055586 Galileo?
019980 George Washington?
064491 George Washington Carver?
008180 Harriet Tubman
032991 Helen Keller?
059932 Isaac Newton?
064492 Joan of Arc?
059933 Julius Caesar?
008309 King Tut?
061643 Leif Erikson?
021387 Leonardo da Vinci
018880 Marco Polo?
018883 Martin Luther King, Jr.
019864 Neil Armstrong?
008223 Rosa Parks?
019657 Sacagawea?
059936 Sitting Bull
064499 Sojourner Truth
008336 Thomas Alva Edison

D’Aulaire Books
(Grades K-AD)
  Colorful, well-illustrated, and with captivating text, these 

biography and mythology books are immensely interesting to 
young readers and adults alike. Beautiful Feet uses these biogra-
phies in their Literature Approach series and has republished 
several of these formerly out-of-print titles. 
EACH BIOGRAPHY                      14.85
016936 Abe Lincoln
003451 Benjamin Franklin
000193 Buffalo Bill
000658 Columbus
003439 George Washington
006225 Leif the Lucky
003436 Pocahontas
DLR7PK Set/7 Biographies        98.75
013786 Greek Myths                 13.95
041643 Norse Myths                  20.95

027257 Thomas Jefferson
073570 Tuskegee Airmen
019981 Walt Disney
026911 Walt Whitman
038327 William Shakespeare

Genius Series (Grades 1-6)
  Life stories “told” by those who lived them! In first per-
son accounts, read about the significant events, struggles, 

successes, and contributions of these artists and scientists. Illustrations 
convey a relaxed feel, and books end with a timeline and ten compre-
hension questions. Not your typical biographies, the series includes such 
personalities as Frida Kahlo, Stephen Hawking, Maria Montessori, and 
more. 42 pgs, hc. 7.6”x 9”
EACH BOOK                    7.75
030553 Albert Einstein
030565 Ella Fitzgerald
030576 Frida Kahlo
030582 Galileo Galilei
030584 Leonardo da Vinci
030585 Louis Pasteur
030586 Maria Montessori
030588 Marie Curie
030599 Pablo Picasso
030617 Stephen Hawking
030618 Wolfgang Amadeus 
 Mozart

http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/021209
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/025492
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/010543
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http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/013786
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/041643
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I Survived... (Grades 2-5)
  These works of historical fiction allow 
students to explore different disasters in 

history from a child’s perspective. While the 
characters are fictional, the facts surrounding 
the tragedies are real. Black and white pic-
tures accompany the text, with facts about 
the events in the back of book. 100 pgs.
075892 Ten Thrilling Stories Set    34.95
EACH BOOK                 4.75
070858 Eruption of Mt. St. Helens, 1980
050735 Hurricane Katrina, 2005
067827 American Revolution, 1776
051415 Attacks of September 11, 2001
071739 Attack of the Grizzlies, 1967
070855 Battle of D-Day, 1944
015212 Battle of Gettysburg, 1863
050736 Bombing of Pearl Harbor, 1941
071740 Children’s Blizzard, 1888
058919 Destruction of Pompeii, 79
060066 Great Chicago Fire, 1871
075891 Great Molasses Flood, 1919
064606 Hindenburg Disaster, 1937
048097 Japanese Tsunami, 2011
059258 Joplin (MO) Tornado, 2011
028749 Nazi Invasion, 1944
051416 San Francisco Earthquake, 1906
050737 Shark Attacks, 1916
050738 Sinking of the Titanic, 1912
078883 California Wildfires, 2018
EACH GRAPHIC NOVEL                     8.25
015642 Nazi Invasion, 1944
075882 Sinking of the Titanic, 1912
080280 Shark Attacks, 1916

Time Travel Guides
(Grades 3-7)

  Join Emma, Josh, and Libby Binkerton as they 
experience fun, adventure, danger, fear, and brav-
ery on these unexpected visits to past times. This 
series combines an educational narrative with an 
engaging graphic novel. Throughout the story, you 
can learn basic history, daily habits, and ways of 
living pertaining to the places the Binkertons are 
visiting. The main storyline is followed by where, 
when, how, and why questions and answers that 
go into a deeper consideration of the civilization 
and geography of the cultures. 56 pgs, pb.
EACH BOOK                                          8.95
077330 Ancient China 077328 Ancient Greece
077329 Ancient Egypt 077331 Vikings

If You Were a Kid... 
(Grades 2-4)

  These easy-to-read books blend fiction 
and non-fiction, as we travel back in time 
with young, modern children to join in on 
the event. Adventures ensue, and young 
readers will pick up some details. Modern illustrations, simple time-
line, maps, and illuminating sidebars provide a captivating look at life 
in Alaska and sled dog races. Helpful glossary 
included. 31 pgs, pb.
EACH BOOK                       6.50
071683 Aboard the Titanic
071685 At the Iditarod
071686 Building a Pyramid
071687 Discovering Dinosaurs
071688 Docking at International Space St
071689 During the American Revolution
071690 During California Gold Rush
071691 During Civil Rights Movemnt
071692 During the Civil War
071693 In a Medieval Castle
071694 In the Thirteen Colonies
071695 In the Wild West
071696 On the Mayflower
071697 On the Oregon Trail
071698 Surviving a Hurricane

Asterix Omnibus 1-3
(Grades K-AD)

  It’s 50 BC, and our hero, 
shrewd little Asterix and 
his buddies (a collection 
of magical druid bards, 
monument delivery man, 
and tribal chief) are off 
on adventures… and a few misadventures. 
Hilarity (and a little history) ensues. These 
volumes are 2020 English translations of the 
original 1960’s French graphic novels. These 
hardcover, 152-page volumes will stand up 

to a Viking’s worth of exuberant reading.

Diane Stanley Biographies
(Grades 3-6)
  Get to know some of the important 

people in European history. Diane Stanley both 
authors and beautifully illustrates these short 
but engaging books. 40-45 pgs.
026688 Good Queen Bess            13.25
012235 Leonardo Da Vinci           5.95
011790 Joan of Arc                       6.75
012236 Michelangelo                   5.95
004490 Bard of Avon                    5.95

EACH BOOK                            15.95
080197 Volume 1 (the Gauls/Goths)
080198 Volume 2 (Gladiator, Cleopatra)
080199 Volume 3 (Britain & the Normans)

http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/026688
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/012235
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/011790
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/012236
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/004490
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/080197
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/080198
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/080199
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Life in ______ Coloring Books 
(Grades 3-6)
  If your children like to color, why 

not capitalize on their interest by sup-
plying them with a study of an ancient 
civilization at the same time? 
The accompanying text (usually 
one paragraph) is interesting and 
informative. 
EACH BOOK BELOW         4.25
014367 Ancient Egypt
014610 Ancient Greece
011642 Ancient Mexico
000445 Ancient Rome
000446 Celtic Times
013551 Colonial America
014368 Medieval Castle & Village
043736 Old Japan

Hands-on History Pottery Kits 
(Grades 3-AD)
  Each kit includes an unfinished piece of pottery, a paint 

brush, sponge, paint, a paint palette and instructions. Take 
advantage of the free lesson download, which is packed with 
lots of additional information. Made in the USA.
EACH KIT                                                11.50
035530 American Revolution: Colonial Teapot (A)
035654 Ancient Egypt: King Tut Tomb Tile
035663 Ancient Egypt: Ramses II Canopic Jar
035665 Ancient Greece: Drinking Vessel (B)
061774 Ancient Rome: Roman Jug (C)
035687 Aztec Empire: Quetzalcoatl Sculpture
035724 Bantu Migration: African Mask
035727 Chinese (Quin) Dynasty: Terra 
 Cotta Warrior (D)
033744 Mayan Empire: Cooking Pot
035726 Persian Empire:
 Alexander the Great Krater (E)

033747 Romanov Russia: Faberge-style Egg
033777 Scrimshaw Whale Tooth Art: Mayflower
033789 WWI: Wilson Presidential Plate
032224 Ancient Egypt: Ramses II Canopic Jar B (F)
032247 Inca Empire: Food Storage Vessel (G)
032248 Japan: Ceremonial Tea Bowl (H)
032249 Mission of San Antonio De Valero: 
 Alamo Fresco Tiles
032338 Native American Cultures: 
 Acoma Pueblo Water Jar

C.

H.

D.

B.

A.

E.

G.

Adventure Activity Books
(Grades PK-3)

  Enhance your study of world history with 
these engaging activity books for young children. 
The large variety of activities include 
hands-onproject ideas, mazes, spot the 
differences, sticker activities, coloring, 
matching, and much more. Pages are high 
quality with colorful illustrations. Answers 
included in the back.
EACH BOOK                    8.25
077343 Castle 077344 Roman
077342 Egypt 077345 Viking

You Choose Interactive  
History Adventures (Grades 3-7)
  Each book focuses on a different event in history. 

The story progresses a few pages, then the reader 
must make a decision; then, turn to the page as directed. 
Choose whether to be a civilian, patriot or British soldier during 
the Battle of Bunker Hill. On average, each book has 
about 3 story paths, 35-45 choices, and 15 different 
endings. 112 pgs.
EACH BOOK                               5.95
010591 Ancient Egypt
036033 At Battle in Revolutionary War
036050 At Battle in World War I
076582 Building a New Nation
013313 Building the Golden Gate Bridge
013344 Building the Great Wall of China
002583 California Gold Rush
010731 Civil War
009694 Colonial America
076583 Colonists Revolt
024733 Ellis Island
043707 Epic Adventures of Odysseus
076584 Fighting for Independence
005645 Life as a Gladiator
005660 Life as a Viking
010815 Middle Ages
024759 Oregon Trail
009756 Orphan Trains
040278 Race to the Moon
010840 Revolutionary War
043757 Space Race
043986 Spies of the American Revolution
043998 Spies of the Civil War
044101 Stealing Nazi Secrets in WWII
036063 Story of Juneteenth
043780 Trojan War
051957 World War I
010858 World War II
005031 World War II Pilots
005033 World War II Spies

F.
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Timeline Games 
(Grades 3-AD)
  Which came first, the laptop computer 
or the compact disc? You’ll find out in 

the Timeline games from Asmodee. 
Players are dealt several of the 

55 mini-cards in the deck, 
then must decide when a 
certain event or discovery 
happened in relation to 
other cards already played. 

Flip the card over to see the 
year of the discovery and whether 

your answer was right or wrong. 
15 minutes, 2 to 8 players.
EACH GAME             7.99

Go Fish History Games 
(Grades PK-AD)
  Pulling images from classic art, 

photos of landmarks, symbols, etc., these 
provide glimpses of history in visual form. 
There are 48 cards in each Go Fish Game 
Deck with four options for play: tradition-
al Go Fish!, a categorizing activity, a chronolog-
ical game, and a geography game.
EACH GAME W/BOOKLET                    9.95
066417 Ancient
066419 Medieval
066416 American
066418 Constitution
066424 US Presidents

054689 Discoveries
055339 Historical Events
053993 Inventions

Safari, Ltd. History Toobs 
(Grades PK-AD)
  Kudos to Safari for their persistent efforts to 

create extremely detailed and authentic figures! 
Each plastic historical replica is hand-painted, 
safety-tested and is lead and phthalate-free.
EACH TOOB BELOW                         13.29
035103 Ancient Egypt
035186 Jamestown Settlers
035191 Knights & Dragons
035223 Powhatan Indians 
035283 Wild West
012812 Civil War Confederate Set 1
012822 Civil War Confederate Set 2
013398 Civil War Union Set 2
EACH TOOB BELOW                         14.24
051367 Revolutionary War British
051368 Revolutionary War Continental
EACH TOOB BELOW                         20.89
001642 Civil War Confederate Army
001643 Civil War Union Army

Professor Noggin’s Trivia  
Card Games (Grades 1-AD)
Each game consists of 30 sturdy color cards, a 

three-numbered die, and instructions. Cards con-
tain six questions, with two difficulty levels, allow-
ing younger and older students to play 
together on a more level playing field.
EACH GAME                           7.95
027214 American Revolution
027215 Ancient Civilizations
027217 Civil War
027218 Countries of the World
036432 Explorers
031866 Geography of Canada
036433 Geography of the U.S.
045087 History of Art
031867 History of Canada
036434 History of the U.S.
031868 Medieval Times
047647 Presidents of the US
045088 Wonders of the World

Go Fish Knowledge Best
(Grades 1-7)

  Just like Go Fish or Trumps, the game’s goal is 
to collect the 4 cards in a series! Each game high-

lights 10 different themes with 41 elongated cards in 
a 4”x 6” tin, and includes instructions. Play 
time: 10-20 minutes; 2-6 players. 
EACH GAME                                7.95
005914 Countries, Flags & More
005930 Genius Thinkers (scientists)
005961 Monuments & Landmarks
005965 Pioneers & Explorers

Build It Yourself Series (Grades 3-7)
  Each book provides 25 hands-on building projects that use easy-
to-find materials. Each project is combined with historical facts, 

anecdotes, biographies, and trivia. Send secret 
coded messages and construct your own model 
Anderson shelter as you learn about WWII; sip 
homemade apple cider and make your own 
yarn and cloth as you learn about colonial 
America. 122 pgs.
EACH BOOK (exc noted)           11.95
075184 George Washington
075185 Civil War
043810 Medieval

035981 Colonial American
039063 Pioneer
035980 WW II
017509 Ancient China                 16.50
075186 Native Americans               12.95
075187 Oregon Trail                         13.50
075189 Underground Railroad        13.50
075192 World Myths & Legends
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Ancient ______ and Their Neighbors
(Grades 4-8)

  It all starts with a parallel timeline of 
the featured civilization and those near-
by, so you can see what was happening 
in each of these cultures simultaneous-
ly. Each book contains units on archi-
tecture, clothing, writing, work, food 
and religion, accompanied by one or 
more activities. In Egypt, children build a 

model Egyptian boat as they learn about trade on the Nile River, or 
make Sebetu Rolls as they learn about Mesopotamian dietary hab-
its. Activities use common (mostly household) materials. 160 pgs.
EACH BOOK                                          13.95
007992 Egyptians 074676 Romans
019409 Israelites

Discover Ancient Dig 
Kits (Grades 1-6)
  Dig in to reveal a single artifact or 

treasure! Each of these kits 
come with a themed plaster 
cast with treasure inside, digging 
tools, and digging instructions.  
1CHOKING HAZARD (1). 
Not <3 yrs.

Hands-On History Ancient History
(Grades K-5)

  Each book discusses a fascinating ancient 
culture, covering food, clothing, buildings, reli-
gious beliefs, festivals, family life, and social 
organization. Each section also provides a 
historical project, about 12-13 in each book. 
Projects use easy-to-find materials and fea-
ture photos for each step. Examples from 
Ancient Egyptians include a pharaoh’s crown, 
cooking Ful Medames (bean stew), scarab 
armband, and building a pyramid. 32 pgs, pb.

EACH BOOK          7.50
046502 Ancient Egyptians
046504 Romans 046505 Vikings

Cooking in World Cultures (Grades 3-6)
  Have you ever wondered what people 
of the ancient world ate for breakfast? 
An overview of the civilization is followed 
by a series of two-page spreads devoted 
to cooking and eating centuries ago. For 
example, the Ancient Egypt book includes 
chapters on fruits of the Nile, Egyptian 
kitchens, bread, sweet foods, spices, gods 
and festivals - even food for the afterlife. 
Each book is full of colorful photographs, 

illustrations, and information boxes. Several 
recipes are included, so you can even taste for 
yourself how the ancients feasted. 32 pgs, pb.

EACH BOOK                            7.50
055222 Ancient Egypt 055224 Ancient Rome
055223 Ancient Greece 055225 Viking Times

Hieroglyphic Activities
(Grades PK-AD)
  Learn about ancient hieroglyphics with 

this hands-on kit. Use the decoder wheel to 
learn the hieroglyphic alphabet and complete 
the activities in the fact-filled activity book. 
Then trace letter symbols with the stencil ruler 
and four colored pencils to write your own mes-
sages on the authentic papyrus paper. 
Add the colorful hieroglyphic stickers as 
the finishing touch. Made in Egypt.
020775 Activity Kit                         18.95
001378 Decoder Wheel only        3.35

Match a Mummy (Grades 2+)
  This game challenges you to 

match related images. For example, 
match the Wig and Bald Head, Eye Makeup 
and Kohl Pot, and River Nile and Boat. 
Illustrated booklet includes facts and details 
about every match! Developed in partner-
ship with the British Museum. 40 high 
quality, cardboard matching tiles (3.5” x 
2.5”) with 10-page booklet.
048473                           13.75

Pharaoh: Boy Who Conquered 
the Nile (Grades 4-8)

  Historical fiction about the early 
Egyptian civilization, when each town was 
ruled independently.  Narmer, prince of Thinis, 
is destined to become king. But after suffering 
a crippling accident, he gives up his future 
throne and assumes the life of a trader. Later, 
when war ravages his hometown, he returns, 
rebulds, unites and learns to lead.
074823                          5.95

Papyrus Kits (Grades PK-AD)
  #032264 includes instructions and enough strips of Egyptian 

papyrus stem to create one sheet of papy-
rus. The process takes several days, and a 
lot of soaking, but when you’re done, you 
can use your papyrus for your own unique 
Egyptian work of art, or a scroll! #032265 – 

comes with two sheets of finished papyrus 
paper while you’re waiting for your 

own to dry. Instructions include 
a short history of papyrus, 
the world’s first paper. Or opt 

for #035287 if you don’t want 
to make your own!

032264 Make Your Own Papyrus    8.95
032265 Papyrus Activity Kit              13.95
035287 Papyrus Sheets (set/6)        13.95

EACH KIT (except noted)
                     11.10

029322 Discover China
029338 Discover Greece
029339 Discover Maya
029404 Mummy Discovery
029363 Egyptian Excavation        5.59
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Child’s Introduction to Greek Mythology
(Grades PK-5)

  This colorful book breaks down the world of 
Greek mythology into understandable stories. 
There are lists and explanations of all the 
gods and goddesses as well as the Titans and 
Olympians. Also included are stories involving 
characters that make up the family dynamic 
and reasons for their contemptuous relation-
ships. A pocket in the front contains a Greek 
mythology family tree poster, stickers, and 
temporary tattoos of Greek characters.

029527                                               13.95

Penguin Historical Atlases 
(Grades 5-12)
  These excellent, thorough ref-

erence books reveal the changing 
faces of each country through the 
ages and their rulers via maps, pho-
tographs, and cultural and histori-
cal narrative. Topics are covered in 
two-page segments with color insets, 
moving quickly through the highlights 
of each civilization. 144 pgs.
EACH BOOK                      15.50
001359 Ancient Egypt
012737 Ancient Greece
012738 Ancient Rome

Greek & Roman Activity Books
(Grades 5-9)

  Each workbook contains stories and 
facts about the civilization and then 
has review and quiz pages for the stu-
dent to answer questions, fill in blanks, 
locate things on maps, and identify and 
define words. Drawings, pictures, and 
maps throughout the book illustrate the 
information being provided. Answer key 
is included.

Children’s Homer
(Grades 5-8)
  This classic retelling of The 

Iliad and Odyssey by Padraic Colum, 
first published in 1918, brings all the 
adventure and entertainment of the 
originals in a readable format. It com-
bines the main storylines and pres-
ents the story at an upper-elementa-
ry reading level. 248 pgs, pb.
013768                         8.25

Rosemary Sutcliff Historical Fiction
(Grades 3-9)

  Learn about Greek and 
Roman history in story 
format. Black Ships Before 
Troy retells the Illiad, while 
Wanderings of Odysseus 
does the same for the 
Odyssey. Other stories are 
less famous but provide 
glimpses of this era through 
fictional stories of realistic 
characters. 

Romans: Gods, Emperors and 
Dormice (Grades 3-7)

  This clever book by Marcia 
Williams provides what is pos-
sibly the most entertaining way 
to learn Roman history. The sto-
ries of the rise and fall of the 
Roman Empire are told through 
goofy comic strips that are as 
humorous as they are educational. 
Dormeo, a gladiator and dormouse, 
and his mischievous friends guide 
you as you learn about roman 
gods and goddesses, the history of 

Rome, and daily life in the Roman Empire. 36 pgs, sc.
041556                                               9.50

Detectives in Togas
(Grades 3-6)
  Caius, Rufus, Antonius, Mucius, 

Flavius, Julius, and Publius are students 
in the finest grammar school in all of 
Rome. Rufus has been arrested for 
desecrating the temple, and it’s up to 
his six friends to find out who the real 
culprit is before Rufus is punished.
011762                          6.25

Outmatched Games
(Grades 3-12)

  A card memory match game 
that is a deep dive into Ancient or 
Medieval History. Fast-paced once 
the basics are mastered, the basic 
game centers around “say it to play 
it”; when a match is identified, it is 
also read aloud. It’s the repetitious 
audible recitation of the informa-
tion that cements it into memo-
ry. There are several advanced options for 
games as well. Each game includes eight 
card decks of 48 cards plus special cards.
003165 Ancient History                     49.00
003172 Medieval History                  49.00

006215 Black Ships Before Troy       5.95
012057 Wanderings of Odysseus    5.95
012136 Eagle of the Ninth                8.25
031601 Silver Branch                         8.25
031599 Lantern Bearers                    8.25
031600 Outcast                                  13.25

012369 Civilizations               10.25
012370 Mythology                10.50
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Crusader Play Sets 
(Grades PK-3)
  Dress your kids up and s e n d 

them off to battle the evil of this 
world with this realistic (but p l a s -
tic!) weaponry. The armor will c o v e r 
your kid’s chest and head (if w o r n 
properly) and there is a shield f o r 
one arm and a 21" sword which w i l l 
fit just right in his other hand.

Medieval World (Usborne)
(Grades 3-9)

  Profusely illustrated with lively, but sparse, text, 
this volume would appeal greatly to a visual 
learner. The cutaway diagrams, maps and timeline 
features are very helpful. Most pages incorporate 
a timeline of events during the period covered 
on the page-spread. This book covers 500 AD 
to 1500, beginning with the destruction of the 
Roman Empire and ending with the birth of the 
Renaissance. Internet links to Usborne website 
offer additional educational opportunities. 96 pgs.
006624                                 14.24

Dover Activity Books (Grades K-12)
005957 Knight In Armor Sticker Soldier (K-6)        1.75

This knight comes with several different outfits 
and accessories on reusable stickers.
010891 Design Your Own Coat 
 of Arms (4-AD)                    4.25
Create your own coat of arms. This readable, 
illustrated guide explains the symbolism and his-
tory behind this aspect of family identification.
Coloring Books:

These books provide detailed drawings that 
are historically accurate, with limited but 
interesting text. Suggestions for coloring are 
provided. 48 pgs.

Medieval World Series (Grades 4-9)
  Children will love these books that let them immerse them-
selves in the Medieval Times and learn about daily life, what 

homes were like, how society worked, what was involved in being a 
knight or a noble, and much more.  These books 
are packed full of fascinating and useful infor-
mation, excellent illustrations, artwork, maps, 
timelines, and more. 32 pgs.
EACH BOOK                                          7.50
032170 Arts & Literature in the Middle Ages
032171 Children & Games in the Middle Ages
038574 Famous People of the Middle Ages
032172 Life in a Castle
032173 Life of a Knight
032174 Life on a Medieval Manor
038579 Manners & Customs in Middle Ages
038581 Medieval Medicine and the Plague
038582 Medieval Myths, Legends, & Songs
038583 Medieval Projects You Can Do!
032176 Medieval Society
032178 Medieval Towns, Trade,
 and Travel
032175 Medieval Warfare
038584 Science & Technology 
 in the Middle Ages
032180 Women and Girls in the 
 Middle Ages

024226 Black           19.95
024227 Silver            19.95

EACH BOOK (exc noted)            4.25
013582 Medieval Castle          3.50
006114 Knights and Armor
014595 Castles of the World
013328 History of the Sword
013068 Medieval Fashions
000447 Medieval Jousts & Tournaments
030628 Medieval Tapestries      3.50

Medieval World: An Illustrated Atlas
(Grades 9-12)

  Reference book traces the development 
of three civilizations that occupied parallel 
but divergent places in the Medieval world. 
The history of each century is gloriously 
traced in 30 page segments of this majestic, 
colorful, hardcover book. Rich in lyrical and 
captivating stories with colorful charac-
ters, exciting battles and alluring intrigues, 
voices of the day speak from words of 
rare manuscripts, landmark documents, 
and classic works of literature. 384 pgs, hc.
008081                               26.50

Medieval Siege Engines Kits
(Grades 4-12)
  These natural, untreated wood kits 
demonstrate scientific principles in action. 

Each kit comes as pre-cut pieces to be assem-
bled according to illustrated instructions. The set 
becomes a fully-functional scientific or historical 
representation. The catapult (8”x 5”) for exam-
ple, can fling small objects over 15 feet. These kits 
are put together almost precisely as the real thing. 
038315 Catapult (A)                          13.95
009116 Siege Tower (B)                    22.95
038316 Trebuchet (C)                       19.95

Build! A Knight’s Castle
(Grades 3-8)
  Children study a castle dig site to help them 

construct a picture of what the castle looked like, 
who lived there, and what kind of siege weapons 
and battle tactics were used. Then they’ll recon-
struct a castle using the included glossy cardstock 
puzzle pieces. Placement instructions are not 
included so children will demonstrate learning as they fit the 
castle pieces together to create an amazing 3D castle! 80 pgs, pb.
016312                                               9.95

B.

A.

C.
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Top Secret Files
(Grades 4-8)
  Well written, each book contains five 

sections: Secrets, Spies, Special Missions, 
Secret Weapons and Secret Forces. Each 
section provides interesting, concise sto-
ries on hidden facts and lesser known 

true events, along with 
spy training projects at 
the conclusion of each 
section. In Top Secret Files: World War II, for 
example, children read about Churchill’s spy 
school and secret army; how the James Bond 

novels came to be; and learn to create a 
spy obstacle course! Intermingled in the 
text are fun fascinating facts. 115-120 pgs.
EACH BOOK                             7.25
060424 American Revolution
060425 Civil War
060426 Cold War Spies
060427 Pirates and Buried Treasure
065302 Wild West
060428 World War I
060429 World War II

World Wars (Grades 5-AD)
  This fabulous book is positively brimming with fascinating facts 

about the people, places, weapons, aircraft and 
artillery of World Wars I and II. Bold, dramatic 
photographs splashed about the pages in brilliant 
graphic layouts will keep you absolutely riveted 
from cover to cover. Brightly colored maps provide 
geographical perspective as you study various bat-
tles and events. Helpful Internet links invite you to 
visit Usborne web pages providing source docu-
ment transcriptions, video, virtual tours, and many 
other resources. 255 pgs, hc.
015699                                       24.69

Renaissance for Kids with  
History Projects (Grades 5-10)

  Focusing on five important figures in four 
different disciplines, these books supply 
biographical information on the person and 
his major contributions to the world. For 
example, Explorers investigates Niccolò de 
Conti, Bartolomeu Dias, Vasco da Gama, 
Pêro da Covilhã, and Ferdinand Magellan, 
from their childhoods until their days of 
scouting new lands, including the skills and 
tools essential for them to ply their craft. 
Complementing the text are color illustra-
tions and photos and timelines of major 
events in the life of each person. 104 pgs.
EACH BOOK                    10.95
002691 Artists
002708 Explorers
002735 Inventors
002751 Thinkers

World War II Workbook
(Grades 6-12)

  From the Versailles treaty to 
the Nuremberg trials, gain a fairly 
detailed understanding of WWII 
events and consequences. Each of 
the 40 articles is followed by two 
comprehension activities (such 
as graphic organizers; map and 
reading analysis; and writing, art, 
and debate projects). Taking a 
descriptive view of a disturbing 
period, the text is predominantly 

fact-based, and the minimal pictures are not explicit. 
Includes a timeline, bibliography, and answer keys; 
reproducible for classroom use only. 126 pgs, pb.
022659                                               9.50

World War II (Grades 7-12)
  DK pulls together an amazing array of original 
photographs, detailed battle maps, historical art-

work, period timelines, and descriptive text that chron-
icles history from 1919 to 1949. The rise of extremism, 
key players, and underpinning causes open the book. 
Chapters then look at the major operations, campaigns, 
and events that shaped the direction of the war. Other 
aspects, such as home fronts, the Holocaust, entertain-
ing the troops, and key figure bios are interspersed throughout. 335 pgs, pb.
014768                                               17.95

History Bites (Grades 3-5)
  These history surveys present “bite-

size” topics on famous people, wars, or 
events in American History. 
Created by Solomon 
Schmidt, a teenage author 
who is passionate about 
history, these books are 
designed to spark an 
interest in other young 
readers. Events, people and topics have been 
carefully selected by the author and include 
photos, maps and fun facts. Each topic or lesson 
covers two pages, and includes comprehension 
questions, and a vocabulary drill. 128 pgs, pb.

075079 In/Famous People Vol. 1     15.75
075080 In/Famous People Vol. 2     15.75
024045 Major Wars NEW!                  15.75
066006 U.S. History                            12.95
037791 U.S. Presidents                      18.50

Step Into History (Grades 5-8)
  So engaging and readable! After 30 short 
chapters, a photo gallery of key players helps 
cement just who did what. A timeline helps 

visual learners see how the events played out 
in sequence. A glossary in the back grows your 
student’s vocabulary. 144 pgs.
EACH BOOK                    9.95
071668 Civil Rights Movement
071669 Civil War
071670 Cold War
071681 Great Depression
071702 World War II
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The Landmark Series (Grades 4-9)
  “Still at the top of my list for biographies are the Landmark 
series of books that were written many years ago” – home-

school reviewer Cathy Duffy. “One of the 
most critically acclaimed, best-selling chil-
dren’s book series ever published” - New York 
Times Book Review. When two reviewers with 
such diverse perspectives agree on a series of 
books, they must be good. These titles were 
originally written 30 to 40 years ago, and pro-
vide exceptional insight into events and time 
periods covered. Classics. 

Landmark History of the American 
People (Grades 6-9)

  The goal of these books is to tell America’s 
history as a collection of stories about the 
people involved. The religious groups who 
came to the north coast, the poor who 
came to the charity colony, the melding of a 
diverse people into a nation and on and on. 
First published 50 years ago, this version has 
been edited and augmented (adding maps, 
timelines, and hundreds of illustrations). 
The art and photos communicate what life 

was like on the boats of the immigrants, in the 
cities, on the farms, in the churches, in the meet-
ing houses, in the schools, and in battles. 250 pgs.

EACH BOOK (exc noted)                4.60
020082 American Revolution

020083 Ben Franklin
013043 Gettysburg
017184 Landing of the Pilgrims
008935 Pharaohs of Ancient Egypt
001532 Story of Thomas Alva Edison
049602 Vikings (Janeway)               8.75
001544 Witchcraft of Salem Village
001545 Wright Brothers

EACH BOOK                            25.99
046229 Volume 1
046230 Volume 2

American Story Series (Grades 1-5)
  With a breadth and detail of information that is 

unusual in children’s books, you get a glimpse 
at cultural aspects and daily life, education 
and religion, as well as military and political 
happenings. In the back of each book is a 
brief description of key events along with 
biographical information on important peo-
ple. Perfect for family read-aloud time (chil-
dren 5-10) or independent readers (3rd-5th), 

the well-written text by Betsy Maestro and 
the lovely illustrations by her husband, 
Guilio, will become a family favorite.

What Was/Is? History
(Grades 3-7)
  Covering a variety of American histo-

ry events, this well-written 
series will engage children 
and help them under-
stand the impact of the events that 
occurred during each time period. B&W illus-
trations, maps, and 16 pages of authentic pho-
tos bring a real-life experience to our children. 
Timelines and a bibliography are also includ-
ed to enhance learning. These would make 
wonderful read-aloud or engage children in 
self-reading. 106 pgs, pb.

EACH BOOK                               4.60
026860 Age of Exploration
037829 Battle of Gettysburg
037851 Boston Tea Party
004171 Congress
064478 Declaration of Independence
028338 Ellis Island
037853 First Thanksgiving
037860 Gold Rush
064479 Great Depression
060824 Holocaust
059922 Lewis and Clark Expedition

American History Stories You Never 
Read in School... But Should Have
(Grades 5-9)

  This reprint of American History Stories, 
first published in 1889, instills the essence 
of America, its people, its beliefs, and 
its “soul.” Each book contains about 50 
stories, printed in the original type and 
illustrated with the black-line drawings of 
that period. Going into more depth than a 
textbook, we encounter civilian heroes of 
early America, well-explained events, fas-
cinating stories, and a spirit of patriotism 

difficult if not impossible to find in books written today.
027322 Volume 1                     8.50
027323 Volume 2                     8.50

Patriot’s History of the United States
(Grades 11-AD)

  Although this book was written by a couple 
of university history professors, it is a refresh-
ing change from the beat-up-on-America crowd. 
Instead, the authors speak of a nation to be proud 
of, a nation that loves public virtue, personal liber-
ty, and private property. Occasional sidebars delve 
deeper into a particular subject without detracting 
from the flow of the story. The book begins with 
the discovery of the New World by Christopher 
Columbus and ends with the war in Iraq.
031217 Book                    18.50
024196 Audio CD            32.95

014047 Discovery of the Americas, 
 Prehistory to Columbus       5.95
046881 Exploration and Conquest, 
 1500-1620                              5.95
069815 New Americans: Colonial Times, 
 1620-1689                              5.95
069816 Struggle for Continent: French/
 Indian Wars, 1689-1763       13.75
078320 Liberty or Death: American 
 Revolution, 1763-1783         13.75
000664 More Perfect Union              6.75
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U.S. History Cookbook (Grades 3-9)
  Beginning with the first Thanksgiving, you can cook repre-
sentative foods from colonial times, Louisiana territory, the 
Alamo, pioneer times, plantation life, the transcontinental 

railroad days, the Victorian era, the twenties, the Great Depression, 
World War II, the 50’s, 60’s, 70’s, 80’s and 90’s. For example, after 
reading about “Remember the Alamo!”, students can make tacos, 
Texas ribs, and meatless chili. 
019454                                               13.75

50 American Heroes Every 
Kid Should Meet 2nd Ed. (Grades 3-8)
  These American heroes can inspire kids on to better and great-

er things. Politicians, humanitarians, explorers, 
inventors, civil rights leaders, athletes, entrepre-
neurs, scientists, military men, artists the list goes 
on. Each two-page spread gives a history of the 
individual’s accomplishments, with some ways to 
explore more about the person and the impact 
they had. A good place for starting research proj-
ects, and a great way to become excited about 
the people who have called this country home.
007974                              13.50

Miracles in American 
History (Grades 5-AD)
  Each DVD features ten visually capti-

vating episodes, each five minutes long. The 
inspiring presentations by William J. Federer 
examine remarkable events that took place during the War for 
American Independence, as well as over the course of the 19th 
and early 20th century. Mr. Federer is a nationally-known speaker, 
best-selling author, and host of a daily radio and TV program. Learn 
how the gracious hand of God has worked powerfully to establish and 
preserve the United States over the years.
EACH VOLUME                                      16.75
021535 Vol. 1 021557 Vol. 3
021573 Vol. 2 046286 Vol. 4

Heroes of History (Grades 5-9)
  Youth With a Mission, who has put the biographies of so 

many heroes of our faith into print, also tells of 
the heroes of our nation, such as Harriet Tubman, 
John Adams, Abraham Lincoln, Clara Barton and 
George Washington. Each of these nearly 200-

page portraits are written in a well-researched 
but lively, “like you were there” style, trans-
forming these impressive figures from history 
into a great and heroic, individuals that we can 
look up to and respect.

Childhood of Famous Americans
(Grades 3-6)
  What was George Washington like when he was young? 
This series of books is about children who became 

famous figures in American History. They 
are a diverse group, and they all provide 
inspiring stories. They are a diverse group, 
and they all provide inspiring stories.
EACH BOOK              5.95
006719 Abraham Lincoln
001746 Betsy Ross
006576 Clara Barton
006577 Daniel Boone
006578 Davy Crockett
006630 Helen Keller
012746 Laura Ingalls Wilder
009565 Louisa May Alcott
006789 Molly Pitcher           6.75
003532 Neil Armstrong
006579 Thomas Edison
006887 Wilbur & Orville Wright

Step-Up Biographies
(Grades 2-4)
  With easy-to-read text, these 

biographies of key historical figures are 
just right for emerging readers. All are 
80 pgs. and illustrated.
EACH BOOK                        3.95
003163 Meet Christopher Columbus
003166 Meet Thomas Jefferson
008729 Meet Abraham Lincoln
008728 Meet George Washington

Time Travel Adventures with Exceptional 
Americans (Grades 3-6)
  In this historical fiction series, Rush 

Limbaugh is the fictional Rush Revere, time 
traveler, teamed up with a talking horse named 
Liberty. The action certainly gets your attention 
from the beginning. I have to say, the talking 
horse is pretty hilarious and steals the show. 
The series comes from a conservative patriotic 
viewpoint, as you would expect from Rush, 
but those with different political leanings can 
still enjoy this series. Hc, 240 pgs.
EACH BOOK                    14.95
057349 Brave Pilgrims
057350 First Patriots
071300 American Revolution
071301 Star-Spangled Banner
073694 The Presidency

EACH BOXED SET            34.89
023559 #1-5
037542 #6-10
038409 #11-15
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Interactive Notebooks for History
(Grades 5-8)

  Students create their own 
interactive notebook as 
they learn about different 
time periods of history. 
Each three-page lesson 
has instructions on how 
to complete the note-

book pages, 
key details to 
read about the subject, and 
a hands-on project. The notebook is 
a great resource for reviewing and 
organizing information and reinforcing 
concepts. Includes a grading rubric 
and timeline. Pages are perforated and 
reproducible for classroom use.

Document-Based Assessment for U.S. 
History (Grades 6-12)

  Each book contains 20-23 “Document-Based 
Questions” which begin with historical back-
ground and continue with series of ques-
tions, culminating in an essay assignment. 
Documents may be letters, speeches, book 
excerpts, or secondary source documents 
from historians. The questions require stu-
dents to draw from the short excerpt and 
think about the issues. A grading key at 
the end of the book offers answers for the 
questions, sample essays for each DBQ, and 

teacher comments. These books offer terrific opportunities for 
historical analysis and essay writing for upper-grade students!
040045 Grades 6-8                            20.50
040044 Grades 9-12                          20.50

U.S. History: People and Events
(Grades 6-12)

  Students read a page of 
text then complete a 
one-page activity: com-
pare/contrast, catego-
rize information, or dis-
tinguish fact from opin-
ion. The reading por-
tions cover both histor-
ical persons and events. 
Graphic organizers help organize the data for 
the student’s retention. Answers are included, 

reproducible for classroom/home use. 94 pgs.
EACH BOOK                                     9.25

035761 1607-1865 035765 1865-Current

Eat Your Way Through the USA
(Grades K-AD)

  This book includes easy-to-follow instruc-
tions for preparing a complete meal - main 
course, side dish, and dessert - typical to one 
eaten by the people of each of the 50 states. 
When too tempting to pass up, some states 
also include additional recipes for breakfast 
foods or snacks. Fun state food facts pepper 
the pages to keep you busy while the meal 
is cooking. As they say, “When in Iowa, eat 
as the Iowans do.” Spiral.
031795                                   12.25

Exploring the... Colony
(Grades 3-6)

  This beautifully written and illus-
trated Smithsonian series is sure to 
appeal. Each chapter book contains 
facts, events, and notable people 
from each of the original 13 col-
onies. Chapters cover a specific 
topic, many with a biography of 
a significant person, geographical 
tidbits, historical maps, source doc-
uments and vocabulary words. Also 

included are a timeline, glossary, web 
links, and recommendations for addi-
tional reading. Approx. 48 pgs.
EACH BOOK                6.75
041635 Connecticut Colony
041639 Delaware Colony
041649 Georgia Colony
041650 Maryland Colony

041655 Massachusetts Colony
041662 New Hampshire Colony
041699 New Jersey Colony
041705 New York Colony
041745 North Carolina Colony
041771 Pennsylvania Colony
041787 Rhode Island Colony
041820 South Carolina Colony
041861 Virginia Colony

U.S. Facts & Fun 
(Grades 1-3)
  These books brings to life 44 peo-

ple, places, animals, 
and events from 
America. Lessons 
begin with a fasci-
nating, education-
al passage on the 
chosen topic, followed by a 
comprehension activity. The “fun” comes in 
the form of two additional activities based 
on the passage that include word searches, 
mazes, secret codes, maps, color-by-num-
bers, word scrambles, hidden pictures, and 

other amusing exercises. 190 pgs.
EACH BOOK                    13.85
031792 Grades 1-3
031793 Grades 4-6

EACH BOOK (exc noted)      7.35
022603 American Revolution
022604 Colonization
022625 Discovery & Exploration
022653 Westward Expansion
004670 U.S. Constitution
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Oregon Trail Choose Your Own Trails!
(Grades 2-5)
  It’s 1845 and your family is fleeing Florida with hopes of starting 

fresh out west. You’ll encounter various challenges like sudden snow-
storms that will overwhelm your wagon train en route to the Oregon 
Trail. Food will become scarce—and you’ll get lost. Can you survive the 
unseasonably cold climates? Choose right and blaze a trail to Oregon City! 
Includes a map and useful tips on how to survive.
EACH BOOK (except noted)       6.25
076378 Gold Rush!
074825 Alone in the Wild
076377 Calamity in the Cold
074826 Danger at the Haunted Gate
074827 Race To Chimney Rock
074828 Road to Oregon City
074829 Search for Snake River
074830 Wagon Train Trek
076379 Hit the Trail! (2 in 1)         8.50
076380 Oregon City or Bust! (2 in 1)  8.50
076375 Boxed Set                              17.25
076376 Trailblazer Boxed Set           17.25

Pick Your Own Path on the 
Oregon Trail (Grades 3-7)

  Choose wisely as you determine what path to 
follow to avoid bad weather, sickness, starvation, and 
other calamities. Will you repair your broken canvas 
or replace it? Do you hunt for food or trade with local 
merchants? Each decision takes you on a new adven-
ture with over 50 story options to choose from. The 
colorful arrows are easy to follow as you navigate 
your way! Hardcover.
052765                                               9.75

Oregon Trail™ Journey to Willamette 
Valley (Grades 9-AD)

  The ever-popular game – in 
a board game version! Players 
compete to get their oxen, 
wagon, supplies, and family 
members from Independence, 
MO, to the Willamette Valley. As 
in the popular computer game, 
calamities regularly arise! Each 
turn, players overturn new trail 
tiles (for a different board with 
every play), draw a calamity, take 
3 actions (including moving, hunt-

ing, buying supplies, picking up hitchhikers, 
or selling supplies), draw a new market price card, 

resolve the calamity card, and feed their families. Balance your 
supplies and choices with your family’s health and well-being 
as you strive to be the player with the most money at the end 
of the trip. 2-4 players. 
074647                                               31.95

Oregon Trail 5th Ed. CD-ROM
(Grades 3-7)

  Load up a wagon with supplies, and hit 
the trail, doing your best to avoid prob-

lems like food and water shortages, 
broken wagon parts, flooded rivers, 
illness and injuries, stolen supplies, 
bad weather, getting lost, and more. 

Players can also select from multiple 
characters, different wagon types and 
hunt, fish and forage for food. Also 
includes Captain Jed’s campfire stories 
and a printable trip diary. Windows: 

98/2000/ME/XP; Macintosh OS 8.6/9.2/X.
030064                                               8.50

Hazardous Tales
(Grades 3-7)
  History meets graphic novel in this 

New York Times bestselling series. Follow 
along as true historical stories come to life 
with funny characters and illustrations. 
Witness the victory at Valley Forge, meet 
Harriet Tubman on the Underground 
Railroad, and learn about secret bombing 
missions during World War II. 128 pgs, pb.
EACH BOOK (exc noted)              11.25
036375 #1: One Dead Spy
036382 #2: Big Bad Ironclad
036384 #3: Donner Dinner Party
036385 #4: Treaties, Trench, Mud, Blood
036388 #5: Undergrnd Abductor 11.95
036390 #6: Alamo All-Stars
036396 #7: Raid of No Return
036403 #8: Lafayette!
004396 #9: Major Impossible
036406 Books 1-3 Set          31.95
036407 Books 4-6 Set          31.95
080515 Books 7-9                29.95

Lewis and Clark Exploration Game
(Grades 5-AD)

  Explore the wildlife, plants, flowers, people, 
and food the Corps of Discovery encountered 
during their historical trek westward to the 
Pacific Ocean. Included are 56 exploration cards, 
a trail map poster (18” x 24”), stickers, and 
instructions. Each exploration card is numbered, 
categorized, and dated. The cards include an 
illustration, the name of discovery, and brief but 
informative description. Directions included for 
two different games; 2-4 players.
031587                            9.50

Native American History for Kids
(Grades 4-9)
  This is an interesting chronolog-

ical history with 21 activities and an 
honest look at the daily life and history 
of Native Americans. Eight chapters 
cover topics like  Mesa Verde, European 
domination, creation stories, DNA anal-
ysis, and many more. Activities include 
playing Native American games, designing and building a trading 
post, weaving, making beef jerky, deciphering a code, making a 
totem pole and Arapaho fry bread, etc. 128 pgs, pb.
048743                                               13.95
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American Trivia: Family Edition
(Grades 4-AD)

  This family board game contains 
2,520 questions about the Land of 
the Free, printed on 360 cards. Each 
card is double-sided, with easier 
questions on one side, harder ques-
tions on the other. The goal is to get 
your pawn from sea to shining sea. A 
spinner determines which category 
you’ll answer (Geography, History, 
and General on one side, with the 

addition of Art on the harder side), So 
what’s the state sport of Alaska? 2-6 players.
051705                                               22.95

Academy Games U.S. History Games
(Grades 3-AD)

  These historical games 
meld in-depth strategy, 
role-playing and coopera-
tive play with real history 
content. In 1775, players 
cooperate to control major 
factions and use a 4-stage 
play sequence to strategize 
military campaigns 
and control the 
colonies. The game 

ends when a truce is called and those with the most col-
onies wins. In Freedom, players work together to rescue 
slaves, guiding them from the southern US plantations 
to freedom in Canada. They must also raise funds, work 
together, and deal with challenges (such as slave hunters). 
1-4 players, 1-2 hours play. Optional Teacher Manuals hold 
five lessons, worksheets and more to extend the game into 
your history lessons.
064731 1775 American Revolution               56.00
064734 Freedom: Underground RR               66.00
064736 Freedom Teacher Manual               14.95

White Mountain U.S.A. Puzzles
(Grades 3-AD)

  Each of these 1000-piece 
puzzles is beautifully illustrat-
ed in full color, and measures 
24” x 30” when complete. 
The Civil War puzzle depicts 
a map of the South with bat-
tlefields and movements of 
both armies as well as cities 
in the South, and Civil War 
museums. Other puzzles are 
more like a collage of pic-
tures and maps.

Fandex for U.S. History
(Grades 2-AD)
  These 50-card decks are 

permanently bolted together at 
the base. Instead of opening 
it like a book, you fan out the 
cards to see the “page” you 
need. Tops of the cards are 
ingeniously die-cut, providing a 
visual of each specimen. The 
body of each card functions as a 
complete chapter of the guide, 
containing information about 
it’s particular subject. A helpful 
index at the end of each helps 
you quickly find the card you 
need.
EACH FANDEX                  9.95
004522 50 States
018669 American Indians
002132 Presidents

Historical Paper Money
(Grades 5-AD)
  Introduce children to a 

time when money may or may 
not have been worth the paper it 
was printed on, due to bank insol-
vency, counterfeiting, and even 
the lack of acceptance by other 
states! Interestingly, it was not until 
it became necessary to finance the 
Civil War, did the United States initiate 
national currency. An excellent way to add 
authenticity to your history studies.
045591 Northern States (A)              2.50
045592 Original States (B)                2.50
045632 Railroad                                1.95
045633 Revolutionary War                2.50
045636 Southern States                    2.50
045648 War of 1812                           1.95

Historical Document Sets
(Grades 2-AD)
  Document replicas are printed on hand-fin-

ished, antiqued parchment paper and include quills 
made of large wing feathers. Sets with ink also 
include dry ink powder, which can be mixed with 
hot water to make useable ink. The parchment 
can be ironed, so there is no need to 
worry about creases or curling that 
might result from the packaging.
EACH DOC & QUILL SET          3.95
043097 Bill of Rights
043138 Constitution
043146 Declaration of Ind.
EACH DOC/QUILL/INK SET     8.50
043114 Bill of Rights
043133 Blank Paper
043145 Constitution
043147 Declaration of Ind.
043186 Gettysburg Address
043246 Mayflower Compact

EACH PUZZLE              17.99
027854 Civil War
029664 National Parks
029677 State Flowers & Stamps
042867 Washington D.C. A.

B.
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Civitas Card Game
(Grades 4-AD)
  Your mission: rule over 

the nation. Options abound as 
you discover various forms of gov-
ernment: Democracy, Monarchy, 
Theocracy, Communism, Republic, 
and Plutocracy. Be alert—you are 
not protected from a surprise mil-

itary coupe or total anar-
chy! This fast-paced 
game twists and 

turns through a 
wide range of scenarios 
as players strategize how best 
to play all their cards first. 
The game includes 228 play-

ing cards and 12 leadership 
cards. 2-12 players.
065455                       20.75

Understanding Politics & Government
(Grades 3-7)

  This text provides a fundamental under-
standing of political theory and how various 
forms of government work. Topics include 
identifying the distinctions between various 
kinds of government, understanding how 
elections work, voting and citizenship duties, 
the role of the media in politics, and the 
quest for human rights. A brief section also 
includes information about how to debate 
political issues with others. 128 pgs, hc.
073335                                  12.34

Uncle Eric Books 
(Grades 5-12)

  Richard Maybury, author 
of Whatever Happened to Penny 
Candy, delves into the U.S. 
political and legal systems and 
the effects on our nation of 
events in the past. For instance, 
in Justice, written from a conser-
vative viewpoint as a series of 
letters to a nephew from Uncle 
Eric, topics include a discussion 
of the origins of government, 

principles on which our government is based, 
history of law, the difference between scientific law (how our 
government was intended) and political law (what we have today), 
components of common law, reasons for government, and unsolved 
legal problems. Related Bluestocking Guides provide review ques-
tions (with answers) related to the book.
Are You Liberal? Conservative? Confused?:
020864 Book                                      11.85
029482 Bluestocking Guide             11.85
Ancient Rome: How it Affects You Today:
019992 Book                                      10.15
029478 Bluestocking Guide             8.85
Whatever Happened to Justice?:
009413 Book                                      16.75
029479 Bluestocking Guide             13.45
World War I: The Rest of the Story 
& How It Affects You Today:
015286 Book                                      16.75
010693 Bluestocking Guide             14.85
World War II: The Rest of the Story 
& How It Affects You Today:
015287 Book                                      16.45
010730 Bluestocking Guide             14.85

Meet the Chief! (Grades 4-6)
  Make the acquaintance of our 46 American presidents. 

After a brief introduction to the presidential office, 
there is a listing of our US presidents to date 
(Washington to Biden) which gives their name, 
state of birth, and terms in office. In chronological 
order, each president is then presented on two 
pages. Along with an official portrait, there is a 
timeline of the presidency, a biographical sketch, 
a quote, and lots of photos and artwork. 
014844                              17.95

Election Night (Grades 3-AD)
  Battle it out against another player or team! There are two ver-
sions of game play: one using addition and a more complex using 

multiplication. Roll the four dice and add (or multiply) two pairs to get 
different numbers. For example, if you roll a 7, 4, 8, and 5, you can get 
11, 13, 15, 9, 12, or 12 (addition) or 28, 40, 56, 
20, 35, or 32 (multiplication). Each number cor-
relates to a group of states, and you will choose 
one state from each group to “claim”. States 
with higher numbers of electoral votes need 
multiple spots filled to get a majority and win 
their votes. 2 players/teams, 35-50 minutes.
023831            34.95

Guess That President Game
(Grades 3-AD)

  Did you know that Herbert Hoover 
worked as a mining engineer? Each player 
takes a turn guessing the correct president 
after a random fact card is read. First one to 
collect five cards wins the game. There are two 
presidential “reference” cards listing all the 
presidents and the dates they were in office 
along with dates of wars. Made in the USA.
008811                                               10.95
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Trekking the National Parks  
Trivia Game (Grades 5-AD)

  Have you ever played a trivia game that 
is fun even if your knowledge is limit-
ed? This engaging and informative game 
involves “guesstimation” and encourag-
es you to learn as you go. It also includes 
artwork featuring gorgeous scenery from 
the National Parks. First, players draw a 
card and read the question. Then, all 
gamers write their best guesses on their 
whiteboards. All the answers are num-

bers, and players must guess the closest to 
the answer without going over. 2-6 players, 20 minutes.

051122                                               30.00

Trekking the National Parks
(Grades 5-AD)
  Players compete to claim the most victory points by 

visiting and/or claiming parks, camping 
at the major parks, and collecting stones. 
The board is a map of the United States, 
with 45 national parks, marked with a 
stone. Each turn, players choose two 
actions: Draw a Trek, Claim a Park, Move, 
or Occupy a Major Park. Trek cards have 
different icons and numbers and are 
used to move and to claim park cards. 
The first player to land on any 
park gets to claim the stone. 2-5 
players, 30-60 minutes. CHOK-
ING HAZARD (1). Not <3yrs.
021091                     50.00

Guess That Park Trivia Game
(Grades 3-AD)
  Alright, Jr. Ranger: which park 

was preserved by Teddy Roosevelt? I’ll 
give you a hint: It contains the remains 
of a small ancestral Puebloan village. Still 
not sure? Ok, one more: The canyon is 18 
miles wide. Yes, Grand Canyon National 
Park! Learn these facts and more about all 
59 national parks. The game includes 59 
park cards, each with about 13 facts about 
that park, as well as rules and variations of 
play to keep it fresh and interesting.
018042                         10.95

America’s National Parks
(Grades 4-7)

  Explore America’s National Parks as you 
peruse the pages of this fantastic book. 
Learn safety tips for visiting and setting off 
on hikes. View the USA map with each of 
the parks marked and labeled to get a feel 
for the US geography. This book would be 
a great addition to a US geography study, 
or to plan vacations. 256 pgs, hc.
052519                                15.95

True North Guides (Grades 7-AD)
  “Visit” these National Parks through beau-
tiful books and a Creationist perspective! 

You read about the sights of the parks and see 
evidence that is consistent with what the Bible 

teaches about a global flood 
just a few thousand years ago. 
The full-color photos are just 
stunning! The books them-
selves are hard cover with an 
inside spiral binding.

Explore our National Parks Trivia 
Game (Grades 7-AD)

  Get to know 400 historic sites, monu-
ments, and parks from all over the 50 states. 
Each card shares 6 facts, plus a 
general location and name. 
A player picks a card, then 
rolls the die to choose which 
clue to read. If they answer 
correctly, the player can keep 
the card. Collect 5 parks to win. The tri-tray 
box stores trivia cards, one wood die, and a folded, Tyvek® 
map. 1-7 players. CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not <3 yrs.
003164                                               19.95

National Parks Playing Cards
(Grades PK-AD)
  These playing cards include full-color photos of each 
park, along with the park name, 
when established, and its unique 
characteristics. Learn that elk roam 
Rocky Mountain National Park and 
that the Dry Tortugas Park is mostly 
water. Learn and play simultane-
ously with this 52-card set.
013710                           7.25

National Parks Puzzles (Grades 1-AD)
  These award-winning 100-Piece puzzles 

combine scenery from 
each National Park with 
a selection of the wild-
life that lives there. 
The sturdy pieces will 
stand up to repeated 
use. 100-Piece fin-
ished size: 19” x 14”, 
National Geographic 
1000-piece puzzle: 26.65”x 19.25”.

EACH BOOK            11.50
057874 Grand Canyon
057875 Yellowstone & Grand Teton
057876 Zion & Bryce Canyon

077387 Mount Rushmore (100 pc)  9.59
077382 Grand Canyon (100 pc)      8.50
077391 Yellowstone (100 pc)          9.59
077383 Great Smokey Mtns (100)  8.50
047214 National Parks (1000pc)      19.95
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The 50 States Activity Book
(Grades 3-7)

  Students complete more than 20 activities as 
they learn interesting facts about the history 
or geography of various American states. This 
full-color illustrated book also includes a fold-out 
US map poster, fifty colorful stickers, and a pull-
out poster that features the American presidents 
through Obama as well as the state flags. Answer 
key included. Simply a great resource. 36 pgs, pb.
050254                                              8.50

Scrambled States of America 
(Grades 3-AD)
  This is perhaps the most fun your kids will have while learn-

ing the geography of our great country. While yelling out state 
names and slapping cards, the names and nicknames of the states, 

state outlines, and capitals will sink in almost auto-
matically! The object of the game is to put the most 
states “home” in the right place by correctly matching 
State Cards to Scramble Cards. The player who collects 
the most State Cards wins. The new Deluxe edition 
includes a U.S. map for reference, State Cards, Scramble 

Cards, and instructions. New challenges and 
a copy of the Scrambled States of 

America book are also includ-
ed. Whoever said that learning 
about U.S. geography had to 
be boring? For 2-5 players.

052129        12.75

Race Across the USA Game
(Grades 3-8)
  Zip around the country, collecting your states, and be the 

first to return home to win! To start, each 
player receives 6 state cards, in 6 different 
geographic locations. Take turns rolling 
the die and moving your airplane token 
across the board to land on the states you 
received. When you get there, you must 
correctly answer a geography question to 
“win” that state. Once you have collect-
ed all of your states, race back home. 

The game contains 220 
double-sided question 

cards, with 
220 questions 

at the 3-4th 
grade level and 

220 questions at 
the 5th+ grade level. 

Players will learn all 
about state geography, facts, capitals 

and more while having fun! 2-4 players.
069511                                               15.50

Our 50 States: Family Adventure 
Across America (Grades 3-8)

  Join Ben, Annie, and the rest of the family as 
they travel across the United States, starting 
in Massachusetts and ending in Alaska and 
Hawaii. Each page is full of color drawings and 
fun tidbits about each state, many of which are 
told through Annie’s letters to her grandmother 
and Ben’s text messages to a friend. This clever 
presentation of our national treasures would 
be a great addition to elementary U.S. history, 
or just fun to read. 74 pgs, pb.

058935                                               7.75

Doodles State & Social Studies 
Coloring Fun (Grades K-4)

  A doodle approach to learning state 
facts. State symbols (like state motto, ani-
mal, flower, and unique ones like a state 
dish (Chili in TX), educational attractions, 
facts, historical events, and more are rein-
forced through interactive games, activities 
and writing prompts. 44 pgs, pb.
EACH BELOW                              5.50
033907 Evergreen (WA)
065701 U.S. Government
065702 United States
EACH BELOW               6.25
033906 Buckeye (OH)
033913 Golden (CA)
033915 Lone Star (TX)
033938 Sunshine (FL)
033955 Volunteer (TN)

Book of State Symbols Nature 
Study Handbooks (Grades 3-6)

  This series of workbooks from Thinking 
Tree combines nature study and state 
studies with a focus on the various state 
birds, flowers, and trees. Each book fea-
tures two pages per state plus vocabulary 
pages. While the first page is primarily a 
nature study (i.e. botanical name, describe 

habitat, etc.), the second page is more 
general. These pages include state-specific 
questions (ratification dates, capital cities) 
and a creative writing assignment (poem, 
short story, or unique state tidbit).

Star-Spangled State Book
(Grades 4-6)

  What a fun book to learn more 
about the 50 states! There are fascinating 
facts about each state including the capital, 
population, the three most populous cities, 
and more. At the bottom of the pages are 
“Geoquizzes” with 4 challenges to answer 
about states, capitals, borders, or other trivia. 
Extra pages throughout include information 

about the thirteen colonies, the civil war, 
the presidents, and more. There are also 3 quiz/test pages. 
Comes with a free downloadable workbook. 80 pgs.
014892                                               19.95

080786 State Birds               22.50
080787 State Flowers           22.50
080788 State Trees              22.50
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Snapshots Across America Game 
(Grades 3-AD)
  This game includes a US map game board, 124 cards 

in four different types, and six car-shaped player tokens. Card 
types include tourist attraction cards, transportation cards, 
bad weather, and transportation cancel cards. On a turn, 
they’ll start driving to a destination, or they can use a trans-
portation card to take a plane, train, or boat. The first traveler 
to reach seven destinations wins! The 32-card 
expansion pack includes 22 new destinations 
as well as more travel and weather cards. 
CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not <3 yrs.
066005 Game                                    25.95
066004 Expansion                             4.75

States and Capitals 
Songs Kit w/ CD
(Grades 3-8)

  Learn the names, locations, and cap-
itals of all 50 states as you sing the 
United States song. Capitals are sung in 
echo fashion, so you can quiz and mem-
orize. Set includes CD and a large 22” x 36” poster 
with over 172 items to locate, label, and color in as you learn.
004855                         12.95

Sticker Encyclopedias
(Grades K-3)

  Colorful stickers that serve a special 
purpose! What better way to introduce 
young children to the landmarks, flags, 
and curious characteristics of countries 
all around the world – or in our own fifty 
states? Both books provide pages 
and pages of stickers in the back, 
grouped according to page place-
ment. In the front are topical pages 
that provide all the spaces to place 

those stickers strategically for lots of learning 
along the way. These pages are full of interesting factual 
tidbits and miscellaneous activities.
077445 Around the United States       9.75
077446 Around the World                    9.75
026116 National Parks                         9.75

Children’s Atlas of the U.S.A. (Grades 1-6)
  A delightful children’s atlas by Master Books, this book 

is filled with real photos and colorful maps of all fifty states. The 
introduction gives a brief overview of the 

United States. Each two-page spread depicts 
a detailed map of the state, the state’s pre-
amble and other pertinent information, and 

several beautiful photo-
graphs of landmarks, 
parks, or monuments 
with information 
about each 
place. Index and 
glossary includ-
ed in the back. 
112 pgs, hc. 
078726                 17.95

Wee Sing
(Grades PK-6)
  These classic sets are a great 

way to learn traditional tunes from 
the U.S. or the World. America fea-
tures both patriotic and folk songs. 
Besides “Star-Spangled Banner” 
and “Battle Hymn of the Republic,” sing less-
er knowns like “We Love the USA” and “Goober 
Peas.” Folk songs include “I’ve Been Workin’ on the Railroad” 
and “Git Along, Little Doggies.” World features 44 songs sung in 
both English and the original language of the song. Songs are folk 
songs from every continent, including a few from Australia and 
Oceania. Examples include “El Coqui” (The Frog) from Puerto Rico, 
“Bebe Moke” (Baby So Small) from Zaire and “Ame, Ame” (Rain, 
Rain) from Japan. Over an hour of music; lyrics included.
018533 America            8.25
018534 World                 8.25Geography Songs

(Grades 2-8)
  Sing around the world with these 34 songs 
on CD and a 72-page, reproducible song-
book/workbook with maps and famous 
landmarks. A 22”x36” world map to label 

and color is also included. Optional 3 
DVDs sing-along videos teach names 
and locations of countries, conti-
nents and oceans, Solar System, 

capitals, provinces and territories of 
Canada, states of Mexico, States and Capitals of the USA.
004851 Songs Kit                                22.95
017424 3-DVD Set                              30.00

Scratch-Off Travel Puzzles
(Grades 7-AD)
  Puzzles for geography lovers! After assembly, use the 
scratch tool (included) to remove the gold coating and 

reveal the state or country in color, or scratch off the states or 
countries you’ve visited! Flags are 
also printed at the bottom of the 
puzzle with a scratch-off coating. 
1000 pieces; measures 27” x 20” 
when assembled. 
078065 USA Map              17.99
028543 World Map           17.99

Learning Wrap-Ups: States and Capitals 
(Grades PK-AD)

  Learning Wrap-Ups are 10 hard plastic cards 
shaped like keys that are attached at top, so there 
are no loose pieces. On the left side of the card are 
state names and on the right are capital names. 
A string is included with the cards, and you wrap 
the string around the cards in such a way that 
the string leads from the state to the matching 
capital. There are 12 states/capitals on each card, 
so each one is presented more than once.
005125                          7.15
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Geography Drawing 
Series (Grades 4-12)
  The premise is simple: repeated 

tracing and copying of each country or US 
state will help students become familiar 
with its outline. Then, each week, stu-
dents draw the cumulative pool of out-
lines learned. Along the way, students 
will be researching and recording basic country or state facts. 
Books are organized into detailed schedules by day. 233 pgs, sc.

061280 Europe                           24.95
061281 USA                                24.95

USA/World Laminated Desk Map 
(Grades PK-AD)
  On one side of this dou-

ble-sided mat is a large, colorful 
map of the U.S. which clearly iden-
tifies states, capitals, and major 
cities. Detail for the Canadian and 
Mexican borders is even provided. 
On the flipside is a world map 
which shows countries, capitals, 
and major cities with enlarged 
insets of both Europe and the 
Middle East. Other handy fea-
tures of this durable map include degree 
and time zone markings as well as interesting facts and 
trivia provided along the map’s edge. 18” x 11.375”
003134                                               2.95

Kumon Geography Sticker 
Activity Books
(Grades PK-3)

  Do fun geography activities like col-
oring, mazes, and identification with 
stickers! While the focus is mostly on 
political geography, each page includes 
a geographical fact and occasionally 
highlights aspects such as animals and 
land formations. Includes directions, 
four pages of stickers, a certificate of 
completion, and answer key. 52 pgs.
EACH BOOK                          7.25
067660 PK & Up 072033 K & Up

GeoPuzzles 
(Grades PK-AD)
  Learn countries, states and territo-

ries hands-on with GeoPuzzles! Most of 
the pieces are shaped like the individual 
countries/states within that continent, so 
students really get a feel for the country’s 
location and shape. Some of 
the larger countries take up 
more than one puzzle piece, 
and some of the smaller coun-
tries include an ocean border. 
Countries in each puzzle are shown in 

different colors and capital cities and large bod-
ies of water are labeled. Puzzles measure 
either 17” x 17” or 19” x 16.” World has 
shaped pieces that follow the edges of 
countries and ocean pieces with tradition-
al puzzle piece shapes; 26” x 12 ½.”

Wall Maps U.S. & World Sets
(Grades PK-AD)
  These 40”x 28” world and 

United States maps are perfect 
for any classroom. The U.S. map 
features state boundaries and 
capitals, while the world map dis-
plays the Mercator projection. It 
also includes an inset of Europe. 
Maps come rolled, in either paper 
or laminated versions.
013432 Laminated             15.95
013433 Paper                   7.50

U.S. Geography 
Puzzles (Grades PK+)

  Learning U.S. geography is painless 
with puzzles! Here are just a few puzzles 
for a variety of ages that we offer. 
077392 America the Beautiful (PK-3)        14.50

60-piece floor puzzle measures 3 x 2 ft when 
complete. Made of recycled paper and soy-
based inks.

077390 USA Map (PK-3)                    12.79
Floor Puzzle (80 pieces) measures 3 x 2 ft. 

033146 Map of the USA (3-AD)        19.95
Each state in this 850-piece puzzle is its own 
mini puzzle with one shaped piece for each 
state. 24” x 36” when complete.

078121 U.S. Family Puzzle (3-AD)    13.75
1000-piece puzzle measures 27” x 
20” when assembled.

EACH (exc noted)                  13.85
002397 Africa & Middle East (65 pcs)
002419 Asia (50 pcs)
002455 Europe (55 pcs)
002476 Latin America (50 pcs)
002554 U.S. & Canada (70 pcs)
GEOPZL All 5 Above . . . . 65.95
033792 World (68 pcs)
025217 Set of 6                    47.95
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Beginning Geography
(Grades K-2)
  This book contains a collection of 93 

reproducible activity pages covering a wide 
range of geography skills. Content is divided 
into 4 distinct sections. Section 1 focuses on 
map skills and provides 31 activities cover-
ing 9 different map skills. Section 2 provides 
29 activities and covers 8 landforms and 3 
bodies of water. Section 3 presents the seven 
continents and 4 oceans in 21 activities. The 
last section focuses on animal life around the world. 
Activities range in style and typically include labeling, coloring, cut-
ting/pasting, multiple choice, short answer, and matching. 108 pgs.
014180                                               12.95

GeoSafari Jr. Talking Globe (Grades PK-7)
  Use the SmartPen to touch points on the globe and hear infor-
mation in Explore mode. Switch to Find It mode to play a quiz 
game. Check distance between points in miles or kilometers 

with the Measure It mode. Globe-base has a control panel 
to choose continents/
oceans, nature, coun-
tries, cities/capitals 
and USA cities/states. 
Sound comes through 
the pen speaker, 
and pen contains a 
rechargeable battery.
009895               119.95

Explorer Globe
(Grades PK-AD)
  This 12" blue-ocean 

globe offers a vibrant 
contrast to a metal 
gold-colored base. The 
Explorer contains more 
than 4,000 place names 
and distinctive political 
boundary markings.

024207                         55.50

National Geographic  
Atlases (Grades PK-AD)
  National Geographic offers these three 

world atlases for different uses. The most 
attractive, comprehensive, and durable is the 
hardcover Family Reference Atlas, offering a 
wealth of information and beautiful images. The 
Kids World Atlas presents information in a way 
more easily digested by the younger student. For 
older students, the Student World Atlas provides 
a lot of reference material at an affordable price.
030162 Family Reference                 45.00
030161 Kids World Atlas                    10.95
034120 Student World Atlas              9.95

Atlases from Rand  
McNally (Grades 4-12)

  These atlases from 
Rand McNally bridge 
the gap between sim-
pler atlases geared 
to younger students and adult refer-
ence-only atlases. Packed full of colorful 
maps and handy reference material, they 
also include some student-friendly features 
such as charts/graphs and narrative text. 
World maps each have a different emphasis: 
physical, political, climates, population den-

sity, and time zones, just to name a few. Following are physical, 
political, and thematic maps for each continent. Thematic maps 
might showcase climate, environments, population, economic 
activities, natural hazards, or transportation. 170-200 pgs.
007967 Atlas of World Geography                   12.95
036559 Classroom Atlas              9.95

First Picture Atlas (Grades K-4)
  Get your kids excited about the 
world at a young age with this 
First Picture Atlas. It explains the 
basics of what a map is and how to 
read it, with simple overviews of 
the continents and large geograph-
ic areas in language that is easy for 
kids to understand. The fun font 
and engaging pictures add to the 
exciting and whimsical feel of the 

book. The attached bookmark even looks like 
airplane tickets! 48 pgs, hc.
052796                 12.50

Geography Encyclopedia with World 
Atlas (Usborne) (Grades 4-AD)

  Fantastic reference guide that provides an exten-
sive overview of world geography. First, a general 
overview of planet Earth. Next, more detailed 
sections cover the geographical phenomena of 
earthquakes, volcanoes, oceans, weather, cli-
mate, and world ecosystems. Then people and 
cultures are extensively discussed, followed by 
an Atlas of the World portion of the book com-
prised of 60 maps of all seven continents. A 
Fact File section provides information on topics 

including geographers and scientists, world records, 
time zones, constellations, and types of government. Interactive com-
ponents with websites recommended throughout. 400 pgs.
012200                                               18.99

Geographical Terms Puzzle 
(Grades K-6)

  Large 100pc puzzle 
(27” x18”) shows us land for-
mations with over 80 terms 
on a colorful map design. As 
they assemble the puzzle, kids 
learn words such as bayou, 
cove, mesa, gulch, canyon, 
glacier, bluff and more!
001312                         16.99
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Trip Around the World Series
(Grades K-3)

  As you arrive in each country, you’ll learn 
its location, flag, short history, and statistics. 
Fascinating Facts teach you more about the 

people, traditions, everyday life, physical 
geography, and history. Phonetic pronun-
ciations help you sound like a native as 
you acquire some rudimentary conversa-
tional phrases. Sample the local foods via 
cuisine recipes. 

Flags of the World Game 
(Grades 3-AD)
  This set comes with 200 cards and directions for 4 

different ways to play. Put the cards on the table, guess 
the countries, then flip the card over to see if you’re 
right! Info about the country includes surface area, 
population, capital and other facts. The included 16.5” 

x 11.7” world map shows countries labeled numerically with 
the corresponding names listed alphabetically below. 200 cards.
001027                                               12.50

DK Geography Workbooks
(Grades PK-6)
  An engaging, but gen-

tle, introductory series, geog-
raphy is presented in short 
bites and fact boxes with a 
variety of puzzles, activities 
and exercises throughout 
each book. Workbook pages 
are two-color and consum-
able, though not reproduc-
ible. Answers and teacher notes are includ-
ed, as is a sheet of 200 gold reward stickers 
to help track progress. Approx. 50 pgs.
EACH BOOK                5.25
055564 PK 055566 Gr. 3
055563 K 038361 Gr. 4
055562 Gr. 1 038377 Gr. 5
055565 Gr. 2 038381 Gr. 6

180 Days of Geography
(Grades K-6)
  These worksheets utilize a weekly pattern. 

Days 1 and 2 are map skills, Days 3 & 4 are spent 
reading and considering specifics, and Day 5 covers 
“geography and me.” From a secular perspective, the 
series may reference topics or theories based on cur-

rent theories and belief systems. Answer keys 
provide for objective questions. Reproducible 
for one home or classroom.  216 pgs, pb.

A-Maze-ing Adventures 
(Grades 3-6)

  These are not your typical mazes. 
The paths are unusual; finding your way through the 
scattered bone remains of a dinosaur, for instance. 

Along the paths are miscellaneous tiny things 
to “find” – like a chisel or a sea serpent (yes, 
they can be a bit random). These would be an 
exciting addition to any textbook unit on history 
or geography – or just to enjoy as a challenge. 
Answer key included. 32 pgs, pb. 

Where Is ____ ? Series
(Grades 3-7)
Joining “Who is/Who was…,” this series 

takes children on an exciting journey to learn 
the geography and history of renowned 
natural and man-made locations. 
Engagingly written with abundant b&w 
drawings, the stories are sprinkled with 
topical fun facts. Includes a colorful, 
double-sided map. 108 pgs.
EACH BOOK                             4.60
025697 7 Wonders of Ancient World
064482 Alcatraz
064484 the Amazon
061235 Bermuda Triangle
067088 Colosseum
061224 Easter Island
067089 Eiffel Tower
067087 Galapagos Islands
012408 Grand Canyon
064481 Great Pyramids
012460 Great Wall
061226 Machu Picchu
061349 Mississippi River
012340 Mount Everest
012357 Mount Rushmore
064486 Parthenon

066619 Stonehenge
067090 Taj Mahal
061640 Walt Disney World
012461 White House

002116 In Africa and Europe           7.25
002207 In Asia and Australia           7.25
002213 In North & South America  7.25

EACH BOOK                           15.25
071751 Gr. K 071751 Gr. 4
071748 Gr. 1 071748 Gr. 5
071752 Gr. 2 071752 Gr. 6
071754 Gr. 3

Passport Book and 
Stickers (Grades PK-8)

  Sets include a Passport Book (4” 
x 5.5”) with 22 blank 

white pages and a set 
of stickers. The full color, 
stickers feature the flags 
of all fifty states, as well 

as three U.S. flags and 
the flag of Washington 
D.C. - 54 flags in all, each 
slightly larger than 1 
square inch. The full color 
World Flag stickers feature 
flags from 120 countries.
WDPASS Passport + World Stickers            4.25
STPASS Passport + State Flag Stickers     2.95
041546 Flat-It World Stickers                    3.95
038264 Passport Book single                    0.99

EACH BOOK                      11.50
005329 Trip Around the World
005330 Another Trip Around the World
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Geography Painless Learning 
Placemats
(Grades 1-AD)

  These quality mats are 12” x 
17.5” and have durable non-
glare laminate on the front 
and many with write-on/
wipe-off laminated learning 
exercises on the back.

Learning Walls – Maps (Grades K-12)
  If you can find the wall space, I’ll bet you can think of hundreds 
of uses for these blank maps! Each one measures a whopping 48” 

x 72” and has smooth paper on the front and corrugated cardboard on 
the back for extra support. The maps have continent borders oulined in 
bold and and state or country borders in finer black lines. The U.S. Map 
also has dots marked on each state for the capital city.
EACH LEARNING WALL                         19.95
019690 U.S. Map 019698 World Map

EACH PLACEMAT                                  3.50
015505 Africa
015509 Asia
015514 Europe
031081 Flags
015635 South America

Daily Geography Practice (Grades 1-6)
  These are intended to be taught, not worked independently. 

The books are divided into a 36-week 
layout. The Teacher Books provide the 
weekly lessons which include a teach-
er resource page (answer key, back-
ground information, vocabulary words, 
and definitions) plus the reproducible 
Student Worksheets (map, two geog-
raphy questions for each day, and a 
challenge question for the end of each 
week). The Student Practice Books are 
non-reproducible and do not include 

an answer key. Teacher Books are 160 pgs. and 
include access to download the 36 maps. 
EACH BOOK                                      19.95
EACH STUDENT PRACTICE                5.50
 Book Student Practice
Grade 1 033534 076888
Grade 2 033535 076889
Grade 3 033536 076890
Grade 4 033537 076891
Grade 5 033538 076892
Grade 6 033539 076893

Maps-Globes-Graphs (Grades 1-6)
  This series uses the five geography themes of movement, 
place, regions, location, and human/environment interaction. 

Workbooks are very colorful and attractively 
laid out, with maps or graphs on every page. 
Throughout each chapter, students will answer 
both simple and thought-provoking questions, 
fill in the blanks, and do map and graph work. 
Each section ends with a skill check, or practice 
test, in preparation for both the midterm and 
final tests. TE is helpful but not required. 
64 pgs.

Geography & Maps Activities
(Grades 1-8)

  First, students become familiar with symbols, 
legends, scales and map grids. Globes and 
world maps are then introduced showing con-
tinents, oceans, hemispheres, the equator and 
prime meridian, and latitude and longitude. 
The rest of the book focuses on each conti-
nent and its culture, landmarks, animals, and 
more. The colorful pages are uncluttered and 
there are a nice variety of activities. 

World Map Puzzles (Grades 5-AD)
  National Geographic World Map Puzzle shows all the 
countries, capitals and major cities. 1000 pcs. 

26.625” x 19.25”. Kids version color codes countries 
and national flags displayed along bottom. 300 pcs. 
24” x 18”. World Landmarks Puzzle from Ravensburger 
measure 19.5” x 14.25”, contains 300 pcs, and fea-
tures famous structures and geographical features.
047263 World Map 1000 pc             17.95
047237 World Kids 300 pc                16.95
073038 Landmarks 300 pc               14.99

032685 Mexico/Central America
031103 United States
031105 World

EACH BOOK                  29.95
EACH TEACHER                30.95
 Student Teacher
Level A 035610 035611
Level B 035612 035613
Level C 035614 035615
Level D 035616 035617
Level E 035618 035619
Level F 035620 035621

EACH BOOK                    7.25
077463 Beginner (1-3) 077464 Intermediate (4-8)
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Child’s Story Bible 
(Grades PK-5)

  A Bible in story form for your 
youngest children that is true to the 
Bible in substance, but simplifies or 
leaves out details beyond the young 
child’s comprehension or concern. 
Before your child is able to read for 
himself, you can familiarize him or her 
with the Bible. A homeschool favorite 
for decades. 360+ pgs, hc.
008971                              19.95

Story Bible (Arch Books)
(Grades PK-3)

  Starting with Creation and ending 
with John’s vision of heaven in Revelation, 
this story Bible covers all the major stories 
of the Bible. Each message is short and 
moves in a succinct manner that will hold 
the attention of children. The information is 
accurately drawn from Scripture and makes 
use of the same wording. Each chapter 
includes the biblical reference, list of key 

words, and instructions for the readers to ask, do and pray 
about things pertaining to the story. 130 stories. 480 pgs, hc.
053115                                               19.99

If Jesus Came to My House 
(Grades PK-3)
  A sweet story with the general message of treat-
ing others the same way you would treat Jesus. 

Be hospitable and generous, brave, gracious and car-
ing. This book subtly suggests how one might behave 
in small ways on a day-to-day basis to honor Jesus. Hc.
002110                                               13.25

Core 52
(Grades 6-AD)

  Yes, it’s a fitness exercise--for your 
Spirit. In 15 minutes daily, this common-sense 
study approach builds biblical fitness. Easily 
digestible chapters (theme based, Scripture 
focused) offer key points and provide 5 days of 

progressively challenging tasks. Weeks 
end with a practical application (a bit 
more time involved). Both Student and 
Core 52 (for adults/students wanting 
meatier challenges) cover the same 52 most important Bible 
concepts/passages in the same chapters. But titles, writing 
styles, chapter lengths, and examples are unique to the target 
audience. Core 52 is 369 pgs, sc. Student is 255 pgs.
015139 Core 52                                   12.25
015159 Student Edition                       10.25

052056 Action Bible (5-10)                 18.95
001039 Coloring Book (K-3)               9.95
001047 Heroes Card Collection       8.75
056103 Devotional: 52 Weeks (4-8)  12.95
080109 Anytime Devotions (4-8)       10.95

Jesus Storybook Bible
(Grades PK-3)

  The stories that whisper Jesus’ name will speak to your 
child’s heart. These Bible stories are paraphrased and 

written so young children can understand them and what they 
mean. Surprisingly insightful, they will captivate young minds. 
The Deluxe Edition features a ribbon marker, plus the complete 
book on audio CDs (narrated by British actor David Suchet). The 
Coloring Book provides 60 coloring pages 
based on the Bible illustrations by Jago. The 
DVDs each contains short, animated videos 
based on the Storybook Bible. 
041228 Jesus Storybook Bible       12.50
055829 Bible Deluxe Ed (w/CD)    14.95
023789 Coloring Book NEW!              7.50
059016 Animated DVD Volume 1      7.50
059017 Animated DVD Volume 2      7.50
059018 Animated DVD Volume 3      7.50
059019 Animated DVD Volume 4      7.50

Then and Now Bible 
Maps (Grades PK-AD)

 Bible maps show you locations of countries and 
cities as they were back then, with a clear plas-
tic overlay of current political maps and cities. 
Original edition includes 12 full-color maps bound 
with a spiral lay-flat binding. Re-read your favorite 
Bible stories with a clearer understanding of the 
geography. Deluxe Editions include many more 
maps and are presented in earthtone colors.
004294 Book                                         12.95
023227 Maps Insert                               10.95
068467 Deluxe Ed. (hc) NEW!              21.95
080517 Deluxe Ed. (pb) NEW!             16.50

Action Bible
(Grades 4-10)

  Written to communicate biblical 
truth clearly and forcefully, the graphical-
ly illustrated Action Bible contains over 
200 fast-paced narratives in chronolog-
ical order, making it easy to follow the 
historical flow of the Bible.  God-Inspired 
Adventures Devotional applies these bib-
lical adventures to everyday life, while 

Anytime Devotions seeks to help kids 
connect to God. Together with 

the Coloring 
Book and 

the Heroes 
Card Collection, these pro-

vide user-friendly biblical applications for 
the whole family based on the Action Bible.
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Making Him Known (Grades 2-7)
  The most important piece of knowledge we can 

impart to our children is a saving knowledge of 
God. Sally Michael has made this task achievable and enjoyable for fami-

lies to share! These colorfully illustrated books are perfect for read-aloud or for 
solitary exploration of who God is through a gentle text that builds on Scripture 
and includes both discussion questions and activities. Approx. 120 pgs.

Answers for 
Kids Box Set 
(Grades 2-7)

  This collection of 8 books 
answer kid-submitted ques-
tions relating to God, His 
creation, the Bible, and 
more. Each book includes 
22 questions with an 

in-depth answer, and a piece of 
Scripture as textual evidence. 
Books cover the Creation and 
the Fall (v 1); Dinosaurs & the Flood (v 2); God & 
the Bible (v 3); Sin, Salvation, the Christian Life (v 4); 
Space and Astronomy (v 5); Babel and the Ice Age (v 
6); Evolution & “Millions of Years (v 7); and Satan & 

Angels (v 8). 48 pgs each, hc.
019504                                        42.95

Case for _____for Kids/Student 
Editions (Grades 3-7)

  Lee Strobel was a skeptic of Christianity - until he 
started investigating the claims. His scientifically and 
philosophically based, readable books highlight the 
truth of Christianity, equip Christians to answer ques-
tions about their faith, and present non-Christians with 
valid reasons for believing. Kids and Young Readers 
versions are written for children 8-12, and Student 
versions are for readers 13+. These versions are writ-
ten in a humorous, light-hearted way while still 
analyzing the evidence and building compelling 
cases using historical facts, up-to-date scientific 
research, and true stories. Approx. 90 pgs.
037550 Christ for Kids                            6.75
056896 Christ for Kids Devotional        7.50
013889 Christ for Young Readers NEW! 10.95
050794 Christ Student Edition               10.95
037549 Creator for Kids                        5.95
034372 Creator - Student Edition         9.95
037551 Faith for Kids                             5.95
056908 Faith Student Edition                10.95
071531 Grace Student Edition             7.50
037157 Miracles for Kids                       6.75

Discover 4 Yourself Inductive Bible 
Studies for Kids (Grades 1-6)
  Students join Molly and Max, partner detectives, who help 

solve mysteries. First, kids learn the skills needed for studying God’s 
Word - observation, interpretation, and application. Activities in the 
first week help the child learn what kind of questions to ask. Each 
subsequent chapter tackles various week-long 
adventures, each highlighting a different pas-
sage, message, meaning or truth. After finishing 
How to Study Your Bible for Kids, other study 
guides focus on various topics or themes. 
Every adventure is packed with lots of ques-
tions, puzzles, & activities. Approx. 160 pgs.
EACH BOOK (except noted)               7.50
000955 How to Study Your Bible for Kids
014741 Becoming God’s Champion
007340 Bible Prophecy for Kids
000954 Boy, Have I Got Problems!  8.25
021310 Cracking the Covenant Code         8.95
014514 God’s Amazing Creation (Genesis 1-2)
000963 Jesus - To Eternity and Beyond! (John 17-21)
000959 Jesus-Awesome Power, Love            8.25
018227 Lord, Teach Me to Pray for Kids
041515 You’re a Brave Man, Daniel!
000962 Jesus in the Spotlight (John 1-10)     6.75
000964 Wrong Way, Jonah!                            6.75

Full Armor of God
(Grades PK-2)
Ephesians 6:13-18 tells us that 

we must put on the “full armor of 
God”. This suit of realistic armor helps 
children visualize this message. This 

silver and red play set includes: 
Helmet of Salvation, Breastplate of 
Righteousness, Belt of Truth, Spirit-
of-the-Word Sword, Shield of Faith, and 
shin guards. Everything is made of sturdy 
plastic, and the sword’s tip is blunt. 

038571                           23.95

Bible Characters Visual 
Encyclopedia (Grades 3-6)

  Hand-illustrated pictures 
fill the pages, telling the Bible’s 
major stories in order. Opening 
with the Books and covenants of 

the Bible, the book then highlights 
the key events and, particularly, the 
major individuals from both testa-
ments. For each one, Scripture ref-
erences, key verses, key concepts, 
and a story summary is provided. 
This images are tasteful. Includes 
an index and glossary.  208 pgs, hc.
078564                             12.25

Bible Explorer’s Guide
(Grades 3-8)

  Every page of this resource includes infor-
mative nuggets accompanied by illustrations, 
maps, artifacts, and photos. The Guides are fas-
cinating and are designed to increase the under-
standing of young learners. They also provide 
students with an appreciation for the realities 
behind the biblical stories.  
013871 People & Places                   10.75
013846 1000 Amazing Facts            10.50

EACH BOOK                        13.45
059868 God’s Battle 059871 God’s Word 
059869 God’s Providence 022087 God’s Names
059870 God’s Wisdom 022088 God’s Promises
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Your Story Hour Great Stories 
Albums(Grades PK-AD)

  You and your child will enjoy listening to the stories of 
people who faced adversity but pulled through with courage 
and determination. These stories include people we have all 
heard of and those not so well known, Christians and non-Chris-
tians, from all walks of life. These stories teach important val-
ues for good character building.
EACH ALBUM                       17.89

027873 Volume 1
027874 Volume 2
027875 Volume 3
027876 Volume 4
027877 Volume 5
037524 Volume 6
037526 Volume 7
041766 Volume 8
031321 Volume 9
047958 Volume 10
004507  Volume 11
020008 Volume 12

True Frenemies
(Grades 3-AD)

  Your goal is to 
reach the Tree of Life 
(bringing your secret 
friend as well). As you 
traverse the board, 
different spots will 
assign consequenc-
es. Reminiscent of 
Pilgrim’s Progress, 
this detailed game 
guides you through 
life and the steps 
needed to come to 
faith. 3-8 players. 60-90 
min play. CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not <3 yrs.
078561                                               29.95

Journibles: The 17:18 Series
(Grades 3-AD)

  This series takes its name from Deuteronomy 
17:18. The king is instructed to write a copy of God’s 
word, to carry it with him and read it every day. 
Each Journible is designed to write your own copy 
of a Bible book. Copy down Scriptures on the right 

page; exact verses are identified in the 
headers. The left page is designed for 
your notes, and questions occasionally 
highlight specific verses. 5.5” x 8.5”, 
approx. 200 pgs, hc.

Scripture Journals (Grades 3-AD)
  Each little journal reads through a book of the Bible 
in ESV translation, and the font is just the right size 
to mark up the pages. Every page of text has a 0.25” 

lined blank page on the opposite side for taking notes, 
copying scripture, or recording prayers. It is also just the 
right size to keep in your purse for church or Bible study.
EACH JOURNAL (exc noted) . . . . . . . 3.50
077294 Matthew 077267 Acts
077293 Mark 077304 Romans
077292 Luke 077258 1 Corinth.
077286 John 077266 2 Corinth.
077302 Psalms                                   7.95
077301 Proverbs                                4.50

The Millers (Grades PK-AD)
  Join the Miller family as they work, play, 

learn and pray together. In a setting rem-
iniscent of the Amish lifestyle, these are 

perfect for family devotions because of the 
strong moral lessons and as excellent read-
alouds for the whole family to enjoy. Approx. 
100 to 150 pgs. In addition, workbooks go along 
with a couple of the books for reinforcement.
001789 Storytime (PK-5)                    5.95
001799 Missionary Stories (PK-AD)  6.95
012196 Wisdom (1-7)                        6.95
001802 School Days (2-9)                6.95
001801 Prudence (2-9)                     6.95
013404 Growing (4-8)                       6.95
003284 Make and Do (PK-3)            4.95
011282 Character Companion Wkbk (2-9)         5.50
001788 Working With Wisdom Wkbk (3-4)         5.50
001051 Prudence and Your Health (4-6)           5.50

Character Building 
for Families
(Grades PK-12)

  This character/Bible study that you 
can just open and use is a real gem! 
Vol. I is a 12-topic study (obedience, 
orderliness, diligence, loyalty, defer-
ence, cheerfulness, gentleness or kind-
ness, contentment, gratitude, truthful-
ness, service, and hospitality) broken 
into 165 lessons. Each day’s lesson takes about 20 minutes 
and is completely scripted. All you need to supply is your 
Bible. Questions in lessons are intended for oral discussion. 
Volume II covers 5 additional topics (stewardship, teachable-
ness, mercy, patience, and desire for Jesus) with 135 lessons.
000655 Volume I 3rd Ed.                  14.75
000660 Volume II                              14.75

063728 Proverbs                      10.50
003632 Mark                            13.25
063723 Galatians/Eph/Phil/
 Col/Thess.                   11.95
063724 James, 1 & 2 Peter,
 1 & 2 John & Jude      11.95
063727 Matthew                      13.25
063725 John                             11.95

Inspire Journals 
(Grades 4-AD)

  These would make a lovely keepsake for an older 
child, teen, or an adult wanting to try Bible journaling! Each book 
contains the complete text (NLT translation) of Psalms or Proverbs 
with space in the margins for journaling or an artistic rendering of a 
particular verse to color. Approx. 10” x 10” and softcover.
015782 Proverbs                                11.50
015811 Psalms                                   11.95
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Brinkman Adventures Series
(Grades PK-AD)

  Based on the lives of real mis-
sionaries (names changed), and some 
tasteful dramatization. Evangelism is the 
central theme, but this series explores 
other Biblical concepts including trusting 
God, seeking first the Kingdom of God, 
God our Provider, obedience, prayer, the 
importance of the body of Christ and 
many others. Seasons 1-4 have 12 epi-
sodes, Seasons 5-8 have 6 episodes. 
EACH CD BELOW            29.50
005508 Season 1 CDs
005541 Season 2 CDs
039837 Season 3 CDs
036745 Season 4 CDs
EACH CD BELOW            18.75
036747 Season 5 CDs
003672 Season 6 CDs
032769 Season 7 CDs
028813 Season 8 CDs NEW!

History Lives: 
Chronicles of Church 
History (Grades 4-9)

  Each book tells the story of church history 
through one time period, starting with Peril and 
Peace, in 30 A.D. Inspirational, informative, and 
well-written, these are a natural fit for your his-
tory or Bible studies! Bibliographies and maps 
are included. 200+ pgs.

Trial and Triumph: Stories 
from Church History
(Grades 5-AD)

  Read 46 gripping stories of brothers and sis-
ters in Christ who stood firm in the face of bit-
ter persecution. The 4-5 page biographies of 
such greats as Polycarp, Tyndale, and Luther, 
show what God can do through ordinary peo-
ple who trust and obey Him. 304 pgs.
005327                                         16.85

Ten Boys / Ten Girls Series
(Grades 3-6)

  Inspirational men and women God used 
to shape our world were once boys and girls! 
A short biography of each person’s life is 
given. 150+ pgs.
EACH BOOK                                          6.75
000816 Ten Boys Who Changed the World
000821 Ten Girls Who Changed the World
038353 Ten Boys Who Didn’t Give In
038356 Ten Girls Who Didn’t Give In
038354 Ten Boys Who Made a Difference
038357 Ten Girls Who Made a Difference
000168 Ten Boys Who Made History
005038 Ten Girls Who Made History
038355 Ten Boys Who Used Their Talents
038358 Ten Girls Who Used Their Talents
050248 Ten Boys Box Set                  26.95
050249 Ten Girls Box Set                   26.95

EACH BOOK                                    7.50
039742 Peril & Peace: Ancient
039739 Monks & Mystics: Medieval
037062 Courage & Conviction: Reformation 
037083 Hearts & Hands: Awakening
022181 Rescue & Redeem: Chronicles 
 of the Modern Church

Dangerous Journey - Story Pilgrim’s 
Progress (Grades PK-4)

  Marvelously illustrated by Alan 
Parry, this version of the famous allegory 
written in 1676 by John Bunyan was pre-
pared to coincide with a TV series called 
Dangerous Journey, which aired in 1985. 
Beautifully illustrated. 126 pgs.
027870                                     17.95

Christian Heroes: Then 
and Now (Grades 5-AD)
  These stories are very person-
able, with details and emotions 

that make it seem like the person 
is actually sharing their own story. 
Read about funny instances that 
happened to them and things they 
probably wrote home about. Most 
importantly, you can see the hand 
of God leading them, and how they 
faithfully strive to serve Him, even 
in difficult circumstances. 200+ 
pgs. Young Reader’s editions are 
small-format, fully illustrated and 
told in rhyme. The poetry format 
works well even for your non-readers.

EACH BOOK                 6.89
000777 Adoniram Judson
010142 Amy Carmichael
000892 Cameron Townsend
010143 Corrie Ten Boom
041836 C.S. Lewis
049733 D.L. Moody
000802 David Livingstone
010144 Eric Liddell
010145 George Mueller
010146 Gladys Aylward
010147 Hudson Taylor
010150 Nate Saint
EACH BOXED SET   34.89
037534 Book Set 1-5
037537 Book Set 6-10
037533 Book Set 11-15
037535 Book Set 16-20
037536 Book Set 21-25
038405 Book Set 26-30
048621 Book Set 31-35
EACH YOUNG READER’S ED.  .  6.69
064702 Amy Carmichael
064708 David Livingstone
064710 George Mueller
064713 Gladys Aylward
064715 Jim Elliot
064721 Nate Saint
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Beth Manners’ Language CDs for Kids
(Grades PK-1)
  Introduce young children to a foreign languages using fun 

and lively songs, stories, games and dialogue with these audio CDs. 
Each CD features over 100 words and phrases in English, followed by 
children repeating the words in the foreign language. Both familiar 
games and stories (i.e., Three Bears, Simon Says) appear, as well as 
catchy original songs and storylines with 
sound effects. Lyrics to the songs are print-
ed inside the CD jacket. Approx. 30 min.
EACH CD                                 11.95
046348 Fun French
046350 Magic French
046351 Magic Spanish
046352 Playtime Spanish
046349 Fun Spanish

Color and Learn Easy Phrases for Kids
(Grades K-3)

  Each tiny book shows children having 
everyday conversations. Speech bubbles 
in the foreign language are paired with a 
phonetic English pronunciation and trans-
lation. Phrases center around things in a 
child’s world: food, family, playing outside, 
pets, friends, clothing, days of the week, 
etc. I really like that words are shown in 
use. About 4” x 6”, 62 pgs.

Language Learning Blocks 
(Grades PK-3)
  Each set includes 25 blocks that have 

the English word on one side and the French or 
Spanish word on the opposite side, for a total 
of 75 words. Block panels with the foreign 
vocabulary word also have a color 
image for recognition. Instruction 
sheet includes ideas for use.
EACH SET                       16.75
038510 French 
038528 Spanish

Kids’ Magnetic Poetry Language Kits
(Grades PK-6)

  These magnetic tile sets include 
over 200 different word magnets (140 for 
Chinese), and are double-sided with the 
English words on back. The magnets dis-
play simple, familiar words including nouns, 
adjectives, verbs, joining words, and more.
EACH KIT                                  15.75
029547 Spanish 028842 French
028835 Chinese

EACH BOOK                                   1.95
064089 French 064091 Italian
064090 German 064092 Spanish

First Dictionaries
(Grades K-5)

  With the wonderful approach 
and photographic excellence we 
expect from DK books, these dictio-
naries offer hours of practical learning. 
Learn vocabulary for the home, com-
mon activities like shopping, hobbies, as well as 
terms dealing with nature and city life. Emphasis 
is on nouns, but learners will also learn phrases, 
verbs, and speaking tips. 128 pgs, hc.
EACH BOOK                                          12.25
080251 French
080252 Spanish

My First … Lesson Activity Books
(Grades K-3)

  Small books with pages to color 
are a fun and easy way to introduce 
little learners to a new language. I 
like how the sentences show phonetic 
pronunciation right below the words. 
This makes it easy for the parent! 
When in doubt, check your pronun-
ciation easily online. Topics include 
family, colors, numbers, weather, 
sports, animals, etc. 62 pgs, pb.
EACH BOOK                         4.25
080114 French
080115 German
080116 Italian
080117 Spanish

My First Book of … Words (Grades PK-4)
  Introduce unique bits of culture and languages to your 
family. Using the English alphabet, a word in the target lan-
guage is introduced: A is for 

Ao (Vietnamese for pond); C is for 
Chai (Hindi for a special tea); J is 
for Janken (the Japanese version of 
Rock, Paper, Scissors). An explan-
atory preface (with pronunciation 
notes) highlights culture and lan-
guage elements. Each word is writ-
ten for English pronunciation and in 

the target language. The 
publisher website pro-
vides free downloadable 
MP3 files with each word 
pronounced. 
EACH BOOK  (exc)  8.95
080154 Chinese
080403 Hindi         10.50
080404 Japanese
080405 Korean
080406 Tagalog
080407 Vietnamese
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DK Complete Language Packs 
(Grades 5-AD)

  DK has put together kits that 
are just perfect for introducing a new 
language. Each kit contains three 
small books and a set of three audio 
CDs. The 160-page Course Book has 
themed chapters for 12 weeks, each 
with five 15-minute lessons. Lesson 
format includes a warm-up, a match 
and repeat activity, words to remem-
ber, a “put into practice” exercise, a 
“say it” section and lots of full-color, 
helpful photos. The CDs really help to 
practice correct pronunciation. Lessons are travel related, making 

this a perfect pre-vacation study! Two smaller books (an Easy Grammar 
reference and a Visual Phrase Book) are great for helping you answer 
grammar questions and provide needed phrases on the go.
EACH PACK                                           20.95
056110 French 056112 Spanish
056111 Italian

SparkNotes Study Cards(Grades 9-12)
  Nothing fancy here, just a lot of vocabulary and grammar 
practice at a great price! Each box of vocabulary words 
contains 1000 cards. Cards cover beginner words to advanced 

vocabulary and each is identified as a verb, adjective, or noun 
(including the proper article). Grammar sets have 600 cards. You 
are given a task such as “Use the future perfect to say, ‘As soon as 
we’ve gone food shopping, we can make the paella.‘“ The back has 
the translation and an explanation of when to use this tense. A 2nd 

or 3rd year language student would 
benefit from these.

Skill Builders 
(Grades K-8)

  Students practice their 
foreign language skills with a vari-
ety of fun and challenging activi-
ties. Each workbook is full-color. 
Exercises are entertaining and 
interactive to make learning 
effective. Practice is the key 
to retention, so if you have a 
program that is done mostly 

on the computer, this provides 
some needed writing practice for 
your students.
EACH WORKBOOK            3.85
051544 French 1 (K-5)
025495 Spanish 1 (K-5)
051554 Spanish 1 (6-8)
025496 Spanish 2 (K-5)
051555 Spanish 2 (6-8)

Picture Word Books 
(Grades 3-AD)

  Large black-and-white illustra-
tions of thematic scenes (kitchen, 
supermarket, zoo, etc.) show items 
labeled in the foreign language. Over 
500 commonly used words are depict-
ed in each, perfect for coloring as 
you learn. Each volume includes a 
complete alphabetical listing of words 
with their English translations.
EACH BOOK (except noted)       3.50
009520 French                            4.25
009521 German 017661 Russian
024629 Italian 009524 Spanish
029651 Mandarin

Little Linguists Language 
Workbooks (Grades 3-5)
  As an introduction to a new language, these worksheets 

cover basic concepts like numbers, colors, household objects, 
and family members. After children match the foreign words with 
their English counterparts, they’ll practice 
their new vocabulary by writing sentences 
containing the words. Most of the work-
sheets hold less than ten questions/words. 
Pronunciation is provided in parentheses 
after each foreign word; for languages not 
in the “ABC” alphabet, the “Romanized” 
or transliterated version of the 
language is used. Answers are 
included. Reproducible, 32 pgs.
EACH BOOK                5.50
001113 Chinese
001116 French
001119 German
001122 Greek
001123 Japanese
001124 Latin
001129 Russian
001130 Spanish
016422 Italian

057393 American Sign Language  
                                    8.50
057429 French Grammar       7.75
057432 French Vocab             9.75
057441 German Vocabulary  9.75
057515 Spanish Grammar      7.75
057519 Spanish Vocab           9.75
057478 More Spanish Vocabulary  
                                    7.75

Easy Spanish / Easy French Step-by-
Step (Grades 7-AD)
  Learn a foreign language in 15 grammatical steps. First 

learn the elements of a sentence: Nouns and Articles; Pronouns; 
Interrogative Words, Days, and Months; Numbers, Dates, and 
Time; Regular Verbs; Irregular Verbs; Adjectives and Adverbs; 
and Negatives and Prepositions. Then move to Indirect Objects, 

Direct Objects, Reflexive Verbs, and var-
ious verb tenses. Each chapter contains 
grammar explanations and explains each 
component of the target language gram-
mar, with plenty of examples. Varied 
written and oral exercises are included 
so students get used to reading, writ-
ing, and speaking. This program moves 
rather quickly from step to step but, if 
practiced, will give a working knowledge 
of the language. 304 pgs.
041584 Spanish                        11.95
029246 French                         13.50
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Bilingual Fairy Tale Story Books 
(Grades PK-3)
  These storybooks are great, containing adaptations 

of popular kids’ stories that are told in both English AND 
Spanish. For each two-page spread, a full-color illustration 
is included on the right side. The left page contains two text 
sections, one in English and one in Spanish, which tell the 
story in a lively and kid-friendly way. Approx. 28 pgs.
EACH BOOK                                          5.95
040179 Goldilocks & 3 Bears
040184 Little Red Riding Hood/Caperucita Roja
040188 Three Little Pigs/Los Tres Cerditos

Complete Book of Spanish
(Grades PK-3)
  These fun, colorful worksheets are designed 

for kids who have had little or no previous Spanish, 
and they cover many basic concepts such as numbers, 
alphabet, parts of speech, expressions, days and months, colors, 
clothes, parts of the body, and more. The exercises vary, but they 

maintain a writing emphasis to help chil-
dren retain what they’re learning. Spanish 
songs and chants, learning cards, a final 
review and an answer key are also includ-
ed. 352 pgs. Starter is the junior version, 
covering colors, shapes, alphabet, fam-
ily, clothing, community, seasons, and 
time. Activities include coloring, drawing, 
matching, tracing, circling, and handwrit-
ing. Spanish songs and rhymes, glossary, 
and answer key are included. 416 pgs.
052527 Starter Spanish (PK-1)     11.85
003145 Spanish (1-3)                    10.95

Let’s Learn Spanish (Grades K-8)
  Call this slow immersion into Spanish. The 8 lessons per 
book are all relatively short, with generally 4 activities per 
lesson. Lessons are organized topically. In Gr. K, students 

learn greetings, introductions, colors, vowels, numbers, basic 
classroom items, and emotions, while in 
Gr. 4 students learn about the months 
of the year, expressing dates, telling 
time, school subjects, towns, people in 
the community, and Easter. Each book 
includes a list of suggested websites and 
various other resources.
EACH BOOK                         6.25
029137 Grade K 029133 Grade 5
029129 Grade 1 029134 Grade 6
029130 Grade 2 029135 Grade 7
029131 Grade 3 029136 Grade 8
029132 Grade 4

Everyday Words in Spanish: 
Photographic Cards
(Grades PK-AD)

  This flashcard set contains cards featuring a Spanish 
word with a full-color photograph. For example, 
next to the word, “el 
conejo” is a picture of a 
rabbit. To increase the 
challenge, use the back 
sides of the cards which 
have only the Spanish 
words and no picture to 
help. 104 cards.

032052                     5.95

1000 Bilingual Words (Grades PK-5)
  This is a fun book from DK for native Spanish speakers 

to learn English vocabulary or vice versa! There is so much 
fun detail to enjoy. The words 

are in logical groups, starting with 
the basics: family, clothing, food. 
But then you get into some extra 
fun categories like toys, describing 
people and wild animals. The images 
are illustrations and very easy to tell 
what the words are. There is, howev-
er, no pronunciation guidance. This 
book would be a lovely addition 
to any Spanish curriculum for the 
younger years.
080243                       10.95

My First Bilingual Board Book: 
English/Spanish (Grades PK-3)

  Beautiful books from DK show clear, color photos and are 
perfect for a native Spanish or English speaker to use with young 

children to expand their vocabulary 
in both languages! Words are shown 
near the image in both languages; 
yellow/amarillo, cheese/queso, doll/
muneca, pencil/lapiz, etc. Note: 
there is no pronunciation guidance 
in the books themselves, so you 
may need to look up pronunciation 
online. 4.5” x 6”. 30 pages.
EACH BOOK                     5.25
080246 123
080247 ABC
080248 Colores

Spanish Bingo Game (Grades PK-AD)
  These B-I-N-G-O cards are filled with squares containing a colorful 

picture with the Spanish name underneath. 
In the game, the caller might read, “B, la 
manzana,” and players look for la manzana 
(an apple) in their “B” column. An answer 
mat makes it easy for the caller to mark 
which objects have been called. 50 basic 
Spanish words are covered including objects, 
animals, body parts, and more. 3-36 players.
034748                           7.45
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Sign Language for Everyone 
(Grades PK-AD)

  Having spent most of her life in service to the deaf, Cathy 
makes an excellent teacher. Her lessons move rapidly and require 
practice, but she provides review and encouragement along the 
way. She not only guides you through the over 600 signs in her 
book, but does so logically by grouping associated words togeth-
er to help you better remember the signs. The diagrams in the 
book coordinate with the DVD. You may be surprised how soon 
you’ll be able to put together signs to make sentences.
007631 Book                                      9.95
013896 DVD                                      28.75

Barron’s 500 Flash Cards of 
American Sign Language 
(Grades 5-AD)

  This thorough set contains 500 double-sided 
flashcards. The front features a color photograph 
of a woman signing, while the back lists the 
name with the signing instructions written out. 
Related words/signs are indexed on the back for 
assistance when building sentences. Each card is 
numbered and labeled in alphabetical order for 
easy reference. A helpful pamphlet 
contains general ASL tips.
023558                           18.75

Sign Language 
Alphabet Placemat
(Grades PK-AD)

  Placemat is 12” x 17.5”, custom laminat-
ed, brightly colored, and very detailed. 
Signs for each letter are given in color on 
the front, with a black-and-white fill-in-
the-blank quiz on the back.
031095                               3.50

Having Fun with French (Grades 3-9)
  These lively workbooks will build vocabulary and grammar 

skills in the context of conversations, puzzles and fill in the 
blanks. Your students will be intro-

duced to masculine and feminine names 
and adjectives, along with basic questions 
in Book 1. In Book 2, they get some French 
geography, learn to talk about themselves 
and tell time. An instructor who knows at 
least some French is needed, as there is 
no pronunciation or grammar guidance. 
Answer key included. 48 pgs.
EACH BOOK                     5.50
064249 Book 1 064250 Book 2

Sign Language 
Alphabet Tiles

(Grades PK-3)
  Reminiscent of dominoes, these 
simple 2-color tiles highlight the ASL 
Sign Language alphabet. Below the 
clearly drawn hands, a small capital 

letter in the English alphabet.
022133                            27.00

Time to Sign: Sign Language 
for Kids (Grades PK-3)
  The six chapters cover categories that 

are common in your children’s lives: All about 
Me, Around the House, At School, People and 
Places, Through the Year and Communicating. 
Each page uses a cartoon 
of a young child to demon-
strate the American Sign 
Language (ASL) signs. 
Directional arrows are 
shown as needed. An inset 
with each sign shows a 
photograph of the activity 
or item signed. The word 
and a brief definition is 
included. 112 pgs, sc.
060719               7.50

Easy Learning Mandarin Chinese
(Grades 2-6)

  This little book makes a big introduc-
tion to Chinese! Learn Pinyin and charac-
ters, speaking and writing of greetings, 
family terms, counting, colors, animals, 
cultural distinctives, and more! PDF and 
Audio files available online with provided 
link. Hear the word in English (UK) followed 
by clear, slow Chinese. Learn to write sim-
plified characters. 32 pgs, pb.
024060                                   7.95

Elementary Mandarin Chinese 
(Grades 7-12)
  Learn to speak Chinese using over 2,000 words! This 1-credit 

course requires the text (288 pages), workbook, and free digital 
audio/video files. Each textbook chapter starts with real-life 
conversation (in Chinese, Pinyin, audio/visual). Then, vocabulary, 
comprehension, and readings follow. Most exercises use Pinyin, 
allowing an oral-only option. Mid- and end-year exams provide 
extensive oral and written review. The non-reproducible work-
book (190 pages) provides practice in listening, translation, char-
acters, and reading/writing exercises. No answers are provided. 
080401 Text                                   21.95
080402 Workbook                        12.95
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Petit Picasso Kits
(Grades 3-AD)
  SpiceBox gives us a won-

derful way to introduce young 
artists to a particular medium 
of art. Each kit features a very 
detailed, easy-to-follow instruc-
tion book that covers the art 
materials, basic techniques, and projects to help 
you learn the medium through hands-on expe-
rience. With all art supplies included, including 
specialty paper, kids will be ready to get creative! 
1CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not <3yrs.
EACH BELOW                    21.95
077579 Around the World Calligraphy NEW!
077582 Cartooning & Flip Book Anim. NEW!
064642 Chinese Brush Painting
062601 Colored Pencils
064643 Crayon Art
033755 Creative Lettering
068476 Markers
062607 Pastels
033779 Super Stencils
060434 Watercolor

DoArt Kits (Grades 4-9)
  Faber-Castell makes it easy to start 
into a new art medium with 

these sets. There are instructions for 
several projects in the included book-
let, as well as all supplies that you 
need to get started, including paper. 
EACH KIT                                  12.25
053118 Color Pencil Art
053119 Drawing & Sketching
053120 Watercolor Pencil Art

Art School Kits
(Grades 7-AD)
  Looking to unleash your inner 
artist? Everything is included to 

get started: clearly presented 64-page 
instruction book with tech-
niques and lessons that 
help you cultivate your 
skills, art supplies and spe-
cialty papers. The Art School series are high-
er-leveled kits with more challenging, detailed 
instructions and a wider selection of professional 
art supplies included.

EACH KIT (exc noted)                    29.95
068475 Creative Lettering & Calligraphy
062602 Drawing
062604 Oil Painting
062605 Pastels
024030 Watercolor Painting
062598 Intro To Calligraphy       26.95
062888 Intro To Chinese 
 Brush Painting                 26.95

Start with Scribble: Drawing for 
the Artistically Undiscovered

(Grades 3-AD)
  This helpful book teaches how to get 
over your mental block. Don’t worry 
about mistakes – some drawings 
work, some don’t, but you’ll succeed if 
you don’t try. From Sir Quentin Blake, 
illustrator of Roald Dahl’s classics, and 
John Cassidy, cofounder of Klutz Press, 
this book is filled with drawing tips, whimsical prompts, doo-
dles to finish, and blank pages for practice. Includes an artist pen 
and two watercolor pencils. 104 pgs, spiral bound.
077932                                               14.50

Art Lab for Kids (Grades K-8)
  Author Susan Schwake has laid out 52 art lessons for 

parents and teachers. Photos make her 
directions easy to follow and she uses 
readily-available materials. With each 
project, a contemporary artist is pro-
filed as inspiration. The projects are 
original and teach real art skills, like 
drawing negative space and creat-
ing a torn paper landscape. Kids of 
various ages could easily do these 
projects together at their own abil-

ity levels. Express Yourself holds 52 different projects with 
an emphasis on developing your unique style in painting, 
printmaking and more. 144 pgs, pb.
052349 Art Lab for Kids                     15.95
073360 Art Lab: Express Yourself     15.95

Everything Art Handbook
(Grades 7-AD)

  A good all-around reference that explains materials and 
techniques for beginners. If your goal is to learn art techniques 
and the tools, this will definitely get you started. Art principles and 
techniques are explained with colorful photos 
and graphics. This is not a book of art projects, 
but a good reference for your upcoming artists.
073872                                               16.95

The Beginner Art Book for Kids: Learn 
to Draw, Paint, Sculpt (Grades 2-5)

  With loads of creative ideas using easy-
to-find supplies, this book is perfect for the 
parent short on time (or interest) who wants 
simple art projects for their children. While 
some projects require adult supervision, 
many of them are things your students can 
create on their own following the simple step-
by-step illustrations. A short list of supplies, a 
workspace, and their imagination are all your 
young artists need to learn some good art 

techniques and complete 46 fun projects. 
014156                           10.95
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Paint It: Art of Acrylics,  
Oils, Pastels, Watercolors (Grades 3-9)

  All four painting mediums and their 
specific characteristics are covered in 
ONE book in 45 step-by-step projects. 
Each section starts with a discussion of 
the featured medium, its characteristics, 
the tools and techniques used, and then 
hands-on projects and exercises to prac-
tice. Projects incorporate foundational 
art concepts too, like painting the same 
object in three styles: realistic, stylized, 
and abstract. 144 pgs.

060718                                                           11.50

How to Draw Series 
(Grades PK-3)

  Inexpensive, this series of books 
from Dover Publications is a great way 
to start drawing or get extra drawing prac-
tice. Young artists are taken step by step 
from conception to finished picture. Each 
book features 30 different things to draw, 
and no reading is required - just follow 
the line drawing “steps.” The end results 
are still fairly simplistic compared to simi-
lar drawing books, but the steps are easy 
for young children 

to follow. Crayons welcome!
EACH BOOK (exc noted)          4.25
042267 All Seasons   3.50
002744 Animals
002745 Birds
017614 Faces
013047 Flowers
028683 Forest Animals
014065 Horses
013046 How to Draw
016842 Manga         4.95
013523 People

Step-by-Step Drawing (Usborne)
(Grades PK-3)

  Basic shapes, simple steps, 
short instructions – that’s what 
you get in this basic draw-
ing course. Lots of kid-friend-
ly topics are shown in four 
phases, then the child 
draws on the same page 
as the example for easy 
comparison.
EACH BOOK          9.49

049399 Animals 049419 People
049411 Book 

Drawing with Children (Grades 1-8)
  This book uses methods detailed in Drawing on the Right Side of 

the Brain by Mona Brookes. The lessons and meth-
od are based on training children to perceive their 
environments in terms of five elements of shape. 
Lessons progress from learning and constructing 
the five elements to drawing “flat” pictures, then 
3-D still lifes. The course even teaches children to 
draw accurate representations of people. Given the 
young age of the artists, the “before” and “after” 
pictures in the text are particularly striking. The 
book focuses on techniques and methods. 261 pgs.
003756                        13.95

Drawing Textbook 
(Grades 1-AD)

  We have enjoyed drawing with Bruce 
McIntyre’s step-by-step method and clear 
instruction. Drawing starts so simply that 
even the youngest students will be able to 
participate. Skills are mastered in a series 
of 222 drawing exercises that teach the 
seven basic principles of drawing: surface, 
size, surface lines, overlapping, shading, 
density, and foreshortening.
002584  . . . . . . . . . . .   10.95

Paint This Book! Watercolor for the  
Artistically Undiscovered (Grades 3-AD)

  Aptly titled volume encourages 
all to take the “plunge” into water-
colors. Written and illustrated by 
Thacher Hurd, noted children’s book 
illustrator, who inspires even the 
most “undiscovered” talent through 
humorous instruction, wild colors 
and disarming art work. The set 
includes instructional book, 48 

pages of watercolor paper, and a six-color box of pro-
fessional quality pan watercolors with a #5 watercolor brush. All 
you need to provide is water and your (as yet) undiscovered talent.
009647                                               18.25

Drawing Cute Animals in 
Colored Pencil
(Grades 4-AD)

  Pleasant and insightful with simple instructions 
and straightforward text, this book is sure to be a 
gem with any animal and drawing enthusiast! The 
author’s goal is not to have you replicate perfec-
tion, but to capture the essence of each animal 
and have fun while doing it. “Feel” the fluffy soft-
ness of the bunny as you are drawing it and imag-
ine blowing air into its fur. The book also features 
a section on color mixing and drawing fur to help 
you further explore and appreciate the capabil-
ities of the colored pencil medium. 110 pgs, pb.
061396                                               12.95
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Guide to Photography (Grades 3-7)
  Who better than National Geographic to help us take 

great photos? Start with “how 
your camera works 
and how to use it,” 
then progress into 
aperture, focus, com-
position, and more! 
At the end of each 
section is an assign-
ment to practice. 
Smartphone-camera 
friendly.

046831                                  10.95

Digital Photography Complete Course
(Grades 5-AD)

  This serious study of photography is divid-
ed into 20 weeks, each with 14 pages. 
Each week is divided into the following 
parts: Test Your Knowledge (observe 
several photographs and identify which 
one shows a particular technique or 
flaw); Understand The Theory; Learn the 
Skills; Practice and Experiment; Assess 
Your Results (points out correct and 
incorrect things to look for in your own 

pictures); Enhance Your Images (editing techniques with 
Photoshop); and Review Your Progress. Text heavy for a 
photography book, but the information is good. Use for 
self-study or as a framework for a photography class. 360 pgs, hc.
055555                                               20.95

ArchiDoodle
(Grades 4-AD)
  This resource is organized around 
a series of drawing exercises or 

projects that feature 
a wide assortment 
of architectural designs. The book 
does not focus upon how to draw buildings, 
but upon what design features could or should 
be incorporated into various structures. Each 
monochrome drawing in the book is rendered in 
fine line black pen, but students are encouraged 
to use other mediums such as pencils, pens, 
charcoal, or even collage. 160 pgs, pb.

071214 ArchiDoodle                         15.75
035928 ArchiDoodle City                 15.75

Plasticine Movie Maker Studio
(Grades 2-AD)

  Create your own Claymation movie with this 
stop-motion animation kit. Everything you 
need is included to build the characters (7 
colors of no-dry plasticine clay that stay pli-
able no matter how long you play, 1 sculpting 
tool), to set the story (4 various themed back-
grounds, movie stage, foam stand pieces, 73 
colorful punch-out props), and a movie-maker 
instruction booklet. Instructions on down-
loading the free Stop Motion Studio App to 

your device is included. Then edit the movie right in the app!
075986                           18.95

013828 Go Plus                                  85.50
000369 Coastal Living NEW!             76.95
000380 Mountain Living (C) NEW!     76.95

Kits show how the landscape, terrain and 
ecosystem determine building design.

000368 Arckit 200 (9-AD) NEW!        219.00
For advanced students. Includes building 
blocks, textural façade stickers, cut-out fur-
niture, trees, figurines and more. 

Arckit Kits (Grades 3-AD)
  These kits are not just toys or building 
blocks; they are the real deal, used 

professionally by architects, universities, and 
model hobbyists across the world. Requiring no 
glue, cutting, or soldering, these modular kits are 
built wall-by-wall on peg-fitted floor panels. Each kit comes with a different 
series of building blocks, including floor panels of varying sizes, walls, stairs, 
roofs, windows, doors, and other components. Different pieces can be com-
bined to create virtually any architectural effect desired. Kits also come with 
paper which can be printed with textures from Arckits website to give finished 
projects the finished look. 1CHOKING 
HAZARD (1). Not <3yrs.
EACH MINI (3+)         65.95
005009 Mini Dormer
073988 Mini Dormer Colors (A)
013874 Mini Modern Colours
ARCKIT GO (5+)
040414 Go Colours                86.25
000377 Go Eco (B) NEW!      90.95

117 pieces includes special 
energy-efficient features.

Photographic L.I.G.H.T.
(Grades 9-12)
  Focusing on the best image 

in camera instruction, students 
learn the basics of exposure, aper-
ture and f-stops, shutter speeds, 
camera types, and memory cards 
before learning the technical 
skills necessary to create a well 
composed, intentional photo. 
Creative students may feel sti-
fled by the mechanics and structure, but 
understanding both allows for great-
er artistic license! There are Fifteen 
lessons with two weeks recom-
mended per lesson. Week one: 
read and study the lesson. Week 
two: complete assignments at 
the end of the lesson. Multiple 
assignments provide the hands-
on application and are varied. 
Includes a spiral bound Test Booklet with one test 
per lesson. Short answer questions and evaluating 
photographs ensure mastery. Answers included. 
Depending on the time spent, students may earn 
0.5 to 1.0 elective credit at the high school level. 
Required camera is one that allows setting your own 
exposures. For example, a Mirrorless or DSLR cam-
era with an optical zoom. 229 pgs, sc.
038649 Text & Key                             245.00
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Crayola: Create It Yourself 
(Grade PK-6)

  Idea books are a time 
saver for parents and 
teachers! Color progress 
photos and clear instruc-
tions leave plenty of room 
for a child to add their own 
flair to a project, while 

providing enough 
guidance. With 52 
of their most pop-
ular projects from 
online, Crayola has you 
making iron-on patches, 
holiday crafts, fish tank, 
puffy paint, bubble wrap 
stampers, a raindrop sun-

catcher, squish balls, games, orna-
ments, critters, imprints and more! 
Great for groups too.
002254                         11.95

Crafty Makes: Nature Craft 
(Grades 3-8)

  Do your children love to collect keep-
sakes while traipsing through woods or 
playing outdoors? Sure, they’d fit neatly 
in a shadow box, but how much more 
fun would it be to create a craft proj-
ect from the treasures! Step-by-step 

instructions for pinecone 
hedge hogs and squirrels, 
walnut shell mice, lim-
pet shell mushrooms and 
much more are found with-
in the pages of this great 
resource. Colorful illustra-
tions, templates, and craft 
tip pages guide children in 
the activities. Purchasers 
will need to supply a few 

common craft or household items.
002286                        10.95

Art Sparks (Grades 3-7)
  Artsy parents and kids will appreci-
ate the novelty of the projects in this 

fabulous idea book! Unique 
creations take only simple craft supplies to 
make & follow easy instructions with loads 
of photos to help. Organized by painting, 
drawing, paper art, felt & fabric, art & 
nature and sculpture. The mobiles and felt 
flowers were especially decorative! Some 
have a cultural flair like the papier mache 
alpaca, maori tattoos on a paper-traced arm 
and kimono dolls from origami paper. 
006019                                  12.50

Brush Drawing & Brushwork 
(Grades PK-AD)

  First published in the early 1900s, this tech-
nique was used in classrooms to replicate mate-
rials a student found outdoors. You will need 
watercolors, quite heavy paper, a slanted sur-
face, and some good brushes that will hold 
water. Practice the brushstrokes shown (that 
quite naturally look like flora & fauna) according 
to the brief instructions. The results are simply 
charming! Brushwork has more basic strokes with 
a grid background. Brush Drawing elaborates and 

expands the strokes and shows more application.
031968 Brushwork                  16.95
031957 Brush Drawing           14.95

Brush Lettering 
Workbook 
(Grades 4-12)

  It’s the trend similar to calligraphy, 
and it’s everywhere! Here you learn 
9 alphabet styles to practice on the 
smoothest pages I’ve seen in a lettering book. 
Light and heavy strokes are designated by color 
with arrows to show the direction of the stroke. The pages work best with 
brush pens, and you will want some large and some small for the various 
styles. Larger is easier for the beginner. Trace letters then draw your own, 
leading up to linking letters in words and phrases.
027125                                               8.25

Creative Lettering Kit
(Grades 9-AD)
  Learn how to enhance basic 

handwriting with creative decorative 
embellishments with the included 
64-page design guide with prac-
tice pages. This creative kit from 
Faber-Castell® includes quality 
art supplies to get you started: 2 
Gelatos colors, 2B graphite pen-
cil, 3 PITT® artist pens (silver, 
black superfine, black brush), 
paintbrush, and eraser, as well as mixed media 
stencils, paper shapes, envelope guide, and 5 lettering guides. 
044369                                               18.95

Project Kid Crafts That Go! 
(Grades K-5)

  Once you start with these fun 
projects, you will see wheels 
in all of your recyclables (lids, 
empty rolls, corks, etc.) Buttons 
and boxes become taxis, which 
means you need a stoplight, 
and maybe a tunnel or two. 
Using only the most basic craft-
ing supplies, clear instructions 
with step-by-step photos and 

good organization, you can create 60 
inspired projects. Play in the dirt or 
in the tub, either way, there is loads 
of variety for all kinds of kid builders. 
006011                             14.50
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My First Sewing Books
(Grades K-6)

  Author Winky Cherry 
believes that children 
should learn to sew by 
hand before they learn 
to use a sewing machine. Hand sewing skills 
develop finger dexterity and teach the value of 
patience and practice. This series gently leads 
children through their first sewing experiences. 
Each kit includes an illustrated instructional 

book, patterns and pre-cut materials for 
one or more starter projects. 
EACH SEWING KIT                          12.95
020199 My First Sewing Book & Kit
020201 My First Doll Book
020202 My First Sewing Machine Book
052182 My First Embroidery Book (2-4)
001354 My First Quilt Book & Kit (2-6)

Knit, Hook, and Spin
(Grades 4-7)

  Learn all about fibers and the basic 
elements of knitting and crocheting. 
Start with simple felting projects to 
learn how natural fibers lock togeth-
er. Some simple braiding, weaving 
and knotting projects follow. Next, 
you learn both spool and traditional 
knitting and how to make a bag, a 
scarf and more. Try crocheting next! 

After learning some basic stitches, you can make jewelry, a hat 
and more. Advanced projects include dying your own yarn, reus-
ing yarn from sweaters, or making other types of yarn from old 
plastic grocery bags or t-shirts! 148 pgs.
044882                                               11.50

Bunkhouse Books Sewing 
(Grades 3-AD)

  Written by JoAnn Gagnon, a homeschooling 
mom, these books are perfect for teaching the 
basics of sewing. Each acquaints students with 
the tools of the trade, then instructs them in 
the basics. Skill-appropriate projects are fea-
tured with accompany-
ing patterns. Projects in 
Stitches & Pins (aprons, 
quilts, and skirts) will 
appeal to girls, while 
Buckles & Bobbins is 

more oriented toward boys (gear cases, 
bags, fishing and hunting vests).
EACH BOOK                    20.95
015297 Stitches & Pins
000877 Buckles & Bobbins

Craft-tastic Learn to Sew Kit
(Grades 2-6)

  This all-in-one kit teaches sew-
ing basics. Then young crafters use 
their new skills on cute yet practi-
cal projects. The instruction book-
let provides step-by-step illustrated 
instructions with photos of sample 
projects and additional instruction 
on several types of stitches. Enough 

supplies are included to 
make 8 projects. Sewing 
projects include making 
an animal “stuffie,” wal-
let, while embroidery 
projects include a phone 
case. Five up-cycling proj-
ects usr your old t-shirts 
and garments. 
075680                18.99

Discover Crochet Kit
(Grades 2-AD)
  This kit will get you up and run-

ning and includes enough yarn for a proj-
ect. Instructions start with the basics and 
include making a slipknot, making a chain, 
single crocheting, double crocheting, 
making slip stitches, and making gran-

ny squares. Then create your granny 
square scarf or a granny square 
purse. Kit includes four jew-
el-tone colors (pink, magen-
ta, azure, and emerald) of 
100% wool yarn, a crochet 
hook, wool fleece for making a 
button, and instructions.
035670                        20.95

Sewing School
(Grades K-8)
  Color photos and clear direc-

tions make this one 
user-friendly book and 
a good choice for visu-
al learners. Starting at age 5, you can 
teach your child to make the basic stitch-
es used in several simple 
projects. First they make 
a basic sewing kit and 
practice stitches, then a 
pin cushion and original 

stuffed toy. Later they can make a skirt, 
modify a t-shirt, even repair old clothes 
and toys. Boxed set includes Sewing 
School and Sewing School 2 plus 
iron-on fabric labels.
040960 Sewing School             13.95

060637 Sewing School 2         13.95
076126 Fashion Design        15.95

076125 Boxed Set               26.95
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Neon Tie Dye Fashion Design
(Grades 3-AD)
  Become a walking kaleidoscope of 

spiraling bold colors from head to toe. 
Smaller Keeper Crate holds materials to 
dye a headband and two scrunches. Super 
Set comes with 6 projects and all the 
supplies—1 headband, 2 scrunchies, 1 
fits-most tank top, 1 pair of socks, 1 pair 
of laces, 7 colors of dye pre-measured 
in bottles, 30 rubber bands, gloves and 
instructions. Components are stored in 
reusable tubs.
030748 Keeper Crate            11.95
077322 Super Set                   24.95

Mini Tie Dye Kits
(Grades 7-AD)
  Unwrap that newly dyed 

T-shirt and check out the col-
orful results! Funky Groovy has 
traditional bright tie dye colors 
and dyes up to 5 shirts. Camo 
produces a unique pattern of olive 
green, bronze, and black and dyes up to 4 
shirts. Indigo produces a gorgeous blue dye 
and dyes up to 15 shirts. Camo and Funky 
Groovy kits can dye cotton, linen, rayon and 
hemp. Indigo can be used on any natural 
fiber. Kits include dye, one pair of gloves, 
rubber bands, and instructions.
037263 Camo                 10.95
037427 Funky Groovy    10.95
037448 Indigo                 12.50

Crayola® Washable  
Paint Pour Art Set (Grades 3-AD)

  Paint pouring is a messy technique 
that creates cool marbled effects on a 
canvas board. Never fear! This kit con-
tains the mess and allows the young 
artist to explore different tilts of the 
canvas. Layer the paint in the beaker 
and slowly pour through the strainer. 
As you tilt the board, the paint flows. 
It’s the tilt-tray design that makes this 
kit a winner! Includes all you need for 
three 6” square masterpieces (with 5 

paint colors). Get more supplies and create even more on your own!
078851                                               19.95

Easy Weaver (Grades 3-AD)
  Even if you know nothing about weaving, these kits are 
very simple to use. Easy Weaver A comes pre-threaded 
with 6” wide by 2.5 yards long rainbow wool yarn, and 

the illustrated instruction booklet shows how to create table 
runners, placemats, scarves, doll blankets and more. The set 
also includes two wooden stick shuttles and the Easy Weaver 

Book of Project Ideas.

Origami: Step-by-Step Introduction 
(Grades 1-8)

  Instructions are easy to follow and 
each project ends with a photograph of the 
finished piece so the reader can see clearly 
what it should look like. Funky, rainbow 
sheets of colored paper are included with 
the book, so readers need waste no time 
getting started on their new hobby. Kids will 
feel a sense of pride in the new skills they 
learn with the help of this unique guide.
078933                                9.95

Usborne Origami
(Grades K-5)
  This fun origami book for 

younger artists contains 100 colorful 
tear-off sheets of paper - plenty to get you 
started! There are patterns on one side of the paper and a 
coordinating solid design on the other. The paper is used to 
make the 5 different models taught in the fold out cover.
044282                              9.49

Lap Looms (Grades 2-AD)
  Each kit contains a Lap Loom, 1 oz. of cotton warp string, 

100% wool yarn, a tapestry needle, two shed sticks, a 
shuttle (one shuttle comes with Size A, and two 

with Size B), and instructions. Instructions 
show the basics of weaving and explain 
how to create pillows, purses, small rugs, 
wall hangings, tote bags and much more. 
Yarn for one project comes with each Lap 
Loom. Wonder Wand is a handy wooden 
tool that makes weaving easier and faster 

by speeding up the shed-making process. 
Refill sets work 

with either size 
loom and includes enough wool 

yarn for the project, cotton warp 
yarn, and illustrated instructions.

016897 Size A                           110.50
016899 Rainbow Refill Kit        20.95

029110 Lap Loom 12” x 16”              40.95
029111 Lap Loom 14.5” x 18.5”        49.30
007292 Wonder Wand                      10.76
065671 Yarn Pack Berry Color         17.50
065672 Yarn Pack Natural Color     17.50
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Do Art Pottery Studio 
(Grades 3-9)

  Try your hand at hand sculpted pottery with a 
gentle motorized wheel. Use the foot pedal to control the 

speed and the arm to stabilize your carving tools. Will 
create pots about the size of a coffee mug. Kit includes 

the wheel (requires 4 C batteries, not included), 
6pc tool set, apron, table cover, 12 paint 

pots, glaze, a sponge and 2 brushes. 
Instructions are clearly illustrated.

Sculpey Clay
(Grades PK-AD)
  Why Sculpey? It’s easy to 

work with; keeps for a long time; fires in 
the oven to a durable, permanent hardness 
in less than 20 minutes, without shrinking; 
accepts acrylic paint or can be covered with 
Sculpey Glaze; can be combined with other 
materials such as paper, plastic, metal cloth, 
wood & glass; once baked can be carved, sawed, or 
milled; and can be added to after baking by roughing up the surface, 
pressing on additional Sculpey, and re-baking.
065230 Sculpey III White 8 oz    6.95
012912 White 1.75 lb                   10.95
036972 White 3.75 lb                   21.95
029917 Clay Mat                         9.95
065228 Clay Roller                      6.95
008596 Tool Set (11 pc)              9.50

Crayola® Model 
Magic
(Grades PK+)

  Kids will love playing with 
this lightweight, spongy mate-
rial that’s easy to shape and 
sticks well to itself as they create 
sculptures. Allow the clay to air 
dry for keepsake art (it dries in 24 
hours) or store it in a re-sealable 
plastic bag and play again later. 
Model Magic is non-toxic, not 
crumbly and made in the USA. 
001034 White 6 Count                6.50
000897 Tub: Primary Colors          8.25
000927 Tub: Secondary Colors        8.25
063797 2 lb Bucket: White                19.50
034091 2 lb Bucket: Primary Colors 19.50

Sculpture Technique (Grades 5-AD)
  From Artistic Pursuits, these sculpture courses will give 
students a chance to explore elements of art in sculpture 

and experiment with a variety of mate-
rials in a three-dimensional context. 
Construct lays the foundation, teaching 
students how to construct forms from 
handmade paper, papier-mache, card-
board and wire. Model adds instruction 
in modeling from putty, clay and wool 
fiber. Each book holds 12 projects that 
will take about one year to complete. 

Clay Play! (Grades 3-AD)
  All projects have been kid tested and are easy to follow 

with step-by-step photos and directions.  
Covering the basics, the book covers mix-
ing colors to make “magic” colors and how 
to use sculpting tools. Only a few tools 
will be needed for the projects, most of 
which are household items. Projects are 
divided into three sections: “Ornaments, 
Signs & Dangles”, “Sculpture Pals” and 
“It’s ‘Magic’ Color Clay” and arranged 
into three ability levels. 80 pgs, pb.

Clay Lab for Kids (Grades K-6)
  Kids’ clay creations are special and are often kept for years 

with fond memories! This resource equips chil-
dren to explore air-dry clay, polymer and home-
made clay projects with step-by-step photos 
and clear instructions. With some simple tools 
& techniques, your kids can make gifts for 
family at the holidays or anytime. Projects 
are varied, so there is something in here for 
everyone: masks, marionettes, ornaments, 
containers, and even critters for the garden!
002349                 16.95

Crayola®  
Modeling Clay
(Grades PK-AD)

  This soft, pliable modeling 
clay won’t dry out. Non-toxic 
clay is offered in sets of 4 or 8 
assorted colors.
073843 Classic (4) 1 lb.         3.25
EACH 8-COLOR SET 4.8 OZ.      1.95
063802 Classic (8)
063803 Neutral (8)

Modeling Beeswax
(Grades PK-AD)
  Use this highly moldable mate- rial for a 

variety of sculpting projects. Available in pack-
ages of either 6 or 12 colors.
054223 6 Colors            20.10
054222 12 Colors          36.60

025544 Construct          42.85
025556 Model                42.85

080103 Complete Kit       47.95
080104 Refill Kit             10.95

060851 24 Whimsical Projects      9.95
078644 Animal Favorites              9.95
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Kid Made Modern Arts and  
Crafts Library

  1,250 pieces of crafting sparkles, gems, 
and do-dads. Includes: beads, sequins, 
pipe cleaners, pom-poms, felt piec-
es, colored wooden craft sticks, 

embroidery floss, goo-
gly eyes, adhesive jewels, wood-
en discs, wooden dowels, scis-
sors, needles and a tube of glue. 
1CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not <3yrs.

052301                             34.50

Patterned Paper Packs
  These unique sheets feature assort-

ed textures like squiggly lines, scattered dots, 
spirals, plus nature shapes like fish, dinosaurs, 
and trees. See website for more details.

022704 All Kinds of Fabric            12.50
047788 Antique                              8.75

008836 Sensory Paper                      12.50
079067 Sealife Patterns (E)               6.95
079060 Dinosaur Patterns                 6.95
079059 Creatures & Animals (F)      14.25
079019 Double-Sided Rainbow       14.25
079055 Black and White Patterns    12.50
079057 Color Reveal Textures          9.95
008887 Terrific Tree                            8.50
016375 Realistic Building (G)           6.95

Tissue Paper
  24 (20” x 30”) sheets in 

3 each of 8 assorted colors. Brights: 
purple, pink, red, light blue, blue, green, 
yellow, and teal. Pastel colors also available, as 
is a 100-sheet assortment of 12” x 18” sheets.
016998 Bright 24 sheets                    3.75
016999 Pastel 24 sheets                    3.75
003392 100 Sheets                             6.25

Fiskars® for Kids Scissors
  These have comfortable, oversized handles 

for left- or right-handed use and durable blades 
that cut cleanly to the tip. Children can use multi-
ple fingers for added comfort and control.
001685 Pointed-Tip (K-3)-(A)                     2.95
042370 Softgrip Pointed 5” Lefty (PK-3)-(B)  3.25
035440 Softgrip Pointed 5” (PK-3)              3.25
035438 Softgrip 6” (3-AD)-(C)                    3.95
035441 Softgrip 7” (7-AD)-(D)                    4.75
035058 Softgrip 7” Lefty (7-AD)                  4.75

Pacon® Construction Paper
  This thick, durable, acid-free paper comes in a myriad 

of colors to create the greenest trees, the red-
dest hearts, the bluest skies, and the bright-

est art projects. Each Multi or Fadeless 
package contains 50 sheets of assorted 
colors. Smart Stacks contain 11 different 
colors, with more sheets of popular col-
ors. 9x12 Smart Stack contains 240 sheets; 
12x18 Smart Stack holds 
120 sheets. Single color 
packs available on our 
website. 

023709 Multi 9” x 12”                    2.45
023708 Multi 12” x 18”                  4.25
023725 Fadeless 9”x12”                3.50
023723 Fadeless 12”x 18”            6.25
025187 Smart Stack, 9”x12”         14.50
025182 Smart Stack, 12”x18”       14.50

Cardstock
  Create greeting 

cards, posters, booklets, 
art projects, displays, 
and much more with this 
sturdy cardstock. Pastel and 
Vibrant Packs include 5 different 
shades. Pads include 50 sheets in a 
range of colors. Acid-free. 8.5"x11".
EACH PACK (100 sheets)          12.75
023704 Pastel
023705 Vibrant
020087 White
EACH PAD (50 sheets) NEW!       5.95
066148 Blues
066149 Brights
066150 Naturals
066151 Primary
066152 Primary Geo Print
066153 Whites

Natureprint  
Paper

  Simply lay an arrangement of items 
or one item (leaves, keys, etc.) on 
top of the sun-sensitive blue paper, 
leave it in direct sunlight for two to 
three minutes, and an blue and white 
impression is made on the paper. The 
photograph-like image requires no inks, 
presses, photo equipment or chemicals; 
just develop in tapwater in seconds!
008772 15 Sheets                       5.50
008773 30 Sheets                8.95
008774 Group Fun Kit       9.95

Ultimate Art & Craft Boxes
 Everything kids need to get started creating is in here, 

except paper! Comprised of quality art mediums (watercol-
ors, colored pencils, felt tip markers, drawing pencils, oil pas-
tels & more) or crafting supplies (crayons, glitter 
glue, craft sticks, acrylic paints, wiggle eyes 
& more), all tucked into a trans-
lucent artbox with a remov-
able storage tray, latches, and 
carrying handle. Please note 
that materials may vary slight-
ly based on availability.
063635 Art Box           42.95
063636 Craft Box       51.95
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Crafters Acrylic Paint 
(Grades 3-AD)
  16 colors, each in a 2-oz. bottle.

051661                                    13.95

Aleene’s® Original  
Tacky Glue

  The distinctive “gold bottle” has pro-
vided crafters and hobbyists with a 
premium quality, dependable adhesive 
for almost 50 years.
026512 16 oz. bottle               4.75
026528 8 oz. bottle                 2.95
038714 4 oz. bottle                 1.75
042755 Squeeze Tube (3oz)       2.95
042805 Turbo (4oz)                      3.25
042763 Original Glue Sticks       1.25

Elmer’s® Glue-All
007582 1 1/2 oz.           1.95
031811 4 oz.                 2.50

031812 7 5/8 oz.          3.50

Glitter (Grades PK-AD) 
  These come in a plastic jar with  

a shaker top.
005367 Purple (2oz)            1.95
EACH 4OZ JAR                        2.95
005338 Blue 005351 Gold
005357 Green 005373 Red
005340 Crystal 005377 Silver

Craft Supplies
  Have ‘em on hand for when creativity 

strikes. All are variety packs with different colors 
and sizes. 1CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not <3yrs.
038710 Pom Poms                                       4.15
038688 Sequins/Spangles (110 grams)    3.95
060829 Googly Eyes (160-count)              2.75
038692 Feather Pack (14 grams)              2.95
005775 Pony Beads, rainbow (700 pc)     4.75
005803 Pony Beads, transparent (700pc)  4.75
038716 Buttons (8 oz.)                               4.50
048108 Fish Eyes, 124 pcs. NEW!              7.25

Chenille Stems
  Also known as “pipe 

cleaners,” these bright, fuzzy, flexible 
stems are great for jewelry, sculp-
tures, or decorations. 12” long.
038708 Multicolored (100 ct)           2.50
060821 Striped (25 ct)                       3.75
031481 Tinsel (100 ct)                        3.50
027143 Spiral (50 ct)                          2.75
014271 Bulk Set (324 ct)                    7.25

Craft Sticks
  Regular 4.5” long (0.38” 

wide) or 6” long Jumbo craft 
sticks come in natural wood 
or colored packs. 1CHOKING HAZARD 

(1). Not <3yrs.
007836 Natural (150)                  2.75
007833 Colored (500)                 6.95
048122 Natural (1000)                7.25
016980 Jumbo Color (100)         2.75
016981 Jumbo Natural (100)      2.75

Handy Art Washable 
Glitter Glue
  4-oz. bottles of glitter glue are 

non-toxic and clean with soap and water.
EACH BOTTLE                           2.00
061417 Blue 061420 Red
061418 Gold 061421 Silver
061419 Green 041202 Violet
041156 Orange
067558 Primary Set of 8      15.75

Craft Felt Assortments
  We are happy to offer these inex-

pensive color assortments 
of good quality, 100% 

acrylic, brightly col-
ored felt in two 
sizes. 12 or 15 colors 
per pack.
Basic Colors (15 sheets):
056308 9”x 12”            5.50
056307 12”x 18”          11.50
Bright & Dark Colors (12 sheets):
056309 9”x 12”            4.95
063865 12”x 18”          9.50
Neutral Colors (12 sheets):
056313 9”x 12”            4.95
056312 12”x 18”          9.95
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Kwik Stix® Solid Tempera Paint Sticks
  It looks like a gel crayon, but its actually solid 
tempera paint in a stick! The bold colors apply 

smoothly and dry in 90 seconds. Use these on paper, 
poster paper, cardboard, canvas and even wood. Kwik 
Stix are about the thickness of sidewalk chalk and Thin 
Stix are for detail work. Jumbo are super-chunky with 
lots of paint for small hands or big projects! Non-toxic.
062630 Set/6 (Kwik)                       5.50
066833 Set/6 Metallic (Thin)          5.50
062629 Set/12 (Kwik)                   10.75
066830 Set/12 Classic (Thin)       10.25
016430 Set/24 (Neon, Met) (Kwik)  21.50
066832 Set/24 (Neon, Met) (Thin)   21.50
031973 Set/6 (Jumbo) NEW!            12.25
031978 Set/6 Metallic (Jumbo) NEW! 12.25
031984 Set/6 Neon (Jumbo) NEW!  12.25

Handy Art® Tempera Paint Sets
  Made with high quality pigments, finely ground to 

provide bright color and dry to a matte finish that won’t chip, 
flake or crack. Highly opaque colors offer excellent coverage 
and color mixing. Certified AP Non-Toxic. Made in the USA.
061410 Primary 2-oz. (6 colors)              8.25
061411 Primary 16-oz. (6 colors)            18.25
061412 Primary Washable 16-oz.           21.50
041253 Multicultural 8-oz. (8 color)           19.95
041440 Multicltrl Washable 8-oz.            19.95

Crayola® Washable Project Paint
  Lovely colors of washable paint will come clean easily from 

hands and clothing. Each plastic bottle is 2 oz. with a screw top lid. 
022341 Classic (10 ct)           6.95
022351 Glitter (6 ct)               7.50
022369 Metallic (6 ct)            7.25

Skrib® Paint Markers
  No need for brushes, paint tubes, or 

palettes! The acrylic markers feature a high-
ly-pigmented, opaque glossy paint that works 
great on a multitude of surfaces: paper, 
wood, stone, self-hardening clay, cork, fabric, plastic, aluminum 
foil, plexiglass, glass, terracotta, and porcelain. The water-based 
gouache paint markers are great for coloring and experimenting 
with watercolor techniques.
EACH SET OF 6            15.95
057326 Acrylic Classic
057336 Gouache Classic
EACH SET OF 12         29.75
056983 Acrylic Classic
057747 Gouache Rainbow

Deluxe Child’s Easel
  Easels have all-natural, hard 

maple wood parts, are 47.5” tall, weigh 20 
lbs., and have a paper roll holder with paper 
cutter at the top. These are 2 sided with 
24” x 24” drawing surfaces & a center 
storage tray. Fold for storage and arrive 

fully assembled. Art Paper Pad is 17½” 
x 22½” white 60# paper, 50 sheets.

Table Top Paper Roll Dispenser
  Sturdy wooden base holds your paper roll and 

dispenses it. Includes one roll of paper. Paper roll is 12” 
x 75’ of white paper.
014503 Dispenser              14.95
014501 Paper Roll (12”)      5.45

EACH CHALKBOARD/MARKER           79.99
039754 Wood Tray
EACH CHALKBOARD/MAGNET          99.99
039759 Red Tray 039769 Wood Tray
043376 Art Paper Pad                       11.50
008544 Easel Brushes: set/4             2.95

Handy Art® Tempera 
Paint Markers

  These are so easy to use and not nearly 
as messy as paint cups and brushes. Just turn the 2 oz. 
containers upside down, touch to your paper (or wood, 
posterboard, cardboard, papier mache, etc.) and give a 
light squeeze. Make dots or drag to cover a large area. 
The paint flows easily from the sponge tip applicator. 
075750 Primary (set of 6)                              14.95
075751 Secondary (set of 6)                        14.95
075749 Primary & Secondary (set/12)        28.75
075752 Primary Washable (6 ct)                  15.75
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Cotman® Sketcher’s Pocket Box Set
  The plastic carrying case contains 12 half-pan-sized cakes 
of good quality watercolor paint, a 4” round brush and an 

instruction sheet.
043530                 23.95

Art1st® White  
Watercolor Paper

  Available in two weights: a medium-weight 
90-lb. and a heavier-weight 140-lb. It has a 
thick, slightly textured surface and is acid-free.

Canson Watercolor Pads
  These pads contain 140 lb weight of rough-tooth 

textured cold press paper. The two XL pads contain 
30 sheets and are bound with a Euro Fold cover. 
The Montval pad is spiral-bound at the top, with 
microperforated pages.
032270 Top-Spiral (12 sh) 9.25
043520 XL 9x12 (30 sh)     9.25
029330 XL 12x18 (30 sh)   15.50

Watercolor Brushes
  Nine round and three flat 

brushes in a variety of sizes. Features 
soft, synthetic bristles, aluminum fer-
rules and short wooden handles.
051990 Set of 12                  5.50

Crayola® Washable  
Watercolors

  These pan watercolor sets are designed to 
wash off of skin and out of washable cloth-
ing with normal laundering. The colors are 
vibrant. Includes one watercolor brush.
035359 8-Pan                         2.75
035336 16-Pan                     4.50
035352 24-Pan                     5.25
007834 4-Pan: Large       4.75

90-lb Medium:
047655 9”x 12” 50 sheets             7.95
001373 9”x 12” 250 sheets  . . . . 27.95
047654 12”x 18” 100 sheets  . . . 14.95
140-lb Heavy:
042445 9”x 12” 50 sheets            10.25
042441 12”x 18” 50 sheets          19.25
042442 18”x 24” 50 sheets          36.75

Prang Watercolors
  The original version features more 

vivid colors, the washable version is pret-
ty bright, too. Both versions are non-toxic 
and include a paintbrush.
002227 Original 8 Color             4.95
002234 Original 16-Color          9.25
040041 Washable 8-Color         3.50
040035 Washable 16-Color       5.25

Soft Grip Handle Brush Sets
  With a good balance between quality and price, 

these brushes feature thick acrylic handles with soft 
rubber grips. Round and flat sets feature Taklon nylon 
fibers while the Variety sets are made of synthetic 
sable. Use with watercolor, oils, acrylics, or tempera.
078047 Flat Brush Set/5                     10.50
078048 Round Brush Set/5                10.50
078049 Stroke Variety Set/5             10.50
078050 Wash Variety Set/5              10.50

Zen All Media Brushes
(Grades 3-AD)

  This quality brush collection is com-
prised of multi-diameter synthetic fil-
aments designed to replicate natural 
hair. These brushes offer optimal absor-
bency and versatility, while requiring 
minimal maintenance. The ultra-metallic, 
silver ABS handles can soak in water with-
out swelling, cracking or chipping.
078172 Oval Wash Set (5 pc)        12.95
078173 Oval Variety Set (5 pc)      12.95
078174 Wash Set (5 pc)                  12.95
078175 Stroke  Variety Set (5 pc)  12.95
Individual Brushes:
033518 Angular 6 (A)                  3.95
033505 Angular 10                     4.50
033527 Filbert 10 (B)                    4.50
033578 Flat 8 (C)                          3.95
033641 Round 6                           3.95
033651 Round 8 (D)                     3.95
033667 Wash 1 (E)                       4.50

D.

E.

C.B.

A.

Pentel Tube Watercolors
  These reasonably-priced watercolor sets fea-

ture vibrant, smooth, consistent 
color. Each color is packaged in a 
5ml tube and labeled. Excellent 
quality and beautifully pigmented.
044687 12 Color Set        7.95
044688 18 Color Set        11.95
064547 24 Color Set        14.50

Prismacolor® Watercolor 
Pencil Sets (Grades 3-AD)

  Professional quality, water-soluble colored pencils 
that match the colors in the Prismacolor pencil sets.
009434 12-Color Set                          19.95
009435 24-Color Set                          38.75
009436 36-Color Set                    49.95
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Alphacolor® Soft Pastels
  Soft pastels in a variety of colors. Set 

of 12 includes basic colors, plus light green, 
light blue, and peach. Set of 24 includes 
aditional shades and neutrals.
016142 Set of 12                     10.95
025629 Set of 24                     17.95
054595 White (1 piece)         1.50

Strathmore® Pastel Pads
  This special paper is medium weight (80 
lb.) and highly texturized, making it ideal 
for drawing with oil pastels, soft or hard dry 
pastel, or chalk. Paper is assorted natural 
colors such as eggshell, cream, buff, oat-
meal, periwinkle, and light sage. 24 sheets.
032344 9”x 12”               6.50
047914 11”x 14”             9.50

Canson® Mi-Teintes® 
Pastel Paper

  These pastel pads contain 24 sheets of 
heavy paper (98 lb.). Assorted has muted 
colors like eggshell, butternut, light taupe, 
mustard, medium granite, and dusty blue, 
the other in various gray shades.
043644 Assorted 9 x 12           9.75
049287 Grays 9 x 12                9.75

Prismacolor® Nupastels
(Grades 3-AD)

  Square, artist-quality hard pastels in a 
variety of colors. These are designed to 
be stronger than other pastels for less 
breakage, and the rich, smooth colors 

blend easily.
008111 Set of 12            15.25

043648 Set of 24        29.95
023453 Set of 36      42.95Pentel® Oil Pastels

  Budget sets for younger students, 
these blendable, brilliant colors apply 
smoothly and are fade-resistant. Pastels are 
non-toxic and don’t shed dust or pigment.
012267 Set of 12        1.95
015656 Set of 16        2.50
007083 Set of 25         3.75
007088 Set of 36         4.95
012275 Set of 50        6.95

Neocolor® II Water-Soluble  
Pastels (Grades 3-AD)

  This wax pastel set transforms into 
watercolors with just a few drops of 
water. Colors stay vibrant, but blend 
like magic! Each densely-colored pastel 
is about 4” long. Rainbow colors plus 
black, white and brown. Stores in a tin.

Stockmar® Beeswax Crayons
  The non-toxic crayons contain pure beeswax and pig-
ments, resulting in bright, beautiful colors. The crayons are 
thick and sturdy for small hands to grasp, but even adults 
will enjoy the unique texture and colors. Made in Germany.
054225 Set of 8 in Tin                         19.30
054224 Set of 12 in Box                     23.30
004964 Set of 16 in Tin Case             32.50
004977 Set of 24 in Wooden Box     68.50

Crayola® Crayons
  Binney & Smith produced 

the first Crayola® box of eight 
crayons in 1903. Known for their 
smooth quality, rich colors, and creative 
color names, these are a household staple.
034878 8 Count                         1.15
034844 16 Count                       1.95
034847 24 Count                       2.50
034874 64 Count                       5.25
007801 96 Count                       7.75
034807 120 Count                     10.95
034838 152 Count in Case      17.50
022259 24 Count Glitter           3.95
076849 24 Count Metallic       3.95
076850 24 Count Pearl             3.95

007554 Tin of 10                    19.50
078216 Set of 15                   29.50Cray Pas Junior Artist 

Pastels
  These creamy, student-quality oil pas-
tels are favorites of many young artists and recom-
mended for use in Artistic Pursuits.
043528 Set of 25         3.95
043645 Set of 50         11.50

Rubbing Plates
  These colorful plastic plates 

come imprinted with various 
objects. Simply put paper over 
the plates and rub crayon, pencil, or even marker 
over it to transfer the pattern to your paper.
EACH 16-PLATE SET                               8.95
019935 Animal Tracks 006535 Insects
006447 Flowers 019965 Leaf
028659 Snowflakes (6 plates)               8.50
062402 Building Textures (10 plates)     12.50
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Peter Pauper Sketchbooks
These sophisticated, affordable hard-
cover sketchbooks include 96 sheets; 
work for colored pencils, graphite, 
charcoal, pastel and conté crayons.

Visual Edge Slant Boards
  The back side of 

this high-quality magnetic 
write-&-wipe board includes 
foldable legs that props up to 3”, 
creating an ideal 22-degree writing 
and viewing angle. Also includes rubber 
feet, a heavy-duty metal clip in the top center 
and a removable clear plastic “paper catch” on 
the bottom holds items in place. 17.5” x 12”.
068596 Blue                          39.99
068597 Green                      39.99
068598 Pink                          39.99
068599 Yellow                      39.99

Art1st® White Drawing Paper
  This bright white sulphite drawing paper is available in 

several sizes and weights - the heavier the weight, the thicker 
the paper. Designed for all types of dry media, including pen-

cil, colored pencil, charcoal, oil pastels and more.

Spiral Sketch Albums
  60 lb. fine tooth paper especially for 

sketching in soft pencil, charcoal, crayon, 
and pastels. All sizes have 100 sheets and side 

spiral binding. Eco Sketch have blank chip-
board covers that can be customized.

Art1st® Newsprint Pads
  Perfect for drawing practice and 

warm-ups, these economical pads are con-
structed of standard-grade rough white 
newsprint paper and bound at the top. 
051271 9”x 12” 50 sheets               2.75
051270 12”x 18” 50 sheets             4.75
006915 18” x 24” 50 sheets           8.75

uCreate® Mixed     
Media Art Paper

  This premium-weight 80 lb. white 
paper works with wet or dry media 
including pencil, colored pencil, pen 
and ink, charcoal, marker, oil pastel, 
and paint. Package of 60 sheets.
047653 9” x 12”                   4.75
047652 12” x 18”                 8.75

Canson® XL Mix Media Pads
  At 98 lbs., this is the workhorse of paper. Use 
for pen and pencil, oil pastels or crayons, water-
color, colored pencils and ink, glue and collage 
work, markers and acrylic paint. Spiral-bound 
pads feature perforated pages and heavy-duty 
chipboard backing for extra structure.

Colored Hardbound Sketchbooks
  Hardcover sketchpads in a vari-

ety of color options! The 65 lb. slightly 
off-white paper has a toothy texture 
for sketching, charcoal, color pencils, 
oil pastels, and other dry techniques. 
Lay-flat binding, 110 sheets. 
EACH 5.5”x 8.5”                      5.95
066759 Black 066763 Red
066760 Blue 066765 Yellow
066762 Green
EACH 8.5” x 11”                      9.25
066758 Black
066761 Basic Assorted
066764 Rich Assorted

Drawing Clip Board
  Two sturdy metal clips keep art 

work secure on this 18”x 18” board 
and a cut-out handle make these 
easy to take along or hang to store. 
027169                         11.75

Standard (50#):
023750 9”x 12” (200 sheets)            6.95
023749 12”x 18” (100 sheets)             6.75
Heavyweight (60#):
048563 9”x 12” (100 sheets)            3.75
048559 9”x 12” (500 sheets)            14.95
048564 12”x 18” (100 sheets)          7.25
Premium (80#):
048560 9”x 12” (500 sheets)            19.95
048562 12”x 18” (500 sheets)          37.95

060252 7” x 10” 60 shts                 8.95
060253 9” x 12” 60 shts                 11.95
060251 11” x 14” 60 shts               15.75
049292 7”x 10” Rough 50 shts      8.95
049300 9”x 12” Rough 50 shts      11.75

Strathmore 400 Series
  100 lb medium paper for graph-
ite, charcoal, sketching sticks, and 
colored pencils. The 400 Series has 
a nice toothy surface that’s dura-
ble enough to stand up to multiple 
layers of application, erasing, and 
reworking. 9”x12”.
060416 Drawing (24 sh)      7.75
028953 Colored Pencil (30 sh)               9.25

027934 Black Paper             10.50
028263 Field                          5.25
019147 Small Premium         6.75
019140 Large Premium        10.50

027182 5 ½” x 8 ½”     3.95
020321 9” x 12”          5.95

025090 11” x 14”                                 7.50
036095 5 ½”x 8 ½” Eco Sketch         4.75
036098 6”x 6” Eco Sketch                 4.50
036104 8 ½”x 11” Eco Sketch           6.75
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Academy® Sketching 
Pencil Sets

  Soft pencils (B - 6B) are best suited to 
sketching and blending. Hard pencils (HB - 
5H) are ideal for straight line and detailed 
work. Packaged in metal storage tins.
020949 Set of 6 (3B-2H)              8.25
020948 Set of 12 (6B-5H)            11.95

Prismacolor® Premier  
Graphite Drawing Set (Grades 5-AD)

  This quality 18-piece set has the 
tools to cover a wide range of proj-
ects. It has 7 drawing pencils that 

range from hard to soft (6H, 4H, 
2H, B, 2B, 6B, 8B). The 4 wood-
less graphite pencils (2B, 4B, 6B, 

8B) are ideal for broad cov-
erage and quick sketching, 
and the 3 water-soluble 

pencils (light, medium, 
dark) can be used 
with water to cre-

ate washes. Includes a 
metal pencil sharpener, sand-

ing board for sharpening, kneaded and vinyl eraser, all 
stored in a metal tin.
049527                   22.95

Natural Willow Charcoal
  Charcoal produced from willow is very soft and pro-

duces a deep black color. (30 per box, sizes 1/32”- 7/16”)
004495                                               5.50

Strathmore®  
Charcoal Paper Pad
  This acid-free, medium weight 
paper makes an excellent foun-
dation for charcoal sketches and 
crayon. The spiral bound, vertical 
pad contains 32 cream-colored 
sheets with a subtle texture.
043639 9” x 12”           6.50

Charcoal Drawing Pencils
  Five charcoal pencils (6B, 6B, 4B, 2B & 2H) 
and one white charcoal pencil, one Carbon Sketch 
and a sharpener. Set comes in a sturdy tray.
038200                                               7.95

Magic Rub® Eraser
  This soft white eraser won’t tear 

your paper as you remove pencil lines. 
Use this for your pencil drawings to 
lift color and create highlighting 
and dimension.
037500                        0.99

Prismacolor® Ebony Pencil
  With a very black, large diameter lead, this pencil 

is soft, smooth, and strong. Excellent for sketching, it has 
an effect between lead and charcoal drawing.
008543                  0.90

How to Draw Kit
  The 30-page lesson book has 

step-by-step drawing projects that 
cover elements of art and design 
concepts, as well as basic drawing 
techniques. Includes 60 lb drawing 
paper, 2 graphite drawing pencils, 
2 charcoal pencils, 1 Carbon Sketch 
pencil, 1 Layout pencil, vinyl eras-
er, pencil sharpener, and tortillion.
065594                         12.95

Rembrandt Art Design 
Drawing Pencils

  Make drawing and sketching a delightful expe-
rience with these high-quality graphite pencils 
by Lyra that go on silky smooth and consistent 
without drag. This set features durable pencils 
with high resistance to breaking. Graphite ranges 
from hard to super soft: 4H, 3H, 2H, H, F, HB, B, 
2B, 3B, 4B, 5B and 6B. The 12 pencils are conve-
niently packaged in a sturdy metal tin.
064895                                               12.95

General Pencil® Drawing Kit
  A variety of drawing tools for 

any artist, this kit has 10 pastel pen-
cils, 4 charcoal pencils, 2 flat sketch-
ing, 1 layout pencil, 1 Kimberly 
drawing pencil, 1 water-soluble pen-
cil, kneaded eraser, and sharpener.
007456                       18.75

Kneaded Erasers
  An eraser you’ll “need” to tackle chalks, 

charcoal, and pastels. Kneads into any shape, 
removes marks cleanly.
008533 Small                0.60
008537 Medium           1.10
002683 Large               1.50

Magic Black Soft Eraser
  Super-soft, latex free eraser by 

General Pencil Co, works great for char-
coal, graphite, and even colored pencils 
(removing most of the color). Since it’s 
black, you don’t see all the “dirt” on it from erasing. 
Plus it’s non-smearing and non-abrasive. Made in the USA.
065597                                               1.05
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Pitt Artist Pens 
Comic Black Set

  Artists and comic illustrators need the right 
tools for the job, and this set of quality black 
pens by Faber-Castell do the trick. Featuring 
various pen tips from 0.1 mm to .5mm for 
sketching, tracing and detail work to bullet nib 
(1.5 mm) and soft brush for filling in and cre-
ating bold to thin strokes. Waterproof, 
permanent and odorless.
001149 Set of 4                       10.95

Staedtler® Triplus® Fineliner 
Marker Pens

  Versatile, fine-point .3 mm pens in a rainbow 
of colors are perfect for intricate work. Pens 
feature a triangular shape for comfort, 
and water-based ink that won’t dry up 
even if uncapped for a couple of days.
065312 10 Colors          15.50
065313 20 Colors          29.95
029154 48 Colors          37.95

Prang® Colored Pencils
  An alternative to high-priced sets, but 

still of good quality. Thick cores (3.3mm) 
provide lots of pigment.
002223 12-color                    3.95
002224 24-color                   6.50
034976 36-color                  9.25
034978 50-color                  11.95
049304 72-color                  14.95

Prismacolor® Premier  
Illustration Art Markers

  These quality markers 
will give you the fine nib 
sizes you want for draw-
ings or hand lettering, 
plus one brush and chis-
el tip. The archival-qual-
ity ink is a lovely deep 
black but does not bleed 
through paper, and it is smear resistant when dry. It’s 
also permanent, light-fast, water-resistant, acid-free and 
non-toxic. Manga also includes 2 sepia markers.
053343 Set of 7                                   17.75
053344 Set of 8 – Manga                  22.95

Pigma Micron Pens
  Quality pens feature a variety 

of point sizes and come in either 
fiber nibs or plastic nibs. The archi-
val-quality ink is long-lasting and 
used by artists and illustrators.
Fiber Nib:
037945 Fine Line Color (01) Set/6   15.50
037963 Black Set/6 (005 – 08)         15.50
038014 Black Set/3 (01, 03, 05)       8.50
Plastic Nib:
038015 Black (Set/3)                       8.50
038087 Colors (Set/8)                      18.75

Lyra Waldorf  
Selection Colored Pencils

  This set of thick Lyra colored pencils has 
6.25mm leads and unfinished (natural wood) 
triangular barrels. Set of 12 pencils.
040020                      19.95

Faber-Castell® World  
Colors Ecopencils

  Sets contain the classic “rainbow” colors (12 
or 24 count), plus 3 double-ended (6 colors) 
pencils for creating multicultural skin tones! 
These quality, hexagonal pencils offer smooth 
blendability, bright pigmented colors, and are 
made from certified sustainable forestry.
075709 Set of 15                       3.50
075710 Set of 27                       6.75

Maped® Color’Peps 
Colored Pencils

  The colors are vividly rich and the lead 
is soft and smooth, but break resistant. 
The triangular shape makes the pencils 
easy and comfortable to hold.
036024 Set of 12                  2.45
021774 Set of 24                  4.95
065859 Set of 48                  8.95

Prismacolor® Scholar Pencils
  These colored pencil sets have the same 
pigments and high quality blending attri-
butes as the original Prismacolor pencils 
but are formulated with a slightly harder 
lead to resist breakage.
003475 12-color                  8.95
010168 24-color                  19.95
048437 48-color                  38.75
051843 60-color                  39.95

Goldfaber Color Pencils 
  These are lovely sets 

for a middle or high schooler. 
It is always great having nice tools 
to work with, and these pencil sets 
are a step up from the beginner 
level. While you can mix colors by 
layering them, it is a case of bigger 
is better with colored pencils! Each 
set comes in a tin with hinged lid. 
Made in Germany. 
080500 12 Count              12.25
080501 24 Count              22.95
080502 36 Count              34.95
080503 48 Count              45.95
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Royal & Langnickel Art Pad Sets
(Grades K-6)
  Each artist set has a nice selection of 

supplies that will provide hours of creative fun. 
Paper pads are included in each set, selected 
to go with that specific medium (for example, 
the soft pastel set features toothy textured 
paper that really grabs the pastels). Choose 
between the compact 5” x 7” Mini 
Artist Pads in a convenient carrying 
case or the larger 9” x 12” Artist Pads.
EACH LARGE SET                8.25
074359 Color Marker
074368 Sketching
074370 Soft Pastel
074371 Watercolor Cake
074376 Watercolor Pencil
EACH COMPACT SET         7.50
074362 Drawing 
074369 Sketching Pencil
074372 Watercolor Cake
074375 Watercolor Painting
074377 Watercolor Pencil

Studio Series Dual-Tip  
Artist’s Markers

  These are completely different to work with 
than regular markers. The alcohol-based ink 
flows and makes for exciting effects! Each marker 
has a fine tip and a brush tip. 24 markers includ-
ing 1 colorless blender (lay this down first, then 
apply colors and watch them bleed together).
063911                      29.95

Prismacolor Art Markers
(Grades 3-AD)

  Quality, professional markers 
in ultra rich colors are a joy to 
use and extremely versatile with 
double-ended tips. The flexible 
brush tips act like you’re paint-
ing with a paintbrush allowing 
for thick to thin lines, and the 
fine tips work great for details. 
Containing non-toxic, dye-based 
alcohol ink (low odor), these top-of-the-line markers provide 
rich color saturation and superior color blendability.

003952 Set of 12              44.95
003953 Set of 24              99.75

Mr. Sketch®  
Scented Markers

  Each marker has its own delicious 
scent, from cinnamon and cherry 
to mint and apple. The non-tox-
ic markers have broad, chisel tips 
so you can draw fine, medium, 
or broad lines. The 8-color set 
includes primary and basic colors.
008109 8-Color Set            6.75
030128 12-Color Set         9.95

Crayola® Classic Broad Line 
Markers
  The brilliantly colored markers 
have a sturdy conical tip that can 
apply large areas of color fast. Inks 
are rich, non-toxic, and water based, 
but may not wash out of clothing.
036577 Classic 10 Ct                3.75
036576 Bold & Bright 10 Ct      3.75
034596 Assorted 12 Ct             4.50

Crayola® Super Tips Fine Line  
Markers
  Use the sides of the marker tip for broad, 
thick strokes or the tip on its end for 
fine, detailed lines. Non-toxic pigment is 
designed to wash off skin and out of wash-
able clothing with normal laundering.
035328 10 Count              2.50
035333 20 Count              4.75
035329 50 Count              9.75
041742 100 Count            17.95

Let’s Get Creative with 
Markers (Grades 5-AD)

  This book includes techniques for both 
water-based and alcohol-based markers (such as 
the Prismacolor sets). Did you know water-based 
markers can be treated like watercolor paints on 
heavy paper? Care instructions and color mixing 
are a big part of this book, but then you have 
several pages to try your hand at recreating colorful design pages.
078667                                               11.50

Let’s Make Some Great Art 
(Grades PK-AD)

  Art prompts offer a picture that is 
started for the student to finish. These 
can be fun for the natural artist or one 
less confident in their art skills. Great 
Art shows art principles, along with bits 
about famous artists and art history. The other 
books offer more focused, yet still open-ended creativity.
078111 Great Art (3-AD)                   15.75
078112 Great Art: Patterns (3-AD)   10.95
078962 Great Art: Colors (PK-2)      10.95
080129 Great Art: Animals (PK-2)    10.95

Color the Classics Color-
ing Book (Grades 4-AD)

  With 30 works of art in outline format, you 
choose to recreate the colors from the original 
masterpiece or do your own take on the classics. 
Includes American Gothic, Nighthawks, La Grande 
Jatte, Water Lily Pond, Acrobats at the Cirque, et al.
030496                                                10.95
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Short Story of Art (Grades 9-AD)
  Divided into 4 sections: movements, the works, 

themes and techniques, this book provides a 
concise introduction to the art greats. Full-color 
illustrations, content clarity, and user-friendly 
feature boxes and cross references will help 
students of art connect important elements of 
famous artists and their times. Perfect comple-
ment to your art studies that can also be used as 
an introductory resource for the enthusiastic art 
student. Occasional nude images noted. 
023547                              15.75

Arts: A Visual Encyclopedia (Grades 2-7)
  Kids can trace the development of painting, from prehistoric cave 

drawings to the Mona Lisa to contemporary art; 
discover the evolution of sculpture, from the Great 
Sphinx at Giza to modern day abstract forms; read 
the story of music, from classical and jazz to rock 
and roll; and put on their dancing shoes for some 
ballroom, ballet, modern dance, and more. Stunning 
images bring each subject to life, and clear text and 
annotations provide comprehensive, age-appropri-
ate coverage.
046728                                  13.95

Famous Paintings Activity Cards 
(Grades 1-AD)
  These art flashcards contain a reproduction of a 
famous painting on one side, while the other side 

has the name of the artist, date and place it was paint-
ed, the material used, where it is located now, what the 
artist was thinking as they were painting, and things for 
kids to look for that may not be initially obvious.
052097                                 9.49

Paint by Number Museum 
Series (Grades 3-AD)

  Create your own mini work of art! 
These 6” x 8” canvases are pre-printed with 
lines and dark blue areas and come with a 
numbered color map, brush, pop-up easel, 
hang tab, and six colors of acrylic paint. An 
online tutorial teaches you the techniques 
of the masters. Paint colors are quite 
vibrant and give the project a fun feel.
EACH KIT                      6.75
063598 Eiffel Tower (Seurat)
077783 Irises NEW!
063599 Japanese Footbridge (Monet)
063601 Starry Night (Van Gogh)
001212 Sunflowers (Van Gogh)
077784 Water Lilies NEW!

Getting to Know the World’s 
Greatest Artists

(Grades PK-4)
  These are excellent 
introductions to famous 
artists and their works. 
Each artist’s life is told as 
a story from their child-
hood through their later 
years, accompanied by 
full-color reproductions of their paint-
ings and funny little cartoons of the 

artist. Most books feature a timeline of the artist’s life, 
a map of important places, a short quiz (with answers), 
glossary and index. 32 pages, paperback.
EACH BOOK BELOW              5.75
007615 Jacob Lawrence
031483 Roy Lichtenstein
029792 Faith Ringgold
018605 Georges Seurat
018609 Johannes Vermeer
EACH BOOK BELOW           6.50
020160 Botticelli
020162 Mary Cassatt
020163 Salvador Dali
020164 Leonardo da Vinci
016398 Edgar Degas
020166 Paul Gaugin
000768 El Greco
007545 Frida Kahlo
020170 Michelangelo
020171 Monet
020172 Georgia O’Keefe
020173 Picasso
020175 Rembrandt
020165 Diego Rivera
020176 Van Gogh

Vincent’s Starry Night and Other 
Stories (Grades 2-6)

  Putting children in touch with the great art-
ists and their works, this delightful narrative 
engages children in art history. Beginning with 
cave paintings and artists, and traveling through 
2014, children meet ancient Chinese, Egyptian, 
Greek, Roman, and Aztec artists, as well as 
more known artists like Monet, Michelangelo, 
Picasso, Rembrandt, and Pollock. Enjoyable sto-
ries and charming illustrations leave children 
begging for “just one more!”, and parents will 
appreciate the age-appropriate selections.

032204                                               23.25

Soapstone Carving Kits 
(Grades 3-AD)

  Eco-friendly carving kits include a cut stone 
animal shape that you file, sand and wax to 
create a rounded, shiny creation. As you work 
on it, the animal becomes more realistic and 

detailed. Double kits include 2 shapes and 1 
file. Detailed instructions; each animal takes 
about 90 minutes to finish.

EACH KIT (exc noted)          29.99
030620 Bear 030653 Turtle
030647 Orca 030681 Wolf
030652 Seal
030640 Bear & Wolf          49.99
030660 Turtle & Orca       49.99
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Van Gogh  
Activity Book 

(Grade 3-6)
  Break down the artist’s techniques 
in a very simple, rudimentary way 
and see what you create a la VVG. More than just a coloring 
book or a biography, you learn how to be inspired by color, 
materials & movement in the style of the artist.
024172                                               12.95

Spot the Differences Art Masterpiece 
Mysteries (Grades 2-AD)

Each book features full color reproductions 
of 25 works of art, with the original on the 
left hand side and an altered version on 
the right. Six to fourteen subtle differences 
appear in the changed paintings, provid-
ing hours of challenging observational 
fun. Interesting facts about the artists 
and their works appear in the margins of 
the pages. Some of the artists featured 
include Leonard da Vinci, Degas, Renoir, 

van Gogh, and many more. Solutions included. 64 pgs.
EACH BOOK                                          7.95
049141 Book 1 051072 Book 3
049142 Book 2 051073 Book 4

Art Masterpieces to Color
(Grades 3-AD)

  These sturdy, advanced coloring books 
contain 60 black-line reproductions of mas-
terpieces by different artists that are print-
ed only on one side of each page. Choose 
your medium and colors, then get started. A 
small, full-color representation of each work 
appears on the inside cover. For a little art 
history lesson, there are notes that provide 
a short biography on each artist. As most art 
books do, these books contain a bit of nudity.
023515                               7.95

Museum Art Cards
(Grades 7-AD)

  Create an art museum at home! You will 
need a good art photo book or a set of art 
postcards to work from. An old art calendar 
can work too! The cards have general ques-
tions for the student to consider as they look 
at the painting or sculpture. It’s a unique 

experience for the viewer as they 
are asked about the surround-

ings, senses (smells/feel), form, 
point of view and meaning of 

the work. Small guide included.
023287                                      19.50

Show Me the Monet
(Grades 5-AD)

  Learn about famous artists and paintings while 
playing an engaging card game! Be the first person to 

build the most valuable art collec-
tion by collecting the most valuable 
paintings. Build a complete collection 
(based on artist, country, or genre) 
and earn a bonus; but forgery cards 
are penalty cards if you get stuck with them 
at the end of the game. Comes with 64 nice 
quality cards and a game rule booklet pack-
aged in a beautiful box. Note: includes “The 
Three Graces” portrait with nudity. 
026043                          13.50

Create It! Books 
(Grades 1-6)

  Colorful books engage 
the reader as they learn 
about specific art styles and 
artists of that era. Paul Klee 
and others represent the 
abstract movement. Edward 
Munch and company are 
here for the Expressionists. 
Rene Magritte and others 
show their Surrealist flair! 
I liked how the books refer to the more 
well-known artists and bring in others 
you may not know. About 10 artists are 
featured in each book. Try out their techniques with some 
easy art projects as you meet some of the art world’s rebels. 
EACH BOOK                                          7.50
078955 Abstract Art
078956 Cubist Art
078957 Expressionist Art

Art and How It Works (Grades 1-4)
  A terrific introduction to basic concepts of art, examined 

with famous paintings. Cover art concepts 
like line, shape, patterns, perspective, 
color as you look at large color photos of 
paintings and sculpture. From cave paint-
ings to the 20th century, there is lots to 
look at and consider! Learn about art from 
around the world including religious sym-
bols on buildings, street art like graffiti and 
cartoons, Native American totem poles, and 
even ancient Greek bronzes.
080249                          12.75

078958 Impressionist Art
078959 Pop Art
078960 Surrealist Art
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Introduction to Classical Music
(Grades PK-AD)

  Both of these delightful books introduce classical music through 
a theme. In Listen to the Birds, all of the chosen pieces incorporate 
birds or bird songs. In Simply Fantastic, the featured pieces are 
named for fairies, elves, witches and more. Each book features both 

well-known and lesser-known composers 
from the 15th century through modern 
times. Music is included on the CD and 
the book walks the listener through each 
piece, with information on the instru-
ments used, background stories and 
more. A unique approach to classical 
music!  48-68 pgs, hc.
061893 Listen to the Birds          12.95
028794 Simply Fantastic           12.95

Getting to Know the World’s Great 
Composers (Grades PK-3)

  These books focus on the lives of great composers, giving 
children a light but realistic overview of the composer’s life and 
music. These feature a timeline of the 
composers life, a map of important 
places, a short quiz (with answers), 
glossary and index. 32 pgs.
EACH BOOK BELOW            6.50

Music Masters CDs
(Grades PK-AD)

  Music Masters interweave a narrative about the 
composer’s life with selections of his most important 
works. Each audio CD is approximately one hour long.

EACH CD                                               8.95
002923 Bach
002925 Beethoven
002927 Berlioz
002945 Brahms
002947 Chopin
002949 Dvorak
002951 Foster/Sousa
002953 Handel
002955 Haydn
002957 Mendelssohn
002959 Mozart
002961 Schubert
002963 Schumann/Grieg
002965 Strauss
002967 Tchaikovsky
002969 Verdi
002971 Vivaldi & Corelli
002975 Wagner
MMCDPK Set of all above                  152.95

The Gift of Music: Great Composers & 
Their Influence (Grades 9-AD)

  We learn a great deal of biographical infor-
mation about more than 30 of the greatest com-
posers from the 1600’s to the present - from a 
Christian perspective. The authors are uniquely 
gifted to be our tour guides. Jane Stuart Smith is 
an opera singer who lectures on music at L’Abri 
Fellowship in Switzerland. Betty Carlson stud-
ied at the Conservatory of Music in Lausanne, 
Switzerland, and writes and works at L’Abri 
Fellowship. 336 pgs.
010669                                               16.50

Child’s Introduction to the Orchestra
(Grades 3-7)

  This book brings the culture and beauty 
of orchestra music to children by sharing 
the history of the art, describing the 
instruments involved, giving fun facts 
about different composers and music, and 
providing samples of the music via online 
access. The first half of the book exam-
ines different composers of orchestra 
music, and the second half describes the 
physical layout of an orchestra and the 
instruments involved. Orchestra Bob, our 
cartoon guide, points out when to play 

the online music tracks. While the book highlights the importance 
of each composer, it does not give thorough biographies. 96 pgs.
023532                                               13.95

003290 Bach
000838 Beethoven
007620 Berstein
007544 Chopin
007695 Copland
007696 Gershwin
007697 Handel
003291 Sousa
007702 Tchaikovsky

Press-A-Sound Books (Grades PK-2)
  Board books 

from Usborne with 
a little something 

extra – tunes that play 
at the touch of a button. 
Wee cut-outs give you a 
peek at the next page 
as you enjoy the vivid 
illustrations and lyrical 
text. A switch on the 
back turns the music 
buttons on/off. Calming Music plays Schuberts 
Inpromptu in B flat and Meditation by Massenet. 
A Carnival of Animals is from the famous work 
by Saint-Saens and there is a QR code to listen to 
more! The battery can easily be replaced. 
078245 Calming Music                     18.99
078246 Carnival of Animals             18.99

Music Placemats 
(Grades PK-AD)

  Custom laminated, brightly col-
ored, and very detailed 12” x 17.5” 

placemats! Learn about the composers 
or types of musical instruments. The 
placemats are interactive, with a dura-
ble non-glare laminate on the front and 
write-on/wipe-off laminate learning exercises on the back.
031082 Great Composers                3.50
031087 Music                                     3.50
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Bastien Piano Basics Method
(Grades K-6)

  Two levels of entry make this course easy to use with 
younger as well as slightly older children who are beginning piano 
lessons. If your child is ages 5-7, start them out in Young Beginner 
Primer A. Primer A teaches them a few songs using just the black 
keys, then the white keys around middle C, until by the end stu-
dents are playing all nine notes of the Middle C position and the 

music is shown on a staff. If your child 
is 7-11, begin with the Primer, which 
covers the same concepts as A and B 
but at a quicker pace. Approx. 50 pgs. 
Accompaniment CDs are also available.

Progressive Courses for Young 
      Beginners (Grades PK-4)

  Books begin ever so simply, with large, easy to read text, 
clear instructions, and simple songs.  They progress step-by-
step, building on previous lessons so students remember every-
thing they are learning. The books are standard size but are in 
horizontal format, so it is easy for kids to keep them open on 
the piano, table, or music stand. Each book includes an online 
audio and or visual element, except Theory for Young Beginners, 
which still has an audio CD.

EACH BOOK BELOW         8.95
023874 Guitar
023892 Keyboard
023666 Piano Method 1
023918 Recorder
EACH BOOK BELOW         12.95
023882 Harmonica
023669 Piano 2 
023922 Singing
023923 Theory w/ CD

031761 Primer                             7.25
031757 Level 1                            7.25
031758 Level 2                            7.25
031759 Level 3                            7.25
031760 Level 4                            7.25
031762 Young Beg Primer A     5.75
031763 Young Beg Primer B      5.75

Help Your Kids with
 Music (Grades PK-AD)
This wide-breadth visual guide will help 

anyone understand music. Detailed visuals 
(diagrams, music notation and photos) and 
concise descriptions provide a systematic and 
methodical approach to music instruction 
encompassing pitch, rhythm, intervals, melo-
dy, chords and harmony, and form. A “sound” 
symbol denotes which of the 90 tracks on the 
accompanying music CD demonstrates a particular term or concept. 
Strewn throughout are also mini biographies of famous composers. 

064475                                      13.95

Music Teaching 
Poster Set 
(Grades 3-12)

  This set of four 17”x22” posters 
covers music basics and livens up a 
music room. Display Clefs & Notes, 
Reading Notes, Basic Music Symbols, 
and What Good Musicians Do. The 
set also includes 4 reproducible 
worksheets for quizzing. 
029440                          9.45

009956 Level 1                              12.95
009136 Level 1 Book & DVD        16.20
038453 Complete (no DVD)        19.95
009138 Course 1 DVD                  10.50

041576 Guitar (30”) (Gr. K+)               51.25
041577 Guitar (34”) (Gr. 3+)                63.95
038170 Case (Blue/Black)                   12.75
038171 Case (Red/Black)                  12.75
038169 Guitar Strap w/ Pick               4.50

Student Acoustic 
Guitar & Accessories 
(Grades K-AD)

  These quality guitars are sized for 
younger children. With the same 
great sound and quality construction, 
these feature real crafted wood, steel 
tuning gears and strings placed close 

to the finger-
board just like a 
standard guitar.

Alfred’s Kid’s Guitar Course
(Grades PK-3)

  This elementary course teaches proper strum-
ming technique, hand and finger posi-
tions, basic notes and chords. For sim-
plicity, only the bottom three strings 
are used. Each time a note or chord is 
introduced, a short song is provided 
so students can “really play.” You learn 
simple musical terms and notation such 
as the staff, notes, beat, and rhythm. A 
CD or online access with tracks for music 
in the books is included. Optional DVD 
or Online Link gives students the ben-
efit of visual instruction. The Complete 
edition combines Books 1 & 2 with the 
Notespeller activity pages. 

Music for Little Mozarts (Grades PK-1)
  Mozart Mouse and Beethoven Bear guide your students 
through piano lessons. Lessons read almost like a story. Kids will 
progress to playing simple songs on the groups of black keys, 

then proceed to finding notes and playing songs on the white keys. 
Available CD’s accompany each lesson. A lesson assignment book 
provides assignment pages, practice records and lesson evaluations. 
There are fun musical adventure coloring books for each level. A 
teacher handbook has lesson plans and teaching tips.
EACH LESSON BOOK                            7.25
EACH CD                                               12.95
EACH WORKBOOK                                7.25
  Lesson Book CD Workbook
Book 1 012817 012797 012838
Book 2 012818 012798 012839
Book 3 012824 012799 012842
Book 4 012825 012800 012867
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Lollipop Logic
(Grades K-2)

  These books practice seven differ-
ent thinking skills (sequencing, relation-
ships, analogies, deductive reasoning, 
patterns, making inferences, and anal-
ysis) presented in a format designed 
for the pre-reader. Visual clues intro-
duce and reinforce higher-level think-
ing. Each book contains 52 one-page 

lessons, with 5 or 6 answers per 
activity. Reproducible for family or classroom use. 

EACH BOOK                             10.95
000419 Book 1 050537 Book 3
028519 Book 2

Fallacy Detective (Grades 5-AD)
  Learn how to recognize bad reasoning and spot errors in 

logic. The focus is on practical logic such as finding fallacies 
you might encounter in the media. Learn to identify red 

herrings, circular reasoning, statistical fallacies, and propaganda. 
Examples of poor reasoning are illustrated by 
cartoons, followed by a lengthy exercise set. 
Includes answer key. 262 pgs, sc. Thinking 
Toolbox is the sequel and offers 35 lessons 
for strengthening your reasoning skills. You’ll 
find lessons on when not to argue, finding 
premise and conclusion, determining primary 
or secondary sources, circumstantial evidence, 
keen observation, brainstorming, and analyz-
ing data. Answers included, 234 pgs. 
046013 Fallacy Detective              18.95
019773 Thinking Toolbox              18.95

Amazing Dr. Ransom’s Bestiary of 
Adorable Fallacies
(Grades 9-AD)

  The authors deftly describe each 
fallacy as though it were an ani-
mal, although the characteristics are 
readily apparent in some humans. 
Divided into four kingdoms, the 
authors teach through 50 informal 
fallacies. Chapters conclude with 
discussion questions and exercises. 
In the back is a brief answer key 
along with a one semester or one 
year reading schedule. Free quizzes/
tests (with answers) are available for 
download. 320 pgs. A set of 50 double 
sided Flashcards is also available, with  
fallacy name on one side and an exam-
ple on the flip side.
064802 Book                           14.95
065462 Flashcards                 9.75

Life of Fred: Logic 
(Grades 9-AD)

  Here is a complete coverage of logic in 176 pages. No separate 
teacher book, no test pack, no workbook needed. As always, Dr. 
Schmidt manages to both entertain and train. Along with the levity 
and random bits of eclectic knowledge, Dr. Schmidt gets right down 
to introducing us to both pure and applied logic and the language 
of logic (symbols, modeling, and struc-
tures). From there, the course progresses 
through the topics of truth tables, con-
nectives, the language of logic, inductive 
vs. deductive reasoning, logic fallacies, 
and predicate logic. These first six chap-
ters provide a complete high school logic 
course. Once logic as a second language 
is mastered, working through the remain-
ing ten chapters is the equivalent of com-
pleting a college-level logic course. There 
are no exercises to complete, though 
there are 99 “puzzles” to solve. The 
course is totally self-instructional.
063932                                      49.00

Blast Off with Logic (Grades 3-4)
  A series of three reproducible books designed to develop 

logic skills in a sequential, developmental fashion. The first 
book introduces relationships, analogies, sequencing, “all” and 
“no” statements, syllogisms, if-then 
statements, deduction, and infer-
ring. The second book includes logi-
cal reasoning and introduces logical 
notation. The final book adds logic 
diagrams and logical fallacies.
EACH BOOK                        10.95
000416 Logic Countdown (3-4)
000417 Logic Liftoff (4-6)
000418 Orbiting with Logic (5-7)

Primarily Logic
(Grades 2-4)

  Covers analogies, relationships, 
deductive reasoning, problem solving, 
and organizing information. Lots of vari-
ety and interesting activities.
000420                                  10.95

Puzzle Baron’s Logic Puzzles
(Grades 5-AD)

  Start out with 300 Kids’ Puzzles in 28 
different styles (such as acrostics, Sudoku, 
cryptograms, clueless crosswords and 
word searches). The Big Book lays down 
the gauntlet with 400 more of the same 
type. Most challenging in this series are 
the Logic Puzzles Volumes 1-3 (200 each) 
and the Fiendish Logic Puzzles (100). These 
in-depth puzzles, ordered by difficulty and 
time to solve, contain 4 components: a 
back-story, clues, a grid and answer key. Each 
Baron’s book includes solving tips and answers 
in the back. Books range from 215-348 pgs, pb.
066643 Kids’ Puzzles (5-7)                9.75
027286 Kids’ Picture Puzzles             9.75
046160 Fiendish Logic (7-AD)          12.25
036803 Logic Vol 1 (7-AD)                10.95
066644 Logic Vol 2 (7-AD)                10.95
066603 Logic Vol 3 (7-AD)                10.95
066602 Big Book (7-AD)                    13.50
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Perplexors
(Grades 3-12)

  Perplexors are deductive thinking puzzles. Each puz-
zle is shown in columnar format with each possibility list-
ed under each subject, allowing the student to cross off 
the ones that don’t work out, leaving them with the infor-
mation that they need. Each page features the problem, 
the column setup, and a series of clues to use to solve the 
puzzle. Books add more categories and more people or 

objects as they progress. Each 
book begins with an example 
puzzle and a clear explanation 
of how to solve it. 48 puzzles. 
Answers included. 
EACH BOOK                      12.95

Skill Sharpeners (Grades PK-6)
  Engage children in critical thinking through 
creative, analytical and evaluative tasks using 

this colorful series. Theme-centered 
activities including reading, art projects, 
and hands-on activities where children 
solve, compare, infer, analyze, catego-
rize, create, synthesize, etc. The Answer 
Key includes student page reductions. 
Approx. 144 pgs.
EACH BOOK         7.95
068223 Grade PreK
068222 Grade K
068216 Grade 1
068217 Grade 2
068218 Grade 3
068219 Grade 4
068220 Grade 5
068221 Grade 6

Mind Benders Activity Books
(Grades PK-12)
  Students learn and practice deductive reasoning as they 

are presented with clues to unravel and organize in order to 
reach logical conclusions. These clue-and-grid type problems 
include the areas of logic, math and reading. Fill in the grids 
that intersect with clues given to 
find which solution is right. 44 pgs.
EACH BELOW                      9.99
011293 Book 1 (PK-K)
011311 Book 2 (1-2)
000393 Verbal (K-2)
EACH BELOW                      10.99
003026 Book 3 A1/A2) (3-6)
003035 Book 4 (A3/A4) (3-6)
003068 Book 5 (B1/B2) (7-12)
EACH BELOW                      12.99
003088 Book 6 (B3/B4) (7-12)
003093 Book 7 (C1/C2) (7-12)
003096 Book 8 (C2/C3) (7-12)

  Original More
Basic (3-4) 029668 014567
Level A (4-5) 029670 014579
Level B (5-6) 029671 014581
Level C (6-7) 029672 014589
Level D (7-9) 029673 014591
Expert (9-12) 029669

Escape Books 
(Grades 3-6)

  Based on Minecraft video games, 
you will recognize character types as 
you work through the choose-your-next-
move word puzzles. You get so far and 
then…oh no! You have to go back and 
figure something out! The reading levels 
are quite friendly and the challenges are 
not too hard as you analyze, decide and 
proceed on your adventure.
EACH BOOK                               7.50
030269 Cursed Temple (Bk 1)
030288 Mystery Island (Bk 2)
030273 Madame Mortell’s Haunted House (Bk 3)

Brain Boot Camp 
(Grades 7-AD)

  Train Your Brain! Each book holds 
350-400 baffling puzzles to solve in 
three levels of challenge. Except for 
the Mind Works book, there are 10 big 
IQ tests in that one. All have a colorful 
visual and reading component (and yes, 

answers are included.) 
Some of them will 
make you feel like you are combat ready, while 
others will have you back to basic training.
030404 Brain Boot Camp                     10.95
030407 How Logical Are You?            10.95
030416 Mind Works                              10.95
030428 What’s Your IQ?                       10.95

Master Theorem Book of 
Puzzles, Intrigue & Wit 

(Grades 8-AD)
  Your task, given by your guide named M, is to find the word or phrase 
solution to each of the puzzles. Doing so gains entry to the elite secret 
society of puzzlers. This book is your cryptic invitation to try! The 
element of mystery adds to the fun! Theorems are open-ended in 
nature. Even the hints are encoded. Answers can be found with a link 
to a website. Training theorems get you started, then your quest truly 
begins. I enjoyed the quotes from great minds along the way.
077165                                               29.99

Critical Thinking Detective
(Grades 3-12)
  These 32-page books are full of short, fun mys-
teries about all types of thieves: car thief, lunch 

money thief, necklace thief. Read the 
mystery and find the evidence against 
the suspects. A page records your 
notes; this is your opportunity to write 
it out and think about it. These mys-
teries are solved with careful reading 
and study. Answers included.
EACH BOOK                       8.99
072537 Beginning
041026 Book 1
070952 Book 2
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Kanoodle (Grades 2-AD)
  These Tetris-like puzzles feature sever-

al different shapes or “noodles” com-
posed of beads stuck together. The puzzle 
boards have spaces in which you will config-
ure your shapes. Each setup has hundreds 
of possible combinations but just one 
solution. Kanoodle Jr. includes 6 puzzle 
pieces and a 72-page book with 60 col-
orful puzzles, packaged in a snap-shut 

tray. Other variations include special-
ty pieces, irregularly shaped play areas, 
alternative piece manipulations, and more.

Logic Cards (Grades 1-AD)
  These little decks can provide good 

practice in the area of informal 
logic - just pick one of the cards 

and solve the puzzle. Each deck contains 
53 cards with a variety of puzzles and 
different levels of play. The puzzles are 
straightforward at first, requiring only 
basic pattern recognition to solve. As 
difficulty increases, sequences become 
much harder to identify.
EACH DECK                            5.95
028080 Kids (1-7) 
023229 Blue 
023253 Yellow
026280 Matchsticks

Castle Games 
(Grade PK)

  Camelot Jr. features an 
unfinished wooden castle. 
On one side is a knight and 
on the other a princess. The goal in each scenario is to reunite the 
pair using several wooden stairways, towers, and a bridge in the com-
bination specified by each challenge. In Castle Logix, the object is to 
arrange the 7 wooden block-like pieces into the same structure shown 
in the color booklet.  Each game contains 48 scenarios from Junior to 
Master, each building off the previous in terms of complexity. 
023153 Camelot Jr.                           29.99
039181 Castle Logix                          29.99

Colorku Solid Wood 
Puzzle (Grades 3-AD)
Colorku uses 81 wood marbles 

in nine colors on a wooden board 
divided into nine rows, nine col-
umns, and nine 3 x 3 squares. 
100 different puzzle cards in 
four difficulty levels tell play-
ers where to place the first 
few marbles. The goal is to 
have only one of every color ball 
in each row, column, and 3 x 3 
square. Solutions are includ-
ed. Includes a color conversion 
card that shows how any Sudoku puzzle can be solved using your 
Colorku board. Each expansion pack offers 100 puzzles with solutions.
038305 Puzzle                                                33.95
038304 Beginner Puzzles Expansion            8.95
038303 All Levels Expansion                        8.95
038302 Advanced Puzzles Expansion        8.95

MiniLUK System (Grades K-3)
  This unique learning tool is designed for learning through 

play. The main part is the controller with 12 numbered tiles. 
The controller is a hinged plastic case with transparent top, divided 
into 12 sections which fit the 12 tiles. The Starter Pack includes the 
controller and tiles, “My First MiniLUK” workbook, a skills chart, and 
a parent guide. The workbook is placed under the transparent lid; 
students then place the correct number tile in the proper location. If 
tiles are placed correctly, children will see the symmetric pattern on 
the back of the tiles which matches the pattern in the book.
024301 Starter Pack                                19.95
024475 Controller                                    15.95
024294 Critical Thinking 3-Bk Set          14.95
024295 Math & Geom 3-Bk Set       14.95
EACH SINGLE BOOK                       10.50
Brain Olympics (K-2):
024268 Concentration
024320 Theme-Based Learning
024349 Visual Perception Pack 1
024267 Visual Percep Pack 2
Advanced Brain Olympics (1-3):
023883 Geometry
024010 Higher Order 1
024211 Higher Order 2
024240 Visual Perception

Mindo Logic Games 
(Grades K-AD)
Begin with the easiest (3x3 grid) 

puzzles in each set and work your way up 
to the 4x4. Each set includes 60 challenge 
cards (puzzle on the front; solution on the 
reverse), 9 double-sided sturdy cardboard 
tiles, and instruction sheet. Intended for 
independent play, try to position the tiles 
to match the pattern on the puzzle card. 
Visual clues are given at the green, yellow, 
and orange puzzle levels, but the red level 

will really make you think.
017446 Cats                                       8.50
017453 Dogs                                      8.50
017502 Robot                                     8.50
017520 Unicorn                                  8.50
017526 Zen                                         10.95

031880 Kanoodle (A)                           9.95
067043 Kanoodle Jr. (PK-3)                 11.95
003383 Kanoodle Cosmic (B) NEW!   9.95
037178 Kanoodle Extreme                  11.95
030611 Kanoodle Genius                    9.95
076828 Kanoodle Flip                          11.95
013565 Kanoodle Gravity                   15.75
009927 Kanoodle Head-to-Head       17.50

B.

A.
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Botley the Coding Robot (Grades K-3)
  Screen-free programming for wee coders! In addition 

to following up to 80 programmed steps, Botley 
can detect and avoid obstacles, follow pro-
grammed loop commands (go forward, turn, 
go forward, turn, etc.), and follow black lines 
without programming. The idea is to combine 

Botley with “active challenges” - follow-
ing a route, finishing an obstacle 

course, or even playing 
a simple game. Once 

kids understand the 
basics, Botley can be 
used for just about 
any simple activity 
they can think of!

Coding Critters (Grades PK-5)
  Colorful sets include one larger and one smaller Coding 

Critter™ that move and make noise, with themed accesso-
ries for them to explore and play with. A coding storybook 

in each set contains simple coding activities along with the story. 
Come up with your own coding challenges and enjoy pretend play 
as you care for your critters! Go-Pets are motorized critters that 
follow a black-line path! Arrange the line tiles to make a variety 
of paths. Includes activity book. Pair-A-Pets can be used as an 
introduction to coding or with your Coding Critters. Each includes 
a coding adventure book. MagiCoders use a coding spellbook 
and cast 12 coding spells. You can even design your own endless 
coding challenges with each 22-piece interactive pet playset! 
1CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not <3yrs.

031778 Botley the Coding Robot    41.95
031837 Activity Set                            53.50
031783 Action Challenge 
 Accessory Set                      15.95
076814 Construction Accessories  13.25
076811 Botley 2.0                              50.95
076813 Botley 2.0 Deluxe Set           65.95

Artie 3000 The Coding 
Robot (Grades 2-7)

  Artie is the cutest little robot for your child’s next 
step in coding. Artie interfaces with your computer using 
its built-in WIFI and built-in browser apps. 
Designs, shapes, and games are prepro-
grammed, but you can use the easy-
to-follow instructions to make your 
own. Coding begins by using the Artie 
UI app in which you drag and drop your 
commands. Artie also offers other 
coding apps to expand your cod-
ing knowledge: Blockly, Javascript, 
Snap!, Point and Click, Python, and 
Remote Control. Having the larger 
screen of a computer or tablet works 
best. Artie comes with four felt tip 
pens that insert into the lower portion 
and can be coded to raise and lower to 
create your own design.
013537                                               59.75

C.

Coding Workbooks (Grades 2-6)
  This inexpensive series is good for testing the waters for 

potential coders. Each book begins with a 4-6 page section just 
deep enough to understand the language and interface. The 

real meat is 4-5 simple projects. Students create a project, make a 
few decisions, then take a quiz to test their understanding. Projects 
are each accompanied by a snippet of code or screenshots. There 
is little overlapping material between books. Scratch books require 
Adobe 10.2 or later and use Scratch 2 (available for free online). 
Solutions included. 40 pgs.
000379 Computer Coding          4.60
045462 With Scratch                    4.60
076008 With Scratch 3.0              4.60
045460 Games                            4.60
045563 Projects                            4.60
058005 Scratch Challenge        4.60
042537 Javascript Coding         4.60

Scratch Coding Cards (Grades PK-8)
Providing an excellent introduction to 

coding skills, these full-color glossy cards set 
kids free to code without all the fluff found in 
conventional coding books. Each card succinct-

ly provides clear steps and 
easy to follow graph-

ics for one activity. 
Scratch Jr activities 

require the Scratch Jr app, and the Scratch 
Cards use Scratch 3.0 at the official Scratch 

website. Created by the official Scratch team. 
026788 Official Scratch                    17.50
026828 Scratch JR                             17.50

EACH CODING CRITTER KIT                  32.50
013694 Ranger & Zip 013698 Scamper & Sneaker
013697 Rumble & Bumble 076822 Bopper w/Hip & Hop (A)
EACH GO-PET                                        17.75
076815 Chameleon 076817 Narwhal (B)
076816 Fox 
EACH PAIR-A-PET                                  6.95
076818 Fluffy & Buffy 076820 Pouncer & Pearl (C)
076819 Hunter & Scout 076821 Romper & Flaps
EACH MAGICODER NEW!                    39.25
014307 Blazer the Dragon
014316 Skye the Unicorn (D)

A.

B.

D.
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Coding Games & Projects
(Grades 3-7)
  Designed for elementary students new to coding, these 

books serve as guides to programming in general, as well as 
an intro to Scratch and Python. Illustrations 
(helpful and humorous!), line every page. 
Text is divided into simple bullet paragraphs. 
Projects are given for practice, along with 
step-by-step instructions and screenshots. 
Then students are often asked to modify 
projects to add greater functionality.

Code Gamer Experiment Kit (Grades 5-AD)
  This kit is designed to teach kids the Arduino programming lan-

guage through video game puzzles and challenges. Kids begin 
by building a game controller with an Arduino-compatible 

microcontroller with Bluetooth, cable, rotary control wheel, circuit 
board, gamepad housing, two push buttons, and four different 
sensors for heat, light, motion, and sound. Throughout the 15-level 
game, various puzzles require the use of one of the sensors. Kids are 
taught how to interact with the 
gamepad they built by configur-
ing, making it blink, or producing 
sound from it. Using the app, kids 
can also send finished programs 
to other users around the world! 
Requires a tablet or smartphone 
running iOS® or Android®.
041119                      152.90

Teach Tech Coding Robots (Grades 5-9)
  Mech 5 is a great introduction to robotics and mechanical 
engineering that doesn’t require a screen. Robot movements are 
centered around a coding wheel that you snap instructional but-

tons onto. The robot can move right, left, forward, backwards, spin or 
pause and complete tasks such as throwing, drawing, lifting, or kicking. 

As you become more familiar with the robot, you 
can complete more challenging functions. 
  Tobie II is first assembled and then is pro-
grammable through an app on your comput-
er, laptop, smartphone, or tablet (iOS® and 

Android® devices are supported) using Javascript 
Blocks Editor or, for more 
advanced programmers, 
Python® Editor. It allows for 

unlimited possibilities as it 
combines micro-bit tech-
nology. The robot has 
six legs, a 360-degree 
rotating body, and 
looks like a droid! You 
can download 12 pro-
grams for Tobbie II such 
as light tracking, rock-pa-

per-scissors, bowling, 
and more. Requires 4 AA 
batteries, not included.

Get Coding! (Grades 7-12)
  Geared for a slightly older audience, this series takes 

new coders from beginning skills to more advanced 
game development skills. Book 1 teaches different com-
puter languages, and then introduces simple projects, 

including a private webpage with 
hyperlinks, passwords, API access 
for other apps like Google Maps, and 
creating a web browser game. Book 
2 explores the history of computer 
games, then gives 5 projects from 
creating simple turn-based games 
to more complicated games with 
graphics.  Mac or Windows compat-
ible with internet access required. 
HTML and Java Script familiarity rec-
ommended for Book 2.

057882 Get Coding!                   9.95
033784 Get Coding 2! NEW!      9.95

B.

A.

Beginner’s Step-by-Step Coding 
Course (Grades 5-AD)

  DK’s comprehensive book starts 
at the beginning and builds tech skills 
through understandable explanations 
and useful graphics. From programming 
basics to Scratch, Python, and web tech-
nologies, the combined teaching and 
interactive projects lay the foundation 
for success in our tech driven world. 
042842                                     20.95

Learn to Code Kit (Grades 3-6)
Set of 3 colorful books and an app teach your 
child how to draw and animate original pixelat-

ed characters & backgrounds on a smartphone. This 
is entry level coding, even parents need no experience. 
Coding steps are shown with clear illustrations. Students 
ponder how a person thinks 
to how a computer thinks. 
Rich vocabulary includes 
algorithm, binary, unitasking, 
neutrality and more. Includes 
3 hardcover books (non-con-
sumable) and 1 design grid 
planning book (consumable) 
for pixel creations.
053127                 29.95

075495 Mech 5 (A)         28.50
075496 Tobbie II (B)       65.95

How to Code (Grades 3-6)
  Utilizing three coding languages, Scratch, Logo, and Python, this 

book gives young kids a simple activity-based intro-
duction to programming. It begins with some basic 
computer and logic info before diving into some 
“pen and paper” programming challenges. These 
simple activities lay the groundwork for learning 
to program increasingly complicated functions. 
Students also get to create their very own websites 
using Python and Javascript! Featuring an engag-
ing cast of robots and pages that look like they 
come straight from a robot factory. 128 pgs, pb.
067842                          10.95

EACH BOOK                           13.95
042493 Games in Python
042498 Projects in Python
025406 Games in Scratch 3.0
045461 Projects in Scratch
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Mickey’s Typing Adventure
(Grades 1-7)

  With charm of well-known characters, 
children are taught to use their “magical typing 
skills” to reach the palace. Whether 
freeing the Princess from the hedge 
that has engulfed her to the typing 
games found at the Palace Faire, chil-
dren will be motivated to learn new 
typing skills as the delightful, enchant-
ing stories unfold. These typing courses 
are designed to reach all skill levels 
and include visual hand guides, prog-
ress reports and hundreds of lessons and 
challenges. Powered by the time proven 
Typing Instructor. CD-ROM or download-
able versions are available; see our website 
for system requirements.
008357 Mac Gold CD-ROM             29.95
037519 Windows CD-ROM                22.95
076977 Windows Download             29.95
076978 Windows Gold Download  39.95
071545 Bundle: Mickey’s Typing +
  Typing Instructor Kids (Win) 26.95

Dr. Fry’s Computer 
Keyboarding for 

Beginners (Grades PK-AD)
  Keyboarding is a critical skill that should 
be taught correctly from the start. This 
book is designed to teach your child to 
type in 20 lessons. At the end of the 
book, your child will know the location of 
the letters and symbols on the keyboard 
(and which fingers are used to strike 
which keys) and be able to accurately use 
the 10-finger touch type method. 64 pgs.
023817                                      7.85

Micro Business for Teens (Grades 9-12)
  In Starting a Micro Business, teens 

will learn how to find an idea, write a 
business plan, determine need, spot 

problems, set prices, consider start-up 
costs and stay motivated. Running a Micro 
Business gets into more detail like how to 
sell, getting paid, online options, marketing, 
customer service, record keeping, 
accounting basics, name and licensing, tax 
ID number and time management.
EACH BOOK                         8.95
053968 Starting a Micro Business
053966 Money and Taxes
053967 Running a Micro Business

Money Matters (Grades 3-12)
  The heart of these books is to teach children to handle 
money through living by God’s principles. Both books offer a 

fun approach to a serious topic. For Kids contains 
12 chapters addressing stewardship, trusting God, 
tithing and giving, being content, diligence and 
excellence, honesty, generosity, spending, saving 
and investing, debt and credit, budgeting, and plan-
ning. For Teens has 7 chapters covering stewardship, 
money, attitude, planning, banking, spending, and 
career, all as they relate to finances. The companion 
workbooks provide interactive financial exercises.
019622 Kids Book (3-8)                              7.75
008710 Teens Book (6-12)                         8.75
037581 Teens Workbook Ages 11-14      9.50
008716 Teens Workbook Ages 15-18      8.99

Real World Life Skills (Grades 6-12)
  Sudents work through topics often difficult to teach: rela-

tionships, coping, negotiation, debt management, organiza-
tion, accountability, and more.  

The workbook format makes heavy 
questions seem very straight forward. 
Students could work independently, 
but the content begs to be discussed 
with an adult afterwards. These would 
be helpful for the older, struggling 
learner to gain confidence in a variety 
of life situations. 
032141 Financial Literacy       9.95
032163 Self-Sustainability        9.95
032182 Social Skills                  9.95
032149 Big Book                       19.95

Academy Series 
(Grades 3-6)
A fabulous introduction 
to STEM careers! Taking 

a learn-and-then-do approach, 
each book balances career 
instruction with activities/tasks 
while also introducing sub-spe-
cialties in each career. Students 
will learn what the career 
demands in tasks and personal 
skills and will be given opportunities 
to complete activities in and outside 
the book to earn “certifications!”
EACH BOOK                           12.34
015279 Architect
075045 Chef
044463 Coder
015328 Engineer
075047 Entrepreneur
015385 Scientist
015406 Vet
SCIACD All 6 books             79.95

Keyboarding for Homeschoolers
(Grades 2-AD)
  In this 34-week course, weekly 

lessons follow a similar format: a parent/child 
or “group” lesson to read together and four daily prac-
tice lessons. Practice lessons include review followed 
by 10-20 minutes of typing practice. Each lesson 

practices 3-4 letters, numbers or symbols.  The 
author recommends a simple, free text editor 
for practice. Correct hand position and sitting 
posture are stressed as a preventative measure 
against carpal tunnel syndrome. 284 pgs.
070736                                         59.95
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Daily Life Skills
 (Grades 6-12)
  These ready-to-use lessons cover 
a variety of useful topics. Each 60-page 
book includes teacher/parent instruction 
and activity pages with examples for the 
students. A list of vocabulary words is 
printed at the beginning of each book 
and activity pages include a variety of 
exercises - short answer; fill-in-the-blank; 
complete the chart; true false; multiple 
choice; crossword; word search and more. A comprehen-
sion quiz, answer keys, and mini-posters are included.
EACH BOOK (exc noted)                    9.95
026401 Health / Hygiene Skills
026434 Marketplace Skills
026444 Social/Workplace Skills
026403 Big Book (combined vol)      19.95

Playful Chef (Grades K-5)
  Playful Chef sets are the real deal! This series was not 

designed for just pretend play, but for actual cooking 
with kid-sized tools perfect for small hands to grip. 

Items are made of stainless steel, silicone, wood, and other 
high-quality materials. The blades in the Knife Set are engi-

neered to cut through hard food (apples and carrots) 
without cutting little fingers and the Cooking and 
Baking Kits feature color-coded measuring cups and 
spoons that work with the included recipes.
069421 Deluxe Baking Kit                         24.95
019847 Deluxe Cake Decorating Studio  39.95
069422 Deluxe Cooking Kit                   39.95
069423 Knife Set                                     16.95
038086 Baking Challenge Kit                39.95

Cooking Class / Baking Class (Grades 3-7)
  Cooking Class teaches the basics of kitchen safety, organization, 

vocabulary, skills, and clean-up. Then jump 
into kid-friendly recipes for breakfast, lunch, 
and dinner - 50+ recipes to whet your appe-
tite! Children can personalize 
their meals using the place 
cards, labels, recipe cards, 
and mealtime game 
cards. Baking Class 
teaches vocabulary, 
measuring, 50 baking 
recipes in 6 categories, 

and how to serve up your treats in a special way. 
Spiral-bound, 144 pgs.
068068 Cooking                        13.95
076122 Baking                           13.95
076123 Set of both                    26.50

Practical Life Skills (Grades 6-12)
  Our goal as parents and teachers is to prepare all stu-

dents for successful adulthood including the ability to 
live independently. Working toward the goal of 
independence, this series uses a variety of learn-
ing activities including reading passages, graphic 
organizers, real-world activities, crosswords, word 
searches and comprehension quizzes which teach 
valuable, high interest topics using 3rd grade read-
ing and vocabulary to empower all learners to gain 
these essential life skills. Reproducible, sc.
022281 Employment & Volunteering      9.95
022287 Independent Living                     9.95
022288 Managing Money                        9.95
022267 Combined Volume                      19.95

Independent Living 
(Grades 8-12)
  21st century skills for older 
students at an easier reading 

level (about grade 3-4) 
can be just what is 
needed to teach some 
good life lessons. The 
thoughtful questions 
get students thinking. 
The books cover topics 
such as what sort of 
job students would like to have and how to inter-
view, would they like a roommate and how to find 
one, what a rental agreement looks like, pet care, 
grocery shopping, food prep, cleaning, doing laun-
dry and lots more. The workbook format makes 
the topics very approachable.

Practical Life Skills 
(Grades 8-AD)

  You might call these books Adulting 101 
for your high schoolers! Each includes a variety of 
topics from boiling an egg, doing laundry, mop-
ping a floor, and hanging curtains to simple plumbing, electrical 
and auto repairs. It’s those things kids should know before leaving 
home. Instructions are clear and illustrations help the reader with 
unfamiliar concepts. Each could be a semester high school credit, 
too. It’s a step towards independence in a concise presentation. 
021579 Home Ec                                11.25
021586 Shop Class                            11.25

029378 Getting a Job                       8.45
029389 Getting a Place to Live        8.45
029406 Living on Your Own              8.45
029410 Preparing for a Job              8.45
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Rainbow’s Summer Fun Packs 
(Grades K-12)
  We picked from some of our favorite education-
al-yet-fun products for summer learning. Products 

cover a variety of skills and subject areas, including 
language arts, science, math, logic, art and more!
SFPGRK Grade K                               112.95
SFPGR1 Grade 1                               109.95

SFPGR2 Grade 2 (shown)                95.00
SFPGR3 Grade 3                               93.95
SFPGR4 Grade 4                               110.00
SFPGR5 Grade 5                               109.00
SFPGR6 Grade 6                               105.00
SFPGR7 Grade 7                               104.50
SFPGR8 Grade 8                               118.00
SFPGR9 Grade 9                               106.00
SFPG10 Grade 10                             95.00
SFPG11 Grade 11                             103.00
SFPG12 Grade 12                             108.00

Summer Bridge 
Activities
(Grades PK-8)

  Each book is a “bridge” between 
grades. Suggestions are given for 
promoting a learning environment 
in the home while you enjoy out-
side activities. The activity section 
of the book is divided into three 
20-day parts. For each day there 
are four activities on two pages – 
one for arithmetic, one for language 
skills, then two from a variety of 
phonetic/spelling reinforcement, 
reading skills, vocabulary work, 
dictionary/reference skills, science, 
social studies, more extensive writ-
ing, and thinking skills. A generous 
book list is also supplied. 146 pgs. 
EACH BOOK                                          9.50
004217 Grade PK-K 004212 Grade 4-5
004216 Grade K-1 004213 Grade 5-6
004204 Grade 1-2 004214 Grade 6-7
004206 Grade 2-3 004215 Grade 7-8
004209 Grade 3-4
EACH BACKPACK                                 24.95

Drawstring backpack combines the Summer Bridge 
workbook with two fiction and two nonfiction readers. 

050128 Grade PK-K 
050087 Grade K-1 050055 Grade 3-4
050032 Grade 1-2 050066 Grade 4-5
050034 Grade 2-3 050084 Grade 5-6

Summer Blast Workbooks 
(Grades K-6)
  Practice key skills in language arts 

and math (grammar, reading compre-
hension, writing, math facts and word 

problems) with Summer Blast. 
Using art activities, 
games, discussions, 
puzzles, as well as 
traditional workbook 
exercises, your child 
will practice critical 
and creative thinking 
as well as collaborative 
skills. Books provide 9 weeks of grade-level 
preparation. Includes answers. 128 pgs.

EACH SUMMER BLAST WKBK                11.95
049807 Grade K 049812 Grade 3
049805 Grade 1 049806 Grade 4
049811 Grade 2 049804 Grade 5

Summer Books (Grades K-8)
  Each book provides 50 lessons, which 
are expected to take 15-20 minutes each. 
Engaging, colorful lessons are on a two-

page format. The first page provides review of 
math facts and concepts and phonics/language 
arts skills. The second page focuses on reading 
comprehension and thinking skills. At Gr. 5 and 
up, math drills and science topics are includ-
ed. Positive moral character traits are woven 
throughout. Each title is for students entering 
that grade level.
EACH BOOK (except noted)               11.95
039626 Grade K                                13.95
039578 Grade 1 039596 Grade 5
039586 Grade 2 039612 Grade 6
039588 Grade 3 039621 Grade 7
039591 Grade 4 039625 Grade 8
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Summer Brain Quest
(Grades PK-6)

  Packed with a huge variety of learning/
review activities in math, science, English/lan-
guage arts, and social studies in a colorful and 
engaging format, these reasonably priced books 
will “wow!” your students. A pull-out map/
game board provides a record-keeping path 
as the student progresses through the book. 
Students are encouraged to get outside with 
scavenger hunts and games. There’s a summer 
reading list of fiction and non-fiction, too.
EACH BOOK                                         9.75
071931 Grades PK-K 068081 Grades 3-4
068084  Grades K-1 068082 Grades 4-5
068079 Grades 1-2 068083 Grades 5-6
068080 Grades 2-3

Summer Review & Prep (Grades K-5)
  These workbooks focus on keeping kids’ math and reading skills 

sharp with colorful, appealing pages and aca-
demic quality. One page of reading and one page 
of math for 45 days will not overwhelm. You also 
get a bonus physical fitness activity per day, a 
“summer bucket list,” and suggested reading list 
with space to record the start and finish date. 
Answer key included. 96 pgs.

Topical Enrichment
 Packages (Grades K-6)
  Like our Summer Fun Packs, we picked 
some Rainbow favorites to bundle together, this 
time related to a particular theme.
ANMLIA Animalia!                            76.50
CALFAB CaliFabulous                      137.00
SHKSPR Fear Not Shakespeare!     78.00
PRSDNT Get Presidential!               93.95
LEFTYS Left Out Lefties!                 99.00
MADMNY Mad Money!                     103.00
SENSES SENSEsational! (shown)     99.00
SLOTHY Sloth Crazy!                       99.00
SOCSKL Social Butterflies!               102.00

Daily Summer Activities
(Grades 1-8)

  Your kids can stay up to speed 
with minimal time and effort; 
there are just two pages a day for 
10 weeks, plus a record-keeping 
sheet for the week where children 
can record their reading time and 
one thing that they did each day. 
These colorful workbooks cover a 
variety of subjects including read-
ing, math, spelling, critical thinking 
and geography. Answers, reward 
stickers and some additional charts 
are included. 144 perforated pgs.

Sylvan Summer Smart Workbooks 
(Grades PK-5)
  This series provides a little something to keep 

reading and math skills sharp over break, whether it is a 
month or 3 months! Books are colorful and the activities 
are varied. The workbooks are a good way to reinforce 
skills and prepare for upcoming ones 
using simple language. Each book has 
Vocabulary flashcards (just paper) in the 
back that can be cut out and used for 
games. Additional reading challenges 
and math games add an element of sum-
mer fun! There is even a suggested book 
list by grade level. It’s a good 
mix of lessons for maintaining 
skills that doesn’t feel like work. 
Answers in the back. 154 pages.

Never-Bored Kid Books 
(Grades PK-4)

Puzzles, simple crafts, dot-to-dots, hidden 
pictures, word & number riddles, secret codes, 
coloring and more! Kids practice important age 
level skills like visual discrimination, eye-hand 
coordination, sequencing critical thinking and have 
fun while doing it. Colorful workbooks are great 
for travel or summer!
EACH BOOK                                          6.95
077984 Ages 4-5 069552 Ages 6-7 Book 2
070890 Ages 4-5 Book 2 077987 Ages 7-8 
077985 Ages 5-6 077988  Ages 8-9 
077986 Ages 6-7 

EACH BOOK                     9.75
076703 Between PK & K
076702 Between K & Gr 1
076698 Between Gr 1 & 2
076699 Between Gr 2 & 3
076700 Between Gr 3 & 4
076701 Between Gr 4 & 5

EACH BOOK                                          7.25
054193 Grades K-1 054191 Grades 3-4
054189 Grades 1-2 054192 Grades 4-5
054190 Grades 2-3

EACH BOOK                       8.95
014005 Gr. K-1 014004 Gr. 4-5
014001 Gr. 1-2 005564 Gr. 5-6
014002 Gr. 2-3 005565 Gr. 6-7
014003 Gr. 3-4 005570 Gr. 7-8
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Brain Quest Workbooks
(Grades PK-6)
  Each 300+ page sup-

plemental workbook to help 
students learn and practice 
basic skills in math, phonics, 
science, social studies, spelling, 
and vocabulary. Color-coding 
helps you identify each skill 
area. These are colorful attrac-
tive pages are packed with fun 
activities and games.
EACH WORKBOOK            9.75
045348 Pre-K 
045347 Kindergarten 
045343 Grade 1 045346 Grade 4 
045344 Grade 2 042886 Grade 5 
045345 Grade 3 042889 Grade 6

Comprehensive Curriculum of Basic Skills
(Grades PK-6)
  Five subjects conveniently bound into 

one colossal, full-color workbook. Subjects 
(English, reading comprehension, writing, 
reading skills, spelling/vocabulary, and math) 
are divided into color-coded sections for easy 
identification. If you’re after basic skills mas-
tery in the primary grades, this is 

a viable, cost-effective option. 
Teaching suggestions and 

answer keys included. 540+ pages.

Flashkids Complete Curriculum 
Workbooks (Grades 1-5)

  Well-organized and comprehensive, 
but with minimal instruction, these work-
books cover skills in six subjects (Reading, 
Spelling, Math, Language Arts, Writing, 
and Test Prep). Reading Skills utilizes 
high interest stories and practices 
skills like identifying facts, sequencing, 
understanding context and main idea, 
inferencing and more. Spelling Skills fea-
tures word lists organized by phonics 
skill. Math Skills features grouped topics 
with worked examples and practice 
problems. Language Arts Skills (100 
lessons) covers grammar, usage, mechanics and 
research skills. Writing Skills covers different forms 
of writing with an emphasis on the writing process 
and activities for analyzing, organizing, writing, and 
revising. Test Prep Skills includes test strategies and 
practice. 784 perforated pgs, pb.
EACH BOOK                                      12.95
032300 Grade 1 032358 Grade 4
032326 Grade 2 032364 Grade 5
032355 Grade 3

010096 For 3’s 
010102 Grade PK 
010100 Grade K 
010103 Grade 1 
010104 Grade 2 
010105 Grade 3
010107 Grade 4
010110 Grade 5
010111 Grade 6
010112 Grade 7

EACH BOOK                        13.85
002040 Grade PK 
002026 Grade K 
001982 Grade 1 
001983 Grade 2 
001984 Grade 3
002003 Grade 4
002012 Grade 5
002025 Grade 6

Brain Quest (Grades PK-7)
  Each deck contains cards with quiz questions 
- 300 to 1500 per deck. The decks can be 

used for independent practice or as a quiz 
game. Lower-level decks include a Parent’s 
Guide. Cards are riveted together.
EACH BRAIN QUEST DECK            8.95

365 FUN Days (Grades PK-3)
  Every day should be a fun learning day! Offering 

a one page per day format (one page for weekends) 
children begin by checking weather and temperature, 

then complete the day’s activity. Activities vary and include 
a hands-on activity using household items, a workbook 
activity, or short reading with 
a responsive activity. Math, 
Science, Social Studies, and 
Art included. References the 
Old Farmer’s Almanac for Kids 
website for more fun, learning 
activities. Excellent way to keep 
learning fresh!  
EACH BOOK            12.95
024410 Preschool
024414 Kindergarten
024359 Grade 1
024363 Grade 2

Complete Curriculum Success 
(Grades 1-6)

  With math, English and science activities, this series is the 
perfect supplement to reteach over summer or use for paral-
lel instruction with your curriculum. Aligns to current state/
national standards and the books are colorful & engaging. 
Reading selections integrate cultural & geographical topics, 

giving a bit of social studies too. The scan codes 
take you to slide shows 
with classical music, and 
nice auditory component 
for some learners. Parents 
will appreciate having the 
answers in the back.
EACH BOOK           16.95
024460 Grade 1
024484 Grade 2
024486 Grade 3
024540 Grade 4
024553 Grade 5
024555 Grade 6
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Spectrum Test Practice 
(Grades 1-7)
While the Spectrum Test 

Prep series focuses on prepara-
tion and strategies, this series 
provides actual test practice. 
Rather than focusing on a spe-
cific test, the series combines 
elements of the CAT, CTBS, 
SAT, ITBS, and MAT to provide 
ample practice for each test. 
The series uses current infor-
mation in keeping with the 
ever-evolving tests. Each book 
provides access to bonus 
online pages customized to 
your child’s state and grade 
level. Answer keys are 
included. Reproducible.
EACH BOOK            11.50 
024148 Grade 1
024149 Grade 2
024150 Grade 3
024151 Grade 4
024152 Grade 5
024153 Grade 6
024154 Grade 7

Teaching from Rest: A Homeschooler’s 
Guide to Unshakable Peace
  You made the decision to homeschool — now don’t panic! If 

prayer, meditation and conviction, were a part 
of your decision-making process, keep praying 
and ‘rest’ in God for the confidence that He is 
in control. Sarah Mackenzie writes honestly 
from a mom’s perspective, offering principles 
and ideas to implement them, along with 
words of encouragement to refocus on God. 
If you’re feeling frazzled and the joy of home-
schooling has dwindled, this book could be a 
good resource to recharge and refocus on God 
and your reason to homeschool. 90 pages, pb.
065480                                       11.15

For the Children’s Sake
  This resource describes a philosophy of education 

based on the Charlotte Mason approach — an 
approach concerned as much with instilling good 

character and high morals in children as with 
learning basic skills. After acquiring basic abil-
ities in the three R’s, children learn through 
“living books” (as opposed to dry texts) and 
life experiences. Macaulay draws heavily on 
the philosophies of Charlotte Mason, but 
from a Christian viewpoint. Besides impart-
ing Mason’s philosophy and sharing her per-
sonal experiences as a homeschooled child, 
Susan shares the joy, freedom, and beauty 
possible in life and learning. 
003344                                          10.95

The Well-Trained Mind 4th Ed.
  This resource, by mother-daughter team Jessie Wise and 
Susan Wise Bauer, provides what many are looking for — 
concrete recommendations to help in providing an academ-

ically rigorous, comprehensive K-12 education. Using the trivium 
as their pattern for education, the book is divided by stage: the 
Grammar stage (grades K - 4), the Logic stage (grades 
5 - 8), and the Rhetoric stage (high school). Each sec-
tion begins with a description of that stage, how it dif-
fers from the others, and what your priorities should 
be. Then, subject by subject, and grade by grade, they 
provide advice about what to teach, schedules, and 
curriculum recommendations. Later sections address 
socialization, character, time management, grading 
and record keeping, testing, athletics, dealing with 
your local school system, getting help (when needed), 
going to college, working, obtaining materials, and 
starting in the middle.  4th edition, hardcover.
010029                                              28.95

What Your... Grader Needs to Know
(Grades PK-6)
  Designed for use as a supple-

ment to a basal curriculum, E. D. Hirsch’s 
series adds historical and literary study 
(such as would be found in a classical 
curriculum) to the typical school curric-
ulum. Each guide covers Language 
Arts, American Civilization, World 
Civilization, Geography, Visual Arts 
and Architecture, Mathematics, Life 
and Physical Sciences. The selec-
tions are interesting and the format 
is easy to use. There are also parent 
helps and teaching information. 
Consider spending the suggested 
15 minutes per day going through 
them with your children as an 
interesting cultural extension for 
school. Paperback.
EACH BOOK                                       16.75
028792 Preschooler 020313 3rd Grader
000745 Kindergartner 020314 4th Grader
006884 1st Grader 020315 5th Grader
006948 2nd Grader 020316 6th Grader

Homeschool Bravely
  As homeschool moms begin their 
journey of home educating their 
children, fear and uncertainty can 
settle in their hearts. The author 

talks about these fears and 
how to face them head on with 
Biblical wisdom. She discuss-
es daily struggles homeschool 
moms might encounter and 
gives practical and helpful solu-
tions. A very real and authentic 
book that is sure to encourage all homeschoolers as 
they learn a brave homeschool is not a perfect homes-
chool, but a gospel-centered one.
049730                                           9.29
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Monster Diaries (Grades 2-6)
Each book deals with real life issues that kids 

struggle with such as ADHD, handling emotions, 
trouble with friends, anxiety, and technology obses-

sion. Each story presents the struggle from the 
child’s perspective and includes cartoon graphics. 
As the monster journals his struggle, children fol-
low along and learn by example the ST4 process: 
Stop, Take Time to Think. Written by a developmen-
tal pediatrician, each book also includes a helpful 
resource section for parents and teachers. 120 pgs.
EACH BOOK                        9.95
051782 Awfully Anxious
051794 ADHD Emotion Explosion
051796 Trouble with Friends
051799 ADHD Attacks!
051824 Screen Time Stress

Dyslexia Games (Grades K-AD)
This series of workbooks use art and logic to “reprogram the 
brain” gradually through research-based workbook activities. 
Workbooks begin with art, puzzle games and some 

3D drawings. The puzzle games are designed to activate 
the right brain, and over time will introduce symbols, 
letters and numbers as part of the art. As the child pro-
gresses through the series, they are weaned away from 
the art, as drawings are replaced with normal words, sen-
tences and poetry. Children are encouraged to complete 
2-4 activity pages (or 15 minutes) per day.
DGASET Series A – 6 books                129.75
DGBSET Series B – 8 books                157.75
DGCSET Series C – 8 books                157.75

Social Skills Activities for 
Kids (Grades 1-5)

  Every child’s unique 
and whether learning 
math, reading or social 
skills, some are nat-
urally more intuitive. 
Others need more 
step-by-step instruc-
tion and practice. 
Math or reading sup-
plements abound, but 

this unique resource teach-
es valuable social skills for 
success. From understand-
ing social skills to navigating 
home and school situations, children gain confidence 
while learning to converse with peers and adults, read 
social cues and body language, compromise, and exer-
cise good table manners.
049048                                               12.75

Dianne Craft Resources
  Dianne Craft discusses how children 

learn and advises how to help a 
child having difficulty learning. Brain 

Integration Therapy walks you through a 
brief overview on struggling learners, the 
importance of crawling in development, 
and understanding the function of the brain 
with a focus on the role of the left and right 
brain. She then introduces us to the four 
learning gates: Visual Processing, Visual/
Motor (writing), Auditory Processing, and 
Attention/Focusing/Behavior. Daily lesson 
plans for reading, writing, spelling and math are incorporated. Dysgraphia 
Package offers a systematic approach to help ease the burden of your 

struggling writer. Teaching Guide gives detailed 
instructions for the midline writing brain exercis-
es, and teaching instructions for right brain spell-
ing, as well as right brain paragraph and compo-
sition writing. Additional materials include writ-
ing template, 3 DVDs, and spelling and vocabu-
lary materials. Teaching the Right Brain DVD and 
Study Guide focuses on teaching strategies for 
right brain learners. The strategies presented will 
work for any child that other teaching methods 
are not working for.
052565 Brain Integration Therapy       84.99
051510 Dysgraphia Package              97.99
052567 Teaching the Right Brain         39.99

Learn to Read for Kids with 
Dyslexia (Grades 1-8)

  Helping a struggling reader can often be over-
whelming. How can we sup-
port them without confusing 
what is taught in the curric-
ulum? Guided by a parent or 
teacher, these research-based 
activity books help children put 
together the pieces necessary 
for reading success. Each vol-
ume provides over 100 games/
activities targeting phonemic 
awareness, auditory processing 
disorder, or dysgraphia. Skills are 
identified by an icon, so activity 
pages can be completed in any 
order. Engagingly interactive, this 

resource helps kids improve their skills and devel-
op a life-long love of reading. 
049023 Volume 1                   15.95
049035 Volume 2                   15.95
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Dry Erase Desktop Easel Set
  This double-sided dry erase surface is 

18” wide and 12” tall; it folds flat to about 1.5” thick. 
Standing, it expands to about 8” deep. Both sides of this easel are 
magnetic dry-erase, so you have double the work space. Easel includes 
dry-erase marker and two magnets. CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not <3yrs.
064236                                               25.95

Magnetic Dry Erase Board
  17.5” x 23.0” x 0.75” magnetic dry erase board 

with a plastic frame. Includes mounting hard-
ware, two magnets and dry erase marker.

Staplers
  Each stapler style hold a full strip of sta-

ples and is a welcome addition to any desk!
000266 Ascend Stapler - Pink          6.95
067236 Antimicrobial - Black          17.95
000331 Bostitch Stapler Kit - Black  10.75

Includes staple remover and 5000 staples.
032571 Essentials Combo Set NEW!  10.50

Includes staple Remover and 1250 staples.

Bostitch Pencil Sharpeners
 067234 Manual (E)                            16.50

The base of this sharpener is die cast and the barrel 
easily twists off to empty shavings. Mount to a table 
with a clamp or to a wooden surface with the includ-
ed screws. 8 holes, 1/4” inch to 1/2”. 4.5”x 4.5”.

000361 QuietSharp Electric (F)        26.95
This sleek, one-hole sharpener is heavy and elegant. 
The quiet motor is good option for an office or class-
room setting. 6.5” x 4” high.

000363 Heavy Duty Electric (G)      26.95
This heavy, one-hole sharpener is a durable option for lots 
of use. Shavings empty easily. Measures 6.5” x 4” high.

000360 Personal Electric - Blue (H)  19.50
This sleek one-hole sharpener includes a safety 
switch preventing operation when the easy-to-re-
move shavings tray is out. Measures 5.5” x 4” high.

Melissa & Doug Lift-Top Desk  
& Chair (Grades PK-3)

  These sturdy desk and chair sets feature a safe-
ty hinged lid that opens to reveal a stor-
age space for pens, pencils, papers, 
workbooks, and more! Desk measures 
23.25”Wx 16”Lx 21.75”H. The chair mea-
sures 22.5”H, with a 12.25”H seat and is 
rated for 150 lbs. Wipes 
clean, adult assembly 
required; you will need 
a Phillips head screwdriver.
EACH DESK & 
CHAIR SET                      99.95
075116 Espresso (A)
024331 Gray (B)
075117 Honey (C)
075118 White (D)

B.

C.

A.

D.

Storage Caddies
  These sturdy plastic totes measure 10” long 

with the handle running down the center, each half 
is 3.5” across and 4” deep. 3 compartments. 
EACH CADDY                3.50
030332 Black
030335 Blue
030596 Orange
030645 Pink

Book Bins
  Confetti and Chalkboard 

Brights bins are sturdy plastic 
and 5.5”W x 11.375” D x 7.5”H.  
Polka Dots and Reclaimed 
Wood are foldable with a wipe-
clean surface and are 5” W x 8” H x 11” D.  
030399 Confetti White (I)                  4.95
030358 Chalkboard Brights              4.95
068481 Lime Polka Dots                    8.70
030697 Reclaimed Wood (J)            8.70Create-a-Space 

Storage Center
  This 11.75” round tray has 8 remov-
able compartments and a cylinder 
tray in the center. Each wedge-
shaped compartment has a handle 
cutout so it’s easy to grab what you 
need. Base is 1” and does not spin.
041568                         16.95

046608 Blue Frame                            13.95
069402 Grey Frame                          13.95
046596 Dry Erase/Cork Board - Blue 13.50
046605 Dry Erase/Cork Board - Gray 13.50

Classroom Laminator
  Hot and cold settings instantly turn your 

charts and materials into durable, long-lasting 
school supplies. The laminator has a 9” automatic feed 

slot, and can laminate anything up to 8.5” x 11”. Comes 
with 10 laminating pouches.
024705 Laminator                            77.95
024706 Pouches – 100 pack           26.25

G.

H.

E.

F.

I.

J.

Electronic Clock Timer
  This three-function clock timer allows 
you to count up, count down, or tell the 

time. Its angled face makes it easy to read, and 
its non-skid base keeps it in place. Alarm gen-
tly beeps when time is up. Uses 1 AA battery.
019781                                               12.95
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MODO Bluelight Protection Glasses 
  Spending hours per day on electronic devices is today’s 

norm. Protect your (and your children’s) eyes from eye strain, 
dry eyes, headaches, visual fatigue, and sleep issues with blue 
light protection glasses. Slip on while using a computer, tablet 
or when watching television.   
Kids:
037474 Blue (A)                                 14.39
037577 Grey                                      14.39
037615 Tortoise Pink                          14.39
Adult:
037619 Black – Female (B)               13.49
037439 Black – Mens                        14.39
037447 Black – Womens                  14.39
037497 Blue – Mens                          14.39
037503 Crystal Brown – Mens          14.39
037506 Crystal Brown – Womens    14.39
037525 Crystal Purple – Womens    14.39
037591 Grey – Womens                    14.39
037634 Grey Crystal – Unisex          13.49
037665 Navy – Unisex                       13.49
037675 Pink Tortoise – Female (C)  13.49
037595 Red – Womens                      14.39
037683 Tortoise – Unisex                   13.49
037596 Tortoise – Womens (D)         14.39

Homeschool Report Card  
& Record File (Grades 1-8)

  These cardstock 5.5” x 8.5” report cards 
include an academic progress chart on the left-
hand side and a character development chart 
on the right side. A high school version is also 
available on our website.
EACH REPORT CARD                  1.15
025265 Scripture Verse
012170 Famous Quote
005253 High School
025264 Cumulative Record  . .  2.75

This cardstock folder holds your stu-
dent’s information and academic histo-
ry for grades K-12 in one place. 

Teacher Plan Books 
  Each spiral-bound planner 

begins with a “year at a glance” of each 
month (beginning in July). Following 
are weekly schedules using a two-page 

spread. There are seven lined sub-
ject boxes for each day, with room 

to record grades, attendance, and con-
tact information. Colorful stick-
er tabs are included.

Ultimate Homeschool Planner
Correctly labeled a planning system, veteran 

homeschooler Debra Bell has given us the ultimate 
tool in preparing for and implementing a God-

honoring, highly effective school year. 
Contains twelve monthly planners, 48 
weekly planners, planning grid, a stu-
dent goal setter, pre-planning guides, 
record-keeping section, year in review, 

and more.
EACH BOOK               23.20
041712 Yellow
024637 Orange
040159 Blue Floral
043667 Purple/Pink

Teacher’s Planners
  This classy, utilitarian planner has 45 
undated, weekly two-page spreads. Extra pages 
include 4 pages for seating charts, 20 two-page 
spreads for attendance or grades (35 lines), and 
7 lined pages for notes. Lay flat spiral binding.
063917 Black                                     8.95
028272 Floral                                      8.95

Whaley Planbooks
  These offer thicker paper and a more 
durable vinyl cover than some of our other 
offerings. Available in 4/8-subjects or 7-sub-
jects. Alternating sections are shaded. Enough 
spreads for 40+ weeks of plans. Spiral-bound.
010057 4/8 Subject                           9.50
010058 7 Subject                               9.50

EACH PLANNER                12.85
032983 Galaxy Dare to Dream
033175 Hello Sunshine
043949 Lets Do This!
040679 One World
033254 Teach, Love, Inspire

A+ Homeschool Planner 
  The search for the nearly perfect planner is over! 

Undated pages allow you to begin when it fits your lifestyle, 
how to use pages focus on flexibility, and ample planning 

pages help organize your day. Grading pages, bonus pages for read-
ing lists, field trips, nature notes, or other activities, and year in 
review pages to document progress are also included. Encouraging 
quotes help you stay the course! For up to six students.

038862                                       12.95Home Schooler’s Journals
  This journal combines lesson planner with 

other helpful forms uniquely suited to home-
schooling. Your year-at-a-glance summary of 
school-related activities is followed by two pages 
for recording by-subject test scores. The heart of 
the organizer is a generous 200-day daily subject 
log. Library list forms, allowing you to keep a 
record of books read or needed. Asstd colors.
017347 Journal                                  9.50
004568 High School Journal            9.50

A.

B.

C.

D.
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Stretchable Book Covers
  Protect your best 

books with these colorful 
designer covers. Sold indi-
vidually in assorted colors.

069576 9x11 Neon    1.95
069578 9x11 Prints     1.95
069584 8x10 Solid      1.25

Ultimate Planners
 Teens (8-12): Spiral bound, with 
12 monthly (two-page) sched-
ules with inspirational scripture, 
interesting brain facts, roomy daily squares, and 
places for notes. 48 weekly (two-page) sched-
ules with five lined boxes per day. Reference 
and note (school and personal) pages abound. 
Students (2-7): All the general features of the 
Teen Planner, but geared toward a younger 
crowd and full of study aids and trivia.
EACH PLANNER                                     15.20
041661 Students
041739 Teens – Gray
063645 Teens – White

You Got This!
  Let this flexible 

planner help you start and 
end well. Includes undated 
pages, guided pages to iden-
tify big goals and set achiev-
able steps, monthly 2-page 
spread for monthly goals 
and priority appointments, 
and a weekly calendar. The 

planner also provides 
space to review challeng-
es and accomplishments. 
078417                  12.50

Best. Year. Ever! Planner 
& Gratitude Journal
  A busy and stylish planner for 

older children and teens, this one can be start-
ed any time of the year. The monthly calendar 

spreads feature dot grids for each day, extra fun 
activities and quotes that kids can customize 

further with the included stickers and sticky notes. 
One week is noted as a “Challenge Week” each 
month, with a week-long journal activity.
070340                                          12.95

Good News Student 
Planners 

  Grow in your Catholic faith through 
the school year, with this full color, full 
size planner. Filled with educational 
and faith-based resources, watch your children 
grown in their organizational skills and spiritual 
life. 3 levels available meeting 
the needs of children K-12.
EACH PLANNER               8.25
043876 Primary
043875 Elementary
048220 Jr/Sr High

Scripture Planners
  Primary has open ended daily spaces, 
reference charts, little activities, and 
more. Elementary: Weekly pages col-
umns for each day, with subjects list-
ed horizontally across the pages (Bible/
Religion, Math, Social Studies, Science, 
English, Reading and Spelling). 
Space is provided for 20 spelling 
words and parent notes. Secondary: 
Same subjects minus Reading and 
Spelling, plus room for others. Large 
planners are 9” x 11”; small plan-
ners are 6” x 8.5” and are more 
open-ended with no subjects listed.
EACH PLANNER                       4.95
048131 Primary, ESV, Large
042444 Elementary, ESV, Large
035534 Elementary/Middle School, ESV, Large
025973 Elementary/Middle School, KJV, Large
035535 Secondary, ESV, Large
035536 Secondary, ESV, Small
025980 Secondary, KJV, Small

Student Homework Book
  This planner holds forty weeks worth 
of school assignments. There is room 
for eight different subjects. Allows for weekly 
goals, long term assignments, and small spaces 

for Saturday and Sunday work.
027346                          5.50

Student Planner
  This simple, non-dated, forty-week planner.  Each 
week, Monday through Friday, covers on a two-page 
spread, along with a notes section. Measures 7” x 11” 

wire-bound assignment book is three-hole punched.
037730                                            5.75

Updated Student Planners
  Full-color pages packed with organizational 
tools. Due dates, weekly goals, study tips, vocab-

ulary words, and more! Small size with undated 
pages allows for flexibility and portability.
070861 Innovate - Elementary        4.50
074578 Windsor - M/S, H/S               3.95
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Study Cards on a Ring
060298  White (5.5 x 8.5cm)        1.95
060297 Colors (5.5 x 8.5cm)      1.95
060296 White (7 x 10cm)                  1.95
060295 Colors (7 x 10cm)                1.95

Pentel® Twist-Erase III
  These mechanical pencils are practical and long-lasting. The 
rubberstick plastic barrel pulls apart to reload with lead. And 
the eraser is refillable too! 0.7mm lead.

Crayola® Take Note!  
Erasable Highlighters

  Set of 6 erasable highlighters have 
bright highlighter ink on one end and 
clear tips on the other end for erasing.
041747                         5.95

Pilot Gel Pen Sets
  G2 gel pens roll smoothly and colors are 

brilliantly pigmented. Frixion pens are gel pens 
with erasable ink! Fine points are 0.7 mm. 

Fiskars 48-Piece Gel Pen Set
Set of 48 includes full-size, fine-point pens in 
glitter, neon, metallic, swirl and 2 black pens.
064970                                   16.95

Visio Left-Handed Pens
These pens have an off-set tip bent down out of your 

sight line, allowing you to see your writing better. Pens have 
a comfortable triangular grip and a 1.0 mm ball point.
062078 Black, set of 2                       4.95
062079 Black/Blue/Red, set of 3      7.50

Clipboard Storage Case
  Each case is hinged at the top and can hold 
standard-size papers. The clip is strong and low-pro-
file, with a hole on the back for hanging. Asstd colors.
000610 Transluent (Bright)      5.95
042461 Opaque                      5.95

Bookaroo Pen Pouch
  This handy pen pouch is attached to an 

elastic band to attach to the book of your choice.
EACH POUCH                                  9.99
004605 Black 004659 Turquoise
004651 Rose Gold 004608 Brown

3-Ring Binders & More
EACH 3-RING VIEW 1” BINDER      2.50

EACH 3-RING VIEW 1.5” Binder             3.25
 1” Binder 1.5” Binder
Cyan 042062 042124
Fuchsia 042063 042127
Grey 042065 042130 
Lime 042066 042131 
White 042092 042209
Binder Accessories (sold assorted, single, unless noted):
044153 5-Tab Poly Index Dividers w/ Pockets (5)      2.95
068436 5-Tab Poly Dividers w/ Dual Pockets (5)        4.95
053110 Binder Pocket w/ Hook & Loop Closure         1.50
042692 Pencil Pouch 3-Ring w/ Window                     2.25
069588 Portfolio (Wildly Cute, assorted)                      0.95

Eureka File Folders 4-Packs
  Each set contains four 9” x 11.5” file 
folders to organize your papers. 

Lefty Notebooks
 All of these notebooks are bound on the right 
for left-handed writing. Paper is college ruled.
016735 1-Subj 8”x5” 80 shts             3.50
016736 1-Subj 10.5”x8.5” 100 shts  4.75
016739 1 Subj 11”x9” 100 shts          5.75
016733 3 Subj 11”x9” 120 shts          7.95

Spiral Notebooks
Wide Ruled (Grades 3-7):
075082 Africa Alive                2.95
049095 Cat Eye Glitter           3.25
049130 Lizard Glitter               3.25
069574 Reptiles                       2.95
069587 Warm-N-Fuzzy           2.25
069589 Wildly Cute                 2.25

EACH (unless noted)               3.50
034017 Always Try Your Zest
066473 Blue Harmony
034009 Close-Knit Class
034035 Peanuts® NASA       3.95
034053 Plaid Attitude
034096 Simply Sassy
067528 You Can Toucan

Magic Sequin Pencil Pouches
  With shimmery and eye-catching reversible 
sequins, you can store your pens and pencils in 
style. Mini pouches measure about 8”x 4”; 
others approximately 9.5” x 7.5”.
072891 Mermaid Iridescent/Black Mini  4.50
072894 Pink/Silver Mini                             4.50
075970 Llama Drama/Reveal                  7.95
072893 Periwinkle Iridescent/Matte        6.75
072897 Purple Holographic/Seafoam    6.75
069235 Purple/Silver                                  6.75
075972 Tiger/Fierce                                  7.95
075974 Unicorn/Rainbow Reveal            7.95

050114 G2 10 pack                           16.25
008269 G2 20 pack                           31.95
061131 G2 Metallics 8 pack            14.50
061092 Frixion Clicker 8 pack         18.50
076465 Frixion ColorSticks 16 pack 21.75

EACH TWIST ERASE                  3.95
066673 Celadon Green
066675 Pink
066674 Navy Blue
066677 Turquoise
066678 Violet
041626 Eraser refills (set/3)              1.75
066669 .7 mm lead refill (set/30)     1.95
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Index
Symbols

1–100 Dot–to–Dots                                          8
3–D Solar System Mobile Making Kit          90
3–Ring Binders & More                               169
4D Life Science Model Puzzles                    95
50 Amer Heroes Every Kid Should Meet  114
50 States Activity Book                              120
50 States Fandex                                        117
180 Days of Geography                            124
180 Days of High–Frequency Words          15
180 Days of Language                                35
180 Days of Math                                         50
180 Days of Problem Solving                      67
180 Days of Reading                                    18
180 Days of Science                                    74
180 Days of Social Studies                         102
180 Days of Writing                                      31
365 FUN Days                                              163
500 Keywords SAT & How Remember        40
1775 American Revolution Game            117

A
Abacus                                                          57
About Me: Keepsake Journals for Kids      34
Abraham Lincoln (Daugherty)                 104
Academy Series (STEM Careers)              159
Academy Sketching Pencil Sets              147

Acorn Soup                                                     4
Action Bible                                                126
Adams’ Chart or Map of History              101
Adhesive Desk Prompts                               54
Adventure Activity Books                          107
A+ Homeschool Planner                            167
Aleene’s Original Tacky Glue                   142
Alfred’s Kid’s Guitar Course                      153
Alice in Pastaland                                        55
Alphacolor Soft Pastels                              145
A–Maze–ing Adventures                     90, 124
Amazing Dr  Ransom’s Adorbl Fallacies  154
American History                                        113
American History Stories You Nev Read  113
American Story Series                                113
American Tall Tales                                      28
American Trivia: Family Edition                 117
America’s History                                        101
America’s National Parks                          119
Ancient ______ and Their Neighbors        109
Angle Ruler                                                    69
Animal Folk Tales of America                      28
Animal Spelling Puzzles                                42
Answers for Kids Box Set                            127
ArchiDoodle                                                136
Architectural Engineering Kit                      99
Arckit Kits                                                     136
Around the World Calligraphy                   47
Array Cardstock                                         141

Art1st Drawing Paper                                146
Art1st White Watercolor Paper                 144
Art and How It Works                                 151
Art Appreciation                                        150
Art History                                                    150
Artie 3000 The Coding Robot                    157
Art Lab for Kids                                            134
Art Masterpieces to Color                         151
Art of Conversation Games                        35
Art of Cursive Penmanship                          46
Art of Public Speaking                                 35
Arts: A Visual Encyclopedia                      150
Art School Kits                                             134
Art Sparks                                                    137
Assignment Books                                      168
Asterix Omnibus 1–3                                   106
Atlases from Rand McNally                      123
Audio Memory Song Kits                             61
Aunt Ruth Grammar Series                          35
Awesome Experiments for Kids                  98
A–Z Dot–to Dots                                              8

B
Baby University Board Books                         3
Backyard Ballistics                                        98
Backyard Guide to the Night Sky              90
Backyard Science & Discovery Workbks  87
Bacteria (DK)                                                92

Scotch® Tape Dispenser 
  Heavy, easy–to–fill tape dispenser holds 
tape up to 1” wide and 36 yards long. 
Black dispenser includes 6 refill rolls.

045385                         17.95

Glue Sticks
027921 Sargent Art® (.28 oz.)             0.65
017351 Elmer’s® Disp. Purple 2–ct            2.95
017387 Elmer’s® Repositionable 2–ct      4.25
044965 Dab’N Stic Clear School Glue    1.95

Wipe Clean 
Pockets/Sleeves

 Easily turn those free online 
printables, handwriting 
paper, blank paper and more 
into dry erasable worksheets 
with a dry erase sleeve. All 
hold standard size pages and 
have colored borders. Use 
with dry erase or wet erase 
markers. See more sizes and 

options on our site! Sold assorted colors.
049211 6”x9” Assorted Color                1.70
047241 9”x12” Neon Color                   2.40
049212 9”x12” Assorted Color              2.40
031378 9”x12” Primary Colors 5 pack  9.50
047242 9”x12” Neon Colors 10 pack   16.95
045508 10”x13” Top Loading                2.25

Crayola® Washable  
Dry–Erase Markers

  Fine lines and neon colors in a 
thin pencil–size that students will 
like. Set/12
063809                          7.75

Expo® Low Odor Dry 
Erase Markers

  Non–toxic, dry erase markers with brightly 
colored ink. 
039650 Chisel tip (set/16)                 21.95
039655 Expo Fine Point (set/8)        9.75
058890 Ultra Fine Tip (set/8)             9.75
029176 Retractable (set/6)              11.95

Dry Erase Boards
  These economical, one–sided dry–erase 

boards will be very useful around the house 
or for school.
007013 11”x16” White                       3.95
007022 9”x12” Lined Handwriting    3.50
066957 9”x12” Black                         4.25

Double–Sided Dry Erase 
Boards

  Choose between blank, lined, and gridded. 
Each board measures approx. 9”x12”.
040498 Blank                                      2.95
040643 Math Grid                              2.85
024121 Writing (lined) w/ Border     2.75
061312 Magnetic Lined/Blank         4.95

http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/007013
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/007022
http://www.rainbowresource.com/product/sku/066957
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Baking Class                                                160
Bananagrams                                              43
Banana Panda Matching Puzzles                3
Barron’s 500 Flash Cards Sign Language 133
Base Ten Accessories                                  60
Basher STEM, Science                                  85
Basic, Not Boring for Science                      75
Basic Phonics Skills                                        11
Bastien Piano Basics Method                    153
Beanstalk Decodable Readers                  10
Beatrix Potter Tales                                       26
Beginner Art Book for Kids:                       134
Beginner’s Step–by–Step Coding             158
Beginning Geography                              123
Berenstain Bears’ Big Bk Science/Nature  82
Best Mother Goose Ever!                            26
Best  Year  Ever! Planner & GratJournal  168
Beth Manners’ Language CDs for Kids    130
Beyond the Sounds of ABC                        11
Bible Characters Visual Encyclopedia    127
Bible Explorer’s Guide                                127
Big Book of Beginner Books                        26
Big History Timeline Wallbook                    101
Bilingual Books                                            132
Billy and Blaze Collection                            26
Binoculars                                                      89
Biology (100+ Series)                                    93
Biology Coloring Workbook                        93
Bird Brainiacs Activity Journal                     89
Bird Guide of North America                      89
Biscuit Phonics Fun                                       14
Black Ships Before Troy                              110
Blank Books /Blank Comic Books                30
Blast Off with Logic                                    154
Blobby’s Pizza                                               70
Body Book                                                     94
Bone Sand Molds                                         94
Bookaroo Pen Pouch                                169
Book Bins                                                     166
Book Lights, Bookmarks                               29
Book of Centuries Historical Timeline       101
Book of State Symbols Nature Study        120
Bostitch® Pencil Sharpener                      166
Botley the Coding Robot                  156–158
Boxcar Children                                            27
Brain Boot Camp                                        155
Brain Games for Kids                                      3
Brain Integration Therapy                          165
Brain Lab for Kids                                          76
Brain Quest                                                  163
Bridges & Skyscrapers                                  99
Bright & Beyond Activity Card Packs          3
Brighter Child Early Learning Flash Cards    7
Brinkman Adventures Series                      129
Brush Drawing & Brushwork Books            137
Bucket Balance                                            69
Buddy the Bear Nature Series                     86
Build! A Knight’s Castle                              111
Building Writers                                              31
Build It Yourself Series                                 108
Bumper Car Math Games                          63
Bunkhouse Books Sewing                          138
Butterfly Garden                                           87

C
Calculators                                                    69
CalcuPaks / Calculadders                          64
Calendar & Weather Pocket Chart          91
Calligraphy                                                   47
Camelot Jr  Game                                    156
Canson® Art Pads and Paper           144-146
Carson–Dellosa Handwriting                      45

Case for _____for Kids/Student Editions   127
Castle Logix                                                156
Cat in the Hat’s Learning Library                82
Cell & Microbiology Models                        92
Channie’s Math Workbooks                       62
Character Building for Families                128
Charcoal Drawing Pencils & Paper         147
Charlesbridge Math Adventures Series     55
Chem Experiment Kits                                  96
Chemtastrophe!                                          96
Chenille Stems                                            142
Childhood of Famous Americans            114
Children’s Atlas of the U S A                     121
Children’s Homer                                       110
Child’s Book of Poems                                 22
Child’s Introduction Greek Mythology    110
Child’s Introduction to Poetry                    22
Child’s Introduction to the Orchestra      152
Child’s Story Bible                                       126
Christian Heroes: Then and Now              129
Christian Light Handwriting                         44
Chronicles of Narnia Boxed Sets                27
Civitas Card Game                                    118
Classic Starts CDs                                         28
Classic Treasury of Aesop’s Fables            26
Classroom Laminator                                166
Classroom Thermometer                             69
Clay Lab for Kids                                        140
Clay Play!                                                    140
Clipboard Storage Case                          169
Code Gamer Experiment Kit                    158
Coding Critters                                           157
Coding Games & Projects (DK)                158
Coding Workbooks                                    157
Color and Learn Easy Phrases for Kids     130
Colored Hardbound Sketchbooks          146
Colored Pencils                                          148
Coloring Squared Math Coloring Books    52
Colorku Puzzle                                            156
Color the Classics Coloring Book             149
Complete Book of Handwriting                  44
Complete Book of Spanish                       132
Complete Book of Time & Money              71
Complete Curriculum Success                 163
Complete Dickens: All Novels Retold        28
Comprehensive Curriculum Basic Skills    163
Construction Paper                                    141
Cooking Class                                            160
Cooking in World Cultures                        109
Cooking & Science                                      96
Cooking with Math!                                     54
Cool Math                                                    55
Copywork for Young Ones                          17
Core 52                                                        126
Core Skills: Language Arts 2014 Edition     17
Core Skills: Social Studies 2014 Edition     102
Cotman® Sketcher’s Pocket Box Set      144
Counting on Fall                                           54
Courage & Conviction: Reformation      129
Covalence Game                                       97
Crafters Acrylic Paint                                 142
Craft Supplies                                              142
Crafty Makes: Nature Craft                      137
Crayola® Classic Broad Line Markers      149
Crayola® Crayons                                     145
Crayola® Create It Yourself                      137
Crayola® Modeling Clay                          140
Crayola® STEAM Kits                                    77
Crayola® Super Tips Fine Line Markers    149
Crayola® Take Note! Erasbl Highlighters 169
Crayola® Washable Dry–Erase Markers  170
Crayola® Washable Paint Pour Art Set   139
Crayola® Washable Project Paint           143

Crayola® Washable Watercolors            144
Cray Pas Junior Artist Pastels                    145
Create–a–Space Storage Center            166
Create It! Books                                          151
Creation to Christ                                       101
Creative Lettering Kit                                 137
Critical Thinking Detective                        155
Critical Thinking Detective Math                67
Critical Thinking Detective Vocabulary    41
Crusader Play Sets                                     111
Cuisenaire Rods & Books                            58
Cursive Writing: Around World 26 Letters  46
Cursive Writing Skills                                      45
Cut Down to Size at High Noon                  55
Cut & Paste Sight Word Sentences            15
Cytosis Game                                               93

D
Daily 6–Trait Writing                                      33
Daily Geography Practice                        125
Daily Handwriting Practice (Evan–Moor)  44
Daily Language Review Common Core  38
Daily Life Skills                                              160
Daily Paragraph Editing                              38
Daily Phonics                                                13
Daily Reading Comprehension                  19
Daily Reading Practice                               18
Daily Summer Activities                             162
Dangerous Journey – Pilgrim’s Progress  129
D’Aulaire Books                                          105
David Macaulay Books                             104
Deluxe Child’s Easel                                   143
Deluxe Fraction Manipulatives                   70
Design & Drill ABCs & 123s                            9
Designs in Math                                            66
Desktop Easel Set                                       166
Detectives in Togas                                    110
Diane Stanley Biographies                        106
Dianna Aston Sylvia Long Nature Series    84
Dianne Craft Resources                            165
Digital Photography Complete Course  136
Dino Math Tracks Game                             60
Discover 4 Yourself Induc Bible Studies    127
Discover Ancient Dig Kits                          109
Discover Crochet Kit                                  138
Discovery Leveled Readers                        25
Ditty Bird Song Board Books                          4
DIY Homeschooling Reading Time Jrnl      21
DK Complete Language Packs                131
DK Geography Workbooks                       124
DK History Eyewitness Books                      104
DK Merriam–Webster Child’s Dictionary    39
DK Readers                                                   24
DK Smithsonian Child’s Illus History Atlas  100
DK Spelling Workbooks                                42
DK Workbooks: Language Arts                   16
DK Workbooks: Science                              74
DNA (DK)                                                       92
DoArt Kits                                                     134
Document–Based Assess U S  History       115
Dominoes                                                      56
Doodles Coloring Fun                                120
Doodling Dragons: ABC Book of Sounds  11
Dot to Dot Counting Books                           8
Dover Activity Books                                  111
Dover Science/Nature Coloring Books     81
Draw and Write Through History               102
Drawing Clip Board                                    146
Drawing Cute Animals in Color Pencil    135
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Drawing Pencils                                          147
Drawing Textbook                                      135
Drawing with Children                               135
Draw Then Write                                           32
Dr. Bonyfide Presents Bones of the ...        95
Dr  Fry’s Computer Keyboarding             159
Dry Erase Boards, Markers                         170
Dry Erase Desktop Easel Set                      166
Dysgraphia Package                                165
Dyslexia Games                                          165

E
Eagle of the Ninth                                      110
Earth & Space Science                               91
Easy Spanish / French Step–by–Step       131
Easy Weaver                                               139
Eat Your Way Through the USA                115
EDCON Classic Worktexts                           20
Election Night Boardgame                       118
Electronic Clock Timer                               166
Elemental Journal                                        96
Elementary Mandarin Chinese                133
Elements: Visual Explor of Every Atom       97
Elenco Coding Robots                              158
Elephant & Piggie Complete Collection  26
Elmer’s® Glue–All                                       142
Encyclopedia World History Int–Linked    100
Energy Lab for Kids                                      76
Equal Shmequal                                           55
Erasers for drawing                                    147
Escape Books                                              155
Eureka File Folders 4–Packs                       169
Evan–Moor Daily Science Workbooks       75
Everyday Words in Spanish: Cards           132
Everything Art Handbook                          134
Everything You Need to Ace Math            53
Everything You Need to Ace Science      85
Everything you Need to Ace Biology        93
Everything You Need to Ace History        104
Exact Change Game                                  72
Exciting World of Creative Writing              33
Explore One Telescopes                              90
Explore our National Parks Trivia Game  119
Explorer Globe 12”                                     123
Exploring the    Colony                              115
Expo® Low Odor Dry Erase Markers        170

F
Faber–Castell® World Colors Ecopencils 148
Fahrenheit Weather Card Game              59
Fairy Books                                                    28
Fallacy Detective                                      154
Famous Figures of _______ Times              102
Famous Paintings Activity Cards              150
Favorite Poems Old and New                    22
Favorite Spelling Tablet                               43
Felt Human Body                                          94
Felt sheets                                                    142
Figuratively Speaking                                  20
First Encyclopedias                                      84
First History Encyclopedia                          100
First Picture Atlas                                        123
Fischertechnik Kits                                        98
Fiskars 48–Piece Gel Pen Set                    169
Fiskars® for Kids Scissors                             141
Flags of the World Game                          124
Flashkids Complete Curriculum Workbks 163
Floor Puzzles                                                    8
Flower Press                                                  88
Foreign Lang Resources Young Children 130
For the Children’s Sake                              164

Four Score Card Game                              57
Fractions in Disguise                                     55
Fractions Tiles                                                70
Fraction Tower Cube Equivalency Set      70
Freedom: Underground RR Game          117
French Dictionary                                      130
Full Armor of God                                       127
Fun with Letters Magnet Activity Set            9
Fun with Magnets                                        98

G
Gail Gibbons Science Books                      82
Gakken Play Smart Workbooks                    4
Gardening Lab for Kids                               76
Geared Teaching Clock                             71
General Pencil® Drawing Kit                    147
Genevieve Foster Books                            104
Genius Series                                              105
Geographical Terms Puzzle                      123
Geography Drawing Series                      122
Geography Encyclopedia (Usborne)      123
Geography & Maps Activities                  125
Geography Painless Learng Placemats  125
Geography Songs Kit w/ CD                    121
Geo Links                                                      56
Geology Lab for Kids                                   76
Geomag Magicube – Word Building        42
Geometric Solid Sets                                    69
Geometry Genius: Lift/Learn Board Book 54
GeoPuzzles                                                  122
GeoSafari Jr  Talking Globe                      123
GeoSmart                                                        8
Germ Laboratory Bacteria Growing Kit    79
Get Coding! HTML, CSS, JavaScript        158
Get Ready for School                                    6
Getting Know World’s Great Compos    152
Getting Know World’s Great Artists          150
Giant Write Every Day                                 31
Gift of Music: Great Composers               152
Glitter                                                         142
God’s Word in Time Scripture Planners    168
Go Fish History Games                              108
Goldfaber Color Pencils                            148
Good News Student Planners                  168
Grammar & Punctuation                            36
Grammar Songs Kit                                      36
Graphic History Library                              103
Graphic Organizer Posters                          34
Graphic Science: Max Axiom, Scientist    85
Graphic Shakespeare                                 23
Graph Paper                                                73
Griffin Beakers                                               79
Guess That President Game                     118
Guided Science Readers                            82
Guide to Photography                              136
Guts & Glory                                                104

H
Handbook of Nature Study                        88
Hands–On Engineering                                99
Hands–On History Ancient History            109
Hands–On History Pottery Kits                   107
Hands–On Songs                                            4
Handwriting Charts & Desk Strips               48
Handwriting Practice from the Bible!        46
Handwriting Skills Simplified                         45
Handwriting Tablets & Paper                      48
Handy Art Tempera Paint                          143
Handy Art Washable Glitter Glue            142
Hardcover White Blank Books                    30
HarperCollins Science Coloring Books      81

Having Fun with French                            133
Hazardous Tales                                          116
Health, Wellness and Physical Fitness        93
Healthy Habits for Healthy Kids                  93
Hearts & Hands: Awakening                    129
Help Your Kids with Music                          153
Heroes of History (YWAM)                          114
Hieroglyphic Activities                               109
Highlights Learning Fun Workbooks              6
Highlights™ Handwriting Practice              44
Historical Atlas of the World                      100
Historical Document, Money                    117
Historical Timeline Figures on CD              101
History Bites                                                  112
History Lives: Chronicles Church History  129
History News                                                103
History Pockets                                            102
History Through the Ages Timeline Sets    101
Holey Cards                                                  64
Homeschool Bravely                                  164
Home Schooler’s Journals                        167
Homeschool Report Card                        167
Horse Lover’s Math                                      53
How to Code                                              158
How to Draw Kit                                          147
How to Draw Series                                    135
How to Raise a Reader                                21
How to Report on Books                              21
How to Teach Children Shakespeare        23
How to Write a Story                                    30
Human Body Big Book                                 95
Human Body Theater                                  95
Hundred Chart                                             54

I
I Can Read Books                                        24
I Can Read! Phonics Fun Boxed Sets         14
If Jesus Came to My House                      126
If You Were a Kid    History Series              106
If You Were a ______ (Part of Speech)      36
Illus Grammar/Punctuation (Usborne)      38
Illus Guide to Home Biology Experiments  93
Illustrated Math Dictionaries                       53
Illus Periodic Table of Elements Puzzles      97
I Love Birds!                                                   89
Imagination Station Series                          27
Imitation in Writing                                        31
Independent Living                                    160
Indestructibles Baby Books                            3
Inference Jones                                            19
Infographic Guide to Grammar                39
Innovate: Student Planner Elementary    168
Insect nets/butterfly nets                             87
Inside Guide: Human Body Systems          95
Inspire Proverbs/Psalms                             128
Interactive Notebooks: History                 115
Interactive Notebooks: Science                75
Introduction to Classical Music                152
Ion Game                                                      97
I Survived    Series                                       106
It’s GO Time Card Game                            58

J
Jesus Storybook Bible                                126
Jim Weiss Storytelling CDs                           28
Journal Sparks                                              34
Journibles: The 17:18 Series                       128
Judy Clocks                                                  71
Junior Inventor Kits                                       77
Junior Learning 6 Games                            10
Just Add    Science & Art Activity Kits        77
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K
Kanoodle                                                    156
Keyboarding for Homeschoolers             159
Kid Made Modern Arts/Crafts Library      141
Kid Made Modern Comic Book Kit            30
Kids First Science Kits                                    77
Kids’ Magnetic Poetry Language Kits      130
Kingfisher History Encyclopedia                100
KitBook: Electric Circuits                              99
Kitchen Chemistry                                        96
Kitchen Science Lab for Kids                      76
Klutz Maker Labs                                          78
Kneaded Erasers                                        147
K’Nex STEM Building Sets                             99
Knit, Hook, and Spin                                  138
Knitting Knights                                             11
Kumon Are You Ready for Kindergarten?   6
Kumon Focus On Series                               52
Kumon Geography Sticker Activity Bks   122
Kumon Handwriting                                     44
Kumon Math Boosters, Workbooks      50, 52
Kumon Reading Workbooks                       18
Kumon Speed & Accuracy                        64
Kumon Workbooks                                   5, 14
Kumon Write and Wipe Flash Cards            8
Kumon Writing Workbooks                          17
Kwik Stix Solid Tempera Paint Sticks          143

L
Lab for Kids                                                    76
Landmark History of American People    113
Landmark Series                                         113
Language Fundamentals                           35
Language Learning Blocks                       130
Language Smarts                                         16
Lantern Bearers                                          110
Lap Looms                                                  139
Learn Handwriting!                                      44
Learning Center Games                             16
Learning Puzzles: Addition & Subtraction  59
Learning Puzzles: Phonics                            12
Learning Resources Counters                       8
Learning to Write Cursive                            46
Learning Walls – Maps                               125
Learning Wrap–Ups                                      62
Learning Wrap–Ups: States & Capitals    121
Learn to Code Kit                                       158
Learn to Read for Kids with Dyslexia        165
Learn to Sew Kit                                          138
Let’s Get Creative with Markers               149
Let’s Learn Spanish                                    132
Let’s Make Some Great Art                      149
Let’s Read and Find Out Science              83
Letter Links                                                    11
Lewis and Clark Exploration Game          116
Life in ______ Coloring Books                     107
Life of Fred: Logic                                       154
Life Science                                                  92
Life Skills Math                                               73
Liquid Measuring Pitchers/Volume Cube  69
Literature Pockets                                        20
Litmus Paper                                                 79
Little House Boxed Sets                                27
Little Linguists Language Workbooks       131
Living and Working in Series                      104
Logic Cards                                                156
Lollipop Logic                                             154
Look Inside Science Board Books              82
Lord of the Rings Boxed Sets                       27
Lyra Waldorf Selection Colored Pencils  148

M
Mad Libs                                                        37
Magic Rub® Erasers                                   147
Magic School Bus Books                              84
Magic Sequin Mini Pencil Pouches          169
Magic Tree House Merlin Missions #1–25  27
Magna Charta (Daugherty)                     104
Magnatab Tablet                                        48
Magnetic Dry Erase Board                        166
Magnetic Foam Letters                                 9
Magnetic Poetry Kits                                    32
Magnifiers                                                      80
Maker Genius (Scholastic)                          76
Make Way for McCloskey Treasury            26
Make Your Own Book Kits                           30
Making Change Game                              72
Making Him Known                                    127
Manga Guides to Science                          98
Maped® Color’Peps Colored Pencils     148
Maps–Globes–Graphs                               125
Marguerite Henry’s Complete Collec       27
Marie’s Words Picture Words–In a Flash    40
Mark–My–Time Digital Bookmarks              29
Mastering Math Word Problems                67
Master Theorem: Puzzles, Intrigue & Wit  155
Match a Mummy                                       109
Match It! Alphabet Memory Game            7
Math Art Projects and Activities                 68
Math Charts                                                  54
Math Dice / Math Dice Jr                           62
Math Essentials: Finding & Filling Gaps      53
Math Facts That Stick                                  62
Math for the Real World                              55
Math in a Flash Cards                                  64
Math in Nature                                             54
Math–It                                                          61
Math Lab for Kids                                         68
Math: Learn & Explore Workbooks             51
Mathlink Cubes                                            57
Math Masters Sudoku: 150 Puzzles             67
Math Mosaics Series                                    66
Mathological Liar Games                           50
Math Painless Learning Placemats            54
Math Shark                                                    66
Math Skills (Harcourt Family Learning)       50
MathTacular                                                 51
Math Teach Me Tags                                  64
Math War Games                                        63
Me: A Compendium                                    34
Mead® Learn to Letter or Write Tablets    48
Medieval Siege Engines Kits                      111
Medieval World                                          111
Meet the Chief!                                          118
Meet the Math Facts                                   61
Meet the Phonics                                         12
Meet the Sight Words                                  15
Melissa & Doug Floor Puzzles                        8
Melissa & Doug Lift–Top Desk & Chair     166
Melissa & Doug Wooden Abacus              56
ME & Mine Science Kits                               94
Mickey’s Typing Adventure                      159
MicroBrite Plus Pocket Microscope            80
Micro Business for Teens                            159
Microscope Adventure! Unit Study            92
Microscopes and Slides                              80
Millers series                                                128
Mind Benders Activity Books                     155
Mindo Logic Games                                  156
Mindset Moments for Handwriting             45
MiniLUK System                                           156
Mini Number Balance / Math Balance     59
Mini Tie Dye Kits                                          139

Miracles in American History                    114
Mobi Math Games                                      63
Modeling Beeswax                                    140
Modern Calligraphy For Kids                      47
MODO Bluelight Protection Glasses        167
Money Matters                                           159
Money Matters Blastoff Readers                72
Monkey Math Game Balance                   59
Monks & Mystics: Medieval                       129
Monster Diaries                                           165
More Let’s Color                                             5
Mounting Tape & Materials                      170
Mr  Sketch® Scented Markers                  149
Muggins Math Game                                  63
Multi–Media Art Paper                              146
Multiplication Tables                                    65
Multiplying Menace                                    55
Museum Art Cards                                     151
Music for Little Mozarts                              153
Music Masters CDs                                     152
My Awesome Guide to Rocks & Minerals 91
My Body                                                        94
My Book of Rocks and Minerals                  91
My Draw Write Now ABCs                             9
My First Book of Chinese Words                130
My First Daily Magnetic Calendar                6
My First Doll / Embroidery Books               138
My First Lab Duo–Scope                              80
My First Sewing Books                                138
My Reading Logbook                                  21
My Spelling Dictionary                                 43
Mystery of the Periodic Table                     97
Mythmatical Battles Games                       65

N
Nancy B’s Science Club Kits                       78
Napolean to Now                                      101
National Geographic Atlases                  123
National Geographic Kids Funny Fill–Ins    36
National Geographic Readers                  25
National Parks Puzzles                                119
Native American History for Kids              116
Native Americans Fandex                        117
Natural Willow Charcoal                           147
Nature Activity Book                                    86
Nature Anatomy                                          88
Nature Connection                                      87
Nature Logs for Kids                                     86
Nature Matching and Memory Games    86
Natureprint Paper                                      141
Nature Study Handbook                             87
Neocolor® II Water–Soluble Pastels         145
Neon Tie Dye Hair Accessory Design      139
Never–Bored Kid Books                              162
Newsprint Pads                                          146
No Fear Shakespeare                                  23
Non–Dated Assignment Book                  168
No–Nonsense Algebra                                73
Not–Your–Everyday Illustrated Thesaurus  39
Numbers 0–100 Flash Cards                        58
Numbers Go Fish Card Game                    57
Numbers League                                         63

O
Ocean Anatomy                                          88
Of Courage Undaunted                           104
Once Upon a Dime                                     55
Once Upon a Word: Word Origin for Kids 41
One Small Square Books                             86
On the Mark Life Science                            92
Oregon Trail Games, Books                      116
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Origami: Step–by–Step Introduction        139
Our 50 States: Family Adv Across Amer  120
Outcast                                                        110
Outdoor School                                            88
Outdoor Science Lab for Kids                    76
Outdoor Toddler Activity Book                     3
Outmatched Games                                110
Owl Pellet Kit                                                 89
Oxford School Shakespeare                       23

P
Pacon Elementary Composition Books     32
Painless Learning Placemats                    125
Paintbrush Sets                                            144
Paint by Number Museum Series              150
Paint It: Acrylics, Oils, Pastels, Watercol  135
Paint This Book! Watercolor                      135
Papyrus Kits                                                 109
Paragraph Book Series                                33
Paragraph Writing (Evan–Moor)                32
Passport Book, State/World Flag Stickers 124
Patriot’s History of the United States        113
Pattern Blocks & Trays                                  68
Patterned Paper                                        141
Pay Day Game Classic Edition                  72
Peek Inside Books                                        86
Peel + Discover Series                                  81
PEMDice Order of Operations Game        66
Pencils and Grips                                          49
Penguin Historical Atlases                          110
Pentel® Oil Pastels                                      145
Pentel® Twist–Erase III                                169
Pentel® Watercolors                                  144
Perfect Timing                                              71
Peril & Peace: Ancient                              129
Periodic Table & Games                             97
Perplexors                                                    155
Peter Pauper Journals                                 34
Peter Pauper Sketchbooks                        146
Peterson Field Guide Coloring Books        88
Pete the Cat Language Arts                      16
Pete the Cat Math                                      51
Petit Picasso Kits                                          134
Ph Paper                                                        79
Pharaoh: Boy Who Conquered the Nile 109
Phonics Dominoes                                        14
Phonics Mailbox/Post Office                       13
Phonics Pebbles                                           11
Photographic L I G H T                               136
Pick Your Own Path on the Oregon Trail 116
Picture Book Biographies                          105
Picture Word Books                                    131
Pigma Micron Pens                                    148
Pilot Gel Pen Sets                                        169
P Is for Pterodactyl: Worst Alphabet Bk     14
Pitt Artist Pens Comic Black Set                148
Pizza Fraction Fun Game                            70
Place for Zero                                               55
Plasticine Movie Maker Studio                  136
Platform Scale                                              69
Playfoam Shape & Learn Sets                      7
Playful Chef                                                160
Play Money Sets                                           72
PlaySTEAM Science Kits                               78
Poetry for Young People                             22
Pond net                                                        87
Pony Beads                                                 142
Poor Richard                                               104
Possum Dice Game                                     36
PosterMat Pals Space Savers                      48
Pottery Studio                                             140
Power Pen Early Learning Books                  7

Power Pen Learning Cards for Math          52
Power Pen Learning Cards for Phonics     13
Power Pen Reading Comprehension        18
Practical Life Skills                                       160
Prang® Colored Pencils                            148
Prang® Watercolors                                  144
Presidents Fandex                                      117
Press–A–Sound Books                                152
Pretend & Play Cash Register                     72
Primarily Logic                                            154
Prime Climb                                                  65
Prismacolor® Art Supplies                   145-149
Professor Noggin’s Trivia Card Games    108
Progress ELA                                                  16
Progressive Courses - Young Beginners   153
Project Kid Crafts That Go!                        137
Proof! Fast Paced Mental Math Magic!    66
Punctuation Celebration                            36
Punctuation Takes a Vacation                  36
Puzzle Baron’s Logic Puzzles                      154
Pythagoras & the Ratios                              55

R
Rabbits Rabbits Everywhere                       55
Race Across the USA Game                    120
Rainbow Phonics Magnets                         10
Rainbow’s Summer Fun Packs                  161
Rainbow Tiles                                                70
Rand McNally Geography & Maps         125
Random House Bk Poetry for Children      22
Read–Aloud Family                                      21
Read and Understand Poetry                    22
Reading Guide Strips                                   29
Reading Journals                                         21
Reading Picture Books with Children        21
Reading Skill Sharpeners                             18
Ready to Read Readers                              25
Real World Life Skills                                    159
Real–World Math                                          73
Reasoning & Reading                                  19
Record of Time Timeline Notebook          101
Red Hot Root Books                                     41
Reflections: Student Resp for Classics        20
Rembrandt Art Design Drawing Pencils  147
Renaissance for Kids w/ History Projects  112
Rescue & Redeem: Modern Church       129
Resurrection to Revolution                        101
Rock and Gem Books, Collections            91
Roll A Story Dice Game                              31
Roman Numerals I to MM                            55
Romans: Gods, Emperors and Dormice  110
Rory’s Story Cubes                                       32
Royal & Langnickel Art Pad Sets              149
Rubbing Plates                                            145
Rummy Roots/More Roots                          41

S
Safari, Ltd  History Toobs                            108
Safety Goggles                                            79
Scholastic Handwriting Practice                46
Scholastic Readers Boxed Sets                  25
Scholastic Success Reading Comp           19
School Zone Big Science Workbook          74
School Zone Big ____ Workbooks                 7
School Zone Math Flash Cards                   64
School Zone Math Workbooks                    51
Science Detective                                       75
Science for Every Kid Series                        76
Science Journal                                            76
Science Lessons and Investigations           75
Science Ninjas Games                                96

ScienceWiz Kits                                             78
Science Workbooks                               74–75
Scientific Calculator                                    69
Scotch® Tape Dispenser                           170
Scrambled States of America                  120
Scratch Coding Cards                              157
Scratch–Off Travel Puzzles                        121
Scripture Journals                                       128
Sculpey Clay                                              140
Sculpture Technique                                  140
Sentence Diagramming                              38
Sequence Letters Game                            11
Sewing School                                            138
Shakespeare for Kids                                   23
Shaping Up Summer                                    54
Short & Long Vowel Stories Series              12
Short Story of Art                                         150
Show Me the Monet                                  151
Shut the Box                                                  59
Sight Words in a Flash                                  15
Sight Word Speller                                        43
Sign Language for Everyone                    133
Silly Sentences Game                                  37
Silver Branch                                               110
Sincerely, YOU: Letter–Writing                    33
Sir Cumference Series                                  55
Sizing Up Winter                                            54
Skill Builders                                                  131
Skill Sharpeners                                           155
Skill Sharpeners: Grammar & Punc            38
Skill Sharpeners Math                                   51
Skill Sharpeners: Science                             74
Skill Sharpeners: Spell & Write                      17
Skrib® Paint Markers                                  143
Slamships Sight Word Game                      15
Smartphone Inspector                                80
Smithsonian 10–Minute Science Exper      76
Snap It Up! Addition & Subtrac Game      61
Snap It Up! Word Families                            11
Snap–n–Learn                                                 4
Snapshots Across America Game           121
Soapstone Carving Kits                              150
Social Skills Activities for Kids                     165
Somebody Human Anatomy Game         94
Sorting Through Spring                                54
Space crafts                                                 90
Spanish Bingo Game                                 132
Spanish Dictionary                                     130
Spanish Skill Builder                                    131
SparkNotes Study Cards                            131
Spectrum Critical Thinking for Math          67
Spectrum Handwriting                                45
Spectrum Language Arts 2015                   16
Spectrum Math 2015                                   50
Spectrum Phonics/Word Study 2015          12
Spectrum Reading 2015                              18
Spectrum Science                                        74
Spectrum Spelling 2015                               42
Spectrum Test Practice                             164
Spectrum Vocabulary                                 43
Spectrum Word Problems                           67
Spectrum Writing 2015                                35
Speedball Calligraphy                                47
Spellchecked                                                43
Spelligator Game                                        42
Spelling Plus: 1000 Words Spelling Succes 42
Spencerian Handwriting                              46
Spiral Notebooks                                        169
Spiral Sketch Albums                                  146
Splat! Card Games                                      17
Splat Multiplication Game                          65
Spot the Diff Art Masterpiece Mysteries  151
Spring Scales                                                79
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Squishy Science                                            95
Staedtler® Triplus Fineliner Marker Pens  148
Staplers                                                        166
Stargazer’s Guide to the Night Sky            90
Stargazer’s Notebook                                  90
Star–Spangled State Book                        120
Start with Scribble: Drawing                      134
States and Capitals Songs Kit w/ CD      121
Stationery Sets                                              33
STEAM Lab for Kids                                       76
STEM At Play Science Kits                            77
STEM Basics                                                    79
STEM: Engaging Hands–On Challenges    76
STEM Labs for Life Science                          92
STEM Labs for Science                                 76
STEM Missions (Kumon)                                74
STEM Quest                                                    99
STEM Scribble Books                                     81
STEM Starter Kits                                            78
STEM Starters for Kids                                    81
Step–by–Step Drawing (Usborne)            135
Step Into History                                          112
Step into Reading                                        25
Step–Up Biographies                                  114
Sticker Encyclopedias                               121
Sticky XY Coordinate Pad                           73
Stockmar® Beeswax Crayons                  145
Storage Caddies                                        166
Stories & Poems for Intelligent Children    28
Story Bible (Arch Books)                            126
Story of the U S A                                         20
Straight Forward Math                                53
Strathmore Pads                                145–147
Street Through Time                                   103
Stretchable Book Covers                          168
Student Acoustic Guitar & Accessories  153
Student Geared Clock                                71
Student Homework Book                          168
Student Number Lines                                  57
Student Place Value Flip Charts, Millions  60
Student Planners                                        168
Studio Series Dual–Tip Artist’s Markers      149
Study Cards on a Ring                              169
Summer Activity & Review Books     161, 162
Sum Swamp Addition & Subtraction         61
Super Genius Reading Games                   13
SuperScience World of WOW                    75
Survival Math Skills                                        73
Sylvan Learning Super Math Success        51
Sylvan Summer Smart                                162
Synonym Finder                                            39

T
Table Top Paper Roll Dispenser                143
Tactile Letters Kit                                            9
Take 10! Games                                              8
Take–Along Guides                                      86
Talking Tubes Starter Set                                4
Tall Tales Tablet                                            43
Tangram Wizard: Magnetic Puzz/Gm Kit  68
Tape                                                         170
Teacher Plan Books                                    167
Teaching from Rest: Homesch Guide      164
Teaching the Right Brain                           165
Teach & Tear Math Tape                            69
Teddy Bear Counters                                   56
Ted Jacobs’ Poetry CDs                              22
Tempera Paint Markers                              143
Ten Boys / Ten Girls Series                          129
Ten Frames                                                    58
Test Tubes                                                      79
Thames & Kosmos Engineering Kits            99

Thematic Copywork                                    17
Then and Now Bible Maps                        126
Thermometers                                              79
They Keep Multiplying!                                65
This Book Thinks You’re a Math Genius      68
This Book Thinks You’re a Scientist/Inv        81
Thornton Burgess Books                               27
Three in the Tree Game                              58
Tiger Tales My First Sticker Books                   6
Tile Lock Scrabble Game                            43
Timeline Games                                          108
Timelines of World History (Usborne)        101
Times Machine!                                            65
Times Tales                                                    65
Time to Sign: Sign Language for Kids       133
Time Travel Adv w Exceptional Amer      114
Time Traveler                                               100
Time Travel Guides                                     106
Tiny Polka Dot: Number–Loving Fun!          56
Tissue Paper                                                141
Tock the Learning Clock                             71
Toobaloo                                                      13
Topical Enrichment Packges                    162
Top Secret Files                                           112
Top Trumps STEM                                          99
Tree Vision: Know Your Trees                       88
Trekking the National Parks                       119
Trial & Triumph: Stories fr Church History  129
Tri–FACTa Games                                         62
Trip Around the World Series                     124
True Frenemies Game                               128
True North Guides                                      119
True Tales CDs                                            103
Tube Watercolors                                       144

U
Ultimate Art & Craft Boxes                        141
Ultimate Body–pedia                                  94
Ultimate Homeschool Planner                  167
Ultimate Planners                                       168
Ultimate Volcano Science Kit                     91
Uncle Eric Books                                         118
Understanding Politics & Government    118
Under the Microscope                                92
Unifix Cubes                                                  57
Unifix Reading Phonics                                12
USA/World Laminated Desk Map            122
Usborne Beginners Science & Nature        84
Usborne Book of World History                  100
Usborne Illustrated Dictionary                    39
Usborne Illustrated Stories                            26
Usborne Lift–the Flap Grammar & Punc    38
Usborne Lift–the–Flap Math                        55
Usborne Math Sticker Activity Books          63
Usborne Write Your Own                             30
U S  Facts & Fun                                          115
U S  Geography                                          120
U S  Geography Puzzles                             122
U S  History Cookbook                                114
U S  History: People and Events                115

V
Van Gogh Activity Book                            151
Very Improbable Story                                55
Victory Drill Book                                          13
Vincent’s Starry Night and Other Stories 150
Visio Left–Handed Pens                             169
Visual Edge Slant Boards                           146
Visual Guide to Math                                  54
Vocabulary Cartoons                                  40
Vocabulary Fundamentals                         41

Vocabulary Virtuoso                                    40
Vowel Owls Sorting Set                                12

W
Waldorf Selection Colored Pencils          148
Wall Maps U S  & World Sets                      122
Wanderings of Odysseus                          110
Washington Reads Phonics Card Games 15
Watercolor Brushes                                    144
Way Things Work Now                                 98
Webster’s 1828 Dictionary                          39
Wee Sing America Book and CD            121
Well–Trained Mind 4th Ed                         164
Whaley Planbooks                                     167
What Bird Am I? Game                               89
What in the World CDs                              103
What’s Your Angle, Pythagoras?               55
What Was/Is? History                                  113
What Your _ Grader Needs to Know   6, 164
Where Is ____ ? Series                                124
Whistling Whales                                          11
Who Was/Is? Biographies                          105
Wikki Stix Sets                                                  9
Wikki Stix STEM Pak                                       77
Wild + Free Nature                                       87
Wildlife Ranger                                             89
Will’s Words                                                   23
Windsor Student Planner MS/HS               168
Wipe Clean Pockets/Sleeves                    170
Wipe Clean Workbooks                                7
Wonders of Creation                                   85
Wonders of Nature Sketchbook                88
Wooden Puzzles                                             9
Words in Context                                          41
Words I Use When I Write                            39
Words to Know Sight Words                        15
WordTeasers                                                  40
Wordup! Vocab Show DVDs                      40
Working with Beaded Number Line           57
World Geography                                      123
World of the Microscope                            92
World War II (DK)                                        112
World War II Workbook                              112
World Wars                                                  112
Write About Me/ Write About My World   34
Write Abouts                                                 32
Write From History                                        17
Write–N–Seek                                                11
Write–on, Wipe–off Let’s Write Cursive      44
Write Right!                                                    31
Writing Deck                                                 33
Writing Fiction [In High School]                   33
Writing Smart                                                39

X
X–Scope: 7 Function Optical Tool              80
X/Y Axis Boards                                             73

Y
You Can Write Awesome Stories                31
You Choose Interactive History Adv        107
You Got This!                                               168
Your Story Hour Great Stories Albums      128
You Wouldn’t Want to _____ Series          103

Z
Zaner–Bloser Desk Strips                               45
Zen All Media Brushes                                144
Zingo Phonics Games                                  14



FREE* ECONOMY SHIPPING on paid orders of $50 or more!

  Our goal is to keep all items in stock, but sometimes items will 
go out of stock. These are temporary backorders and usually 
arrive in our warehouse within about a week. Because we 
receive stock every business day, we hold domestic orders 
with backorders up to 5 business days and international 
orders up to 10 business days. However, if expected avail-
ability is more than 5 business days, domestic orders are not 
held. If the backordered item(s) do not arrive in that time, we 
ship the portion of your order that is in stock. The backordered 
item(s) will then be shipped separately at no additional ship-
ping charge after we receive it from the supplier.
  Product availability information is provided on our website. 
Availability message will display directly above the “Add to 
Cart” button on each product’s page. If an item is on extend-
ed backorder with the supplier, you will see this information 
displayed below the item number on the product page. Please 
note that packages (sets assembled by us with letter codes 
instead of item numbers) contain multiple items and do not 
show inventory availability. Phone and mail orders do not 
have access to the most current availability information; please 
contact customer service the next business day after placing 
the order to check on possible backorders. 
  We charge for the entire order up front and ship backorders 
with no additional shipping charge. If you choose to cancel a 
backordered item after your initial order has shipped, you can 
do so and specify how you would like to receive your refund.
  In some cases, an item may be on publisher backorder for 
longer than anticipated. You can call or email us at any time to 
get an update or cancel the backordered item and request a 
refund.
  If a backordered item becomes discontinued and we cannot 
get the item back in stock, we will automatically cancel the 
backorder and issue a refund.
  Backorders will not be cancelled until you request it or we are 
notified by the publisher that the item is no longer available.

Credit Cards: We accept VISA, MasterCard, Discover,   
American Express and debit cards.

PayPal payments are accepted on our website.

Checks are accepted for orders sent by mail.

Privacy Policy: We will not sell, rent or give out your per-
sonal information to any other organization. We do not 
share our email lists with other organizations.

  You may return any item, other than electronic media, within 30 days of 
original shipping date for a full refund of the price paid for the item (shipping 
not refunded) if we receive the item back in salable-as-new condition. After 
30 days, but before six months, we accept returns on these same items, but 
we charge a 10% restocking fee. Orders that qualified for free shipping will be 
assessed a shipping charge if the items returned from those orders cause the 
original order total to drop below the free shipping threshold.
  Shrink-wrapped items must not be used and must be returned shrink-
wrapped to receive a refund. We do not accept items for return that we 
no longer offer for sale. ELECTRONIC MEDIA CANNOT BE RETURNED. WE 
CANNOT GIVE REFUNDS ON ITEMS THAT WE RECEIVE DAMAGED, EVEN 
IF DAMAGE OCCURRED DURING RETURN SHIPPING, AS THEY ARE NOT 
RESALABLE. NO RETURNS AFTER SIX MONTHS.
  To return items, wrap and box them securely to avoid damage in transit, 
include a copy of the packing slip or receipt, and mark the outside of the 
package “RETURNS DEPARTMENT” in large letters. To avoid damage in the 
return shipment, do not use newspaper as your packing material as this often 
leaves ink smears on the items. Also, do not use any of the items as a flat 
surface to write return notes or other information, as this may leave a per-
manent etching on the item. We suggest that you ship your return by UPS or 
Fed Ex (as it is insured automatically for up to $100). If you ship through the 
Post Office, please insure the package.  Please allow 4 to 6 weeks to process 
your return.
  No Exchanges - each order is a new order with applicable shipping charges. 
Please do not include orders with returns, as processing will delay your order.

Shipping Policies:  Standard Shipping to the 48 contiguous states is an Economy 
method of our choice with an estimated transit time of 5 to 10 business days. 
Orders shipping to AK, HI, APO, and Territories will be shipped Book Rate or 
Media Mail through the U.S. Postal Service with no guaranteed delivery time.  
*Free shipping does not apply to purchase orders or international orders.

  Please note that although we attempt to hold our pub-
lished prices, prices are subject to change without notice.

U.S. Shipping Standard Rates
- Paid Orders

Upgrade
Premium

Priority
Mail

$0.01 - $49.99 $6.95 Add $2.00 $8.95

$50.00 - $149.99 FREE Economy Add $8.00 Add $12.00

$150.00 & over FREE Premium FREE Add $12.00

Ordering Information

Payment Information

Pricing

Backorder Policy

Shipping Information

Return Policy

U.S. Shipping Standard Rates
- Purchase Orders

$0.01 - $59.99        $7.50

$60.00 - $99.99        12%

$100.00 - $199.99        10%

$200.00 - $299.99   8%

$300.00 - $499.99   6%

$500.00 & Over   4%

Shipping Upgrades

3-Day 2x P.O. Rate

2-Day 3x P.O. Rate

Next Day 6x P.O. Rate

*Standard percentage provided to calculate upgraded shipping. 
  See website for international shipping rates.

  You may place an order 24 hours a day on our website or via 
fax. You may also place an order with our friendly customer ser-
vice staff toll-free between 8:30 a.m. and 5:00 p.m. Central Time 
Monday through Friday. If you prefer to mail in your order, use 
plain paper and apply the shipping rates to the right. Gift certifi-
cates can be purchased over the phone.

 www.rainbowresource.com
 Email: info@rainbowresource.com
 Phone: 888-841-3456
 Fax: 800-705-8809
 Mail:  655 Township Rd. 500E, Toulon, IL 61483



Order Form

Thank you for your order!

Name: ___________________________________________

Address 1: _______________________________________

Address 2: _______________________________________

City: _________________  State: _____  Zip: __________

Phone Number:  (______) - _______ - ______________

Name: ______________________________________________

Address 1: __________________________________________

Address 2: __________________________________________

City: _________________  State: _____  Zip: _____________

 ITEM # DESCRIPTION QTY. PRICE AMOUNT

______________ _________________________________________________________ _________ ____________ _______________

______________ _________________________________________________________ _________ ____________ _______________

______________ _________________________________________________________ _________ ____________ _______________

______________ _________________________________________________________ _________ ____________ _______________

______________ _________________________________________________________ _________ ____________ _______________

______________ _________________________________________________________ _________ ____________ _______________

______________ _________________________________________________________ _________ ____________ _______________

______________ _________________________________________________________ _________ ____________ _______________

______________ _________________________________________________________ _________ ____________ _______________

______________ _________________________________________________________ _________ ____________ _______________

______________ _________________________________________________________ _________ ____________ _______________

______________ _________________________________________________________ _________ ____________ _______________

______________ _________________________________________________________ _________ ____________ _______________

______________ _________________________________________________________ _________ ____________ _______________

______________ _________________________________________________________ _________ ____________ _______________

______________ _________________________________________________________ _________ ____________ _______________

______________ _________________________________________________________ _________ ____________ _______________

______________ _________________________________________________________ _________ ____________ _______________

Rainbow Resource Center
655 Township Rd. 500E
Toulon, IL  61483

Phone: 888.841.3456
Fax: 800.705.8809

Email: info@rainbowresource.com

Make check payable & mail to:

Name and address entered below should be 
that of the person placing the order.BILL TO: Please complete if different from billing address.  

We do not allow for multiple SHIP TO locations.SHIP TO:

A. MERCHANDISE TOTAL $
    (Add all items)

B. SALES TAX $
    (where applicable)

C. SHIPPING – % of A  $
    (See shipping rate charts)

D. TOTAL AMOUNT DUE $
    (Sum of lines above)

TOTAL:

Check or Money 
Order Enclosed VISA MasterCard Discover

________ - ________ - ________ - ________ Exp. Date _____ / _____

Signature: ___________________________________________________

  (Select one) Please do not send cash.  
Please do not staple check to order form.PAYMENT BY:

American
Express



888.841.3456 • www.rainbowresource.com

Our friendly consultant team is 
here to answer your questions on 
LiveChat, phone or email.

Questions? Just Ask...

10 Summer Enrichment Challenges:
1.  Branch out! Choose 3 kinds of trees to study. Learn 

their characteristics: leaves, bark, environment,  
geography, and the animals that interact with them.

2.   Splish splash! Learn about the world’s water – 
ponds, lakes, rivers, oceans, glaciers. Learn about 
their unique characteristics and locations.

3.  Get buggy! Choose 10 insects and observe them, 
draw them, and learn their scientific names.

4.  An eye for art! Find art around you: sides of build-
ings, billboards, sidewalks, books... Try recreating 
one at home.

5.  Grow something! In the ground or in a pot, inside or 
outside, choose a flower or vegetable seed to plant 
and care for. Document the plant’s weekly growth 
in a journal.

6.  Build something! Create a habitat for a creature 
that visits your yard or windowsill. Use found and 
recycled materials. Observe & document!

7.  Study the stars! Identify 3 constellations and follow 
them all summer! Learn about the origin of their 
names and who discovered them.

8.  Collect 10! Start a collection of 10. This can 
be 10 of anything that interests you: feathers, 
bottle caps, rocks, pencils. Once you reach 
10 and find a new one, let one go.

9.  Read deeply! Choose a book that is  
particularly challenging for you. Stretch 
your reading level!

10.  Set goals! Choose a new skill to learn  
in the next school year: a musical  
instrument, a foreign language, fitness, 
master a computer skill, start a  
business… the sky is the limit!
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